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Abstract

The Propulsion and Energetics Panel's Specialists' Meeting in autumn 1985 on Smokeless Propellants demonstrated that no
common standard was available in this field and that the lack of common understanding led to misunderstanding amongst the
NATO community.

After some preparatory discussion. the Panel. therefore, formed Working Group Number 21 with the objectives of defining
methods for the assessment of rocket motor exhaust optical properties in the visible and in the infrared range, and of
recommnending a terminology based on quantitative criteria.

The Working Group discussed the subject in a total of eight "ssions and prepared th!, Advisory Report. F Ulowing An
Introduction and Summary there arc six chapters. commencing with an Overview and continuing with Propellant Smoku
Classification, Plume Primary Smoke, Plume Set indary Smoke. Plume kadiation and Plume Microwave Properties. In most
cases, the conclusions and recommendations follow the chapters and are not repeated at the end of the Report.

Resume

La rLunion de specialistes organisde par Ic Panel AGARD de Propulsion et dTEnergttique au printemps de 1985 sur le thbme
des propergols non giintrateurs de fumiie a d&monire qu'il n'existait aucune normc univcrsellement reconnue dans cc domaine
vt que cc manque d'entendement pourrait donner lieu it une mauvaise comprehension au scin de la communauttd de I'OTAN.

Suite it des discussions prdliminaires le Panel a done decidd de crL'er Ie groupe de travail No. 2.1. en vue de dtifinir des methodes
d'evaluation des prnpri~tds optiques des gat tijectos des n•oteurs-fusL'c dans le domaine du visible ct de l'infrarougt Afin de
hturnir des recornmandations concernarn une terminologie approprice, bastic sur des criteres quantitatives,

Le groupe s'cst rcuni huit fois pour I'tlaboration de cc rapport consultatif. Suite a lintroduction ut au resume, Ie rapport est
organisti en six chapitres, ii savoir. preambule, la classification des fumties tmises par les propergols, la fums-e primaire du jet dce
propulseur, la fttmte secondaire du jet de propulseur, Ic rayonnement du jet de propulseur, et les caractdristiqucs
hyperfrtquenees du jet de propulseur. Les conclusions et les recommandations se trouvent en g&ntiral ti la fin de chaque chapitre
et ne sont done pas reprises en annexe du rapport.
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Introduction and Summary

The question of termninobzgy in the field of so'id propellant rocket motors eXha.zSL products has alw&ys been a diffic'ult one. In
autumn 1985, AGARD held a specialist meeting in Florence on the subject of "Smokeless Piopellants". The technical evaluator
of this meeting, Geoffrey Evans. statcd in his final report that "There is a need for an agreed quantitative measure and
methodology for defining smoke properties of propellants." In fact, the classification generally used for propellants as "smoky,
recuced smoke, low smoke. mninimumn smoke and smokeless" is much too imprecise and broad-brush to serve as a meaningful or
quantitative guide,

The statements triggered a proposal from AGARD-lPLP that a common language bc developed within the NATO community in
this specific field.

After approval of the AGARD National Delegates Board, Working Group 21 of the Propulsion and Energetics Panel was
created in order it) stus.'y. develop, and recommend a common terminology in the field of solid propellant rocket exhaust
signatures. Its Gbjective was also to define method!. for assessing rocket motor exhausts in various wavelength regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum.

Thic first official meeting of WG I1 was held on 30 and 31 May 1988. but two preliminary meetings took place earlier in spring
and autumn 1987. Additional meetings were held every six month% until the final one in autumn 199t) itt Brussels. so that a total
if eight meetings were field.

As a result of this work. thte group has written a detailed report which appears now as an advisory report. The main results, and
conclusions of the group are summarised herein.

A new terminology is proposed in the field of solid proplf ant combustion exhaust products, This ternminology, which makes a
distinction between primary and secondary smokes, is based on parameters linked to solid propellant com~bustion products.

For prmr mks he aeoistre proposed in this new classification: A. BIand C IA the Miust smoky, C the most smoky).

It has to he emphasised that the classification is intended only for propellants. and not for motors. 'The classification number
which was selected is related to the obscuration coefficient, defined as I -Tr, where ~rr is the transmittance thiough a cloud of
condensables in the exhaust. Thec value of Tr. for a given propellant, is related to the mass percentage and specific gravity of the
condensables In the propellant combustion products calculated for standatrd conditions. An ohiscuration [tumber close to I
corresponds to a T"C prupellant close to t0. it corresponds to an "AV propellant,

For secondary smokes, three categories are also proposed: A, Bi anld the least niokvy. C tbe most .nioky).Tlhe classification
approach selected is related to, the minimum relative humidity ot antbient nit at which saturation isecottdury smnoke formation)
will occur for at mixture toneri part of calculated propellant products (I 1 ,0. HCI, 1W etc) diluted with 1.Ut01) parts air at ai mixture
ci o ' into at re of t WC(2 / 3. 15 K standard atLit iosphe ric p rcssn reAprolltic siidA'gvsotarsmkcndniin
at lvat high rclative humidity.,.% propellannt VIlaSSi lie "C'" giNV S suecndnry smoke even at low relative humniidi ty.

Increasing Secontdary Smnoke

Increasing FA AIlB AIC

Primary Smokc C (A CB1 (CC

lTherefore propellant classification involves two letter:i. A ýery 1 ma 1ke pcpelloimt is classified AA; a very smoky propellant is
k assified CC. A propellant which gives very little n.mn' t~~i.tot intense secotida v smoke Is AC, etc.

It is proiptosed that this tiew qu~anti tative cI as.i fleath n be widcl acce pted to characte rise at solid 1 ritpell ant. II lowevel . one has to
remeniiilie 'that this classification is reflated to propellant' ml v. It cainti t he ~isurmcd that bectiuse a r fuly assemnbled ro cket mnotor
Contaith ito class AA propellant its eXhaPust p1 urne will lbe tiitqtiest tottItfV smitsfotviory fo r all transmti ittattce requirements. Other
design p, ranteers. such as iittni tar. Ilintr, intsu lator, nt wile itiat erlal s mid cnil f nigtration niiist also hie coinside red.

III addition ito this proposal for at new exhaust -smo ke classification tertitii oogyt the G rounp also 0)xant tied thft various methods
and fav iitic.i used in soi )te NAlTO counittries for tmeasu ring and predicting solid p n pellIa tmaitrehistpous.ter
behaviour' and effects. Some are recommended for agencics or conpitnics wishing to establish such capabilities. N 1 standard
11eaLsurcentit methods aire proposed which would clissif y propellants or racket nmotor experimental techniques beceause
quLest ionhs if sti ike measu remient, t ransmisshion, entissiou wiititd sejt tIcri a t whitch at ise dUring the develo pment of a ~ityen roicket
ino tar are so specific that standardised methods woul d lie inlidCqita Ic.



'The main topics addressed in this report arc phennmenology and operational considerations (overview), smoke classifi cation,
p-i mary smoke, secondary smoke. plume radiation. and plume microwave properfitcs.

lii addition, there ;s a glossary of terms used in the plume technology field, Lis well as information about MOCdelliiig C0(10c and
agencies and companies active in this field.

One will also find in this report information about solid propellant rocket motor exhausts which. as fur as it is known, has not
been available until now; consequently thc report will be useful to those entering this field of activity.

For each topic. a member of WG2 1 was appointed as a pilot and was therefore responsible for that topic, which gave birth to a
chapter of the report after discussions with othe~r WG members.

"The members of WG2 1 were;

Bernard ZELLER* France. Chairman
Barry JONES Canada
Emmanuel ADJARI France
Gerard MELLON France
Jacques SAUVEL France
Jacques SOULETIS France
lBrunhardt CRSPINO G(, many
Reinhardt 1)IRSCHERL Germany
Wolfgang LIEHNIANN Gjermany
Lt Col. I "AGONIS* Greece
Renato BRFGNC)L% Italy
Roberto DE AMICIS Italy
P'rof. Luigi D)E LUCA* Italy
Manuel BARREIROS Spain
Alan CRUTTENDEN* United Kingdom
Geoffrey EVANS United Kingdom
Ronald LAWRENCE United Kinudomn
Peter K SMITH United Kiirgdlom
Anthony WVI-TE 14OUSEO United Kingdom
C R DAýRLINGTON United States,
David NETZER* United States
Lawrence B THORN United States
Andruw VICTOR United States

Ilie writing ot ihis report was a joint effort of the Working Giroup. We lim~e tricd to avoid mistakes or miisunderstand~ings. Pletise
addr.oss questions or comments regarding this report to:

,xGARI) or Mir Bernard Zeiler
EAs~utive. Propulsion And Energetics Panel Direction de la Strategic
7, rueL Ancele Division I)Ocn~sc Espace
9)2200) Ncuilly-sur-Scine, France SNP1E

12 Ouai Henri IV
M50(4 Paris. France

*PEP Mcmihers
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1.0 INTRODUCTION and/or to prevent interference with some optical
guidance, detection, or tracking systems. For

It is the working group's intention that this missiles launched from covert sites, there are
overview should provide a useful background compelling reasons to reduce launch plume signs-
framework for understanding the specific lure to undetectable levels. New terminology for
technical chapters and recommendations that controlled smoke propellants is given in Chapter 2.
fMlow in the remainder of this AGARD Advisory
Report. In general, pertinent ranges for detection

will be of the same order of magnitude as the

Exhaust plumes have been a concern in related engagement ranges. When the ranges are
rocket propulsion technology for over four short, time becomes an Important parameter.
decades. The early concerns involved plume inter- Time is also involved in the short bum durations
ference with microwave guidance signals for of many rocket motors, limiting the time available
beam-rider and semi-active systems. Subsequent for detection of radiative emissions.
concerns involved exhaust detectability due to
primary and secondary smoke and the effects of Body and exhaust plume IR radiations have
smoke on some kinds of missile optical guidance been used for decades for detection and targeting
system.. The recent emergence of autonomous by a number of missile guidance systems. For
clectro-optical detection and tracking systems has complex engagements, involving many launch
introduced strong concern about increased missile platforms and therefore many targets, IR rocket
and launch-platform vulnerability due to the exhaust signatures may he used in the near future
entire spectrum of exhaust plume emissions. this to detect and target launch platforms as the
becomes even more important as other missile launch takes place. In such scenarios one is
signatures, such as body emissions, hody concerned about highly capable detection systems
scattering, and body radar cross section (RCS), and detection ranges out to hundreds of
are reduced by application of new materials kilomctres. All signatures encounter some degree
technology and non-axisymmetric geometry I 11. of atmospheric interference (Fig. 1-1).

Overriding all exhaust plume measurements Under clear sky, high visibility daylight
and predictions is a requirement to qtantitatively conditions plume smoke is visible from ranges
specify required signature levels for current comparable to advanced IR detection capabilities.
and future missile missions. Straighttforward as lI addition, plume smoke persists and creates an
this sounds, it has never been adequately done "arrow" from the missile back to Its launch point,
for any tactical missile plume. There is no Primary smoke is the result of particulate rocket
question that it should he done to set realistic motor effluent that forms during cooling of the
goals and to prioritize research and development combustion gasas at any ambient atmospheric
(R&D) efforts for plume detection. identification. condition. Secondary smoke Is the condensed
tracking, targeting, and control. In addition, vapour contrail of a missile plume- its formation
required signature levels must be identified with depends upoin both the nature or the gaseous
specific operational time-frames to correlate % %itli rocket ilotor efulcunt and the prevailing ambient
projected enemy detection capabilities. It is also atmospheric temperature and humidity conditions.
critical that signature he scored or ranked as to Missile contrails form tinder all conditions that
its value ror any mission, also the rclative vaLiuc of support jt't aircraft contrail formation. In
each type of signature for that mission (e.g., IR. addition, the HICI product of ammonium perchlo-
UV. smoke, flash. RCS). Other plume effccts (e.g. rate combustion causes an extremely persistent
guidance interference and plume impingement (and olten continuously growing) contrail to form
effects) are performance issues that must he at conditions much warmer and much less humid
solved for deployment. Once a set of pricritited than those required for the formation of aircraft
signature goals has been established. it may he contrails. It takes some time for the full
possible to prioritize the Research and development of a secondary smoke contrail, and
Development required to reach the goals. depends upon the amhient conditions and the

spe,:ific exhaust structure. This can affect its
Those missiles for which 'recduced' and iplortance to a particular scenario. In addition

"minimum smoke' propellants have been dcelh,- the optical density (and hence visibility and
ped over the past decades have an overriding transinissivity) of the secondary smoke contrail
identified need far signature control. In general fruzm a liven motor strongly depends on ambient
controlled smoke propellants are intended to condituonw,. In Chapter 2 of this report
prevent timely countermeasures hy the target (PROPELLANT SMOKE CLASSIFICATION)
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new terminology developed by this working group (vi) lack of models for turbulence
Is proposed to replace the qualitative terms introduction into the flow"reduced smoke* and "minimum smoke' with (vii) lack of models for three-dimensional
quantitative definitions that can be used to relate chemicaily-reacting plumc flow fields
initial specifications of solid propellant (viii) failure of current models to account
requirements to defined levels or primary and for time dependent plume signature
secondary smoke. effrcts.

Much of the effort of the past two decades Elimination of those weaknesses will require
in plume technology has been directed towards major investigations of both an experimental and
developing and refining analytical prediction theoretical nature. Research to understand and
methods. Most of these methods are now control physical processes (propellant chemistry.
exercised as digital-computer programs. When fluid dynantics/combustion interactions, signa-
these computer programs accurately predict plume tures) is critical for plume signature reduction.
effects, considerable time and expense associated Arterburning of fuel species, such as carbon
with flight testing to determine plume properties monoxide and hydrogen, In missile rocket
of specific missile exhausts can be avoided, exhausts, is the major contributor to plume IR,
However, it is necessary to prove the validity of UV and RF signature effects. Programmes to
any computer program by comparing its calculated investigate these areas arc the purview of an
results with measured data. The advantage of individual nation's research and development
the computer program is that once its validity programmes, and the subject of several
is demonstrated, it is possible to apply it to many collaborative efforts.
situations for which measurements have not been
made. A strong caution must hei made here; It is important to acknowledge the existence
validation of a computer program within a limited of advanced research codes that reflect the latest
range of rocket motor propellants and flight technology and methods, such topics as baseflow
environments does not guarantee validity outside recirculation and three dimensional, multiphase
that range. In fact, there are many instances of flow with linite rate chemistry etc. Thesn codes
".verifled' computer programs failing In subsequent attract high investment costs and some may
comparisons with data. involve sensitive national interests which preclude

their general release, Less sophisticated but more
Plume predictions are routinely made for IR readily available, are codes such as the U.S.

signature, smoke visibility and obscuration, and production suite SPF/SIRRUM and others. These
RF-guidance signal attenuation, In addition, the are less exact hut model plume properties in a
analytical techniques available can be used to satisfactory manner.
predict plume impingement effects, and, with
various modifications, RF-guidance signal One of' the major henefits of predictive
noisc-modulation and radar cross-section (RCS), mndelling i, the insight it provides for
emitted visible and ultraviolet (UV) signature. unldcrstanding the effelcts that different rocket
Despite this state-ol'-thc-art there are clear areas motors and mission variables have on exhaust
in the modelling which are incomplete and show plume properties and effects. Even when
up as limitations in the accuracy of" some computer programs fail to accurately predict
predictions, and obvious failures or some others. missile plume effects, they may provide
The major weaknesses responsible for these important information about the relative
results are believed to be in flowfield modelling importance of many or the different variables that
and include :- arfect exhaust plume properties.

(I) lack of turbulcncc-combustion coupling 2.0 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
(ii) inadequate treatment of hasellow

recirculation with chenmical reactions This section examines some of the factors
(iiI) lack of particle combustion modelling, that link operational requirements to solid rocket

including multi-phase flow interactions exhaust plume considerations. These factors fall
(iv) lack of reliable data regarding particle into two major areas

size distribution of metal oxides and
their complex index of refraction (i) Physical Interactions :- This covers

(v) inadequate criteria for predicting such physical interactions of the plume
ignition of afterburning in some plume as gas and particle impingement on
flows surfaces and gas dynamic interactions
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(such as those between two rockets on exhaust plume flowfield computer
closely parallel or serial courses or the codes are ideal for determining this,
effect of rocket exhaust on aircraft jet The next step is to define the
engine performance, including temperatures, pressures, and particle
flameout). impingement induced by the plume

onto launcher surfaces, and to
(ii) Radiation interactions :- This convers determine whether or not there will be

the areas of plume signature and a threat to the launch vehicle or
guidance interference effects that arc person, To accomplish this, one must
caused by emitted plume radiation or use the plume flowfield computer
interactions of plumes with radiation output parameters of gas density,
from other sources. Our interest in species, temperatures, particle sizes
thene interactions can be grouped into and number densities, and gas and
the following two categories, particle velocities and then determine
a. Detection reQuirements :- These are impact forces and heating rates on
related to threat (enemy) plume involved surfaces. The degradation of
signatures and determine our launcher surfaces can then be
requirements for detection capability determined analytically. Experimental
and countermeasures. verification ofr the predictions can be

ohtaincd by submerging well
b, Signature re'uirements :- These instrunmented materials Into the
Include requirements for "stealth," I'or eshausts of' statically fired rocket
missile guidance, and any other motors and comparing the results with
operational parameters that are code predictions, If the predictions are
affected by our missile plumes and good, they can be extrapolated to
thus affect the dasign of' our own other, non-static, rocket motor firing
rocket motors, conditions with reasonable assurance

or accuracy. Even fairly simple
Operational requirements regarding exhaust prediction methods have been

plumes are usually a critical part of' a weapon successful for surface-launched missile
system's design requirements. The rest ol this launtcher Impingement prohlems(2,31.
section gives specific examples of such
requirements in relation to the above, (ii) L.t us consider a barrage rocket

system.; typically such a system uses
2.1 Physical Interactions anguided rocket powered missiles

launched in parallel or series from
In this area we are concerned with the launchers that contain substantial

design of a rocket motor to assure that the numbers of' weapons. In either
physical interactions or its plume do not cause parallel or series firing modes the gas
operational problems, Although physical dynamic cffccts of the exhaust jet
interactions are not part of the working group's from one rocket can affect the
mandate, they will be discussed briefly herein for trajectories of neighbouring rounds,
completeness and to alert the specialist to the The problem is to determine the
need to consider aspects other than just the magnitude of that interference and
signature characteristics of the plume. Three whether it causes trajectory errors
problem areas are considered as examples :- greater than allowable by the

aim-poit|t-accuracy, miss-distance and
(i) First, consider plume impingement kill-probability requirements for the

situations such as those often weapon system. The pertinent analysis
encountered when a missile is can be done with one of the existing
launched from an aircraft or ship, or rocket exhaust plume flowfield
perhaps our concern is a small computer codes. If it is determined
shoulder-launched battlefield missile. that an operational problem exists, it
The geometry of each situation is well may be possible to redesign the rocket
known. The first step in solving the nozzle or the missile exterior to reduce
design prob!em is to determine how the problem. Another approach might
the missile plume fits into the known be to devise a tactical firing strategy
launcher geometry. Existing rocket that minimizes the interference
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problem. based on this method. A number of unknown
parameters are immediately evident

(i11) Another very serious problem involving
physical interactions is aircraft jet (I) At what dislance must we detect the
engine flameout coused by the target?
ingestion of rocket exhaust products. (ii) At what aspects (relative flight paths,
There is a history of this problem angles, dc.) must we detect the target?
with afterburning rocket exhausts. In (iII) Over what range or atmospheric
fact, the use or a potassium sulphate conditions must we detect the target?
".sal-od" in some early air-launched (iv) Over what range of absolute and
rockets was Implemented just to relative velocities must we detect the
eliminate the arterburning that caused target?
this problem, The same problem has (v) What sensor capabilities do we have
been encountered more recently during and how can they be used?
air-launch of some air-to-air tactical (vi) What are the target signature
guided missiles, particularly when characteristics?
gas-dynamic or autonomous missile (vii) Can the intercepting missile onboard
guidance effects cause the rocket to sensor(s) distinguish between plume
cross the aircraft path with resulting arid target'?
engine ingestion of hot exhaust gases.
At least three solutions are obvious :- It is possible, uning modern exhaust plum.c
(1) eliminate arterhurning in the rocket computer codes and other analytical techniques to
exhaust (not easy with modern high- get answers to all these questions. However, one
performance composite propellants), must be cautious because all the analytical
(2) relocate missile latncher on Ilhi technlques are based on assumptions that may
aircraft, or (3) delay the start or hide parts or reality. For example, the strongest
autonomous guidance or the missile feature or current plume computer codes is their
until it is farther from the launch prediction of steady-state levels of total and
aircraft. Even some of the older rocket spatially resolved radiation. However, the
exhaust plume computer codes (such distinction between the target and its plume may
as LAPP) have hbcn applied %ery he more app~tarcni in the tinte dependent regime
succesfully to this problem. due to such features as turbulence structure and

Doppler shifts In radiation, than in the steady-
2.2 Radiation Interactions state regime.

2.2.1 Detection Requirements For target detection and tracking, the total
steady-state radiation levels are of primary

This area concerns information on plume importanL.. At the required maximum
signatures of threat (enemy) weapons, hoib operational launch range. the sensor/detector
aircraft and missiles. It is information that may be portion of the guidance system must be capable of
difficult to obtain, particularly that needed to distinguishing the target plume from background
predict the signatures of threat aircraft and radiation and from spurious local radiation
missiles. Such information is usually highly sources. Intervening atmospheric attenuation of
classified by each nation and handled o a the target signature must be accounted for when
"need-to-know* basis because it has direct the maximum operational launch range is
implications on weapon design, tactical determined, this includes accounting for possible
procedures, and critical technology. However, variations in atmospheric attenuation over the
certain principles that are obvious will he missile launch envelope. The guidance system
discussed here. must be capable of locking on to the target plume,

keeping lock as the missile approaches its target
The objective is to perform some military and must include algorithms to overcome any

operation at minimum risk and with maximum momentary loss of lockk.
chance of success, Quite obviously, sensing
emissions radiated from the exhaust plume of a As the missile approaches its target, the
target aircraft or missile Is an ideal mrevans of field-of-view of the sensor/detcctor sub-system
locating, identifying, tracking, and Ipssibly will become filled with the target plume and an
targeting (or terminal homing). Therefore, we can autonomous decision must be made to transfer
start the design of a passive *detection system* lock to a particular part of the signature. Ideally,
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this would involve transferring lock rrom the (i) to minimize the dctcctability of one's
plume to the target itself and may require own missiles in certain scenarios.
inclusion of a bias or shift or lock From the
location of maximum plume signature to the (it) to minimize any interfercnce or the
expected location of the target. This Is not too plume on missile guidance.
difficult to do if the missile is using a
proportional guidance scheme. In Fact. the bias Plumes may he detected by sensing either
could be built into the missilc guidance system their emitted radiation or their concentration of
to operate from launch onward, and be based on ambient radiation. Plumes emit significant
plume signature computer calculations; however. quantities or electromagnetic radiation over a
such calculated values would be strongly depen- wide range, from the ultraviolet (UV) at the short
dent on target type, target velocity, and target wavelength end or the spectrum, through the
altitude. The danger or this approach is clear, the visible, Infrared (IR) and millimetric wave regions
range or variation could be large If the bias is down into the high radio frequency (RF) and
preprogrammed, and the resulting average miss longer wavelength end or the spectrum. There
distance could also be large. If distinguishing may be trace amounts or radiation at shorter and
characteristics of the target-plume interface can longer wavelengths, however, these are usually
be identified, transfer of lock would ideally not considered viable for tactical purposes.
involve switching from the total plume or location
of maximum emission in the plume, to those Particles in plumes, often referred to as
characteristics of the Interl'ace. Distinguishing phiuc smoke, are a major cause or concentrated
features of this interlace may bch time-dependent amnlbient radiation which usually becomes apparent
rather than steady-state. The plume gases are ;it as it Is scattered from the plume to some
their maximum velocity very close to the target detector, The smo)ke trails of plumes are easily
exhaust exit, therefore some guidance 4olution detected visually because they scatter sunlight and
based upon Doppler shirt in thie signature might the less intense skylight. Scattering of the earth's
he used. Also, the plume will have a turbulent albedo may also be detectable, particularly when
structure not exhibited by the target surfacc, This the ground is very bright (ror example, when
turbulence might be used to distinguish between covered with snow), There is also a component of
the target body and Its plume. However, the scattered sunlight, usually less than 5pm in
turbulence will probably Ibe a mrinimnu niiear the wiavelength, that may cause detection or
target and a maximum at the location ul' interlerence problems with electro-optical systems
maximum plume temlperature and alterhurning : i)•praling at mild-IR wavelengths. Plume smoke
this would tend to mitigate against using Lan interfere with guidance systems that operate
turbulence to distinguish between the target and in [he visible or near-IR regimes if propagation
plume, The target signaturc near the mm•une may through the plunc is required in tactical
be expected to be a combination of hot body scenarios.
radiation and scattered ambient radialion that
could distinguish it spectrally rrom the plume. The gas-density v'ariations in plume wakes
This report does not consider any "hard-hody" may cause disturbances in ambient RF fields.
signature sources or effects. Although such disturbances can be detected

(as can clear-air turbulence, which is the same
2,2.2 Signature Requirements phnonmenon), it is nol obvious that such

detections can be useful in tactical battlefield
This area Is related to the design of solid conditions.

rocket motors. The design objective is to minhnie
the signature of a missile exhaust plume l'or une Electronically charged species in plumes
or more reasons. Detailed information in this area (particularly free electrons, although ions may also
is usually highly classified to pr.v'ent its contribute significantly at the longer wavelengths)
acquisition by potential threat nations. however, attenuate, scatter, and refract or *focus"
as with the previous section, the principles impinging RF radiation in the megahertz and
involved are available in the open literature, and gigahertz regimes. For very highly ionized
it is from that basis that the Following discussion plumes, this can cause a detectable increase in the
proceeds. There is one primary goal and that is to missile radar crovs section (RCS). Even moderate
minimize the deleterious operational efFects oF our Ieve•s of ioni/ation can cause RF interference for
own missile plume signatures. There are however heam rider and semi-active guidance systems.
two primary design goals:-

The temperature of the plume Is the single
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most important factor contributing to signature (ii) Detection ranges greater than 75km
levels Involving emitted radiation and RF are ambiguous in one-on-one
interactions. Particles exhausted from the rocket engagements.
nozzle form particle laden contrails (primary
smoke) detectable for many kilonictres behind a (iii) Plume RCS should be controlled to
flying missile. Water-sol'jhlt gascous and keep detection probability of the plume
condensed species combined with water exhausted less than that or the missile alone.
from the nozzle and water present naturally in the
atmosphere can result in the formation of (iv) The need for guidance Interference
water-droplet contrails (secondary smoke) that control is determined by the *mauginal
persist for many kilometres over a wide range of excess capability* of the guidance
ambient conditions, although there are conditions system without interference (that is,
when water-droplets do not form, The criterion the ability of the guidance system to
for the formation of secondary smoke involves the operate beyond the maximum missile
nature and concentrations or the exhaust species, envelope). For example, if the guidance
the temperature and behaviour or the plume (does signals have a power margin of 10db
it arterburn, for example?), as well as the ambient at the maximum operational range,
temperature and atmospheric moisture content then plume signal interference up to
(i.e.. relative humidity). i0db might he tolerable. This is most

applicable to RF guidance interference.
In the following discussion, methods are Plume induced RF noise must be kept

given for arriving at solid rocket muotor or to levels that will not be interpreted by
propellant design requirements to ichieve tie guidance system as false targets or
operational goals. otherwise confuse the guidance system.

If the level of' emitted radiation Iroin a (v) Plume smoke must be controlled for
missile plume is to be reduced to a level thai those missions in which it can com-
prevents detection or the missile, it is first promise the launch platform or inter-
necessary to determine what that level is and the fere with electro-optical guidance. It is
benefits, ir any, or partial signature reduction, also important, hut less critical to
Required signature levels muist hli Identified with avoid detection of the missile itself.
specific operational timneframes to correlate with There will always be possible scenarios
projected enemy detection capabilities. It Is also fit which secondary smoke can form,
critical that a signature he scored or ranked as to and the probabilities of such occur-
its value for each mission together wilh the rence should he known. For this
relative value of each type of signature (e.g., UV, reason, this AUARD working group
IR, smoke, visible flash, RCS, .ic.). The plume has provided a climate database which
effects that involve missile guidance, such as RF permits the prediction of the occur-
and plume smoke Interference arc overriding rence of secondary smoke on a
performance issues that must be solved for syseMIl comnmnon hasis. (Appendix 4 to this
deployaenit, report).

The first step is to determine the range from (vi) Missile plume signatures that can
which non.detecmability is needed and the contribute to the detectability of an
radiation wavelengths involved, No guidelines otherwise covert and vulnerable launch
have been established for this, It would be platform may need to be controlled at
desirablo, to have a plume and missile that Is all costs. This is particularly true of
undetectable at all rang.es. however this is clearly plume smoke trails from missiles
not possible. The following guidelines are believed launched from stationary or slow-
to be appropriate :- moving platforms, since the smoke

trais, persist for a long time.
(1) Initial deteclio:i of supersonic missile

plumes at ranges of less than 6krn is The following three fictitious examples of
not important because the short plume signature problems are included to give
engagement times available do) not some idea of design considerations that are
permit effective countermeasures, influenced by rocket exhaust plumes.
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Example I- sidering this further, Imagine a scenario where
conflict occurs in a desert climate In which the

The missile is guided along a line of sight. The first combatant uses an all-climate missile
guidance system minimizes the angle formed by (obtained from a major power arms source) with
the target. the launch platform, and the guided a rocket propellant (commonly known as a
missile. Designation of the target is done hy an 'mininim umi-smoke" propellant) containing no
operator who must continuously designate file ammonium perchlorate (AP), which is responsible
target until the missile hits it. The missile is for seckondJ'ry smoke formation in cool, humid
loeated during flight by a beacon that radiates in climates, and the second combatant, realizing it
the near-IR. will never use anti-tank missiles elsewhere, has

chosen to produce and use a composite propellant
The exhaust plume can disturb the guidance with no metal but high AP levels In the rocket
system by :- motors of Its anti-tank missiles. The second

(I) obscuring the target from the operator combatant will have an advantage in performance
due to smoke. The target is seen in a (total Impulse) In the desert environment, or
natural crnvironment by a contrast the option of' selecting a smaller and lighter
defined as m ilssile design. Hei may also, III general, have a

rocket miotor with improved service lire and

C - Bt - B where hanidling', transport, and storage safety,

C - contrast fIn another situation, tconbidcr a goal involy-
Bt targeut brightness ing reduced idunic-IR signature Ii thfe 3,um to
Bh- backgrouind brightness 5jnim wavulengthi hand, Suppose existing data

Theattnuaion(whch itut b 1" thn i fator indicate lthat with likely enemny deteciors, the
The I atenuaion (wihmash stanafco steady-state IR signature ol' a current motor

10) i defned s :-capable ol' meeting the purloritiatice goals can be
Cl detletud at ranges front 30kin to 250km

A . -L where depending 1)11 plutne and detector altitudes, and
(12 atmospheric and background conditions, Studies

show~ thiat a motor inight lie desigined and
A -~ at tenuat ion fabrica ted with only I1004. of the I R signature or
Cl - contrast without mtrotri the cuirren t motor, However, calculations show

exhaust that this will reduce detection to ranges between
C2- contrast with mnotor vshauist 25kgin and 21)0kmo, for identical conditions-, a

tri vial chanlge, andi not ali iminprovemen t In ifte
(ii) obscuring the missile 1room the dolletalor iilicrat otial C ontex t. Anothcr 11t11on is a

dute to smoke. With the sitme thliqii it-irinaic tue lilu rao: ot eig:ine', MIMIih, alter
deliniit ions as the tire hots pa ragra ph, it-, ro cket hboo ster is cS %hais ted. will have a
the attenuation miust he less thlanita signature only orme-hirtictli that of the current
factor 20. Boktlecauise the ramnjet-powered miissile, will

fly atl different aspects to expvcted detector
(Iii) saturation of the light aniplifier used platforms, it is assumed that an IR signature only

for night firing, due to plume 111 of thfe current rocket plume can be achieved.
radiation. To avoid saturation of the Withi this condition, the IR detection range can be
light amplifier the spectral radiance of reduced to at range hetween l9kni and 100km, for
the plutme inust lie less t han ixi ix idenit icalI cond itlonis. If' thle operational goal had
Watt/m2fsr/m. been identified as rio detections beyond 30km,

that goal is now achievable for a significant
(i,.) a hiigher level of rad at io: Ir ml t(lie pericenrt age oif ciountiters, aind thti value ot' these

plume than front the beacon. This versuis other operatitonal paramleters must be
point is satisfied if thle previ ous otie is tIe tertim i i ti ) to ptlitii lc the systein deslipt,'
satisfied.

Plume smoke can also reveal the missile
trajectory and the launch position. This point hits As the final example, consider a plume-
not been quantified at the present time. Coin- radar guidance problem. Everything pos~sible has
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been done to reduce signal attenuation, After- addressed, they include design principles and the
burning is quippressed as much as possible contributions made by propellants, liners, insu-
considering the performance needed, the rocket lation, nozzles and igniters. Plume effects are
motor nozzle lip (misile base) thicknmss has been described from a theoretical basis. This is
minimized by boat-tailing the cxtcrnal missile- necessary since it is the only way to approach an
cylinder wall, the two rcc,,ivcr anlennas for the onderstanding (if the phenomeria involved.
semi-active radar-guidance system arc forward on Existing data on plume effects tend to confirm
the missile body to minimize the influence of the theoretical principles, if not the specific
direct signal-interference pawls through the motor details of calculations based upon them.
exhaust plume. At least one antenna always has
a signal attenuation less than the I0dB required 3.1 Solid Propellant Rocket Motors
ror adequate signal-to-noise ratio at maximum
thrusting range. Yet the missile sometimes has Solid rocket motors appear to be rather
midrourse guidance problems that cause it to miss simple devices. Generally thcy have nn moving
Its target. After much deliberation, and analysis mechanical parts (although some modern systems
of expensive telemetry data (which would not are fitted with moving nozzle thrust vector control
otherwise have been obtained), the project team systems, and adjustable pintel nozzles have been
comes to the awful conclusion that the antenna designed and tested). However, this apparent
selector In the guidance system Is selecting thie simplicity is deceptive. It is more appropriate to
wrong antenna for guidance. The system is d'isualizc a solid rocket motar as an engine which
programmed to select the antenna receiving the has all the design requirements "frozen" into the
larger signal, which It is doing; hut analysis o' thie iicessary chemical and physical forms,
telemetry data indicates that at the titlme (W
selection much of' that signal is plumie- induced 3. .I Motor Design Principles
noise on the carrier signal scattered tnto lime
antenna making it appear to be the larger signal. Figure 1-2 shows a typical tactical rocket
The problem is now severe, especially' since tie motor including the major design features. The
system has been deployed. Earlier In the d"sign solid propellant is cast or extruded as a "grain,"
of the system it would have heeni possihle t) The propellant is selected to contain the necessary
Include noise-discrimination circuitry in the chemtical energy, delivered at an appropriate rate,
guidance system, or an indepnmde miilssi l ti ccLitpllsh the mcissile Imissinti, This requires
orientation sensor that could have elinmitaled or that the t'ollowing conditions be met
reduced this problem,

(I) The density of the propellant must be
Detailed design guidelines must li worked sufficiently high to package the

out for each proposed missile system on the basis needed energy ;nto the available
of how and where it is to be used, amid the volume,
relative value or the different contribut intg fac:tors
such as range, velocity, guidance type., mission t it) rlc hurning rate of the propellant
value, launch platform value, and technology must hie such that energy is delivered
availability. The objective of this design effort is at the required rate,
to quantify the available tradeolf options between
all the various requirements and goals, and to (Iii) The burning rate slope (n in the
optimize them for the missile system under burning rate equation r-apcn) must be
consideration, If all operational conditions are sufficiently low that mild pressure
considered fairly, some surprises are likely to excursions do not lead to unstable
emerge. hurning or runaway (possibly explo-

sive) pressure increases.
3.0 TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

(iv) The burning rate of the propellant is
This section of the overview describes major usually dependent on temperature,

plume properties and effects of' concern, starting being higher at higher temperatures,
with the flow of rocket motor combhustion Since tactical solid rocket motors must
products from the combustion chamber through operate over a wide range or ambient
the nozzle and into the atmosphere as far as (and thus propellant) temperatures, it
necessary for the properties and effects of interest Is important that the performance of
to manifest. Critical design features of solid the missile should be similar through.
rocket motors as they affect plumes are out the entire specified operating

III__I__.-.____1_1. . .. . ..
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temperature range, thrust to maintain constant velocity of
the missile. Figure 1-3 shows typical

(v) The propellant grain is configured to thrust and pressure versus time curves
give the desired thrust-time profile. fin for such a boosAt-Fustain rocket motor.
the motor of Figure 1-2, this is Other, more complex grain shapes are
accomplished hy "perforating" the grain not uncommon.
no that burning occurs internally on
the exposed faces. With the Internal (vi) The Igniter must ignite the entire
perforation or bore shown in the propellant surface quickly and bring
rigure, the hurning surface area the motor to Its design operating
remains nearly constant during the pressure. It must be designed so that
entire burn, and thus the thrust is ignition does not mechanically damage
nearly constant. In contrast, a simple the propellant grain.
circular bore would Initially have a
smaller burning surface that would (vii) Tteu propellant must have mechanical
grow progrcssively during combustion, properties that prevent It from crack-
The nhamber pressure an'J C~ie thrust lug, or other damnage when Initially
would also grow, iotthough not pro- pressurized by the igniter, or under
portionally, unless the burning rate had forces (loads) or accelerating flight, or
no depnenltce on pressure. Thu po~rt of normal handling.
mutst he of a size large einough ito
prevent choking or' conmbustionm gas tevii) The liner bonds the propellant grain to
flow upstream of thc nozzle throat, the case or Insulation. The liner bonds
and to minimfize erosive burning of the mnust nut separate or burning may
propellant surface. As burning reachecs creep Into the bond region and
the outer hinsulation of' the miotor, the quickly destroy the motor case. inhibi-
buirning surface and hence, the thruhl, tors may he used to prevent com-
begin it) decrease (tailorlf). Since wustion or sonic propellant surfaces.
motor performance Is reduced during these mnay he slow-burning.
tailoff, and an extended burnout phase
reqipires extra Initernatl case insulat ion. iS) The Inisulation) mutst keep the heat
gooid motor dusigns ttiininiie the from ai burned-out mnotor grain rrom
duration of' the deccrease by at temipt- damaging 0%~ case during the final
Ing to burn out all of the propellant stages of unpowered flight (coast).
simultaneously, The insulation muist also prevent

excemssive temperatures and tempera-
Some grains or hecad-end parts of itre gradients (tine In aerothermal
grains are 1101 purforated and burn ont heatinig or other amibient influences)
the surface lacing the no//Ae. Th'lese Ironi damnaging the propellant or the
are known ias ctid-hurnitig, or Iliner bond,
restricted. or cigarette-burning grainis.
It Is possible to achieve ;.olistalit (x) The nt/Iou throat must he sized to
thrust-timie curves with such grains, constrict the flow so that the design
Motors with end-burning grains requtir%: burn rate and chamber pressure arc
more Internal case insulation thatn reached and maintained In the corn-
those with in turn al-burn ing gralins ito bustion chamber. Flow in the nozzle
prevent exposure of the nozzle cnd uf throat Is choked to sonic velocity
the motor case to the high-temnperature which prevents any possible feed back
combustion within. End-burning gratins from the nozile cone or downstream
also require some Internal stress-relief regions from influencing the chamber
mechanism to prevent cracking due ito combustion.
thermal expansion. Sonie boost-sustain
rocket motors use an Internally per- txi) The niozzle' expansion cone angle
forated grain conriguration near the employed (a conical expansion Is
nozzle f'or a short duration, high usually used in tactical missiles) is a
thrust, boost or acceleration phase, tradeoff between the nozzle length and
and an end burning configuration to weight and the texpapsiun efficiency.
provide longer-duration, lower sustain The .sonic gases in the nozzle throat
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aeccelerate in the cxparision con,.-. IWO) chambelir pressure and 1437 psia (0.101325
Maximum performance erficiency is MiPa) exit pressure, unless stated otherwise.
achieved if thia exhaust gases just
reach ambient pressurc at tile nozile 3.1.2 Solid Propellant lIngredilents and Other
exit. H-owever, since manyt~ tactical Fatctors Reluted to Plumie Signuture
mnissiles operate over a wide range of
altlitdes, and hence amibient pressures, Specific impuluse is usually considered to be
a compromise nozzle exit radius Is tlia single most Important propellant property
usually chosen based ott many ractors, related to perrorttancc, and this certainly Is true
The expansion cone halr-angie Is for weight-limited rocket motors, H~owever, for
usually chosen to be between 12 and volume limited systems, propellant density Is also
20 degrees . this Is a nozilc tradIeorr. imporrtan~t, and the density may be traded against
The smaller the expansion angle, the specific impulse lit propellant selectio'n to improve
greater Is thia axial component 1)r performance, although not on a one-to-one basis.
momentum (thrust) that acts to propel When propellants wvith reduced exhaust plume
the missile ; however, lthe looiger thia signature effrects are selected for operational use.
noze the greater thia wall i'riction lthe specific impulse invariably suffers,
and turbulent boundary layer losses in
the nozzle and thea greater the missile 3. 1.2.1 Solid Propellunt lIngredlents
inert weight. It is also very :Important
that the(. nozzle hial f-a rig I shI III (1 1 I) ICe rtt vrtcc t ile the ncessary energy for missile
so great that 110W S10p131.1t 11n ICe trs propl ttsion, a rocket m ot or inust cont ain fuel and
(ice.ia situation In which tile uspanld- tI\idizcr ingredlients that cotnhust to produce thle
ing nozzlu Clow~ detlaches I'roo Ole htigh lvý,ocity iio/zle gas and other effluents that
nozzle wvall %%l t he1 f trimtioin (it prol t iCl te in issilie. It) a solid rocket mnotor the
shock waves and iiaenrllhe iprc- fuel and oxidizer are hound closely together in an
d icuthle, and variable ithrutst inilsa Iig eti. ela.tonitte n hinder ma~it rix that prov ides the
ment). necessary structua al properties over a wide range

ori required performnance and storage temperatures
The purpose or till these dclcMn %:olt- (ats broad ats !!')K ito 344K). The binder is

sideeat ions Is it) producec it mn l r M IMcI prc ilcs t \ 1ial lv ait hiel. allib, tvii. in sonic propellant
thrust to propel thle missile, 'rhriist is he t: treeu type.-, lthe bin~r ilia-/ also hiav e sonic oxidizer
titat the msittlex experiences as5 Ith rcstil It),i tIC Iinoleci ules. iThi C is Ic reas ingt in terest int
ex hausting nozzle gases. It i~s :ituatldIly thc Cim ort liuilyn cr ic ci tergv... lit iders wihichI definitely have
two termns :- ijkli/tllk! LIpalilitIcS; however, these doa not

ecilvrtIllv c utt11ihitic to) ilncreltsed plittic signa(ture,

0i) the tinotnetutt thtrtust %otich is thec
product l t1' Ile IMIdSS 11% 1o .iatc .id tihe 1*%%uilasic kpcs o~f propeilant are iti widec
exit velocitY o Ilto/zie V11CItItIci 111c WktIs~', Iolllet-I)Ise p~rop~ellatnts aiid clllposite

plropellants. Atlutlighli te Inlolecitles ini these
(ii) tilie pressure thir is I. ihi II is tlic p rop ell antis Ii tier w id ely, Is t h propellant types

pre~ssure difference hetwcern the noize are hased uipuun carbon, o)xygen, hyudrogen, and
exit and a inbien t prt:ssn rex tpura iii i nitro gctt atoml s, aid th le x haulst products that
over the iio/ut e e sit a rea. result Irnta clhambi er ~oin hustxtion tire close it)

equ iib r iumt con centirat ioiis of lite c erIM 1st ry
Thte imtnpulse (oft'.,n caltied totIal it it use) oilal it viol ed ittider in i te exit condidItionis. (The

niotur is the intiegrut otf tile thrulst t?\ur the oItluit.a cliilituler ItrodlILNliusiklt enter tht: iioute throat tire
ýng dtiration, Thle sllecific itmptulse h~p) is the tittal prtobablly %cry elose to equtilibriunm. Somte non-
impulse Idivided by til %c I ilgt itr proplleIantiI equiilibration lol ccuitrs du rinug I te pressure drop of
specific impulse is talso it propellIan iii Ittirt ter rio/iie ex pansiont, hiowever. thIisi has little effect on
that can be tleintine irthtucinchemicatly. Specific such mlajor species like CO. CO., and 11,0, that
impulse oft a propellI ant is tile thIirust thll titte st roingly influ ience plutme infrared signatutre,,.
propellant can provide at utjw s eight I'Iiw~ ratec. MnIorm species like 0H 1h .It, lh tid e-, that
The specif liemiputs xc 0 any pmropelIlan t is a illU Cltte1c illtravio l~et c td rad io-lireq uency signa-
function of thle chamrber prcsslire at which coml- wires. are inure strongly afleetcd and tmay diverge
tbustlon occutrs, auliithe itoztIC CS i, ti-css5rc Iti ognl'it imiuuly front eqtiluilbrittiii)
the United States, h'm tactical prpcplants, these
paramneters are usually giveni for 1,00)0 psia (tinS') tout)Ie-base (DB) propellants aire the oldest



type currently in use. The binder system is r~ot curable elastomer Is Included.
dependent upon the curing or a polymer system.
but on the capability ol' the nitropolymer (nitro- (i ) A slurry cast process similar to that
cellulose (NC) is often timed) to absorh anld used to produce composite propellants.
desensitize nitroglycerine (NG). Nitroplasticiizers These propellants are referred to as
other than nitroglycerine may lie used. They nmay crosslinked double-base (XLDB) pro-
also he used in comhination with polymeric pellants or nitrate ester with polyether
isocyanate curing systems with potyuirctlarie or or polyester binder (NEPE) propellants
polyester polymers. Double-base propellant grains for some specific high-energy grains.
are manufactured both by extrusion methods and XLDB propellants consist of an
casting methods. Stabilizers are, added to the energetic binder based on Inert poly-
propellant to prevent decomposition of the nitro- mers such as polyesters - polyethcrs-
glycerine. Ballistic modifiers (i.e. burning rate polycaprolac tone plasticized with a
catalysts) are usually added to tailor double-base high level of liquid nitrate ester such
propellants to achieve desired motor performance. as NG-BTTN-TMETN (nitroglycerine -

These catalysts are usually lead compounds, such butalanetrloltrlnltrate-trimethylolethanc
as lead rcsorcilatc, citrate. oxalate, carbonate, or trinitrate). High contents of tillers are
others. A refractory, such as zirconium carbide Introduced Into thsen binders, for
may be added to control combustion instabdIty. example, nitramnines, (R.DX or IIMX),
All metal-based additives will contribute to the niltramines and APR or nitramines and
exhaust primary smoke signature, although the AP and metallic fuel (aluminium),
small amounts used may not cause serious effects.
Arterburning in the exhaust4 of double-base pro- Composite propellants, the other general
pellant rocket motors can he reduced (Jr class of propellants, support the oxidizer and the
eliminated by the addition of certain additives huel as flte powders In a rubbery, cross-linked,
(ror example, potasslumn stilphatc). Isocyanate-cured matrix, called the binder, The

oxictiser Is usually AP and the Fuel usually Al,
The need to improve performance of con- although lIn propellants designed to produce

ventlonal propellants l'or tactical and strategic reduced levels o1f primary smoke the binder serves
missiles (DO and composite propellants) has led to as the fuel, The mnatrix may comprise as little as
thme development Of adivanced energet Ic-hinder pro- 0%, by %%eight, at' the propellant. Burning rate
pellants such as composite modified dotible-base tailoring cait he accomplished, within limits, by
(CMDB). The CMDB familily includeIs All1 prO- adjusting the particle size distribution oF the
pellants containing nitrate ester-based hlndlcr in AP. To achieve highest buirning rates, Iron,
which fillers (oxidizers and, 11f necessary, metallic copper. or chromlium containing adlditives are
fiiels) are Incorporated, Due to their comiposition, used, however, these additives Increase the hazard
these propellants are intermediate betweeni ihe sensitivity (i1' thie propellants. AP combustion
DB propellant tainily (NC and NO or other liquid releases IICI into the exhausts of' composite and
nitrate ester) and thte composite p~ropellant famnily CMDB3 motors, This increases the propensity to
(Inert binder phis fillers), CNIDB or clastomer lorin secondary sitoke. The chlorine present in
modified cast douhle-huse (EMCDB) propellants composite propellant combusticn gases spoils
inay contain In addition to NC and NGI, solids the action of afterhurning-suppresslon additives:
,such as ammonium perichlnrute (AP), an oxidizer; thtus exhaust afterburning of AJP containing pro-
aluminium (Al), a fuel', or nitrainines, such as pellants cannot be suppressed by additives (such
IiMX or RDX. The last two tend to he ruel rich as potassium sulphate) in the propellant or motor
in rocket motor combustion, but are themselves combustion chamber. The combustion or
capable of sustaining combustion and are, !in frct, aluminitium or other mectals rcsults In fine oxide
both detonahie high explosive molecules, Two particles in the exhaust. creating primary smoke
very different processes for manufacturing CMDB in close: proportion to the amount of metal in the
propellants can be used :- propellant.

(I) A castitng solventt process which times other particulate oxidizers that might be
the inatnulacturlng s'sitrni tar Ira- used fIn solid mnotors include potassium perehlorate
ditlonal cast double-base (CDB) pro- (KP) and animonlum nitrate (AN). Requirements
pellants to produce composite modified for insensitive munitions may lead to future use
cast douible-base (CNICDB) propellamnts (il these oxidizers for special applications. Iodine
or elastotner modlified cast douhie-hase lientoxide and lead nitrate have also shown
(EMCDB) propellants, I1f an isocyanate potential as oxidizers in high density propellants;
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however, the former is a scarce and expensive 3.1.2.2 Other Factors
material and is degraded to a very corrosive acid
by Small amounts or water, and the latter is Noi-zle. liner, insulator, and inhibitor
increasingly prohibited hy enivironmental pro- materials may contrihute to the motor exhaust.
tection laws in the Unitedi States. Fluorine based Liners for internally perforated motor grains are
oidizer,% have also been used in developtnent often the rahhbery bindo'r watrix material or the

systems, and some fluorocarbun hitidcrs were propelikint. When they burn (being fuel rich)
successfully employed years ago, Tile use or KP during motor tailoff, significant quantities of soot
in propellants will greatly incrcase Ionization lin may be exhtausted. Liners, inhibitors, and Insu-
the plume, and may prohibit its use fin certa&n lators may have fibrous Inorganic matciialb added
applications, KP 6s less energetic thain AP and to Improve insujlating behaviour and leav'e a
there are problems lit trying to obtaintiuseful burn- charred insulating layer even after organie con-
ing rates with KP oxidized propellants tunless stituenrts burn away. Asbetstos (hydrated mag-
some A? Is added, Prom a plume signaiture tiesium silicate) has been a common constituent,
standpoint, K.P has more disadvantages than AP. however, laws preventing its use because of
AN has n'o disadvantages front a plume signature carcinogenic behaviour, are forcing a search for
standpoint, hut ticekel or potlassiurli stnhitlizrs teplacement ittaturials, Silicones and bulk aramids
(which must he aidded to prevent undesirable are beinig contsidered for use in insulators,
phase transitions) canl restilt liti plumvt sigtnature litibihturs and liners (often the same material)
difficulties, nay contain at varictyv of metlal based oxides (ror

Cmiataple, Calciutm ý,Ilcute 1Wollastonlitv I antimony
A wi~de va riety at part ictilin tic cinill ic fti ls aie,~ltutmin iumi ox ide hyd rate, titanium dioxide,

tn 1gb 1 he used lill Solid propellanitis, depend itt uptit vie.) or cilr hi black. All of these Ingredients can
the applicatLion;~ uirvonidun 01 d ride; h as a pplik Lmatrin hu it) toilie exhauist signature. although the
cations in hitgh density propellantiis: hiront atnzd ci nitribuhitriot will depend utpon how well the
horon hydrides are also potential litels. Itsunitsli~c CMootanelttti Lto their job. If' char layers form, as
miiun itions requit rentenei mtatiy lead to thle iisc of' Is Idesired, %vrv litlt Icmeittr i bittnt to the motor
these fuels to nini itain Inhigh motor i ) toItal ipult: Ise el en t %%ill conme frotii these Intgredilen ts.
tit reduced sensitivity, by incteasing piroplclantt Noiies ire intcreasingly fitted with graphite
density. 13okron is used its it ia itt le Iiel. 01hlt r in ser ts whticht iontr niuho little to Lthe exhaust
fucls based ott Ilithimtit, i v Olierltni k crv 'nipliiiic.

considered In tile past, but are niic td vl it) he
umsed; lithiuim bccatise it is %cry Miiio~ipcad lIgniter coihiiiisiloti ptodutcts will contribute
Iberylllitim beciause it Is extremtel Iv a\ic, itw invicolain iv it) pltttti ellects it i lie launch

locntat io .Ciomtmon igiiiter itigredlents (including
Comiposite propellantis. %% lile produce oinly lotatsshiit :iiiramic. siill~iiir. charvoal, baron, KP.

small aontniits olt prima~ry stitke and I o in ndil AlI ll M11iitribuiti to ce'hltist smtoke, flash,
secondary st t ,ke ove~r it wide raiC ii 1 auo iid i, idaio aIni, kCCI cii l levellsaed "smokeless"
airrosphrc eailtou, ni ii lil v iliiCl-L lii'C t cii dsii5,ld spvcifclivdl to reduce

elifnittating AP atnd alitiminiiiiit, mnilh town iisie alitt _ittinate sigtlntirc ellcts.
particles of AN, and/or nit ram ines dIINt N, RDIX.
and, perhalps iti tlic lii ture othtier Ii ~ I-ct iervy ali t intimm ry, ithi factors that inulst he con-
explosive molecules), Itugrudlicim, iittted faor phase trolled iii solid rocket mtotor designi, development,
sta billizat ion or canbtriut iot sihlitifli', or ier i-'ed an td lirodclIion IntclIude perl'orniance: (ra nge,
from the cam bust i n of ini ea -hased baillistlie velocity, iii iss, disiannec), sigtiature, service life
modifiers, will contirihutec metal O~ideS tol VNdunUSt (agitng, material compatibillity), safety (trans-
smoke or increase lon i/nt ion of thte lwiiiiiie. prt niat ioni, si iage, itnsetnsitlive iun nitions), pro-

ilic i liilit v, antd cast. Somne of these factors tire
Fu tu re ise at' tinrewmi ig at om ats of svyneg istic ia theirc t flt itence. hils report is

energetic himloers atid plnat i/,c rs inl sd itt tov--keci C01 '011t( p' r imtiarnily Mli olttIy otie of' t hose
propellants IS aotiilmicti1,1C. Tliis Should1. aio tIittilili- fa tor~i signttitiltc. i~lld hlow it i's 11,mftuteited by all
lajilvel *Y chIange exht i ist -1)1inie con sidieratioi ns. 11L f ile othler I litl trs,
effectis of' add itlontal niltrogeni thit sitcli bimldcis
contain maty result in somnewbini vool'r plitli1LA. 3.2 l'litnne Pioperties li muferent Flo%%fleld
Thle reduced !iolid content possible Ili prop ellantst Regions
with encierge tic hintd ems nia result ii qual i tatlive
dirrernenes in 1)ul te signti ainrcs atiiit otier CfIve is. Ill tilie ft illawintg discussionl tilie flow Hiold is

coiisidered in four regions :cotitbustioti chamber,
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nozzle expansion, base region, and exhaust plume. molecules. Free (unpaired) electrons are also
These regions have been selected because of the created in the combustion chamber, and some
unique contributions each makes to exhaust plume of these survive nozzle expansion.
phenomena. Figure 1-4 shows the latter three of
these regions, although only the last. the exhaust Solid rocket propellants contain a number of
plume region, is shown in any detail, and that additives at low concentrations, Included arc
detail is fairly complete only in regard to shock burning rate catalysts, anti-instability additives,
structure. and afterburning inhibitors. Some or the com-

bustion products of these additives may condense
3.2.1 Combustion Chamber in the exhaust plume to form particles, and some

may be water soluble salts which have an effect
Propellant combustion in solid rocket on water similar to that of HCI. Additional

motors creates a large number of different particles in the plume may come from erosion of
molecular species. In general, solid rocket the propellant, liner, insulator, or nozzle during
propellants are fual rich (to minimize the the combustion process.
molecular weight of product gases and thus
maximize the Impulse) creating a surplus or In spite or attempts to stabilize rocket
oxidizable molecules following chamber coin- motor combustion and prevent oscillatory or
bustion. These molecules may subsequently react uncontrolled excursions or cnamber pressure
with atmospheric oxygen in the exhaust plume to during combustion, there is always some level of
cause afterburning, unsteadiness in the combustion pressure. This

results in [low field fluctuations in the exhaust
Hydrogen and oxygen are atomic con- which may be the basis for some of the exhaust

stituents of all current solid propellants, Complete plume turbulence that is a.ways observed.
combustion of these tto constituents forms water,
which although a gas at the high chamber tern- Computational techniques for predicting
perature, may condense to form droplets in the equilibrium concentrations or chamber combustion
exhaust plume If ambient atmospheric conditions products and resulting chamber temperatures and
are propitious, propulsive perlormance are available in all NATO

countricii [4J, Variations exist in the calculations
The chlorine present in the anunonluni per- used for propulsive performance , the simplest cal-

chlorate of composite propellants reacts with culations assume equilibrium expansion ol effluent
hydrogen in the combustion chamber to fo)rm through the nozzle, More sophisticated techniques
hydrogen chloride (HCI). This acidic molecule include n|on- equilibrium chemical effects and
readily combines with water at lowver tempera- particle drag effects in the nozzle expansion
tures, causing saturation vapour pressures well computation and even generation of effluent
below thore for water alone, and the consequent particle size dis- trihution 5I1, The results of such
formation of droplets in the exhaust plume at computations for predicting nozzle effluent
higher ambient temperatures and lower anhbient tcnmperaturcs pressures, species concentrations,
humidities, and gas velocity can be used as the starting point

l'or exhiauxst piumIe conm putations.

Aluminium or other metals, added to some
propellants to increase Impulse, result in This has summarized the rocket motor corn-
Increased combustion temperature, Some of these bustion processes that are the starting point for
metals form compounds which condense upon exhaust plume properties and their effects.
cooling to form the particles observed In the
exhaust plume as primary smoke. 3.2.2 Nozzle Expansion

As might be expected at the high Chamber combustion products are forced
temperatures of chamber combustion, Ions through the motor noizle by the pressure in the
(charged molecules) and free radicals (uncharged cliamber, The gases are accelerated as they are
molecular fragments that are unstata ! at normal driven towards the nozzle throat where they reach
conditions because of the presence of an unpaired sonic velocity and then expand as they flow
electron) are created in the motor combustion through the expansion Luone of the nozzle. Nozzles
process. Those free radicals that survive or' taLtical motors are usually fairly short, to
subsequent nozzle expansion increase the reduce missile weight, and therefore the gases are
reactivity of the exhaust plume since their often under-expanded (that is, at a pressure
reaction rates are higher than those of stable greater than atmospheric) when they emerge from
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the nozzle into the atmosphere. The end or the in fairly cool exhaus:s that do not ignite unless
nozzle is the beginning of the exhaust plume. The there is some additional heat source or flame-
exhaust gases accelerate during the nozzle holding action, such as that caused by base-flow
expansion and may reach velocities as high as mixing. The eflect is dramatically apparent in
Mach 3. which for some exhausts may be of the optical emissions and in measured exhaust plume-
order of 3 kms. microwave attenuation [7).

Diring nozzle expansion the pressure rapidly Base combustion will distort he downstream
drops about two orders of magnitude from that exhaust plume flow field from the geometry it
in the chamber (of the order of 105 Pa 1100 Atml) would otherwise have. It also changes all local
to approximately ambient atmospheric pressure. downstream plume properties 17-91, The bas
During the expansion there is a tendency ror some ignition and combustion phenomena may be
chemical species concentrations to 'freeze" rather unsteady under some conditions, and result in
than continuing the reaction process to their equi- very dramatic fluctuations in apparent plume size
librium concentrations. The departure from equi- and all plume propeirties dependent on tempera-
librium is usually not very great for major species lure. The base flow will be strongly affected by
(such as H20, CO2. CO- IldI, and 12), hoy,ever, the angle between the missile velocity and the
for minor species. iicluding free radicals (such as nozzle ccnlre-line (angle-or-attack). also from bow
0. H. and OH) and ionic species the departure shock and control surface wake effects.
may be substantial, since equilibrium concen-
trations of these species drop very rapidly with Thest remarks on base flow arc based on
decreasing temperature. in-flight and wind tunnel observations. Compu-

tations of bas flow with chemical reactions are
The nozzle expansion procen:, may be com- difficult and very time consuming; however,

puted, as part or' the chamber and p,-rformance functional computer programs have been
calculation as indicated in the previoia, subsection, developed and are operational in the United
It is also possible to use a conritied flow model Kingdom aid France (see references to OAFL and
of the same general type subsequently used to AJAX codes in Appendix 3 of this report).
model the plume free flow starting either in the Equally. the U.S. has the capability to analyse the
:ionic nozzle or in the chamber, upstream of the iull base flow problem using both research and
throat 16). production codes, Thcs. programs are thought

capable of accurately predicting measurable
3.2.3 Base Region leatures of the base flow region, such as static

pressure, as well as Ith effect on downstream
In general, the exhaust plume of a rocket plume properties. For practical purposes, the base

motor fired statically can he calculated without flow region can he neglected for situations
regard to the shape of the rocket wotor itself, where
However, for missiles in flight, the shape of the
missile, the angle of attack. thc velocity, and (i) Ohc notzlc lip is very thin compared to
altitude all interact and create Et ' )w separation tihe no/tzle exit radius.
phenomenon that occurs in the base region of
the missile referred to as "base flow," Base flow (it) the nissile velocity is very low
can have a profound effect on the downstream compared to the nozzle flow %elocity
exhaust plume. (Vm<O. I Vn).

fr. the simplest cases of base flow effects on (iii) no important chemistry occurs in the
exhaust plumes, the effects are due purely to gas- base region to modify the downstream
dynamics and result in modifications to the Ilowlield or chemistry.
pressure field at the base of the missile.. In more
complex situations, the recirculation wnd mixing The foregoing considerations apply generally,
uf ex•haust and atmospheric gases in the ha.;e although they are most easily visualized and corn-
region results in ignition and combustion. This puled for axisymmetric nissiles and exhaust
can drvstica!ly change the distribution of heat and plumes.
all related properties in the c:hat-st plume from
those values :.dsting under static firing con- 3.2.4 Exhaust Plume
ditions, or even fronm very similar conditions
without base combustion. The effect of base coin- Previously in this section, the upstream
bustion on the exhaust plume is most significant contributions that influence the exhaust plume
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have been introduced except ror one. that of the 3.2.4.2 Weaknesses of Steady-State Plum.
atmospheric flowricld. Frec-stresmr atmospheric Flowfleld Calculations
flow interactions with the missile body influence
the flowfield further downstream where atanos- The weaknecsses or the steady-state
pheric flow interacts in the missile base region assumptions first become apparent when one
and subsequently with the noiulc c~fluctnt. attempts to calculate plume properties or plume

arfects that depend upon timne-dependlent aspects
Thus there are the following contributions to the or the exhaust plume flow field. For example,
exhaust plume :-scattering or microwave radiation by fairly sharp

gradients in the rree-clectron concentration seemts
(I) the chamber combutiaton flow as it Is to be responsible for observed levels of ftP-noise

ejected by the nozzle, and radar cross sect ion (RCS) 11 31. Computations
or these phenomena cannot be made with the

(if) the interaction of the atmospheric flow parameters generated by steady-state flow-field
field with the nozzle effluent in the models. A turbulent, time-dependent structure
hase-region of the missile, must he superimposed upon the computed steady-

state flow field. This can only be done with the
(III) the interaction or the atniosplierie current computer programns by artificially formu-

flow field further downstream with the lating the turbulence properties of the exhaust
effluent of the base region and the plume and sutperimposing them upon the steady-
exhaust jet. This last interitetiolt occurs %tate profiles 1141. Measured real-time (rather
over the entire length or the exhiaust Oulu~ time-averaged) values of exhaust plume IR
plume. vinisisions tend to fluctuate by at least 5W~ around

the localized spatial averatge values, a clear
These contributions to the exhaust plumte must he indication that tinv,,-dcpendent plume phenomena
considered with the earlier caveats ol' this section. are real 1 151. Temporal fluctuations will tend to be

redutced ror lull-plume signatures because or
3.2.4.1 Comnpututlon or steutly-sitate Pittite spatial averaging.
Flowfleld Structure

11' the ftime-dependent behaviour of the
Computer programs etirreritly in musv to c~autst pittitt is rvai, and If it In based upon

predict plume properties and cflects arc im.sed on underlying tttrblctivcu. a number of' questions
the assumption that Illumne fluwfields van lie cillerge
described by steady-state solutions of' the Namvier-
Stokes equtation 19-121. tnrorrnation oin a numbtier (i) Does the turbutlent f'ine-structure
of these codes is given in Appendix 3 tit this intlitemicte the mixing and chemical
report. To accomplish this, the equation is solvcd reactions occturring between the atmos-
by finite-differenice meithods with assimtption'z pikeric I'low Hield and the exhaust
governing first: the introdiwtion and el'fect of ..source flow" in a mnanner more
mixing betwveen the ernltint and atmiospheicr Ilowv complex than steady-state formulations
fields, and seconld; the paiths along %dhichl linite- canl SoIc?
rate chemicRl reactions occur. The results of
compu~ations using these methods are often in (!i) Do the local heat and pressure
reasonable agreement with measured dlata (or a flucttiatioris generated bv the localized
nutmber of plume properties, For example, the turbulent chetnical icactions feed back
total IR radiation f'rom tin exhaust plwne can to modify the instantaneous turbulent
usually be predicted to an accuracy kictor structure of the flow field?
betweeti 2 and 4, as can the average peak valt es
of hR station tadlation. Microwave attenutialln (iil) How do thie time-averaged exhaust
canl usually be predicted with anl accuracy ol' ±-3 plume properties and effects, based
dhb (a factor of 2). Primary and secondary sttoke upon fluctuating phenomena, differ
spatial profiles and effeccts can obteri W,1 predicted from the "average" values tha! are
quite accurately on the basis of steady-state tilumne computied on the basis of steady-state
flow field assumptions. T'he codes do not miodel flow-field assumptions'! Are there
fine turbulent and temporal effects. important local differences in values?

Averaged differences?
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(iv) What experiments could be performed atmospheric path from the exhaust plume to any
to determine the importance and sensor.
nature or the time-dcpcndent efrects
on exhaust plume properties? Solid particles in the plume emit continuum

radiation in approximate proportion to the particle
(v) How cotid time-dependent exhaust concentration and the fourth power of their sur-

plume comiputcr programs be rormu- face tcmpcratures. Specific details of size
lated so that they would give accurate distribution and optical properties of the particles
results and be practical to use? significantly affect this emission. Plume particu-

lates also scatter radiation, and promote an effect
(vi) Is there important information in the which may be observed as local anomalies in the

fluctuating signatures or exhaust intensity of IR emissions that depend on the
plumes that would be of military spatial distribution of the plume's emitting
significance and would affect related sources. One of the more dramatic examples of
work by NATO countries and this this behaviour is the so-called "search-light effect,"
working group? In which "black-body" radiation from the nozzle

throat (i.e., from the combustion chamber) is
3.2.4.3 Exhaust Plume Contributions to scattered by particulates in the plume, and thus
Radiation Signature appears to originate from the plume.

What follows, in this section. to the extent IR radiation results from quantum effects.
it is based on the results of' current steady-state The cmission of radiation from energy-releasing
exhaust-plume computer programs, should We transitions in molecular rotation-vibration levels
treated cautiously; however, the information is- is responsible for molecular radiation, and thus
probably qualitatively correct. should follow local gas temperature fluctuations.

Particle radiation, obcying the Planck function
The contributions of exhaust products to IR (also a quantum effert) will tend to lag local gas

emission and microwave interference tncrmasu temperatures because of thermal lag effects within
with Increasing exhaust plume temperature. There- the particles (the amount of lag is affected by
fore, these contributions tend to be stronger in particle size, and of course, any major exothermic
the presence of afterburning and behind strong or endothcrmie transitions that affect the par-
shock waves. Since low-altitude shock waves are ticles). Particle scattering effects should be
rather small, and lhe al'terburning plume region relatively independcnt ol' temperature, except to
(should one exist) is quite large, the latter is by the extent that particle optical properties change
far the major f ictor in tactical missile signatures. with temperature and that the radiation being
The increases in emissivity and free electrons are scattered fluctuates at its source.
very sensitive to temperatture increases (they tend
to follow power or exponential rclationtships It Visible and ultraviolet (UV) radiation
temperature), Carbon dioxide (C(O,) is a major should rollow local temperatuare fluctuations very
source of IR radiation in1 tactical exhaust plumnes closely since the former are generally due to
and, in spite or a strong atmospheric C02, absor- chaniges in atomic clectrcnic states, and the
ption hand, the major source of detectable IR latter, generally, to radiation emitted during free
signature in some important wavelength regimes. radical reactions, which are part of the source of
Combustion of carbon monoxide (CO) to toita the afterburning temperature changes, There will
CO2 is one of the major reactions contributing to also be some amounts of visible and UV radiation
exhaust plume afterhurning (the other is the for- ,,matted by hot particles in the exhaust, and the
inatiori of water, 1I20, from various hydrogen and hotter the particles, the greater the intensity of
oxygen containing radicals) and the resulting the radiation. Also the peak wavelength or particle
increase In Co•2 concentration also increases the radiation shifts toward shorter wavelengths
IR emission in and downstream of the after- (higher energy photons) as the particles get hotter,
burning region of the exhaust plume. Other mole- in accord with the Planck function.
cular species, including H20, CO, and HCI also
contribute measurably to tie IR emission signa- More details on plume radiation are given In
ture. Some self-absorption of radiation occurs Section 3.3.1 and In Chapter 5 or this report.
within the exhaust plume as emissions from hot
inner regions pass through -.oolcr regions into the 3.2.4.4 Exhaust Plume Ionization
atmosphere, Additional signature losses occur as
a result of absorption and scattering along the Free-electron production occurs as a result
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of reactions, some of them multi-step, that thicker (larger droplets and perhaps more drop-
accelerate at high temperatures and pressures. lets) in tire presence or acid vapours than in their
Free electrons will persist for some short time absence.
after they are formed, until recombination by
collision with other species occurs (recombination Exhaust plume aftcrburning affects the
will therefore be slower at higher altitudes). formation of secondary smoke by producing
Therefore, one would expect some differences additional water in the plume, which tends to
between the effects of turbulence on emission and enhance subsequent condensation and secondary
its effects on RF-interference phenomena. More smoke formation. By adding more heat to the
details are given in Section 3.3.22 and in Chapter plume, the afterburning delays condensation to
6 of this report. locations further downstream and, in marginal

situations, may prevent condensation altogether.
3.2.4.5 Exhaust Plume Partlcles and Smoke

Because mixing and chemical reactions do
Downstrewn of the plume afterburning not scale with plume size and missile velocity in

region, the emission arnd free electron effects the same way, afterburning may be significantly
decrease fairly rapidly, more rapidly at lower different for exhaust plumes of the same
altitudes than at higher. In this downstream propellant fired under different conditions of
(wake) region, which may extend for many kilo- these variables. Therefore care must be taken
metres, primary and secondary smoke effects when extrapolating the results of condensation
have their greatest importance. The vtrtlicles. measurements on small motors, fired statically,
which in the aggregate, form primary smoke, are to cases under flight conditions, even for a
in general, the same particles that radiated and phenomenon as apparently simple and straight
scattered In the afterburning region of' the exhaust forward as secondary smoke formation,
plume. Additional species of particles may also
form by condensation at the lower temu eratures When secondary smoke forms in plumes
that follow the afterburning region. Particle mais containing significant amounts of primary smoke
fractions as low as 0.01 (i e., I %) of the notzde the total effect on visibility and obscuration is
effluent can affect plume visibility or transmission roughly the sum of the individual effects until
to a degree that may be of' tactical or operational tie optical density (optical depth) exceeds some
importance in some situations, Although the par- value at which non-linear effects assume
ticles generally exist everywhere downstream of' increasing importance 117-181, More details on
the nozzle, in practica! terms they assume impor- sccm,ntdhry imoku are given in Section 3.3.2.1 and
tance only because their spatial extent is so great in Chapter 4 of this report.
that they can be perceived from long distances.
Extreme attenuation of laser guidanvc beams can 3.3 Plume Effects
occur during transmission through these consider-
able lengths of exhaust plume smoke 110-181. This section is distinguished from the
More details on primary smoke are given in previous one by its more in-depth, although still
Section 3.3.2.1 and in Chapter 3 of this report, cursory, treatment of the specific phenomena

believed to he responsible lor tactically important
Secondary smoke, which is operationally plume effects, The effects examined are

important for the same reasons as primary smoke,
forms only in regions of the exhaust plume where (I) Emitted (radiation) signature effccts
the local vapour pressure of the condensable
species (usually water, water and HCI and/or HF, a, inf'rared
or water and some soluble salts) exceeds their h, visible
saturation vapour pressure at the local tempera- c. ultraviolet
ture and pressure for the sizes of condensation

nuclei (primary smoke particles) present j1l9-211. (ii) Interaction signature tofects

Secondary smoke is comprised all or pre- a. smoke signatures
dominantly of water droplets. Secondary smoke b. microwave interference
in exhaust plumes that contain HICI and/or 11F
will start to form at highlci temperatures and 3.3.1 Emitted (Radiation) Signature Effects
lower ambient moisture levels than for plumes
without the acid vapours. At any given atnuoi- Table I. summarizes "state-of-the-art" of
pheric conditions, secondary ,, )ke %Wi1l be rocket exhaust plume radiation signatures.
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3.3.1.1 Infrared emission spectra of some molecules appear to be
continuous (to some degree of resolution) over a

Infrared radiation emitted by the low "hand, of the spectrum, Figure 1-6 illustrates
altitude and medium altitude exhaust plumes of plume infrared emission (and absorption) data
tactical missiles derives from two major sources' over a fairly wide spectral range. Bands for H2O,
molecular emission and particle emission 122-241. CO,. and CO can he clearly seen. Line structure
Molecular radiation originates with energy input ofn these hands is apparent as wcll.
to. or excitation of, a molecule. When the excited
molecule returns to a lower energy state. a photon A line-by-line computation or all the mole-
is emitted. Variations in the excitation process cular contributions to the Infrared spectrum of an
result In emitted energy that may be described as exhaust plume would clearly be difficult to set up
phosphorescence, fluorescence. chemilu- and time consuming to perform. Band models
minescence, X-rays, millimetre waves, radio- have been developed to simplify the calculation of
frequency waves, etc. The emitted photons are inl'rared spectra. Band models are commonly
characterized by a wavelength or frequency, divided into three classes : the regular model, the
which is directly related to the energy or an statistical or random models, and the mixed
individual photon by the Planck constant (it), models. The regular model considers absorption
Often the term "wavenumher," which Is the (or emission) by identical, equally spaced lines,
reciprocal of wavelength in units of' cm-1, is used. This approximates the spectra of many diatomic
Emitted and received spectra will typically be moilec'ules. such as HF or NO, Random models
described by some measure ot power to~atts) vs. assume that all lines have the same line shape, but
one of these three measures of the photon energy. are randomly distributed with a specified line

The Infrared region of the electromnagnetic strength (or Intensity) distribution, With proper
spectrum cian be characterized hy wavelengths choices of' the intensity distribution function, the
between approximately O.71111 and lt)Opri (see randomI models approximate features of polyato-
Fig 1-5 for a survey of' the entire electronmagnelic tnict molecules such as f2(.), and CO.2. Mixed
spectrum), The emission of' radiation In this models interpolate between the limits of regularity
spectral region is dominated by rotation-vibration and randomness of the other two models.
transitions of moleeulcý., However, the far-infrared
(wavelengths longer than approximatelyv 10tim) Considerable complexity cal be incorporated
also includes radiation contributions from pure into a hand model, however, for most uses, when
rotational transitions: some electronic transitions the line density is high, a band model that gives a
occur In the near-infrarud. sitooth curve ol absorption coefficient vs, wave-

length is sufficient (Fig 1-7). A complete hand
When the energy state ofl' a inoilcule model will Inchlide the general ef'f'ect of tempera-

undergoes a photon emitting transition, the change ture (shown for the 4.31Ani CO, hand In Fig 1-8).
occurs between two ýer. prcisCly dcl:incd sttates. This permits hand niodels to be used for both
'rhe quantum theory aieurately descrihes the cmissiohn andcl absorption c•lculations. with the
energy states in which a molecule can exist and Rmservaliomns described later.
the rules for transitions between those states, The
quantized energy differences heteen the [Bmid imodels are also used to calculate
rotational states are smaller than those between atmosplheric ambsorption of' radiation by molecular
the vibrational states, and according to the quai- transitions, for example., in the widely used
turn rules (fully verified by observation) some LOWTRAN computer program 1251. DirricultIes
transitions between vibrational states are also may occur if hand models are used to calculate
accompanied by a transition between rotational hotlh source-cmitted radiation and absorption
states. Therclore, the molecular emission spvctrunm along the propagation path. These difficulties
of any molecule is defined with absolute accuracy, occur because the band mnofel Is just a model, a
The photons emitted in these transitions define a curve il', based on fitting scientific data. but not
line spectrum, However, In practice, each spectral containing scientillic fundamentals, and the falluce
line is broadened about the c.ntral frecquency of' hand models are duie to their Insensitivity to
correspondirg to the transition by three pro- tine-corrulation phunomena, The band models are
CCesC : natural broadelning caused by unavoidable made by fitting discrete, though broadened, line
uncertainty Iit energy levels, collision broadening spectra with a continuous curve. In actual
due to perturbation or energy levels by molecular emnisshon-ahsorption situations, radiation will be
collisions, and Doppler broadening due to absorbed by a molecule only If its photon energy
thermally caused motion of' molecules relative to (wavelength) corresponds exactly to an allowed
the observer. As a result or such broadening, the energy transition of the molecule - that is, an
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exact correlation. However. In the band model arc not exactly the same may be calculated to
calculation, a specific resolution is selected interact, while in practice they would not. This
(usually in wavenumber u~nits, cm-1, ror example: line-corrclation problem may occur when
25, 5. 1, etc.) and that interval of the "absorption' calculating exhaust plume self-absorption as
band Is activated for either emission or ahsorp- well as atmospheric absorption. The problem
tion, as appropriate to the problem at hand. This can occur for absorption due to the same
is not a bad assumption if either the emitter or species or molecule that cmitted the radiation
absorber is quantizcd. However, if both are or for a dirrcrcnt species.
quantized, it Is easy to see that wavelengths that

TABLE 1.

ROCKET EXHAUST PLUME EMITTED RADIATION STATE-OF-THE ART (Ref 22)

Wavelength Phienomenological Observatiomnal Ilna Prediction Capability
(SUM) Understanding (Data)

Ultraviolet 40 Fair 0 Fair and Increasing a Poor
(LJV) G Coilroversy over a Small tactical rimilusiv a Lrrors up to a ractor of t02

0.2 to0.4 radiatiagi mcctwttisis :- Wilith dot validity
Co + 0 titestictis
Off (A) a Some large missiles
pariticle$

Visible a Fair (g Fair (9 Probably Ipoor bilt relatively
(ViI) 09 Atomic trangiitions or 2 Largely phloto~raplqui data wiltested
0.04 to 0.3 mnior ipecies, Na, K a .uiiie tiiianituative spectra 09 Irrors up to a factor of 10~2

(tticrmnia vs clicnii- for trace species
lumrlicescence astie 0 Errors probably considerably

0 Solar scattering from less thtan a factor at I1) for
smokte bmoke

a Search lightl effert

Near infrared S Glood S Poor P lrobably figir but relatively
(NIR) 0 Atomtic transitions Wilit 3 Soiue ituafilutativu spectra 111itested
0.3 to 2.0 overtoites or niolectilar

triutistioii (N20)

0 tilckiwxdy lI'aks in NIlt
for most plumes

Short Wave a Very good Q& Very guott 8 Gload
Iinfrared Q Miolecuilar vibrationt- 0 Field midl wind tunnel datda (9 Molecular band predictions
(S'WlR) rtation01 banlds (C02, 1120. giving spatial anid apectral cani I* made Wili th 30%
2.0 to 4.0 11F. Itch details: error% - Errors of up to a

S Particiulates t0 to 500.000t~i It, factor of 3 occur for some
lu1rust, maniuy uttittiics Anili propellanits
iriolvel~Itils, grounidl o- ®3 Particulatte signatures are

Space culdibiol is not reliably predicted

MiddlewAve 0 Very (0oa a Very (load 8 (load
Infrared 8 Mtolectular vibritiani- Field anid wind tuntict data Molecular band predictions
(MWlR) rotation1 bandsl ICO2 Co, giving spatial and spectral can be made with :L 30%
4.0to 8.0 NO, 1120) details :- errors, Erros of up to a

19 larlitibltes 10 to 500,000 lb thirtist.. factor of 3 occur for some
many propellants. graud- altitudes and propellants
ta-space caiidtiolois a Prtniculate sifinatures are

not reliably predicted

Long Wave 8 Fair 0 Fair a Poor
Infraed (8 l'orhicuilatd thermnal ® I lijih atluile tdta base (8 Particulate and hydridte
(LWIR) emisson plus scatterinig available in ilta 8 to 2Sjsm molecular rotational systems
8.01 to00o or solar aind earthishine regioni lredictiolls cai be made to a

(1 Molecular Ilybrlde relatioii factor or 5
(I F. I [CI 1120) a Moleculatie vibrational

0 Moluecular hending vibri&- irelictuis clii tw madte tip
tioiis (CO2 . N11 3t to at factor of 20
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This kind of error can he, avoided by important particles of interest. As an example,
calculating thc contribution from each individual for radiation scattering, the important particle
line. Stich line-by-line calculations can hc v'ery sizes are comparable to and larger than the
cumbersome in spectral regions with many close irradiating wvavelength. Therefore, in the visible,
or overlapping lines. However, when only a few~ Ilhe important particle sizes arc different from
lines are present, line-by-tine calculations can he those in the infrared. Exhaust plume particle
tractable, and in fact, this procedure is uied to number densities (at least for aluminium oxide)
calculate HCI spectra in some exhaust plume tend to be higher for smaller particles and
computer programs. decrease with increasing particle radius. In

general the largest 10% or the particles have 90%
All radiation sources emit more strongly at or the mass. Particle size distributions are often

high rather than low tcemperatures. This is so specified according to the reason for interest In
because at high temperatures the higher quantumn them. Caution is necessary when using calculated
states are more heavily populated. This is even particle size distributions (or sometimes, even
true or particulate radiation which follows thle distributions derived from measurements) for a
Planck function (shown as black-bodly radiation purpose other than that for which they were
curves In Figures 1-9 for both ýsavclciigth and intended. For example, in rocket motor
wavenumber units). The difficulties with calcti- performance calculations In which tile effect of
lating particulate radiation. absorpt ion, *ind particles onl delivered specific Impulse is of
scattering in exhaust plumes are that we do not interest, only the larger particles, with most of thie
know the exact size distribution of' the particles. 111ass anid drag, are of interest. Consequently,
the optical properties as futnctions of tempera' models that give these tire accurate enough 151,
lure and, even if we knew t'iose two, imporitant M thouit regard ito the manaty smaller particles that
parameters, we don't know the particle shapes, nay he present, Such a distribution would be
Particles fin exhaust plumes are usuially not Iltue totally inaccurate for calculating UV or visible
substances, for e~xample. alitumin inm in ide lighlt scattering I tnt, and might he inadequate for
particles in exhaust plumecs are conttamtinated accurate determinations of' infrared scattering as
sufficiently to make their absorptioni cocellicin ell ~.
mtuch different rrnm that ohf thle purc witterial.
Thcereore, even the most careful niitisurnements In summary, Infrared emission in plumes is
of pure. finely divided substances ýs otld niot coniprised of lines emitted bly rotation- vibration
provide the necessary optical proper'ty data for transiloits iii miolecules and continuum emission
use In cailcutlatitng plunie panticle cisiois'im 'outi tparticles, 'fite particles can also scatter
absorption, and( scattering effects. l1iirtlicizmirc, radiatio kuiicidemit upon them fromt other sources.
the optical property data are needed over thc rThese effects were dliscussed earlier, Infrared
entire temperature range ot' interest hmi thle ph time, radiation is at tetinated during propagation

through thle atmosphere, This attenuation can
Approximations to particiflate sciluteriiig can occur by contlitituin absorpt ion and scattering by

he based onl adjusting thle hliack-Is ut radialathn parl ivc s (['orex amiiple, fog, clIouids, or aerosols) or
curve (Fig I-,)) for the emissivity ol' the rad iatiiig by mtotectitar absorption by atmospheric species
particles, for the particle si/e distribu~tionl (or such as CO,, H,0, or pollutants.
effective particle size), and f'or the ntumber
density of thie particles (particleecluutd density) .1.3.1.2 Visible
(251. In practice this call he complicatedl,
although for the purposes or' this overview it is Particle conitinuum radiation fin the after-
clear that the result is continutimu radiationi withi a butrnitig portion of a plumne, will tend to dominate
spectral distribution that depends on thie parti~cl %isible radiation, %%hen particles are present. If
temperatures, One can Judge, by examtinting tile numbher density of particles is known, and
Figures 1-9, that for a typical plumei altcrburhing temperatures of' the particles can be estimated,
region at 2500K the conliitintum particle radia tiont all emissi vi ty valuie hetIween 0m .1)5 and 0.2 may be
(per am) will peak~ at a wavelength abhomt Limit uised for typlical plume afterbuirning temperatures.
and will be an order ofl magnititude lower at 4/tnt
and drop another order ohf magnitude hy 7jtni Trace aumouints of sodilum atoms in the

plutmei will produce atomflc transition lines
Determntiing thie size distrihution of' plume (yellow) at t).589jan and 0.5896jan. Potassium

particles is diffictult, complicated by tile problemt lines at t),7605jitti and t],7691)tni will occur with
of never being certain that all p~articles have beeni trace amiounts or that element, however, these
measured or that the dilstribuition contains those linies are at the red end of the spectrum and
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verge on the near-infrared, therefore they would continuous band. Therefore, OH radiation in the
not be particularly visible 126-281. ultraviolet may be thought or as band radiation

for some calculations. Some of the OH line
Frequently, exhaust plumes are judged to bc .cntres are 0. 260 9Mm, 0.281 1Mum, and 0,3064Mum.

not afterburning because or the absence or visible
emission on film or video records. It should he Ultraviolet radiation is very easily scattered
clear that the exhaust plume of a propellant with by the atmosphere and absorbed by atmospheric
a low particle content in the exhaust may well be ozone In the so-called "solar-blind" region of the
Invisible even when aftcrburning, because the spectrum which, between about 0.2grm and 0.3#m,
emitted radiation is in wavelength bands other peaks at about 0.25#m. Aerosol and molecular
than those detectable by the medium used, or scattering of ultraviolet radiation severely limits
sometimes in fact, by the human eye. the useful range of ultraviolet radiation detectors

for locating and tracking exhaust plumes,
Atmospheric propagation attenuates visible

radiation by absorption and scattering, The All radiation is scattered by fog or clouds.
atmospheric "daylight visibility range" may vary As might be expected, the shorter wavelengths are
from 0.5km (s - 8kin") in modcrate fog to more strongly affected than the longer. It is all a
20 krn (s 0,2kncta) in "clear" conditions to inatter or the relationship between the droplet
50 km (s - 0.08un. ) for "exceptionally clear" sizes and the radiation wavelengths,
conditions. The Rayleigh scattering limit is
310 km (s - 0.013km'l). These values for the 3,3.1.4 MillImetre Wavelengths
attenuation coefficient (s) may he applied to
Beer-Lambert transmission-attenuatIon equation A number ol' workers have sought evidence
calculations of atmospheric losses of visible plume of RF etnissions from plumes, Many years ago,
radiation, both for emission and for smoke the author heard of "over the horizon" radar
signatures discussed later 1161, systems detecting large plumes, but it Is not clear

that these were plume emissions rather than
3.3.1.3 Ultraviolet bistatic scattering of "ambient radiation." Sume

1291 reported comparisons of millimetre-wave
In addition to continuum particulate cmisslon measurements at 35 and 94 Glif which

radiation which predominates in heavily mipport the theory that the primary mechanism is
alumlnized exhausts, ultraviolet emission also based on free-Iree emission (bremsstrahlung),
occurs due to some minor plume species. It is caused by collisions between free electrons and
predicted by some that even In heavily aluminized molecules tit the plume. The results Indicated no
plumes, CO + ) chemlluminescence is dominant dirrerence between the emisslons from motor
at the middle ultraviolet and shorter wavelengths, plumes containing aluminium oxide and those
A spectral band from about l).2 5pun to about with no solid particles, Additional measurements
O,7pm seems to he entitled by the combination of of' this phenomenon were under consideration in
these two radicals to form excited CO, and the the United Kingdom (Royal Armament Research
subsequent dc-excitation of' the CO 2 molecule. For and Development Establishment) in the early
typical afterburning plume temperatures, the 1990N, It is likely that other, unreported,
radiation peak is at about 0.35pm. investigations are or have been done in this area.

Chapter 6 of this report contains additional
In hydrogen and hydrocarbon flames, studies details.

have shown that a source of ultraviolut radiation
is the electronlLally excited Oil radicals produced 3,3.2 Interaction Signature Effects
in chemiluminescent reactions, Both or the
rollowing reactions are thought able to produce The previous discussion in this section ha.a
excited OH, dealt exclusively with radiation emitted by

exhaust plumes, The following discussion covers
CH + 02 -- C) + OH* interactions or plumnis with radiation rrom other

H + tH + OH - H20 + ()H* sources. The major interactions to be covered
are the interactions or visible and ,iarrared

however, the latter reactlon Is thought to be radiation with primary and secondary smoke
more likely in afterburning solid rocket exhaust particles, and the interactions or radio-frequency
plumas, The OH spectrum contains a large (RF) radiation, specifically microwaves, with free
number of lines, which in all hut the highest electrons and ions, The sources of the plume
resolution spectra will hlend together to form species was covered in a cursory manner in
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Section 3.2 and will not be coverc', rf,~rslr inI completely or relatively frce or aluminium fuel.
this Overview. The reader desiring more Primary smoke exists at all locations downstream
Information shoulit look at specific later chalptr.i of the motor nozzle, although its importance as
of this report or the extensive literature that is 11smoke" begins downstream of the afterburning
available 1131. region or thc exhaust plume. Since a flying missile

lays out a trail of these particles during the entire
One effect that will not be covered below Is time that the rocket motor is burning, the smoke

the scattering of radiation, particularly at laser plume may be many kilometres In length. The
wavelengths, by "clear gas' turbulence dis- smoke trail spreads with time. However, the
continuities of refractive index within the plume. amount of spread depends upon the missile
This phenomenon has the affect ol' beam velocity; the greater the velocity, the less the
spreading the radiation (analogous to atmospheric spread, but the longer the trail (for a given motor
turbulence effects) so that a smull aperture humn time). Thc smoke trail will be dissipated by
detector may see apparent atteawation losshes of up %vind, It mnay be visible from as far away as
to 6 dB. There will also be "Jitter" efftects. Even 100km, or more, depending on the amount of
the clear exhausts of liquid propellant rocket alumninium in the propellant, the thrust of the
motors can cause this effect 1131. motor, the sun-plume-observer angle (scattering

Lingle), and the atmospheric visibility conditions.
3.3.2.1 Smoke Signattures At thea lower extremes, as little as 0.3%

1ilurinium in the propellant can cause visibility as
Smoke particles In plumes cit a~l~ed great as 20km l'or certain scattering angles,

Incident radiation by both scattering and although for most scattering angles (between 60
absorption 116-211. The magnitude of' the CH'CLt N' and 170 degrees) a visible range of 4kmn, or less,
the Interaction of' radiation witht a p~artilel~ is predictud. Bouth ol' these visible ranges are
depends upon the real and imagi~tary terms Inl the based on "exceptionally clear" atmospheric
particle ret'ractive indux, the particle slite and iransridssion conditions. If Ilha atmospheric
the particle shape. All of' these effects comihittu to c'ntt~llt ons tire "clear" to "very clear", the visible
give scattering andi extinction croas sections (or range of' the plume will be halved. Figure 1.10
coefficients) for each partlcle/wvavelengllt coin- illustrates ani example ol' thia calculated scattering
bination. The total plume el'lect Is thea coul'lliuietts for exhaust-grade alutnina particles
combination o1' aill tlia individual particle efflects, over a wide range of sizes using MWe theory for
When the optical depth ol' the plume is greater visible light (t)55pLm) 1171.
than ubout U.5, multiple scattering tl~ucts heccome
detectable. The importance of tuttiltille scattering 11' ilhe sun is obscured, thec visibility or the
will depend upon the reaison for concern about the smituke trail is greatly reduced, and, since under
smoke in thea first placc. The optical depth is tlia these Lotulitlois the background Is also cloudy
exponential term itl th1C llL'r-Laomburt sky, ilic plumec will, In miany cases appear slightly
transm ission-atIon tiat ion etquation, dartker thanm the background. For all practical

pu~rpo~ses, the smoke trail will not be visible,
Transmis~sioi - I - e('S(1) although it will have limited visibility with a dark

earth background. Inl tact, even If thc smoke trail
where s Is thea atteuatitiont coo.fiTcient ol' the is illuminated by thea sun it will he practically
medium invisible against a clond background.
and d Is thte trait siti Ission patth Ilength i n the
medium In addition to increased visibility, tie

scamtterintg ill amhient light by the smoke plume
Multiple scattering occurs %%Ilien wioitgh mtay Interlere %kith optical detection systems that

photons are scattered inure thatn once such tlhat operate to wavelengths ats great as 5Sum. The
thea effect cannot he ignored, and tlia single- dlegree ol' interl'crence depends upon the wave-
scattering assumlptioni 'ails, length or thu detector, the optical depth of the

,imoke along thea propagation path to thea detector,
Inl many solid propetlants tlia predomnatitnt the effective 'livld-of-view ot the detector, and, or

contributnr it) exhaitst plume pritmary smioke Is coutrse, tlie solar illumination of the plume
aluminium oxide (A1,01) particles that result amoke. Inl such a scenario, although radiation
from the combustion ol' alumilnium luel. Other t'rin the detector's target miay pass through the
metal.- or refractory ingredients inay ,list) cause plumL and reachitlta detector, the radiation
primary smoke: however, these sourcrs will scatteredI to thea detector by thea plume may be so
predominate only il p~ropellan~ts that arc g.cat that It has ilta effe'ct ol' an overwhelming
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background radiation. may be larger. If it were possible to get the water
to condense on a very large number or ver small

Often, attenuation of radiation by the plume condensation nuclci, of the order of 1017M"3 in
has a more important effect on detectors. In this the condensation rtigion or the plume, the ultimate
situation an optical (laser) targct illumin~ation droplet radii might be reduced to substantially less
beam must pass through the missile smoke trail. than (.Ijim, and the optical efl'ccts would be
If the scenario parameters are such that the beam substantially decreased. The Climate Model for
must pass through a substantial length of the defining appropriate conditions for determining
plume, attenuation losses of 2 to 3 orders of secondary smoke formation is described In
magnitude (20dB to 30dB) are possible, and may Appendix 4 of this report.
render the beam totally ineffective.

3.3.2.2 Microwave Effects

Composite propellants containing ammonium
perchlorate (AP) but no metal fuel (often called The free electrons pi'oduced in hot regions
"reduced smoke" propellants, incorporated into the of exhaust plumes, primarily in the afterburning
terminology of Chapter 2 of this report as type region, and less importantly, behind strong shock
AD or AC propellants under a new classification waves, can absorb energy from microwave
system) defeat some or the the problems of' smoky radiation which they give up in collisions with
plume trails, These propellants virtually eliminate molecular species in the plume. The two important
primary smoke, down to the level of partilculates parameters for calculating the microwave
necessary to maintain stable chamber attenutallon coefficient, tinique to a given plume,
combustion, However, tile AP In these propellantts are the electron density (or cor,-entration, m"3)
causes HCI to form in the combustion procss, and the collision f'requency (0', which is the
which, as described earlier, can condentse with niumber of collisions per second encountered by an
plume and atmospheric water to form secondary avergee single electron, typically -2xl10t  at
smoke. It is generally considered that at typical sea-level ambient pressure. Fot' radiation fre-
atmospheric conditions, "reduced smoke" con- quencics above 500 MHz, only the electrons need
trails will form above Orkm altitude. These be considered, For lower frequency radiation, the
composite propellant exhausts will tiror secondary Ions present in the plume must be considered as
smoke contrails at sea-level over a fairly wide well, Typically there are 1,000 to 10,000 ions,
range of cold or huilid cliomate condlitltiol.s, hoth posiltive and negative, for every free electron

presetnt, however because or their far greater mass
Propellants with neither metal NOuc nor AP the itis absorb much less microwave radiation.

oxidizer (often called "mnitintttni stnokk"
propellants, Incorporated into the terminology ol' If absorption Is the only process encountered
Chapter 2 of this report as type AA or .4B by radiation in the plume the simple calculation
propellants under a new classification system) ol' the line-of-sight attenuation coelficlent for
eliminate this problem, However, even each region of' the plume is sulfficlent to give a
"minimutm smoke" propellants can have a reasonably accurate predihtlon of, microwave
condensation plume or trail of secondary smttoke attentuation. lit general, this is not a had first
when the climate is cold enough and a sufficient assumption for X-band radiation with
amount of water vapour is present. It Is generally composite-AP solid rocket propellants containing
considered that at typical atmospheric conditions, 51A, aluminium or less.
"minimum smoke" contrails will form above ,km
altitude. "Minimum smoke" contra:ls at st.a-level However. for hotter propellants, with hotter
will form only at tie very coldest climate aftcrburning, propagation through the plume is
conditions, even with lairly high ambient much more complicated. In general, the
humidity, plume-microwave Interference problem may be

thought of in terms or the plume (a mathematical
All the remarks above concerning visibility transfer function) modifying the electromagnetic

and transmisslvity of primary smoke plumes apply lield state, In other wards, without the plume, a
also generally to secondary smoke plumes. The eield exists in space; when the plume is
applicahle caveat here is that secondary smoke Interposed, the field is chatnged, This concept is
particles (droplets) may be somewhat larger than illustrated In Figure 1-11. While simple In
those or primary smoke, although thk will depend concept, this approach is difficult in practice, It
upon the number and size or the condensation has been solved fairly successfully using the
nuclei and the amotint of condensed water, In Fresnel-Kirchoff-Huygets formullation of th. wave
such a case the optical effects, when they occur, equation 1301. Computer codes using this
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formulation have been developed in the United simulation of this concept or i! process has
States. France, and the UK. given rcasonable values or the spectrum and

intcnsity or plume induced noise, including the
It may be illustrative to describe the things frequency shifts seen. There also seems to be a

that go on in thc plume-microwavc interaction in strong surface type of scattering from the
tcrms derived from elcmentary physics. We overdense boundary, when the exhaust plume ED
consider here a plume with arbitrarily large is high enough ror one to exist. The same
electron density (ED) values. The geometry we are approach has, at times, also given reasonable
considering Involves a transmitting 4rntenna on vahlues of plume RCS, which is the same
the missile body, and a receiving antenna at a phenomenon, but with both transmitting and
location such that the line or sight is rtt a very receiving antennas at the same location
slight angle to the plume axis. The microwave (monostatic) instead of at different locations
radiation (MR) penetrates through the outer (histatic) (13,32-341.
plume layers where the ED is low without any
interaction other than slight absorption. As the 4.0 DESIGN FACTORS
MR penetrates into higher ED regions the
electron density gradient causes refraction of the A systems approach to determining
MR along every path; attenuation per unit length guidelines For misslic-plume tailoring should follow
increates, As the MR penetrates into tIle over- the two check lists provided by Tables 1-2 and
dense region of the plume (wherc the ED exceed. 1-31 The first of these tables lists the missile
some critical value) attenuation lomse, are so high operational requirements and operational goals
that for all practical purposes the MR Is related to plume signature; to tie extent possible
totally abscrbed (actually atteiuation los5ses o1' these .dihould b)e stated as quantified numerical
several hundred decibels are calculated to occur), values, rite second list cortains all available
While this is going on, MR propagating along the infornuiion relating to the plume of interest or
outer edges of the electrica. plume behaves as similar pluntes, this list should Include propellant
though it were undergoing a .ombination or and rocket motor information and all measured
refraction and diffraction by thi plume, and sets and calculated plume data, not just those for the
up an interference pattern very similar to optical plume effects of concern for the current design.
diffraction, The MR that reaches ihe receiver
displays local intensity structure characteristic of' For specific problems, thi system designer
diffraction, modified by some refraction, and with will prohbbly wish to expand on both of these
some evidence or line-of-sight or refracted direct lists. It is probably best to establish the final lists
radiation, depending upon tahe locations of the in a coni'eretic setting following review of Initial
antennas and the ED of the plunme. Because of di-afts. Participation should include a broad
these paths of propagation, tactical missile spectrunm of' the design team and supporting
microwave signal attenuation rarely exceeds 300dB, tcclihnologists, not just people who are
no matter how high the ED. For much larger knowledgeable In plume technology, It is also
space missile exhaust plumes at higher altitude, appropriate to initiate the draft list of operational
attenuation as high as 60dB to 70dB has been requiroments in similar brainstorming sessions, if
measured, however, this too is accounted for by time allows.
the same propagation ntieChanisms, This effect can
be modelled with fairly simple wave-dilfraction Plume signature effects can often, Ibe
assumptions 113,311. reduced by appropriate tailoring of propellants or

missile hardware designs. Since some approaches
But this Is not all that is happening. Some of to tailoring are dist'us,•ed elsewhere in this report

the MR that reaches the reueiver .hows evidence the discussion in thI4 overview will be brief. The
of frequency shifts, clear vvidencu that the factors that contribute to primary and secondary
radiation has been scattered by elements with a smoke signatures, adequately discussed in
range or velocities, This can only be accounted Chapters 2.3, and 4 are very fine i;rticles- and
for if the MR is scattered by refractive index condensation contratis enhanced by acid vapours
gradients much sharper than those required to and other water soluble effluent.
explain the absorption, refraction, and diffraction
results, It seems (:elar that there Is a fine Plume radiation and microwa.e effects are
structure, probably due to turbulence, that causes increased by high pilunic temperatures, thus
substantial scattering and with Doppler shifts approaches that reduce plume temperatures will
corresponding, in general, to the mean flow reduce these effects. Suppression of afterburning
velocities of the plume gases. Mathematical can cause major reductions In the temperature oc
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verge on the near-infrared, therefore thcy would continuous band. Therefore. OH radiation in the
not be particularly visible 126-281. ultraviolet may be thought of as band radiation

far some calculations, Same of the OH line
Frequently, exhaust plumes are judged to he ccntres arc 0.2609,um, 0.281lljim, and 0,3064Mum.

not afterburning because or thc absence or visible
emission on frlm, or video records. It should he Ultraviolet radiation is very easily scattered
clear that the exhaust plume or a propellant with by the itinosp~here and absorbed by atmospheric
a low particle content in the exhaust may well be ozone In the so-called 'solar-blind" region of the
invisible even when afterburning, because the spectrum which, between about 0.24im and O.3/im,
emitted radiation is in wavelength bands other peaks at about 0,25Mim. Aerosol and molecular
than those detectable by the meduium used, or scattering of ultraviolet radiation severely limits
sometimes In fact, by the human eye, the useful range of ultraviolet radiation detectors

for locating and tracking exhaust plumes.
Atmospheric propagation attenuates visible

radiation by absorption and scattering. The All radiation Is scattered by fogt or clouds.
atmospheric 'daylight visibility range" may vary As might be expected, the shorter wavelengths are
from 0.5kmn (s - 8km-1) In moderate fog to ittoru strongly affected than the longer. It Is all a
20 km (s 0.2km-') in "clear" conditions to matter 01r the relationship between the droplet
50 kmi (a -0,08km' ') or "exceptionally clear" sizes and the radiation wavelengths,
conditions. The Rayleigh scattering limit I.%
310 km (s 0.013km"'). These valtues for the 3.3.11.4 Millimetre Wavelengths
attenuation coefficient (s) inay be applied ito
BEer-Lambert transmisision-attenuattion equation A number of' workers have sotught evidence
calculations or atmospheric losses of' visible plume tit' RF emissions from plumes. Many years ago,
radiation, both for emnission and for srmoke the aimthor hecard of' "over the horizon" radar
signatures discussed later 1161. sy~stemts detecting large plumes, but It Is not clear

that these were plume emissions rather than
3.3. 1.3 Ultraviolet histatic scattering of' "ambient radiation." Sume

1291 reported comparisons of millimetre-wave
In addition to continutum particulate emission measurements at 35 and 94 0Hz which

radiation which predoutinates In lheavily support the theory' that the primiary mechanism Is
aluminized exhausts, ultraviolet ctnission also based on free-free emission (bremsstrahlung),
occurs due to soinl' minor plumile sp~ecies It is caused by coilisicmns between free eleetrons and
predicted by sonic that even In heavily alumnlni,.ed miolecules fIn the plume. The results Indicated no
Plumes, CO) + 0C) clilemilmlnleSccnce is dominant ililfecrcmme butwuL&, time vinimssons from motor
at the middle ultraviolet and shorter wavelengths. plimes containing aluminium oxide and those
A s4ptctral hand front about 0.25jun to atmu)It %oil tit) nol~id lparl ices. Ndditional measurements
0.7Mum seems to be eminttd by the combination of or' this plienotnenoii were tinder consideration in
these two radicals to, form oxcited CO, and the thme United Kingdom (Royal Armament Research
subsequent dc-excitation of' tho CO, mok'cttle. For and Developnment Estahlishment) In the early
typical afterbmirning pltume tempecratujres, the VONt~. It Is likely that other, utnreported,
radiation reak is at about 0.35,um, investigations are or have been done In this area,

Chtapter 6 of this report contains additional
In hydrogen and hydrocarbon Nlames, studien details.

have ihos~n that a source of ultraviolet radiation
is the electronically excited 01! radicals produced 3,3.2 Inleractinim Signature Effects
in chemilumineseent reactions,. Both oh' [It!
following reactions are thought ahle to produce Time previous discussion in this section hats
excited OH, dealt exclusively with radiation emitted by

eshaust plumes. The following discussion covers
CH + 02 -CO 4 VH" Intt'ractlmis of plumes with radiation from other

H + OH + OH -. 1120) + O)HC sources. The major Interaction', to be covered
are time Interactions of visible and infrared

however, the laitter reaction Is thoughl to he radiation with primary and secondary smoke
more likely fit afterhu-ning solid rocket exhaust lparticlcs, and the Interactions of radlo-frequency
plumes. The 011 spectrum contains a large (1111) radiation, specifically microrwaves, with free
number of liues, %,hich In aill bitt the highesit electrons and ionsi. The sources ot' the plume
resolution spectra wvill blend together to Iorn a species Was covered hI a cursory manner In
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Section 3.2 and will not be covered further in completely or relatively free of aluminium fuel.
this Overview. The reader desiring more Primary smoke exists at all locations downstream
information should look at specific later chapters of the motor nozzle, although its importance as
of this report or the extensive literature that ;s "smoke" begins downstrcam of the afterburning
available 1131. region of the cxhaust plume. Since a flying missile

lays out a trail of these particles during the entire
One effect that will not be covered below is time that the rocket motor is burning, the smoke

the scattering of radiation, particularly at laser plume may be many kilometres iht length. The
wavelengths, by "clear gas" turbulence dis- smoke trail spreads with time. However, the
continuities of refractive index within the plume. amount of spread depends upon the missile
This phenomenon has the effect of beam velocity; the greater the velocity, the less the
spreading the radiation (analogous to atmospheric spread, but the longer the trail (for a given motor
turbulence effects) so that a small aperture burn time), The smoke trail will be dissipated by
detector may see apparent attenuation losses of up wind. It may he visible from as far away as
to 6 dB, There will also be "jitter" effects. Even 100km, or more, depending on the amount of
the clear exhausts of liquid propellant rocket aluminium In the propellant, the thrust of the
motors can cause this effect 1131, motor, the sun-plume-observer angle (scattering

angle), and the atmospheric visibility conditions.
3.3.2.1 Smoke Signatures At the lower extremes, as little as 0.5%

allmninhi in the propellant can cause visibility as
Smoke particles ill piltitnes calt all'fect gi.tI its 2t}kln for certain acattering angles,

Incident radiation hy both scattering and i•llhlotugh for nmost scattering angles (between 6O
ahsorption 116-211, The inagritudt; of the cle'fct oll' Mid 170 degrees) a visible range of 'Ikm, or less,
the Interaction of' radiation with a particle is predicted. Bfoth of these visible ranges are
depends upon tile real and Imaginary terms in tie hasvd onl "exceptionalli clear" atmospheric
particle refractive Index, the particle size, alnd tt'tastnilssiton conditions, If the atmospheric
the particle shape. Al! of thns. el'l'ccts combine tol conlditionIs are "clear" to "very clear", the visible
give scattering and extinction cross sections (or range of the plume wvill be halved, Figure 1-10
coefficients) for each particle/wavelenrgth cu•n, Illhtrratcs all Lxnulple of the calculated scattering
bination, The total plume 01'ect Is the coel'l'lcients l'r exhaust-grade alumina particles
combination el' all the indlvidual particle el'icts, over a wide range of' size's using Mie theory for
When the optical depth o' the plune is greater visiihlu light (1)55pu) 1171,
than about 0.5. miu lltiple scatctril-, cllects hiecouine
detectable, The inmorUtance ol' mu tltiple scait er ig Iti le siul is ohiscurcd, the visibility of the
will depend uipun the reason flor IlLcern allot the sol-ur'c trail is greatly reduccl, and, since unicer
smoke in the f'irst place. The opticali del !Ii is the Hi ese Conmditionrs the background is also cloudy
exponential trm ill the llcer-Laluthcrt sky. the plumic will, ili niany cases appear slightly
trrrtnslnissltmn-a tenuit~il e tJ Utliation, darker t•diri the backgrounid. For all practical

pm-iposes. the s•nu•ke trail ;%ill not he visible,
Iransmnissiomr - I- .(.sd) 11lhiougih it will Ii vye linited visibility with a dark

earth background. In lact, even It' the smoke trail
where s i the attenutation coul'ftcienit o!' the i:; ittilminaled by Iy th sti i It will he practically
medium invisible ligailisi a clotud background,
and d is the trais isml ion path !unigth ill tile
medium In additlo, to increased .isibility, the

sc.atte'ring ol' arihlent light by the smoke plume
Multiplc sca Itterring occtinrs wrellc c lorlig Ih minay inIefrfere %%itl i optical detectiion systems that

photons are scattered more than imllce such thait ipcralt to %%avelengths its great as 5jim. The
the effect carinot tie ignored, and tite si•glc- degree oar interference depends upon the wave-
scattering assumnpt ion fails, Iength r •' the detector, the oipticail depth l' tihe

silnoke altong tlie propagation patth to the deleetor,
lit many solid propellants tire predominilrant tiret clTective l'ield-ol'-view )I' the detector, and, or

contribul•or to exhaust pr•Jirlc tritilriry suiloke is coulrse , tile io •ar Illuminiation of the pittme
aluminium oxide (AI2Ot) particles that resuult smioke. hii such it scunuario, although radiation
from the combustion 0f' ailuni inim I'ucl, (thter fronm itic detector's tare Il wnay patw,; through the
metals or refractory iiigredicntls miay alst) catrs I)rpUlnr rlid reach t01C dLtector, thile r-diaatin
primary smoke, howeelr, these sources will scatterCd to the dmetectar by tire plurie may be so
predominnte only mu Irropullatll thrat Iare great thaIi it Iits tie' elec t of' air overwhelming
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background radiation. may he larger. If it were possible to get the water
to condense on a very large number of very small

Often, attenuation of radiation by the plume condcnsation nuclei, of the order or 101 -m-3 in
has a more important effect on detectors. In this the condensation region ol the plume, the ultimate
situation an optical (laser) target illumination droplet radii might be reduced to substantially less
beam must pass through the missile smoke trail, than Ol.l/m, and the optical effects would be
ir the scenario paramcters arc such that the beam substantially decreased. The Climate Model for
must pass through a substantial length of the defining appropriate conditions for determining
plume, attenuation losses of 2 to 3 orders of secondary smoke formation is described In
magnitude (20dB to 30dB) are possible, and may Appendix 4 or this report.
render the beam totally ineffective.

3.3.2.2 Microwave Effects
Composite propellants containing ammonium

perchlorate (AP) but no metal fuel (often called The free electrons produced In hot regions"#reduced smoke" propellants, incorporated Into the or exhaust plumes, primarily In the afterburning
terminology of Chapter 2 of this report as type region, and less Importantly, behind strong shock
AB or AC propellants under a new classification waves, can absorb energy from microwave
system) defeat some or the the problems or smoky radiation which they give up in collisions with
plume trails. These propellants virtually eliminate molecular species In the plume. The two important
primary smoke, down to the level ill' particulates parameters lor calculating the microwave
necessary to maintain stable chanihef attenuation coelficient, utinque to a given plume,
combustion, However, the AP In these propellants are tile electron density (or concetination, m-3)
causes HCI to form In the combustion process, and the collision Irecluencty (s't). which Is the
which, as described earlier, call condense with number or collisions per second encountered by an
plume and atmospheric water to form secondary average single electron, typically -2xlOI1 at
smoke, It is generally considered that at lvpical sea-level ambient pressure, For radiation fre-
atmospheric conditions, "reduced smoke" ,II- ,tencles above 500 MHZ, only the electrons need
trails will form above 6km altitude, -iicsc , considered. For lower Irequency radiation, the
composite propellant exha•sts will rormn secondary its5 present itn the plume vitust be consideed as
smoke contrails at sea-level over it raily wide well, Typically there are 1,000 to 10,000 ions,
range of cold or humnid climate vv'tutdi hutins, bth poIsitiv'e it d negailive, for every free electron

present, however beccause o1' their far greater mass
Propellants with neither imetatl lel nor AP tl•e itos absorb niiuch less microwave radiation,

oxidizer (often calledI "miinlmumt smoke"
propellants, Incorporated Into the terminology ol' I1' absorption is the only process encountered
Chapter 2 of this report as type AA or AB by radiation in tite plumne the simple calculation
propellants under a new chassilication system) o1' tihe line-ol-sight attenuation coefficient for
eliminate this problem. However, even (,tach region ccl' thle plume is sulliclent to give a
"minimum smoke" propcllants van hiave a icaasonably accuratc prediction or microwave
condensation pl mime or trail olr s'ccouldary sniokc attenui a tioin. In genernd. Ihis is not a had first
when the climate is cold enough and a siltllicitent a;sslu pttionl flor X-hIand radiation with
amount of water vapotir is present, It is generally composite-Al" solid rocket propellants containing
considered that at typical atmospheric conditions, 5'%, aluninimn or less.
"minimum smoke" contrails will torm above Wknt
altitude, "Minimum smoke" contrails al sea-level Howevcr, roI hotter propellants, with hotter
will form only at the very coldest climate aflerburning, propagation through the plume Is
conditions, even with lairly high ainblent mIuch motrc cornplicated, In general, the
humidity, plulne-in Icrowave interference problem may he

thought ol' in terms of the plume (a mathematical
All the remarks above roncernIlug visibility transfer rnlnction) ndolifying tite electromagnetic

and transmissiv'Ity olf primary smoke plumes apply Hleld state. lit other words, without the plume, a
also generally to secondary smoke plutmes. The lield exists ill space; when the plume is
aipplicable caveat here Is that seconidary smoke interposed, the field is changed. This concept Is
particles (droplets) may be somewhat larger than illustrated ii Figure i-I1, While simple In
those of primary smoke, :dlthough this will depend Concept, this approach Is dillicult in practice. It
upon the number and size or the condensation has been solved fairly successfully using the
nuclei and the amount ol' conJensed wat,.,r. lit Fresncl-Kirchoff-Iluygens formulation of the wave
such a case the optical ct'ects, wheu they occur, equation 1301. Computer codes using this
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formulation have been developed in the United simulation of this concept or the process has
States, France, and the UK. given ruasnnablc values of the spectrum and

intensity of plume induced noise, including the
It may be illustrai;vc to desc7ibc Ihe things frequency shifts seen. Th..re also seems to be a

that go on in the plume-microwave interaction in ,trong surface type of scattering frcm the
terms derived from elcmentary physics. We overdcnrse b)undary. when the ,-ýaust phimc ED
consider here a plume with arbitrarily large is high enough for one to exist. The same
electron density (ED) values. The geometry we are approach has, at times, also given reasonable
considering involves a transmitting antenna on values or plume RCS, which is the same
the missile body. and a receiving antenna at a phenomenon, but with both transmitting and
location such that the line of sight is at a very receiving antennas at the same location
slight angle to the plume axis. The microwave (monostatic) instead of at different locations
radiation (MR) penetrates through the outer (bistatic) 113,32-34).
plume layers where the ED is low without any
interaction other than slight absorption. As the 4.0 DESIGN FACTORS
MR penetrates Into higher ED regions the
electron density gradient cause-- retraction or the A systems approach to determining
MR along ever) path; attenuation per unit length guidelinos for missile-plume tailoring should follow
increases. As the MR penetrates into the ovei- the two check lists provided by Tables 1-2 and
dense region of the plume (where the ED exceeds 1-3. The first or these tables lists the missile
some critical value) attenuation losses are s4 high onierational requiremiuts and operational goals
that for all practical purposes the MR is related to plume signature, to the extent possible
totally absorbed (actually attenuation losses or these should be stated as quantified numerical
several hundred decibels are calculated to occur). values. T!%c second list contains all available
While this is going on, MR propagating along the information relating to the plume of interest or
outer edges of the electrical plume behaves as simnilar p)lumes; this list should include propellant
theugh it were undergoing a combination of and rocket motor information an(! all measured
refraction and diffraction by the plume, and sets and calculated plume data. not just those for the
up an interference pattern vcry similar to optical plume effects of concern for the current design.
diffraction. The MR that reaches the receiver
displays local intensity structure characteristic of Ftr speciric problems, the system designer
diffraction, modified by some refraction, and with will probahly wish to expand on both or these
some evidence or line-of-sight or refracted direct lists. It is probably best to establish the final lists
radiation, depending uponl the locations of the in a conl'urenc, setting following review or initial
antennas and the ED of the plume. Because of drafts. Participation should include a hroad
thesv paths of propagation. tactical missile s,.carmn of the design team and supporting
microwave sigolal attenuation r.rely exLceeds 30dB. technologists, not just peoplL who are
no matter how high the ED. For much larger knowledgeable in plume technology. It is also
space missile exhaust plumes at higher altitude, appropriate to initiate the draft list of operational
attenuation as high as 60dB to 70dB has been requirements it similar hrainstorming sessions, if
measured, however, this too is acLolunteU for by time allows.
the same propagation mechanisms. ihis effect can
hei modvlled with lairly simple wave-diffraction Plume signature effects can often be
assumptions 113.311. reduced by appropriatc tailoring of propellants or

missile hardware designs. Since some approaches
But tiis is not all that is happening. Some of to tailcring are discussed elsewhere in this report

the MR that reaches the receiver shows e%,idencc the discus.sion in this overview will l)e brief. The
or frequency shifts, clear evidence that the factors that contribute to primary and secondary
radiation has been scattered by c'ements with a smoke signatures, adequately discussed in
range or velocities. This can only be accunmted Chapters 2.3. and 4 are very fine particles and
for ir the MR is scattered ny -cfractive index condensation contrails enhanced by acid vapour.
gradients much .harper than those required to and other water soluble cfflucnt.
explain the absorption, refraction, and dilTraction
results. It seems clear that there is a fine Plume radiation and microwave effects are
structure, probably due to turbulence, that causes increased by high plume temperatures; thus
substantial scattering and with Doppler _hifts approaches thit reduce plume lemperatur2s will
corresponding, in general, to the mean flow raeduce these effects. Suppresion of afterburning
velocities or the plume gase•.. Mathematical can cause major reductions in the temperature or
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many tactical missile plumes. Chemical 5.0 CONCLUSION
approches to afterburning suppression involve
adding chemicals that remove free radical This overview has presented a brief semi-
species, such as OH, 0, and H that are necessary technical narrative or the plume technology areas
to sustain aftcrburning. Thc a;kali metals (usually covered by AGARD PEP Working Group-21. The
potassiuia is used) are incorporated either into a reader is cautioned that the information presented
propellant or in some other hýay that will prodhce here has been greatly simplified for the sake of
gaseous products in the exhaust. These chemical brevity. Only trends are presented, hopefully with
additives do not work when present in corn- little loss of correctness. There are a number of
bination with Cl species produced in kP- phenomena associated with plumes at higher
composite propellant exhausts. When potassium or altitudes that were not even touched on in thL6
other alkali species are used for flame suppression overview. While this report is concerned with
serious microwave effects due to plume species tactical missile exhaust plumes, which generally
ionization can result if exhaust concentrations of occur at low to medium altitudes, there are
the alkali drop below levels necessary to com- instances where higher altitude plume phenomena
pletely suppress afterburning. may emerge even in the tactical regime. Anyone

desiring to explore this field more deeply will find
There haW also been some success in the an extensive literature helpful to understanding

reduction of microwave effects by the suppresison the phenomena and the theory, and useful for
of free electron concentrations In plumes resulting solving specific practical problems.
from the additon of molybdenum trioxide (Mo0O).
It has also been noted (see Chapter 6) that plume
free electron concentrations in composite pro-
pellant plumes can be reduced by decreasing the
concentration of H radicals in the exhaust.

Elimination of regions in the aft en a
missile that may cause separated flovs and
recirculation (base flow) will eliminate a source
that ignites aftcrburning In otherwise cool plumes
of missiles in flight. This approach will only
marginally affect hot plumres for which it may
reduce slightly the maximum altitude at which
afterburning occurs in flight. Other hardware
methods for reducing plume tcmperawure involve
modifying pblme turbulent mixing such that it
cools the plume to temperatures below those that
ignite afterburning. i.e. herore trce radical
concentrations can reach levels necessary to
sustain combustion. This can be accomplished by
reducing the length uf the flowfield, for example
by using multiple nozzles instead of a single,
iarger nozzle. Noncircular nozzles may also
enhance plume cooling because of the larger
surface-to-voltme ratio of their plumes. In the
plumes of missiles in flight at non-zero angles of
attack, the tendency to create seperated flow
regituns inc-eases and stronger steps to reduce
alterhurning may h! necessary than those found
successful for strictly axisymmectric situations.

The objective or lt. design tfl'ort is to
determine, quantitatively, the avail;;ible tradc-effs
heIween all the various requireminets and goals,
and to optimize them for the missile system iunder
consideration.
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OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS CHECKLIST PLUME DATA CHECKLIST

1. Missile design I. Rocket Motor
Design requircmcnts Thrust/time

Design goals Propellant
body signatures trace elements (K.Na, etc.)
plume signatures signature suppression

Rocket Motor Nonpropellant contribution
Thrust/time Chamber Conditions
Propellant pressure/time

trace elements (KN3, etc.) chemical species
signature suppression Nozzle

Nonpropellant contribution design for signature control
Chamber Conditions 2. Data test conditions

pressure/time External air nlow
chemical species velocity

Nozzle altitude
design ror signature control angle or attack

Missile flight conditions Body geometry/base signature control
External air flow 3. Plumu conditions

velocity h.turnal plume flow
altitude chemical species
angle or attack reaction kinetics

Body geometry/base signature control temperatures
pressures

2. Operational Conditions velocities
Guidance mode(s) ionization
Targets turbulent mixing
Range unsteady flow
Velocity a'terhurn ignition
Altitude shock structure
Manoeuvre capability particle flow
Countermeasures Flowricld calculation.s
Climate/atmospheric cond itinns Signature calculations
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3.0 PRIMARY SMOKE where N contains all of the terms In
equation (1) which cannot be specified in

3.1 Background this simplified formulation. (For the same
path length L, N- 0D37). For the pr.s.ent

For each of the propellants, shifting purpuse of classification, N = 1.0
equilibrium calculations were performed with a
chamber pressure of 70 atm (7.07 MPa) and a Now Cm can be written MP/Mmi . (RT/MnaxP)
nozzle exit pressure of I atm (0.1013 MPa).
From these data the mass percentage of where
condonsibles at the nozzle exit were tabulated as
shown in Table 1. M Mass

R p Universal Gas Constant

In an attempt to provide a relatively simple T = Mixture Temperature
method for the primary smoke classification it Mmri - Molecular Weight of Mixture
was decided to base it upon the equation for the P - Pressure of the Mixture
transmittance through a cloud of polydispersed
particles (1). Since the primary smoke signature is most

important in the far-plume region where mixing is

Tr = exp 1- 3 Q Cv L/2 D321 (i) essentially complete, P and T were taken to be the
local ambient values. Variations in Mmini were

where also neglected. Mp!M ts is the mass fraction of
condensibles i the exhaust. Thus, for a mixture

Tr - Transmittance m I/l of condensihles in the exhaust,
,= Mean Extinction Coefficient
= rn (wavelength of Incidetnt light, Tr = exp r-, (% MpN/SOI)I (4)

complex refractive index of' the
particle relatika to the surrounding where % M 1, = Mass percentage of
medium, particle size distribution) condensible species I.

D32 - Sauter (volume-to-surface) Mean
Diameter The obscuration is defined as (1 - Tr).

C --Volume Concentration of Pe ,icles Thus, an AGARD primary smoke classification
(volume of partirles/volum of number is defined as follows :.

mixture)
L - Path length which contains particles A3ARDP
I = Intensity of Transmitted Light I -- Np I -- 1t (MpN/SG ] (5)

! - Intensity of Incident Light
Thli formulation results in a classification

In order to not require detailed Miu scheme for primary smoke in which the calculated
calculations for an assumed particle size number will lie between zero and unity.
distribution and assumed particle properties, it
was decided to attempt to base the primary smoke Using Equation (5), the detailed data

e:larslrication on C. and an optical properti's (totals summarised in Table 1) for the exhaust
constart N. compositions were used tn determine values for

AOARDP. These are presented in the following
CY can also be wrlittei classification together with the estimates for the

primzary smoke classifications provided by the

C =a CMI/d¢risity of the particle (2) various AOARD countries. The encircled sy•bois
rerresent exhaust pioducts which contain large

where amounts of potassium compounds. Thtsa
compounds gercrally result l'rom the incluslou of

CM = mass concentration tit' particles flash suppressants in the propcllant formuhl;tims.
(mass of particles/volume or mix- TlIe triangular symbols are for condensed products
ture) ivhich contain only caroon. Potassium and carbon

smokes generally consist of very small particles
The density of the, particle is proportional to the and can. therefore, ri:sult lit Rayleigh scattering or
..pific gravity of the particle (SO). Thus, v4i31.!e light.

Tr = cxp (- CmN/SG) (3)
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PRIMARY SMOKE CLASSIFICATION AGARDP NUMBER

A 0 -. 0.35
B >0.35-' 0.9
C >0.9

F~rlT~ AGARAP I'-L EYP'(- ri (ýMI1 N /SLG1)j'
C __

A B C
B __*. . .* A

A -Og T00 A 0

1. J I 111 li i
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

4OkARDPPrimary Smoke Classification

The above elassli I catlon scheme rot pri mary smokes Ilx current ly recommended

3.2 Limitations (11) Primary smoke can be etasafiled
using the percentage of condensilie

Primary smoke measurements reveal that the motallics at the nozzle exit for the
AOARDP values are somewhat high ror reference conditions of 70 atm (1.09
potassiu1m salis And low for aluminium additives. MPa) chamber pressure and I Atm
This deficiency may be attributed to fAilure or tlie (0.1013 MIRA) exit pressure, with
classification procedure to account for (he shirting equilibrium, adiabatic flow,
diferences In optical properties of these additives.
The optical property constant N (currently takon 3.4 Problem Statement
as 1.0) may vary considerably for c'oi'taizn
materials dutj to different refractive Indices Lind Giver, the propellant Ingredients And their
particle sizes which are present In the plume. hUats or formation, determine the AGARD
When sufficient data become available In the primary smoke classification.
future, substitution of the actual values or N
shuuld permit AOARDP to better fit smol,:e 3.5 Clmassification Procedure
observations for additives such as potassium aind
aluiminium, Inadequate knowledge of primary (1) Input propellant Ingredients into a
smoke material properties emphasizes that chemical uquilibrium, adiabatic
AOARDP shouid not be substituted for actual combustion code with a specifica-
measurements when smoke specification Is critical tion chamber pressure of 70 atm
to system performance. (7.09 MPa) and iin exit pressure of

1 atm (0.1013 MPa)
3.3 Assum~ptionas

(11) For shifting equilibrium nozzle exit
(1) Complete mixing of exhaust prod- conditions record the mass percent-

ucts with atmosphere at standard ages or each of the condensible
conditions metalics.
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(ili) Calculate AGARDP effects of KOH on secondary smoke may have
Increased importance in the future,

= I x - )• (•M•N1/S01)]I - 1 % 4.2 Assumptilons
where %M,, and SG, and N, are the
mass percentage, specific gravity (I) Isothermal mixing of the exhaust
and optical property constant with the atmospheric air to produce
(currently taken as 1.0) of spocics i, 1/1000l11 of the original concentra-
respectively. tion,

(Iv) If AOARDP <0.35 (01) Ambient conditions of 0C or
- 4 Ciasslfication 273,15K and I aim (0.1013MPa),

il 0.35 < AOARDP ! 0.9
M B Classification 4.3 Problem Statement

If AOARDP . 0.9
- C Classification Determine the ambient relative humidity

necessary for the onset of condensation, given the
4.0 SECONDARY SMOKE mole fraction of condensible species (le, HCI, HF

and H20) In the exhaust products.
4.1 Background

Calculation Procedure:
The following method s a theoretical

classification method for secondary smokes based The condition for saturation may bn.
on the condensation of water vapour and/or written as
water/acid vapour by ,cxhaust gases In the
presence of ambient humidity, Mole fractions of Pll2Oamb + Pexhatut candensibles = Piaturatlon
condensible uaes, le HCI, HP, KOH and H,, are (6)
determined using any one of thL thermochemical
codes which are used to predict rocket exhaust where P Is the partial pressure of the gas.
produftds assuming equilibrium, adiabatic now,
The calculation for propellant secondary smoke From Dalton's Law
classification Is performed at a selected standard
condition (0.1013MPa pressure and 273,15K P - Mole Fractlon (f) x Total Pressure
temperature) with the Assumption or a ftlly
expanded, chemically and thermally stable with dilution (6) then becomes:.
equilibrium exhaust mixture diluted with
atmospheric air to produce 1/1000111 of the Pil 0nno- Pot- (7)
original concentration where pressure is expressed
in mbars. Isenthiplc mixing was not considered 1,01325 (rlt2O + frlcl + frlp)
because of the necessity uf using the heat
contents or the difrerent individual propellants, From Oliver [61. the normal saturation
Although the following procedure is greatly pressure or water is depressed by a factor K that
simplified by neglecting important triucts, it Is depends upon the concentrations of HCI and/or
considered adequate as a tool for classification HP, The saturation pressure for water at 273.15K
purposes. It has been shown (2) that potassium Is 6.1078 mb (610.78 Pa). Thus,
compounds will produce secondary smoke in
propellants that normally have only primary Po, l K x 6.1078 mb (B)
smoke, Several researchers have Identified KOH
vapour as the key Inhibiting species in proposed where K - partial procure of water over
flame suppression mechanisms 131, The existence acid/normal saturation pressure of water
or KOH which is predicted by thermochemical
codes to he in suppressed plumes Is known to Substitution of (8) into (7) yields
reduce the vapour pressure or watcr in solution as
do many other salts 14,5], However, no detailed PI120 amb w t, 10•h x K - (9)
data have been collerted and correlated to permit
calculations for KOH similar to those currently 1,01325(r 112o + llcl + rHFp)
made ror HCI and HF, The following dlsussion
is for HCI and HF, but it should be noted that the
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Dividing (9) by 6.1078 anod ,awlplying by 3.0 SAMPLE CALCULATION
100 yields :-

To implement the AGARD smoke
"amb = (P1` 2Ont/ 6 .107 8 ) x 100 classification procedure one must first perform a

(10) thermochemical calculation assuming shifting
= ICtO x (K- facia1 x 0.16589) equilibrium n1ow to determine the exhaust content

of the desired propellant formulation. The
Equation (10) may be evaluated by appropriate conditions arc 70 aim (7.09 MPa) for

reference to the Oliver data in Reference 7 or the chamber preabure and 1 atm (0,1013 MPa) for
Figure 2-1 which gives values of K = P/PO as a the exhaust pressure. Table 2 presents a typical
function of the partial pressure of the diluted output.
l.oncentratlon for HCI c- HF at 273.15K. TABLE 2.2

Equation (10) was used to calculate the
ambient relative humidity required to saturate the EXAMPLE OF EXHAUST CHEMICAL
exhausts of AGARD propellants given the mole COMPOSITION
fractions of H20, HCI and HF (Fig. 2.2), The
saturation relative humidity at the stated standard MASS FRACTION MOLAR FRACTION
conditions imay be used as a figure or merit, ug,
AGARDS = 52.5% Sat RH, which uniquely N, .1023 N, .0944
doterminates the secondary smoke clamsification CO2 .2368 CO2  .1391
for a given propellant, Co ,1161 CO .1071

H20 .2488 HO .?369
Figure 2-3 shows the recommended 1t ,0088 H' .1130

AGARD secondary smoke classification I'or actual Hll ,2577 7,Z .1826
propellants which were submitted by the various FcCI. .0106 FeCI, .0022
AGARD countries, The classification is based AI0O(s) 0189 Ai 20 3(s) .0048
upon the results of thermochemical codes run by
the Individual AGARD countries, The condensible species In the exhaust are

AIO0(s) (with a mass percentage of 1,89 and an
4.4 Classifiation ProcedureSO of 3,97) and FoCI (with a mas percentage of

1.06 and gn SO of 3, 16 ), Thus, from equation
Curve Fit Approximation (5) :-

(i) Determine the H20, HCI and1 HF AGARDP I - exp (-[(1.89 x 1.0/3,97)
contents (in mole fraction) or th,- * (1,06 x 1.0/3,16)1)
propellant exhaust products from a = 0.56
thermochemical prediction with
shifting equilibrium nozzle hlow. From the primar'y smoke classification

dliagram this w~ll he classified B,

(1i) Referring to Figure 2.2, determine

the curve which best corresponds to Table 2.2 also whows that the exhaust gases
the total halogen exhaust gas mole coniain both H 0 and HCI with mole fractions of
fraction and select a point on the 0.3569 and 0,1626, respectively (with a total mole
line whose abscissa corresponds to fraction cf 0,5395). To determine the secondary
the Hl20o mole fraction of the smoke classification, Equation (10) must be used
exhaust. together with Figure 2-2, To evaluate Equation

(10) the value of the HCI depression factor (K)
(ill) The ordinate of the selected point is must be determined from Figure 2-1, which

the ambient relative humidity expresses K as a function of the HCI partial
required for saturation, le secondary pressure in millibars. The astumption is made
smoke formation, The point also that the exhaust is in equilibrium with ambient
defines the AGARD A, B or C air at 273,15K and diluted with atmospheric air
secondary smoke classifIcation fur to produce 1/ 10 00Ih of the original concentration.
the propellant, Thus, the diluted partial pressure of HCI is:.
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PH-C1 = (1013.25/1000) 0.1826 = 0.185 mbar

From Figure 2-1 the value for K Is 0,48.
Substitution or K = 0.48 into equation (10)
gives ,-

RHambm 100 (0.48 - 0.5395 (0.16589)1 - 39%

From Figure 2-2 with *Saturation RH" =
39 and *Exhaust H20 Content* - 0.3569 the
secondary smoke classification is C.

Therefore, the AGARD smoke classifica-
tion for the propellant with exhaust products
given In Table 2 Is BC.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION major c,)ntributcr to missile signature In the
v;slb'Ue spectral range, Attenuation by smoke can

1. 1. Definition of "Primary Smoke" inturrere with a guidance system should optical
vccnn, unication be used between the launching

The exhaust from a solid propellant rocket usually platiarm and the missile or its target,
contains some solid material in :iddition to the
main gaseous combustion products thereby . I ! Attenuation
resulting In the formation of a particle cloud ,n
the atmosphere downstream from the noz,;; !i' Attenuation depends upon various factors :-
so called "prnnary smoke" cloud,

(I) The strttcture or particles defining
1.2. Origin or Primary Smoke their complex optical index. Their

shape, size and dsltribution, aspect
Particulates hiive a variety .I origin%. ratio, surface angularity and roughness

Propellant formulation Is only one and among tire all dominant parameters. Since It
propellant ingredients the main contributors to is difficult to describe arbitrary shaped
primary smoke are :- particles in calculatlons, they are often

considered to be spherical
(1) Burning rate catalysts, €,g, I'rroccnu

compounds (catocevne), lead oxides, (ii) The optical wavelength
lead salts (lad rcsorctutat), copper
salts (copper chrotmate), Iron oxides ... (ii1) Particle concentratlons which are

directly dependant upon motor
(ii) Anti-tsintnhillty additives, eg., paramieters and flight conditions

zircon ium carbide, ireonfi mt oxide,
sillcon carbldc ... (q) The optical p~ath across the cloud.

Note: The wavelength (A) and the
(iii) Aluninium or other itnutals (e.g. particlu si.e (r,,) arc strongly rolated

heryllium, iArconiimu .,) added to through the dependence or attenuation
Increase the thermodynamic oin the dimensionless size parameter
perrormance. iv - 2n rl,/A

(iv) Arterhurning ilippre,•silit, e.g. 'Te last two parateters arc conner:ted with motor
potassiamn stalts (K2US().) prl'ormance and particularly the mass flow rate,

This list is not xhanustivc, rhe radi,itimn intensity loss duo to primary
4mokc Is the consequ.nce o1" the scattering and

Thermodynamic c(omputattions ltie shtho,,a absorption by particles and can he expressed
that these products, Iltosly Iietal comipoutlds, a.: accordilg to thle lBeer-Lamrherrt.Botguer iatw for
to be, round In exhausts as nIetal atom•|s (e.g. ('a1), monad ispersion

hydroxides (eg. KOHI) or more oltc ats oxides,
chlorides or Iluorides, Some refractory iateri-als I
(mostly anti-instability additives) do ,nt n = - t rp,2),"C
decompose in the comhbustionl chamber and are [
discharged aa particles Into the ,xhaust, or with a constant exponent coerficient

Other than the prop.lla•t till itolor parts I
which are exposed to I'lamue i'y pyrolise or ablate -- xp (. yel 0)
and generate smoke: eg liner, inhibitor, thermal I1
Insulation, nozzle, etc. Their contrihbtloti can he
signmiicant, typically in the l'orm of' carbon (soot), where
silica, and iron oxide, especially during tad al'ter
burnout or the motor. Finally, the Igniter may n= nt . rp,2 Qe
also play a significant role in the ,enera•tion or
primarysmoke. F Ig ophi, p•ith 1!11 rmth anld Q the extinction

1.3 Optical effects of Primury Smokes courficient.

Particle clouds Interact with light in two
ways, scattering and absorption. Scattering. o' the
ambient light can make smoke highly visible and a
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T = CCVeThe particles collected in rocket exhaust
4 e- - Cr / plumes with various mass flow rates show that
4 rP \equivalent diameters of non aggregate particles

-exp ( ye- lay titween 0.1#m to 30.0#m (Fig. 3-2). A large
Vp n number of small particles with diameters probably

in the range 0.01/um to 0.1Mm also exist, these are
dirl'icult to quantify, but their size precludcs
important L,;attcring over the visible region or the

Cv is the particle concentration by volume electromagnetic spectrum, In the visible, near or
V1 Is the individual particle volume middle infrared, the ;mportant scattering is

generally described by Mle theory,
Calculation of a plume flowflcld permits the

transmittance to Interface with motor parameters Following this theory, when a particle or
such as mass flow rate or chamber pressure by complex Index ,n - n - ik Is Illuminated by
substitution or parameters Cv and e In the unpolarized light, m1tresented by two electric
formula, vectors perpendicular and parallel to the plane of

observation (Fig. 3.1) but having no coherent
Since the monochromatic beam crossing the relationship, the scattried light consists of two

plume scatters from particles of varying number Incoherent components (indexed I and 2) such
density and size, the equation must he modilied that tle total angular Intensity is
as

In ( ) I r1 (0) 1! (0))In fI..fr "0n (r,,) . r,,2 Q,,,, (rp) dr, (it 2 .

1 0 0~ I) 

L!

The extinction coelficient can he predicted

by Rayleigh or Mle theory for i.phlerical purtice.s E is the Irradlancec of the particle and I1 and
or a given refractive Index amd motochror•itl i, ari the Nile functions, expressed by a prodtu;t
light of wavelength ). 1I1 121 131. The light 0f RacCati-Besscl functions (1', I") and Logendre
scattering thtiory allows calcultthin ot' (ll'rerell polyronlids (g, g') which are tabulated In
values of Q.., over each ol the following ranges :- mathematical literature, giving

(1) When the particle diameter is Car I1 - r (iv, ni) g (0) and 12 - I (it. n), g' (A)
smaller than the wavelength, the
scattering is called Rayleigh scattering, Figure 3-4 gives variations of log 1I anti log
Scattering ol this type varic,. directly 1, ýcrsu, 0 ror particles of A1,0(1 and C (soot)
as the second power of' the particle when i. -. 453 (Delriend in Fig, 3-2). ( - 1, or 0
volume and Inversely as the I'ourth * i), rp - lmi amid ,a - )7jim151.
power or the wavelength. Equal
amounts of flux are scattered Into the The Mie coclllUCCiuCt (C, which can he
t'orward and hac;k henmispheres (Fig. expressed by a ratio of' (le total scattering
3-1a) cross-section of a particle to Its geometric section

(iutldependert o1' 0) is given
(11) When the particlr: diameter is greater

than about one-tenth of the
wavelength, the greater overall
scattering and pattern complexity (Fig Q- f (--"- ) . (I,) sin o
3-Ib and c) requires that the theory , - I i

developed by MIe he used. Although
this theory Is confined solely it The dificr e between fie total fux
isotropic spheres, it Is customary to removed Iron the incident heau (Q~x) and that
employ it even when particles may he scattered I'r )m he the (Qex attd th
somewhat irregular in shape such as acsorptton by the particle, which occurs when the
those Issuing from propellants. refractive Index is complex, Sihce the extinction

(HO When the particle diameter is very effects o1' scattering antd absorption are additive,

large with respect to the wavelength, %ve have

it is necessary to apply the laws of'
geometrical optics.
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QO- - Q.. Q0. detected or the launch platform located, Equally,
smoke can obscure a target or missile from an

Q,,t and Q,, are given by the former equations optical guidance operator (case or visual target
solving for the total complex index or its real part designation guidance).
respectively. Q.b. Is obtained from the difference.

It is therefore necessary to cstablish the
Typical variations of Q.. aro given in cxistunce ult thece important cffeits since they are

Figure 3-5 (a, b) 161. An example of the Influence likely to prove more difficult to overcome than
of the Imaginary part or the index on the the effect of attenuation on guidance,
scattering and extinction coefficients is given fit
Figure 3-5e. 1.3.2.1 Smoke Visibility In the Sky

In a real rocket motor exhaust with a large The term visibility is generally used to
range of particle ,Alzes the scatt•&rni; Is more desuribe the possibility of detection by an
isottopic than sugge.ted by Figure 3-4. observer without the aid or any auxiliary device,

Quantltatively, visibility Is expressed as a
A direct mmasurement is often preo'errod to probability of detection for a given contrast

a numerical ctomputation which depend" upon a between the object (the plume) and its
large number or Ill defined parameters. This Is hackground, in this case the sky. Ignoring
particularly the case for optical Indices found in chrnmatlity I'actors as being less important than
the literature for purm comDounds at room lurninance contrast, the )Ilume-background
temperature This data applietI to purtiles inherent contrast C,, lk defined by
praent It the rncket exhaust is highly
quesaionabie. Noverthltoss, Mile scattering
calculations sre useful for Interpreting retsuils (l'
measurements and applying them to propullat L
optimization and otheir ams-cls of rocket motor Cn
design,

Figure 3.6 shows the nature of particle. lit
an original way, Two graphs, representing
different wavelengths, show the particle nuass,
fraction inducing a transmission factor MT) or 9.5
across a given particle cloud (optical pelh - I in, where LI, and LI, are the luminances of the plume
dilutiuti - 5 x 10"2) as a function of particle si/c. and the background with respect to a given
The condensed mass frrction In the plume or a observation point in a given wavelength hand,
given propellant and In a suction el' equivalent The contrast tcelns to -I for an ideal black object
dilution must keep under the curves hit ordur to) and may have a hlrge positive value ir L Lb.
obtain the specified transmission level.

Calculation of contrast involves a detailed
Stich representation (Figs 3-o and 3-7) make knowledge of all radiation :raurets and transport

It appear that :- functions (sunlight, diffuse skylight, diffuse light
from ground, ,,.). The plume optical

(I) Carbon or souts are very absorbing, transmittance T appears it the contrast equation,
whaitever thQ wavelength. For a giveo sunlight, making a hypothetical angle

ilf -t with the direction of observation (iLe. setting
(ii' When the particle ,aildus is not too sun In the hack or observer, plume near the

large, transmnission is better in the horizon), the transmittance alppears for example,
infrared thAn it tiic visible regioni ol In the plume luminance expression (assuming
the electromagnetic spectrum. single scattering)

(Ili) Coppe: and lead have similar
scattering features (but with respect to
only the volumetric fraction, lead is
more transparent than copper), L1  - , - -) (0 - T2)

1.3.2 Effects of Smoke Visibility N 2 yt

The visibility of smoke Issuing from a
burning rocket motor has two distinct adverse
effe ts It allows the IIissile In Inight to be
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T being exp (-ye, ,,), with C the plume dimension stability or energetic perrormance. Accepting this
in the direction or observation and Eo the point, Ioose specirications such as "primary smoke
irradiance [51. should he ininimi/ed" can often result in

unaccelptahle exhaust smoke levels and should be
Moreover transmission through (he avoided.

atmosphere arrects the plumc bhackground contrast
because or the angular scattering or environmental The missile designer would like to specify a
lIght towards the observer within his cone or maximum leveP or smoke compatible with the
vision (Fig, 3-8). operational needs or the missile and then be able

to check that this specification is met by the solid
Considering a horizontal line or sight, the rocket motor proposed by tho propulsion engineer.

apparent contrast plume-horizon at a distance R
becomes Methods or primary smoke assessment

should therefore Include (a) experimental
CR - C0 exp (-yR) procedures to rank propellants, other motor

components and finally the assembled motors with
The values or Y.4 (hyp. V,,,, - 0) are presented in respect to primary smokes and (h) computational
Table I for standard conrigurations, 191 methods to predict primary !Imokes and translate

.AUL 1, 1

INTERNATIONAL VISIBILITY CODE, METEOROLOUICAL RANUE, AND SCATTERINGi
COEFFICIENT

Code Meteorological range
No Weather condition Rill Scattering coulriclent

_ _ _ (kili I1)

tinciIic

0 Denst! fog .. 5i) m 79.7,2
1 Thick fog 50 1i1 78,2

200 1i1n 19,
2 Moderate log 200 In 19.0

5,011 m1 7.82
3 Light l'ng 51)O I1 7,82

1001)11)m 3.91
4 Thin t'og I kin 3,.1)

2km kni90
S iaHe 2 km 1.96

4 kin (,954
6 Light haze 4 kiii ,.954

Ili knt 0.391
"7 Clear I1) kill 1,391

20 kin 0, 1)Q6
8 Very clear 2-0 kin 0). 140

50) kim ).,07
9 Except lonaily clear .50 kilt 0.078

P'ure air 277 kin 1),0141

1.4 (.oi or this Work
opcrationial relIuircincits liito motor specifications

It is obvious that primnary smoke is that could be checked by established experimental
undesirable hut most or the lime minavoitdahic, proccdulrei.
Although sonic control or the smnoke produciing
properties or dirrereni components in a solid
rocket motor Is possihle a very low level orl'
primary smoke is usually achicvcd only itt the
expense or other Inore desired qilalitles such its



2.0 DWSP'PTIONS OF VARIOUS METHODS It may suffice here to emphasize that a complete
OF PRIMARY SMOKIE ASSESSMENT USED and acctirate assessment methodology is
IN NATO COUNTRIIES unfortunately not a~aeiable bill could be developed

uising presenti state of lthe art techniques.
2.1 Visibility or Primary Smoke

2.2 Opacity of Primary Smoke
From an operational viewpoint.

specifications for primary smoke visibility should Plume opacity assessment is a much less
be defined in terms of whether or not a missile dirficult task than plume visibility. Opacity is a
will be visi~c to an enemy observer. Because this physical paramctecr that can be directly meaured
factor is cnsltlve to the operational environment, and is indepen.jen. of the optical environment.
one of it limited number or typical' or
.worst-ase* environmental conditions should be Accurnic and validated models ror opacity
defined for the missile, specirying the solar fluix. prediction are still unavailable, but experimental
the background, the atmospheric conditions or any techniques have been developed and used for
parameter lik.ely to affect the visibility. years. From an cn~ginece's viewpoint, transmission

measuremenct Is the only available way to assess
Following the US Army methodology, primary smoke.

visibility can be defined in terms of the
probability or missile detection by unaided human 2.2.1 Trtansmilssion kieasurements in Static
eye. Thc major physical flitctors determiining Tests
visibility are the size and shape or the plum'e, its
contrast' with the background and transmissivitv 'Ihei U.S., the UX... France, Germany and
or the atmosphere. they can hie derived Irotim Italy ire performing plume transinission
modelling p)lume flow and scattering ofl solar flux, I'leasUrlcnIllms on StatiC teSts, With the Implicit
Detec'' -i probability is related to natural assumption that the result of' a comparison
variations lin human eye reslxxiisc hvtWvCe hotwevii two ittotors onl a grotina static test should
individuals. he qualitatively iinch:.'inod lin fliRht. An

imuprovciiew it i grutivri sling trans~parency
Many well, and less well suppiorited results is interpreted ýanl improvement of

assumnption-. have to be inade in lthe process, The tralislarvlmey properties in flight. The methodology
main weakness is thought to he the d-fteriniiation toi) rat-,late trainsmnission measurements from
of the optical properties or particles. static tests into qutantitative flight predictions is

not yet availahle. hut, as for primary smoke
ieti theory of in teract ions hemte en l ight and %isihi lit v, it coulId hie (lv~eloped wvith existing

particles i-, approached lin Section 1.3. It solves technikques.
the Maxwell equations for the inturaction ht~t%%cn
at monochromatic plane tkave and a .spliccical rhLIcrlore, the practical ap~plicationt 01' pltmC
particle and was first writ ten hy Nlie tl lthe t .unspatrvncv iieasiiremients on sta tic firings is the
tiginn ing or' the cenutury, ht addresses lx ti IL an par ison oh propelIan is or muotor's, one with
scattering and ahscrption hy particles, huti requires another. lii som ca ~se.,, the purpose or these
the kncwledge of little known parameters such its ineastiremnenis is limnited to a specific study - like
the particle size and its optical milies. the improvemuent of a motor tkith respect tn
Furthermore the asutmptioiu of it spherical particle primnary smokes, or th': assessment of new
shape nas to hir. made, ingredient% lin a propellant formulation. the

csperinientiti procdurel- can be defined on a case
An experimental atpproachi has heeni hy case basis, For norc' igeucral purposes, such as

attenm~tcd in lthe U.K.. witih tari'nms mnethods ol1 111% ing a tquanititati%c mtethiod for Wiliparing the
measumi ementI. These: include measuring the smoke properties oh at broad range of solid rocket
in tensi t' of lthe rtflec tcd component fromt hiigh propellant iorimultat ions, -a widely accepted,
intensity ligi.. sources Implinginlg onl A smtoke cloud stiuidardised procedure is; reqtlired.
and photographs of contrast scenes through lthe
cloud, either at the time of [irin& or from cinec or lit the following paragraphs more details will
video records. All of these methods call provide hie given onl the itustrurnentation. experimental
usef'l information and difrering smnoke levels canl procedures aumd interpretation of measurements
he detected. Hiowt.%er no onec systemn can provide miied lin France, the U.S.A., and the U.K. for the
all of the required information. Mtore conipteicI asses~snlnt of primary smoke transparency.
information can he found elsewhere 11011111.

Smoke %isibility is anl area %%here the
&N-elopini:nt of measuring techniquesi is required.
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2.2.2 French Methodology (ii) The 'hanc opacimetrique*, an open
firing facility (Fig. 3-11).

2.2.2.1 Transmissometers
However, most smoke trials are performed

The transmissometers used in France (SNPE) on firing locations which have not been optimized
are of three kinds for transmission measurements thereby suffering

adverse changes in environmental conditions
(I) The first kind and oldest were (wind, rain, etc ...). Transmlssometers are mounted

commercially available apparatus just before a test run and dismounted after.
(brand name : SICK) and are used in
the facilities described In the next Transmission measurements are not used to
section. The source is a wide spectrum identify p.,opellants for classification, but are
lamp, with a beam chopper, and the limited to the task or studying specific propulsion
detector is a silicon cell. systems. The foregoing firing facilities

("rumimctre" and "banc opacimetrique*) function
The two other types were custom built ,- primarily for the assessment or smoke produced

by Inhibitors, For such work motors with end
(ii) The source is a wide spectrum lamp burning grains (diameter 90 mm) of identical

emitting a large beam in the visible propellant fo•rmulation are fired. The other test
and IR range. The detector is a facilities arc used to compare different propellant
radiometer equipped with a telescope, formulations and to assess the effect of including
The desired optical response can he additives 112). These firings employ motors with
adjusted with a spectral filter between radial burning grains with a constant burning
0.4pm and l,1im. 100% and 0% surface and identical inhibitor; the motor thrust is
transmission levels are recorded before typically between 2500N and 500ON.
the firing,

The traosmissometer locations in the specific
(Iii) The source is a HE-NE laser (0,63jtm), firing facilities are Indicated In Figures 3-10 and

The detector is a silicon cell equipped 3-1 1. For other tests, the transmissometer beam
with a narrow band filter. Calibration makes a .'r/2 rad angle with the motor axis and is
is performed before each firing by located 3m to 4n downstream of the nozzle exit
intercepting the laser beam with a or beyond the aftcrburning flame if it is longer
range of neutral density filters. Optical than 3m. Transmission is measured after
alignment is used to ensure that the completing one traverse through the smoke plume.
transmissometcr axis crosses the motor
axis (Fig. 3-'9). More details can he The detailed procedure for transmission
fotund in Appendix A. nceasurementv in a free jet with a 0.63mm laser

transmissometer is given in Appendix A.
The wavelengths of interest are in the
0.4pm to 14,um region, the most 2.2.2.3 Presentation and Interpretation of
studied being 10X1im, and those in the Transminimon Measurement
visible range (human eye response).
Tiansmissioai at t),63jum is considered a Results of plume transmission measurements
good estimate or transmission in the are analysed case by case except for those
visible range. transverse measurements on standard motors for

which a standard procedure exists.
2.2.2.2 Experimental Facilities and
Procedures Measurements are time averaged having

beforehanJ eliminated the unsteady part of the
Experimental procedures for primary smoke record at ignition and at the end of firing. That

measurements vary from facility to facility. remaining usually maintains a steady mean level
However, measurements made at different making the averaged value representative of
facilities on identical motors have shown gomi existing smoke conditions (Fig. 3-12).
agreement with each other.

To compare the smoke properties of two
Firing facilities for the specific purpose of propellants it is es.sential that the test motors are

smoke assessment are used the ume in all respects other than the propellants
and that the test environmental conditions are

(I) *rhe "fumimctre" which is a kind or identical for each firing, If this is not the case
wind tunnel housing a fan (Fig. 3-10) then only a qualitative comparison is possible. No

reliable quantitative corrections are applied.
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There is no methodology to extrapolate remote detector positioned diagonally across the
tranisaion measurements from reduced scale chamber, A second interferometer spectrometer
tests to those of full-scale, consequently, a employs a wirror to collect emitted energy from
quantitative assessment of the primary smoke of a the motor plume. The design permits measurement
given suotor requires a full scale firing. For large of the afterburning plume emission as well as
motors this is especially costly and difficult since transmission through the smoke produced by the
the firing facilities for these motors arc rarely motor. Optics and detectors are available for the
suitable for transmission measurements. FTIS which access the spectrum from 0.5,um to

25Aim. with varying degrees or sensitivity.
Atmospheric conditions have little influence Portions of the visible and IR may be scanned at

upon transverse transmission but are believed to variable rates up to lOs4 . The FTIS has a
be a major cause of non reproducibility in axial resolution capability of 0.06cm" 1. A 4.5 million
transmission measurements. The latter are mainly word dual-disk based data system permits great
used qualitatively to observe the evolution of the flexibility in selection of operational parameters
plume during and after the firing or to compare (resolution, scan rates, gain, etc ...), as well as
low smoke motors which cannot be separately data analysis and presentation. Interferogramns are
distinguished by transverse transmission generated by means of a Michelson interferometer
measurements. with a HeNe laser operating as a reference at

0,63inA. The interferogram signals are converted
2.2.3 U.S. Methodology [131 by mathematical Fourier transformation from the

time domain to the frequency domain,

Transmission measurements are only
conducted on a regular basis at MICOM it the Individual laser sources have also been
Army Signature Characterisation Facility (SCF). oucasiotially used emitting at 1,06Mm and 10.6Mum.
This facility is designed for sinltullaneous
assessment or primary and secondary smokes, but 2.2.3.2 Experimental Facilities and
climatic conditions can be set to prevent Procedures
secondary smoke formation thereby allowing
primary smoke assessment only. The US Army MICOM Signature

Characterizttion Facility (SCF)R was developed to
2.1.3.1 Transmnissomegers evaluate propellant smoke phenomena over a wide

range o1' climatic conditions (Fig. 3-13). The
Chopped emissions from a 200W (5011z) smoke test chamber is a modilfed environmental

tungsten-halogen lamp are measured alter passing room. It ha, dimensions of 5.96m x 1.58m x
through a distance of 5.3m by tiltered silicon 2.08m, or 19.6m 3 which gives an air to exhaust
diode detectors. Two detectors approximate ratio of 380:1 (based on weight of dry air at STP)
photopio response with peaks at 0.55pim. Others when firing a motor containing 70g of propellant.
have narrow hand (t,Oilpm) interference lilters The temperature range is from 233K to 330K
peaked at 0.52,um, 0.631im, 0,85pni, (),9)5pm and (-40°1 to 140'F) and relative humidity can he
1.06pm respectively. Objective lenses (34mam varied from 2(1% to 100%. For primary smoke
diameter avll 66mm focal length) are used with assc.sinent, these parameters are chosen to
field stops to limit the angular field to less than prevent secondary smoke formation.
0.17rad (100). This reduces the collected radiation
scattered from angles other than the forward Structurally, the smoke test chamber is
direction, designed io withstand 2 x 104 Pa internal dynamic

overpressure. A spring loaded swing-out door at
Signal intensity data are sampled at a rate the chamber end opposite the motor is used to

of 600Hz. They are ratioud to the 1O,71 pru-test relieve the temporary overpressure caused hy a
value recorded immediately before the firing and motor firing. To reduce corrosion by exhaust
average transmission values are obtained for Is gases. the stainless steel walls are coated with a
intervals, black px)lyvinylacrylate paint. The exhaust gases

and conditioned air arc stirred at a rate of about
A recent acquisition is the Series 7000 0.831n 3sl (gas velocity 0.3ms"t ) by twelve-inch

Nicolet Fourier Transform Intcrferomeier System diameter fans mounted at each end of the
(FTIS) which extends the spectral range and chamber on opposing walls. A uniform mixture is
capability of the SCF. The system which verified by equivalent transmission analogues of
incorporates two interferometer spectronmeters different optical paths in the chamber.
interfaces with the climatic chambcr as illustrated
by Figure 3-13. A transmission/ahsorption The detectors are located at various points
spectrometer, using the chamber as a sample cell, surrounding the motor and looking at the source
modulates and projects the beam energy to a 5.3m away at the opposite end of the chamber.
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A 70g case bonded motor (50.8min diameter motor pressure and the temperature-humidity
x 50.8mm :ong. centre 1,crorated, 6.4mm web) history or the nir/exhaust mixtur'.. Other
with a smokeless igniter and no inh;bltor ir used temperature; at various points in the chamber,
(Fig. 3-14). A typical smokeless pyroger igniter both wall surface and ar. are monitored using a
contains one to three grains of N5 double base thermocouple scanner that prints cach channel at
propellant. Tests have shown this amount to be preset time intervals. The data is later digitized
undetectable in the SCF. In special case.-, an and processed using a computer code which
igniter may be developed using the test ptopellant ave-rg:s the transmissiou and prin,3 a data word
u powder. for each 10s interval during the test. Selected

channels may then be plotted for graphical
For testing inert motor components. -. special display.
motor is used (Fig. 3-15).

In the final phase the chamber is purgcd
Procedures used in conducting the tests can through the exit door and all conditioning

best be considered as having three peases :- eqmtipmcnt is shut down. While the chamber is
being cleaned and prepared for another test, the

(i) Facility preparation and conditioning, data is processed for analysis.

(it) Motor firing into stirred chaamber with 2.2.3.3 Presentation and Interpretation of
data recording Transmission Measurements

(ill) Post firing exhaust, clean up, and data Transmission results for each wavelength
analysis. c:hanncl are tabulated as a function of time for

the period o'f approximately 360s after the end of
During the preparation period all motor firing. The smoke transmission may then be

instrumentation is set up and calibrated, and the pit)ted ['or one or more tests in the form shown
chamber is conditioned by circulating air through of' Figure 3-16 which shows the trahismiss~on
the conditioning duct (containing time cooling properties of' a minimum smoke propellant at
coils, humidifier, and drier) and the test c:hamber, several tea.t conditions.
The air is first conditioned to the approximate
test temperature, then the humidity, controlled by Transmrission values tt five minutes are
the humidifier and drier, is set to a true dew typictilly reported as a figure or merit for the test
point. In all cases, only the air is conditioned item and have been round suitahle for comparison
allcwing the insulated walls to come to some between propellants. Figure 3-17 shows results of
steady state temnperature, depending upon the !ests for various types of p,'npellants at a single
effectiveness of the insulation. This timre period test comdition. Figure 3-18 shows the results of
ranges from two hours to overnight, depending testing various insulation materials,
upon the severity of the conditions. Near the end
of the conditioning period all histrumnentation Primary snmokc transmittances are repeatable
(calibration) Is checked and the auxiliary to withitn .5'1 over a wide range of moderate
equipment (particle size measuring devices, etc .. ) clirmiatic conditions and are wvll within motor to
set up and calibrated. The motor is prepared tor motor variation.
firing and inserted into the end of the chamber
through the closure, When the conditioning 2.2.3.4 Particle Sizing Instiumentation
promce• is complete, the dr, bulb and dew point
temperatures are tracking within IK. This Particle measurements are frequently
provides an initial humidity control of i 5% obtained using a Climet 208 particle analyser and
relative humidity. CI 210 counter-printer. The empirically calibrated

particle analyser system works on the principle of
The second phase, or test phase, is Initiated forward angular scattering of a focused white

by closing the damper to the conditioning light by Isakinetically sampled particles in the
equipment and firing the motor in the chamber. range or a 0.3jam to greater than t 0pm. These
Data am recorded for six minutes as mixing particles :ire counted and classified by size in 16
continues, and the chamber reaches a quasi-steady bins. Cotmpletc siie disiribmutiom nMAy he acquired
slate condition. By contrast with freejet its rapidly as umi: per 8 5s Smoke ;oncentrations
measurements the transmission measurements are encountered usually require dilution to avoid
made in a uniform post firing cloud (stirred by optical saturation of the analyscr.
fans) and not during the burn time of the motor.

All optical data channels are recorded on
computer and analog magnetic tapt together with
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2.2.4 U.K. Melthodology applications exist for measurements at other
wavelengths, e~g. 0.9Mum or 1.1Mum.

Transmission measurements carried out In
the UK have concentrated on ihc usc or two 2.2.4.2 Experimental Facilities and
facilities. Procedures

For low thrust motors (up to 400N) a smoke Low 1thrust motors (tip to 400ON) can be
tunnel Is used, but firings of higher thrust motors fired In the Royal Ordnance (RO(S)) smoke
are carried out on an open range. Each racility tunnel. This consists or a cylindrical tube tm
has its own specially builh instrumcntation, diameter and 20m long. with the motor mounted

on the centraline at the tunnel Inlet. Smoke build
2.2.4.1 Transntlsomeler if 41 tip Inside the tunnel Is avoided by the Use Of fAns

ait the exhaust end. Measurements are carried out
For smoke tunnel firings a 0,91im botlh axially over the length of the tunnel and

tranamissometer Is primarily iusd. The source is transversely at a position 2m downstream of the
an IR emitting diode pulsed at 500Hz. The tunnel inlet, using a mirror to provide a double
detector is equipped with a narrow hand filter. pasý% (Fig. 3-19).

For standard tests on the open range facility Higher thrttst motors are fired In an open
a visible light system is used. The iourme Is a range ftticilitv (Fig. 3-2o)). More details can be
quartz halogen lamp (cminttlng a cuntititiots 'owitd lin Appendix B,
signal). The optical receiver is a mocdified SLR
camera fitted with a photometric responiding To compare proplvlants within a range of
photodiode detector, %cry differcini burning rates. 150OON thrust motors

ol' 8s burn time with pyrogetn (smokeless) igniters
For other transmission minvastirciments, a tire tiortually employed. The thrust is adjusted by

general purpose optical receiver has been varying the diamneter fuor end-burning grains.
designed. This instrument Is readily adaptable f'or Adjustment litt grain lengthi can similarly produce
use on a variety of application.- and can be used a constant burning time, However. this is
for simultaneous mteasurements lit three considered less Important provided that a
wavohands, The coinstruction permits quiiick reatsoinable burning time, say 5s. is exceeded,
changes of detectors, filters and lenses, Variable
gain detector preamplillie~s are installed, thme For iiihihitimti decvelopmnent and quality
output signal then passes to individual signal vontrol work, at standard test chaurge Is used. This
processing units. These denwdiflate the signal is a 1.10mm cased SC.B hi-proplvlant charge
usinmg phase-senisitive detection, the ref'erence L.onsist jug of' hoosit anid sustain propellarnts. having
signal he ing su ppliled 1 rom t he -soniace, and hiiiaing tg im'es of (is anid 20s respectively at th rust
produce a DC outtpuit propiortiommal to the RNIS Ie~cek oF tihe order ol' 10UPON and 300N. This
signal with in a natrros' b and Li tred al the cha~irge can ii e prod neeet mn thet required in hibi tar
itodulation frequency. SYStem1 mid, Wh10n l'ired in an uninsulated

icuavyweighl test muotor. provides information on
This receiver is !ised with two sources, The imhibiitor siuukc. at boost andt sustain burning

first is based on a 5OW qutart/. halogen lamup for ailes and at those of the transition t'rom boo~st to
visible and near IR wavelengths. The lamp output sustainl.
is collected by an ellipsoidal reflector, passes5
through a chopper disk arid theni thirwiigli For plrope'llanmt ingredient trials the test
condensing and collimating lenses. The reustlt is it Aiarge is produiced in a "smokeless' inhibitor
low divergence tit)7rad W4) healit with tiiitnrnin syslteni Usinig the range of propellant burning
Intensity profile, modulated at 2501-/. The second rates availihie at 14(0) this charge can have a
source Is a proprietary item, used as a broad-band burning time rauiging f'rom 4s to 80s at thrust
R1 source. It comprises an electrically heated levels (if 3kN falling it) some 15ON using the

ceramic tube, with refractory coating, posi1tionied lowest htirniing rate propellants.
at the focus or a 5)mnm diameter parabolic
reflector. The IR beam is chopped mechanically at 2.2.4t.3 Presentation ardI Interpretation of
90Hz. Trutmt% nlssloti Measurements

The spectral respciise of' the receiver is Figuire 3-21 shows typical results obtained
defined by either optical fillers or the detector f'or transverse and axial transmission.
rusponse. Typical spectral regionis ort interest arc:
the Visible (ph~o~ornric respionse) anmd the inifrared For cacti firing a minimum arnd mean
btween 81iniand Uil I2pn, although at mnumbr of' percentage tramnsmnissioni over tile burning time is
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given. The influence of climatic conditions on the upon atmospheric conditions. Furthermore, the
experimental results is minimized by requiring existing procedures have not addressed the
that the firing be within a window of lighting, possibility or repeating experiments at different
wind, and humidity conditions. facilities to compare results, but have focused

only on ofne location.
Comparison of two propellants can be done

from transmission results of firings at the same Another important characteristic is the
thrust level. For very small differences, firings in sensitivity of the test. Propellants generating
rapid sucesuson are necessary. moderate or high levels of primary smokes

(typically 2% A1203 or more in the exhausts)
Visible (eye response) axial transmission afford discrimination by transverse transmission

measurement of 15OON thrust motors is used as a measurements in frecjet or smoke tunnel or by
standard to classify propellants in the U.K. transmission measurements in the SCF facility.
terminology: a minimum transmission value of However, low smoke propellants have transverse
90% Is required for the propellant to be classified transmission values typically in the 90% . 100%
as smokeless, range that are not accurate enough to offer

discrimination. This has not been a problem for
2.2,5 Review and Comparison of the measurements In the SCF chamber. For smoke
Existing Methods tunnel firings, the problem is addressed by axial

transtission measurements, For free jet firings,
It would appear that three methods are the latter are less satisfactory, because of their

currently used to determine the opacity ol' lack or reproducibility,
primary smoke during static test firings :-

3,( RECOMMENDATION OF METHODS
(1) Firings in a closed chamber (U.S. FOR ASSESSINU PRIMARY SMOKES

Army S.C,F.)
3,1 Slate of the Art

(i) Firings in a smoke tunnel U.K, Royal
Ordnance Smoke Tunnel, French SNPE Wilh respect to smoke visibility assessment.
"Fumimelre") no reliable standard cxperinmental or theoretical

methods have yet emerged, Therefore the only
(1i1) Free jet fIrings. It steins to he the recommendation that can be made is that more

most widely used type of' procedure in work on the subject is neclded. A desirable rirst
NATO (except the USA). short term goal would he to develop an

experinental procedure to rank propellants,
The three techniques do not share strictly putting the methodology for visibility and

common usage, Free jet transmission measure- transparency assessment at the same level.
mernt is a technique adapted to evaluatc the
complete motor (propellant + inhibitor • etc...), hIdeed, transmission umeasurements during
With some caution it can also be used to rank static tests. allowing ranking of propellants and
propellant and inhibitor formulations, The same motors .is within present state-of-the-art
use applies to smoke tunnel tests hilt with more knowledge, Moreover, It Is the only industrial
restrictions on the maximum thrust or the rocket primary smoke assessment method available.
motor. On the other hand. the SCF chamibet is a Further eflorl is needed to establish a complete
facility which primarily assesses propellant methodology which would allow quantitative
formulation. Because or test duration and extraptlatiolt of ground test results to the flight
environmental control, this facility is better iuited t:a•sc or. in reverse, tragisiation or operational
to carry out more sophisticated experiments on requirements in terms of' minimum transmission
primary smoke than those or transmission level to he measured in static tests,
measurements : e.g. ransmission spectrum.
particle siuing and maybe particle scattering However, the only standardized method that
characteristics. can bh recommuientled to date is that of

tra nsmnis4iton Incasulre•mnlt in ground tests.
It is assumed that most or the meastircenment

procedures described hcrehi have cxperimental 3.2 Procedure for Transmission In Free Jet
repeatability, although, with the exception or the
U.S. Army procedure, no supporting figures have Detailed descriptions of two currently used
been produced to support this assumption. One test racilities arc presented in Annex A and B.
exception to this assumption must be the method While it may be dirricult to exactly reproduce
adopted for axial transmission measurement itt a ither lietlhxl, the principles or operation are very
free jet where repeatability very inuch depends similar. A suggested procedure is shown in Figure
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3-22 and Is summarised in the following text. burning surface area doesn't vary during the firing
period and tests conducted near the nozzle exit

3.2.1 Transmissometer are not affected by secondary smoke.
Furthermore, the limited volume of cloud viewed

So e transversely gives an opportunity to undertake
complementary optical measurements. Axial

The transmissometer can have either an measurements, on the other hand, are realistic for
optical (0.63pm) laser source or a quartz smoke assessment In a missile guidance context
halogen lamp with, in each case, a and allow discrimination between similar products
suitable receiver, that produce near transparent smoke.

The system using the quartz halogen lamp Transverse
may be preferable because it avoids the
necessity for precise alignment between These measurements are carried out at an
source and detector, thereby being lesa angle of r/2rad to the motor axis The
susceptible to vibrational disturbances transmissomcter axis must cross the
during the motor firing. Current systems motor axis at a position downstream of
employ continuous sources but a %chopped the al'turhurning I'lame, This can be
source is recommended to counteract achieved using a constant distance for
interference from scattered ambient light motors up to a certain thrust level (20kN)
railing on the receiver, The detector or l)y maintaining a set distance (2m)
should have a high frequency response downstream of1 the afterhurning flame.
(like a silicon photodiodc) which can
record the rapid fluctuations or the
smoke plume and a spectral response in
the visible and near IR which spans the These measurements are performed over
range of source wavelengths, a long path length with the trans-

missometer beam inclined at a shallow
The energy recorded hy tihe Irans- angle (typically 0.07rad =. 40) to the
missometcr involves both the direct I'lux motor axis and intercepting the plume
and a small portion of forward-scatturcd axis at a set distance downstream of the
flux, The latter comes from a spatial mnotor again beyond any possible after.
volume, usually of double-conical shape, burning Ilamne and usuolly at the position
which surrounds the source to receiver or the transverse beam.
axis and is defined by the angular diver-
gence of the source beahm, the angular 3.2.3 Motor Position
field of view of the receiver and the
source to receiver distance, These The height of' the motor axis from the
factors, and the receiver aperture area groutnd should he stlch that there is no
determine the total scattered fhlx interlerunce hbtwcunt the smoke plume and the
received. Typically receivers with a small ground tip to the position or tlhe transverse
angular field or view and apertures of a transmins:ometer. Typical distances or 1,3 metres
few centimeters are employed in ineasur- have been used.
ing the nominally direct transmittance
1151, 3.2.4 LhImitUtions

Calibratin F:irings should not be carried out in
conditions or mist or rain or with crosswind

To be carried out using neutral density speeds exceeding 3ms"1  for transverse
filters the calibration of' which should he mncasurements, Conditions of temperature and
traceable it) internatlonal standards, humidity should be such as to preclude the

formation o1 secondary smoke,
3.2.2 Measurement Paths

The relatively short path l'ngth associated
In general bith transverse and axial with transverse measurements will give trans-

measurements are performed, each of which has missions or 9)0% - 100% with low thrust, low
its associated advantages and disadvantages. smoke, motors. At these smoke levels trans-
Transverse measurements are particularly well mission measurements may not be sensitive
suited to propellant ranking, inhibitor ass•s.smcnt enough to discriminate between motors. In such
or the study of additive effects. They are indeed cases the path length can be increased by the use
reproducible, constant with time, providing the or front silvered mirrors hut great care must be



taken to ensure that the mirror surfaces remain collector lens and a field or view lesw
clean and that vibration or the mirrors is than (1.0114 rad (100).
prevented during firings,

(III) The souice should be spectrally broad-
The much longer path length involved in band to avoid preferential selectivity

axial measurements permits better discrimination or the measurement to a given particle
between low smnoke motors. However, as the pathi 4izo distribution, Signal chopping is
length increases so does the finfuence or desired to discriminate between source
atmospheric conditions. Recommended maximum criergy and that from ambient light
crosswind speed is I ms-1. and rocket motor emission.

Synchronous detection Is desirable.
The results or smoke measurement trials The source beam should not be so

performed on open ranges will alwayi be narrow as to be steered by the
influenced by atmospheric conditions, It is Intensity gradients or the exhaust
therefore recommended that control rounds of a plume.
known smoke level are Included whcrcv .' possible
and that successive motors are fired as quickly as The SCF source is a 50Hz chopped
possible to minimise any changes which may take tungsten lamp with a total solid angle
place during the duration or the trial. ol' projection of' 0.35rad (20).

3.3 A Proposed S~tandard Procedure for do) All equipment whilch is used inside the
Transmission Measurements in u Closed test chamber should he scaled against
Chamber mtoistutre and corrosioni of' exhaust

gases. O~ptical surfaces should be
The U.S. Army SCE ioin ponents itre cited ats inurged with dry air or nitrogen to

examples but arc not ticcessarily recommended prevent contaminiiation and ohscuration.
since technology has advanced beyond thle NCF
design which Is retainw! to provitk. continuity ol' Nv) A visiblu/nuar IR rapid scanning
the data base. A copy c!i the procedure Is shown spectrometer Is a valuable tool ror
In Figure 3-23. smnoke transmission and plume analysis,

Photometric transmission and IR
3.3. 1 Transmlssoineler ab~sorpt ion measurementts are easily

otbtaiated with modern Fourier
The hollowing spiecihications for at smoke Spectromietry andi computer algorithms,

transmissomuter are rvcUOTInleiCuld: 'rie SUP u1ses ann FTIR system
routinely as an adjunct to the fixed

(I) Thf; transmimisometer shouild lt:e hand t ransin issonimiter. Stich systems
matched to the optical response ol' the hmo%5ever demiand considerable dedi-
hiuminn eye 1c, the sta iilard ClIE caion t 0' r nids anmd personnel,
daiylight rihotopic response tun tion.
Photopic response retluircs that all 3.3.2 Description oi fthe Chuniher
components of the transmi~ssonieter he
carefully selected so that the con- The chambher shape and volume (5,96 x 1,58
,/olution or' the individual spectral x 2.08ti3  are Identiteal to MICOM's SCF (Fig.
responses for the source, Ilitters, anti 3-13). Air in the chamber should be controlled to
detector results in the desired photopic keep at moderate temperature and humidity In
response. The SCF uses Ll '00W ordur to ensure that no secondary smoke will
tungsten halogen lamnp, and iTexas form. Hwwe~ er, lill climnatit: control its fin the SCF
Instruments type LS-400t silicon Is niot a imcessity. The chamber should he
transistor detector In combhination %%,ith equipped with a device to mnix the exhaust gases
Corning nilters Types 1-69 and 4-97 to with the chambier akir like the. fan system used In
approximate the eye response. the S( ' chamber (see Section 2.2.3.2.). The

homnogeneity ol* the mixture should be verified by
00i The tield of %-iew o*fithe trans. comparing transmiission mecasurements lor

tnissometer detector should present a d ifferen t posi tions anid optical paths.
solid angle as narrow as possible ito
limit the measurement or' scattered 3.3.3 Trunsntissnmeter Position
light. The constraints arc the source
Intensity, detector sensitivity andi the The optical path lor the transinissometer is
collector optical design. The SCF uses 5.3mn, with the detector near the motor and the
a simple telescope design with an '1/2 source at the oppo~site end of the chamber.
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3.3.4 Motor Description Transmission measurement repeatability is
affected by multiple scattering for propellants

The nominal weight or the propell.int sample producing smoke transmission values below
is 70g. It the sample weight is diferent, a approximately 751X. Such values obtained In the
correction should be applicd to the transmissionm SCF generally indicate undesirable smoke
measdrement in the following manner:- perlormance for a system using such a propellant.

Log F,- 70/m Log Tr 3.4 Usage or the Standard Tests
T is the corrected transmission
Fr is the uncorrected ('raw") transmission Standard tests have been chosen to provide
m is the propellant sample in grams a flexible and relatively Inexpensive method for

obtaining quantitative results to characterise
This formula, based on the Beer-Lambert primary smoke, It is hoped that similar

law, is an approximatiou that should be used with procedures tu those described above will form a
caution : it ignores, for instance, forward scatter- base that can he adopted as standard among
in& effects, NATO countries

The exact design or the motor is not The tlsts ihould reproduce results acceptable
specified here, since it may vary with the Ior the purpose of standardization. So far they
propgllant manufacturing process, The SCF test have only been performed at the place or origin :
motor described In Figure 3-14 is relevant to U.S. Army MICOM ror the chamher test and U.K.
composite or XLDB propellant. Other motor Wyre Forest I'or the free jet test. It is strongly
types must be used for propellants which cannot argued that participants in smoke evaluation
be case-bonded, It is however essential that the slhoutld airtm I'or common ineasilrernaet techniques
level of smoke produced by the igniter, Inhihitor to ensure reproduction or results and that an
or any other motor component hesides the niterchange of test programmes he organised to
propellant is negligible, establish reproducibility.

3.3.5 Test Procedure and Interpretation of
Transmission Measurements

Transmission measurements are carried out
in the post firing cloud. Full mnixing ol' the
exhaust products and the air lasts for some time.
When the mixture is homogeneous, a steady-state
transmission measurement is obtained that shows
on the transmission versus time plot as a plateau,
The plateau value is interpreted as a characteristic
of the primary smoke generated by the
formulation.

To ensure a good estimation of this plateau
value, transmission measurements should he
recorded over a period of time signiricantly
(typically 10 times) longer than the mixing time.
In the SCF chamber, the mihing time is
approximately 5s to 30s and measurements must
be recorded over 300s,

3.3.6 Limitations

The measurements obtained from 70g
propellam samples are easily adequate to
discriminate Wtween low smoke propellants in the
90%-100% transmission range, Typical measure-
nents in the SCF show repeatability within plus
or minus 1% transmission for equal propellant
weights. Variations in the motor design : e.g.
nozzle expansion ratio, propellant weight, igniter
type and ballistic performance may limit the
repeatability of transmission results.
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APPENDIX A

TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENTS IN FREE 3 Motor Position
JET WITH A 0.63Mum LASER

TRANSMISSOMETER The distance between the motor axis and the
(French procedure) groand or the surrounding wail muist be

greater than 1.30m.
I Transmlssometer

4 Usage and Limitations
Source:

He o'le laser (0.63/am) with power greater For high thrust motors (above 12kN) the
than 2mW, procedure may .,sve to be altered to adapt

to the size or moi ..r (eag. transmissometer or
Stability: -t- 1% during one test (from position and heig!at of motor axis).
calibration to end-of-riring)

The test may not be accurate enough to
Source is chopped at a rrecrincy or .. 1ompare motors that would be in the 0 -
25Hz. 10% or 90%. 100% transmisuion range.

Detector Transmission results at 0,631tm are believed
Silicon cell equipped with a narrow-hand to he representative or Crptical properties of
filter at 1,63,um, To avoid possible primary smoke in the visible and near IR
detector saturation, an attenuating filter range (0,4pm to lpm). Ahhougih trans-
may he necessary, A field limilter reduces mission values will vary with respect to the
the field or view of the detector to less wavelength (transmission Is expected to
than O,17rad (106) (ror instance nm Increase with wavelength) It seems very
opaque cylinder : 13mm diamcrtter x unlikely that the ranking of motors would
75min long), significantly change : it would Imply a very

"peaky" particle granulometry in the
Calibration: cxhaustls. The choice of 0,63pm as a

Before each riring the transnkssoitieter Is standard wavelength is also justified by the
calibrated using neutral density filters avaihlhility and iow cost or He-No lae4at7.
directly alter the laser source, The delay
between calibration and firing should he Typical repeatahility of' the measuren~rit is
ttinitnimied, Thle calibrated transmissionI ±t 0.5%.
values arc 0% (by interceptiag the beams
with an opaque material), (100% (no
filter) and 8 Intermediate vhties using M
density filters: 10%, 20%, 2.5%, 04)%,
50%, 63%, 71'A, 79%.

2 Transmlssometer Position

DMstance rrom no/zle exit : 4m1 or 2m11
beyond the an!erhurning flame ir it is
longer than 2m.

The transmissometcr axis imist ctrosse the
motor axis ait anl angle of ;T/2rad, Tile
optical alignmLnt teelbri ,ic is; shlown In
FIg'irc 3-9.

The delector must be at a distance ol

about 3m from the niotur axis. The laser
miust he at a distance hclwccnl 31n anid

loin from the motor axis.
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APPENDIX B for 0% and 100% transmission levels are
recorded in order that the data may be

TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENTS IN subsequently scaled during the analysis.
FREE JET WITH A QUARTZ HALOGEN

LAMP 2 Measurement Paths
TRANSMISSOMETER (method employed

at a UK open range facility) For motors up to 20kN thrust levels, two
measurement paths through the smoke are

Tranimlssometer considered :-

Source: (I) transverse, at it/2rad to the motor axis
The source 6s a 24V 48W quartz halogen and 15.7m from the nozzle
lamp fitted In a 150mm diameter
parabolic reflector producing a uniform (ii)axial, at 0.O7rad (4) to the motor axis
beam or light, and intersecting the axis 15,7m from the

nozzle (at the trannverse position). The
The lamp is powered by a regulated DC source Is positioned forward of the motor
power supply. A cowling is fitted to the and the receiver 67m from the source
source to prevent reflected sunlight (Pig. 3-20).
aFfecting the receiver,

3 Motor Position
Receiver :

For convenience, the receiver is based on Tite distance between the motor axis and thu
a single lens reflex camera with a silicon ground at the transverse position should be
photodiode detector fitted at thie centre no less than 1.25m.
of the focal plane. This arrangemnott is to
Facilitate the visual alignment of source 4 Limitations
and receiver, The detector has it
photometric response that conforms with The environmental constraints imposed on
the CIE photopic curve, A 400rmm focal firing are that conditions should be free
length lens Is used with the receiver, the front siat or rain with cross wind speeds
lenst aperture being set as required. not exceeding 3ms 1l, For primary smoke

measurements conditions oF temperature and
An associated electronics unit provides relative humidity should be such as to
signal amnpli'ication with Indepuident preclude the formation of secondary smoke.
offset and gain controls to opthnilse the
output signal, followed by a 51iz low pass Transverse transmission measurements may
filter. not he sensitive enough to discriminate

between low smoke motors where
The principle of operatinn is that the transmissions can be greater than 95%. For
diverging angle of the source is much these motors the much longer path length
greater than the field of view or the associated with axial transmission will
detector so that precise alignment ol' produce better results,
source and detector is not critical,

However as the path length increases so
Calibration: does the influence of atmospheric conditions

Periodic Linearity Calibration In particular cross winds,

At regular IntervaIr a laboratory It Is recommended that for precise axial
calibration is performed to ensure the measurements cross wind speeds greater
linearity oF the measurement, This is than Ims1l should be avoided and that
accomplished with 5 neutral density control rounds or established smoke level are
filters, whose calibration Is trac.ahle to used, the Firings being comparative to these
national standards, and have nominal controls. Similarly It is required that when
transmittanccs of 5%, 25%, 509,, 65% and a phase is started, all motors within that
75%. In addliti.n, 0% (source blocked) phase are fired within the shortest possible
and 100% (no filter) readings are time without interruption in an attempt to
recorded, achieve similar atmospheric conditions for

all rounds,
Site calibration:
Prior to a firing, the Instrument output
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light is polarized, its electric vector is assumed to lie in plane
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Fig. 3-14 SCF Test Motor

Fig. 3-15 insulation Teat Motor
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Height:
such that there is no interference
with ground typical value of 1.3m

S

Downstream the AB, constant
distance or 2m beyond

S R

Beyond any possible AB usually at
the position of transverse axis

TypIcally 4

S : 0.631mn laser or a quartz halogen lamp (avoids a precise
alignment and vibrational disturbances) chopped source

R: Suitable receiver, narrow f.o.v. (few degrees), few
centimetres aperture area

Fig. 3-22 Procedure for Transmission in Free Jet
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1.0 INTRODUCTION and, in marginal situations, may
prevent condensation altogether.

1.1 Description of Secondary Smoke
Because mixing and chemical reactions do

Secondary smoke from rocket motors is not :.cale with plume size and missile velocity in
formed as a result of interactions between the the same way. afterburning may be significantly
exhaust plume and the atmosphere. It typically dilfccent for exhaust plumes of the same

forms after a delay of several seconds, during propellant fired under different conditions of
which the rocket motor exhaust mixes with the these variables. Therefore one must be careful
atmosphere. in this respect it differs when extrapolating the results of condensation
fundamentally from primary smoke, which is the measurements on small motors, fired statically, to
result of solid particles in the motor exhaust and flight conditions, even for a phenomenon as
is independent of ambient conditions, apparently simple and straight forward as

secondary smoke formation,
Secondary smoke forms only in regions of'

the exhaust plume where the local vapour Secondary smoke can form in plumes
pressure of the condensable species (usually water, containing significant amounts of primary smoke.
water and HCI, or watcr and some soluble salts) When this occurs, the total effect on visibility and
exceeds their saturation vapour pressure at the obscuration is roughly thL. sum of the individual
local temperature and pressure for the sizes of' effects until the optical density (optical depth)
condensation nuclei present. Condensation nuclei exceeds somie value at which non-linear effects
are just primary smoke particles., Condensation aosume increasing importance, One caveat here,
will start preferentially at lower vapour pressures the larger primary smoke particles, which arc
on larger particles and condense on smaller optically more important, would be the first,
particlcs only as the vapour pressure reaches the theoretically, on which condensation starts- this
saturation vapour pressure for the smaller size. could have a major elfect on changes to plume
Condensation will also start preferentially at visibility and obscuration, compared to the simple
lower vapour pressures on particles that contain summation of primary and secondary smoke
soluble salts (the thermodynamics of solution are effects. Itowever, the larger particles cool more
important here), slowly than the smnaller ones, and therefore

condensation may start on the smaller particles, In
Secondary smoke is comprised all or pro- which case summation of the two effects is a

dominantly of water droplets, From exhaust reasonable approximation, Wilth current exhaust
plumes that contain IICI an|d/or [IF it will start to phline comnipter programs that treat non-
form at higher temperatures and lower ambient cqutillhrium two-phase flow, these tradeoffs can be
moisture levels than for plumes without the acid calculated, albeit somewhat tediously because of
vapours, The optical properties of' the acid- the great lengths oh' phimhle inv'olved,
containing droplets will be somewhat different
from those of pure-walcr dropllets. Gccrally the 1,2 (Mctnrrence of Secondary Smoke
effect or the particulate Condensation nucleus is
neglected in thite calculation of droplet optical Fronn the above description, it Is clear that
properties. At any given atmospheric conditions, the prohability of sccondary smoke formation is a
secondary smoke will be thicker (larger, and function of
perhaps more, droplets) in the presence of acid
vapours than in their absence.

(i) the atmount arid type of condensable

Exhaust plume afterhurning affects the species in the motor exhaust. This
formation of secondary smoke in two w;, ys is I'ixcd by the propellant composi-

t ion.
(i) Afterburning causes the formation

of additional water in the pillimn, (ii) the concentration, size and type of
this tonds to CenhanMcCe Sube(l1c1nt solid products in thie inotor exhaust,
cofldcnsation and the lformalion ol' Allthbigh Ihese tire not ain Intrinsic
secondary smnoke. source or secondary smoke, they

provide Icondcnsatinn nuclei which
(ii) Al'terhur i.ig, by adding nore theat have a profoumd influence upon the

to the pIlu me, delays condensation size distrihution of the condensed
to locations further downstramni phase and its rate of forniation,
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(Ili) the atmospheric conditions, in smoke cloud effectively pinpoints the launch site
particular relative hu~midity and which, if static or slow-moving, is operationally
ambient temperature, As will be undesirable. Dctectability is usually trained in the
appreciated from the description of Lontext of the human eye, however, the increasing
secondary smoke formation, low use of' electro-optical detectors operating in the
temperatures and h igh relative infrared andi visihle ranges required consideration
humidity are cond icivu to the of the response characteristics of' the detector.
occurrence of smokce.

The effect of secondary smoke 'Ipon the
1.3 Operational Implications erfectiveness of a stationary or slow-moving

launch platform is a matter of considerable
The signature of any rocket motor should importance. For missile systems wh~ere the

be minimized. Since secondary smoke typically command or tracking signals may be attenuated
does not form for several seconds. the operational by the smoke, a second shot may have to be
implications are. somewhat different from those delayed until thc cloud from the first missile has
associated with primary smoke. The rate of dissipated. Even if the missile system is not
formation of' secondary smoke is dependent upon arrected, obscuration of the launch platform by
the rate of exhaust mixing with the surrounding file strjoke cloud generated by the missile will
air, If a nlight mission is of a duration less (hanl a likely degr'tde the performance of' optical or
few seconds then the operational Implications may imifrared sensors which may he mounted oti the
be nilnitmal unless a post-firing cloud enhances launch platform. This is likely to be of' particulair
detectitin or' the launch platform or impairs its impfortance' in at severe Electronic Counter-
operational effectiveness mieasure. (ECMI) envivronmient where radar per-

luormtiace may be marginal. Full characterization
The exhaust signature hils potenitial effects oft the puittie is neccessary before the importance

upon the guldanct- systemt, detectability of the of this effect call be qjuantitatively addressed,
missile amid launich platform, and (possibly) the
efficietncy of' the lauinch platfortii Dealing f'irst Currvently. uiser req]uiremnents are uisually
with guidance COnlsiderations, secondlary smoke qualitative inl nature, often ankouniting to simply
clouds may scveruly degrade. the e'f'ectivuenss of' specifving, usuailly very Imprecisely, the type of
ally minssileu guidance systuin whitch itecessi tat es propicI ittw The speci 'icattIon of' meaningful
transmaission ofl visible, necar-visittle, or hInfrared 'equiremnieits Is crucially imuportant, both from the
radiation through the pilumie. Examtples would hit poinlt of' view ofl the system designer, and to serve
Cotmnmaind-to-llneo-of'-sglght (CLOS) optically guided its a guilde it) experimenetal chiaracterization and
missile or a laser hlutn -rider: it Secondary Stmoke a nalyt ical tiredlet ion of' [tlie motor signature.
p1 tme bet ween l01t10 n 110 sit lad fot I l~iewould
liIke ly retider the sys temi ii eapabtle of e' dct ive O pe rat ional i impi cat ioits areo more ful ly
otpera tion, iEVCe til' I tc It t tnIC IS Hot very d eutse its exp 1lored ift, (li uvet'view iif ithiis report, aiid the
eliartcieri'ltics iiccd to be ktiiwn ficl'or a ii vaoc't is tetcrired to that sectiont for ant itt'duptf
assessmenclt calt lie miade Illf Hts eL'feL:,: t~pout tiet LliSCIIS.N '1t.
guidance systetm. (2alcttlit Iloll of' tIIteSe ttC is
c'omnplex andi Involves accurtio mettodellintg 0f the 2.t0 METIIt )l)S O F ASSESSM ENT
smtoke trail lothi spatially and ilt t lute (accoun itting
for climiiat ic condtiotIthns ant d t he miIssilie I 'tirace ou' 2.1 Exper~ limnc ttal flatum oi Secondairy Smoke
Ilt typical operational seenlarlcos), with tot outtputt
Which Catln ctly he expres~sed ats a prtobaialilty of 2.1I.1 General
Initerference with thr(! guidaitce svste.tn The
Secoindary stmioke t tall ini t also 'I- ft rt CU 'rThe gente rat iont of' c xper inmental daIa Ia s
delectabtlity of tile nilssile, Sitnce a fltilte timie is diffrIcult beeit use sevondary smoke results from
requtiIred lie'ore at secont iarv stut oke clOtiR I'0formS the lInteraciteont hetiweeni t he rocket mtotor ex htiust
tilte dieltectability ot'it in issil e with it shor't Iflight ail thtf alt itosph crc. The iiecussa ry I el uslon of'
litte will nt bt e Incrteased. I owuve r, for loniger at oisploS1H tm I'C efCts it CrUeiCh fil ItepltySlila Scale of'
flight t hues., Icir euttititple, long r'ittge ainf/or low ally uxlicriunet ttl work. To date, e'xperimenrtal
velocity applica~tions, tile detectioti oif a scuottdttr y ditta lilts beeni gulette'ted hiy three tItethlids
smtoke clouid wilt aluit iiteralttrs ito the 'act that it
mitis.4ile has Iteenl lattitefted atid1 will prtovide at (I) Mototr I rItings itt test ch amtbers. The
rought IndidIcaito bn oft Its positiott. Thits kntowled ge Cit ilromui etit ( tempttera iitme anmd rela.
mtay atllow effectlive couititernt ewstres, TI't e suin e tive hutit dlid y) withftin the. chtanther
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can be measured accurately, and it 2. 1.3 Free Jet/Flight Test Facilities
is possible to characterize the motor
signature through transmission In general. any regular static test facility
measurements at various wave- or rree-flight range can he used for secondary
lengths. smoke measurement. It is necessary only to

install instrumentation e.g. cameras, transmis-
(ii) Free jet tests, or static firings. sonietcrs, capable of making measurements on

Observations are predominantly secondary smoke generation,
visual, although the static nature of
the test allows measurement of Free Jet/Flight Test Facilities have many
transmissibility. measurement problems because of the nature of

the test. Outdoor firings are subject to wind and
(iii) Free flight tests, where observations terrain effects that introduce variable error into

are recorded of the signature of the the results. Flight measurements have the
motor in the operational environ- additional uncertainty of the missile trajectory
ment. To date, such observations and orientation with respect to the measurement
are predominantly "eyeball" records position.
of smoke/no-smoke, Of necessity,
the ambient environment cannot he 2, 1.4 Results or Experimental Studies
closely defined,

A sample of the available experimental
2.1.2 Test Chamber Facilities data is given in Section 2.3 which compares

experimental and theoretical results.
One facility is currently in use for studies

on secondaty smoke; the US Army SCF (Signature
Characterization Facility). In France, the climatic
chamber at ETBS, Bourges has been occasionally
used. The characteristics of' these two chambers
arc provided in Table 4.1 below.

TEST CHAMBER CHARACTERISTICS
Chamber SCF ETBS

Volume (013 ) 19,.6 00

Temperature Control Yes Yes
Humidity Control Yes Yes
Altitude Control No No

Motor Propellant Weight (gm) 67

Common Instrumentation
Transmlssonmeters Yes Yes
Particle size/number Yes No
Condenrate mass Yes No
Cameras Yes Yes

The instrumentation can readily he varied, and therefore specific details are not given
In Table 4,1,
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2.2 Predictive Methodxs 2.2.1 P rediction of, Secondurv Smnoke

In the modelling of secondary smoke
effects it is necessary to consider titice prinutry 2.2. 1.1I Tlueritiodlvunifc' tit Lilqulcl/Vatioir
aspects EquilIIlriltim of' Soltiltlon

A varicty of r'--L-rcitccs are availabie for

(i) the species con tent and conceelra- thle thcriulloynainies of the water/hydrogen
tion of the exhaust at thc zioyle chloride' and wvaivr/hydrogen fluoride/hydrogen
exit. This is usually acquired chloride systems, Those in tise in various NATO
throt'gh the use of the well known countries are given in Tahle 4.2, together with the
thcrmocquilibrium codes (eg the techniques used to extrar~olate beyond the
NASA/LEWIS code) and will not he temiperatutre range of* !he refecrences. Use of data
considered rurther, For watcr/soltthle salt systems is less common, but

Reference 10) prov'ides an illustration or the
water/sod iunt chloride/hydrogen chloride system.

(Ii) the formation of' secondary smonke,
which requires modelling tfie minxing 2.2. 1.2 M4ethotds of' Predicting Sec'lndary
or the exhaust with the atmosphere. Smok-e Fotniutlon
anid the mechanisms ol' droplet
formation, a rid MIodd I ing ol' secondars ~'smoke t tin tat ion

requ ires prediction (1 thie mloto exhatist plume
and lie mnix in g withI ant i iini a ir. Thecrmiodynamiic

(iii) the visiblli ty of the resti Iant data per Secttion 2.2. 1.1I aik! models for droplet
exhaust signature. This rtqufiiu.s gromh l are then u'ied to determinie the probability
consideration of' %isuial acuity, ani d( con:dcn-wtitnt 11it1 Nccurtiii predilction of'
of' the backgrountd anid l igh iting pl iitne vIishibiity o r t ratsinmissi 'i ty requttires know-
cond it ions. ledge oft thft size diistribhuttion antd iinumher density

ot' the droplets. This necessitates prediction of'
thec size dis'tribution anid wiinheir density of the
% iidviisaiot iiiticilci. V'ariouis teehniqupes are used
in different N ATO) counturies to p)rdict SeLUndary
smoike: these are givvn in 'fahlu 4.3.

TABILEi 4.2

llCl/112f1 AND I) 1/112f) LIOUlI)/VAIOUR IQUILIaIR IC l
C'oluirV Fran~ce CK V.S ( VnIVl I SA No'vi S\ I \1-

i,1 tReterencei I 23.5 o.7 8io.8
1.2 remtperat ire Hatn g7 2'iý173 233-333 233-173 213-29)3 233-uit.i
1,3 Extratuoha tici

Ct'mprature Limit (K) 11,1. <233 21 Stm.i

2.1 I 'kratces Note I N, I to I Note 2
2 2 Tenittvrature tRimic (KI 1 258-2,0

T'emperature I imit M~

Notes: I No work to fIate

2 Refereiics are ito ,iv~igtiiga~l
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2.2.1.3 Climatic Data Base 2.2.1.4 Ntetlmis orf Predicting Plume N'Is-
utility

Thc prediction of secondary sinoke
formation per the mtethodxs ot Section 2.2.1.2 The ltrediction of' plume %isibility is
requires inpot of the atmos)pheLric condit~ions in d ifikjit becauise of' thle extrenme range of' variables
terms of itvin pera tire, relative huit n ditv5. an" ihi ci in tis hvb cmvikici ~ired. Tiable 4.5 pri.sen ts anl
pressure. For ust: iii opevraitional iciian~riov. iti s IAJ cr % (it' (lite state of' visibility prediction.

necessary to emuploy a climatic data b.MSc oL il
the range of environments which can be expected.
At this time. different nations use different ditta
ba~ses, as shown in Table 4.4.

TABfLE 4.

CLIMIATIC DATA BASES

Country Datta Base

France Statist icat clinili h d atie basest tar% e used aLcc ird itg to Ilbe

UK A\ statist icti data base is used.
USA - ..\riny Ditta is a aiiahie trot i ttik, L'S AnnY i statistical cli nt t ic dlata

lbrary.
USA - Navv ReFI. 12 tnr 4W1 and 50"' North L..titiide.
USA - Air Force statfistical cijitatic data is iwc itictate usinig thev N icholis

Researchi AtI.N1 11S codc.

t~I'A F4S~

PIRLDIC'1IO(N 0F' PLUMIE V11S1411lLIT'i

Coutiitry Niettiuid of fPredciviolt

Franice luMinatl ie cde is 11.if tl I.C;1ictilit tile SIIIoke Li101id tr'anstmittance
t'rou ami goidi~i~ ohicis Iluitii juuil.t It is a.ss~iiied tlliL piutIclk
%isihitit cati liei Lciirci.ited %% iti tuec trdilisuiittallice for eatch ltine of'

sight
UK Iitasic ondes(ily pe~r Re' L13. Ivjiicatkls, cloud~s are expected to he

%isihIe If thle sniuko: coticctttratioll ececeds 2 x It) ittolL'culeifli for
tact iea Iii S.Si ICS ill clear i' %C;AtIter. Calculatijons of tilL v isible cointIrast
or (lie lihnntie lim~ e been road e using tilie CO NTR AIL cornpu icr code,

USA - Army NIPLUNE %isihiliiy code tcsist~s ror specific sysicems.
USA - Navy I'liinic %isihil ity is stud ied iishiig the incilhod or Ref 14. This analysis

itiue des thle vrlec t s ol' p1 ittue dimi ntisit nis, pa rlile I sites. seat tering of
itwiejieii liL'it. a % isibiiitý miodel anid %isibilits; criteria.

UISA -A'ir F'orce 1i1i11tC i%isibiijty is %titdil.l hiS tInvatls oIi dectaitled radiative transfer
cauicilt ul15 it 151.

LISA - (Cotmmtercial \ISIG (Visuial SieLtlautiii) Lill '(i. ale1ai or cIitcilIiiuii ofuti isibiiity 1 Ihi.
As~iili~tel throuighi E Mililer, I ISA. iV0 7ti2) 8.11 -0429) bitt is not
coinsiidered ito lie titoroti.'t1% %l iiitciitd at thlis ltile.
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2.2.1.S Summary or Secondary Smoke 2.2.1.5.2 Other Predictive Aspects
Predictions

The most sophisticated analytical codes
2.2.1.5.1 Sinoke/No-Smoke Limits produce data such as :

The results of the varied prediction (i) plume contours and temperature
methods are most casily presented as plots of' the isotherms,
tcmperature/relative humidity boundaries at which (i i) droplet size distribution as a
secondary smoke will form. Au example is given function of time and spatial
in Figure 4-1 for sea level conditions. whir~h location,
shows :-(iii) attenuation of light passing through

the plume, and
(i) The standard Oliver Curves corn- (iv) light scattering from the plume

monly used in NATO for predicting
the occurrence or secondary smoke. The wealth of predictive data makes

concise presentation or results impossible. Typical
(ii) A boundary curve for non- results arc given in Figures 4-4 and 4-5, Figure

aluminised. AP composite propellant 4-4 1 191 provides predlicted plume contours for a
1!71~. composite propellant containing 25% ammonium

pcrchlorate. Figure 4-5 shows the dependence of
(iii) Two dIata po~in ts for 80," -' * d- thI e calculea ted tranOsmiiissionfi fn droplet radius,

mnoniuni perchlorate uon-atumniinised Leondenoied mniass, and particle number density 1191,
propellant 1181.

2.3 Comparison of' Experiment and Predic-
The general tretids of' the three prediction tloni

methods art! similar, however. letnpera I lre
differences of tip to 10K are apparent at a liXedI 2.3.1 Qtiulltative Uxperiniental Data
value of krelative humidity. The differences mnay
be duc to differing assumptions regarding Motor open air static firings and flight
propellant composition, nuclei suie and mass tests usually produce qualitative data In the form
density. the ramtio of' air ito exhianst mass iii the 4)1' sino ike.no-smo oke observa tionis. Atmospheric
cloud, or the gas temperattire at the point where data is normually available. i.e. pressure.
condensation is occuring. lcm peru lure, and relat ive huminIdity. These

ob~crvalions moay then he compared with the
Figure 4-2 provides predictions for smoke t heoreitical FL~d ic t ionS ol' thle temrperature/relative

formation from a non-aluminiscd, AP composite hunildity houmnlariv; beyond which secondary
propellant as a fonction of altitude. Figure 4.3 smoke forms. An example o)1 this form of
illustrates smoke formiation at an altitude of' 8.23 innipurisou is given in Figure 4.6 and Table 4.6
km as a function o1' lthe amomi t ot, aninmoo urn The predi lions iii loth cases arc from simple
percblorate and FEFO [(his I Fiiorodinitroetihvl) equilibrium tnodcls. and generally compare
formal)I in thc propellant. lavotirably wvith the experinmental results.

Additional damim, including in-'li git contrast
I'he reader is cautioned that (thc measuirements, are given fin ROference 20,

boundaries (Figs 4-1 Io 4-3)) should not he directly
compared with those used as a basis for
propellant classification in Chapter 2. The latter
are computed at arbitrary valuecs of temperatuire
and dilution ratio and are intended to provide a
simple nit.-hnod of classifying propellants, not to
predict whether or not secondary smoke will
form.
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TABLE-4.

PREDICTED AND OBSERVED SECONDARY SMOKE FORMATION

Missior& No Altitude Temperature Relative Srinokz Formation
and Hurmidit'y Predicted Observed

Firing No (kin) (K) (%)

M1 RS-1 8.23 243.6 51 Smoke Smoke
M I RS-2 7.26 251.9 37 No Smoke Smoke
M2 RS-1 4.04 3111.5 b9 No Smoke No Smoke
M3 RS-I 9.75 230.4 46 Smoke Smoke
M3 RS-2 10.60 232.6 55 Smoke Smoke
M4 RS-I 9.70 241.2 15 No Smoke No Smoke
M5 RS-l 5.73 207,9 ()No Smoke No Smoke
MS RS-2 6.93 259.,2 ()No Smoke No Smoke

Note :-D)ata are fromnfight tests of' Eglin AFB with a tion-aluminised composite propellant containing
ammonium, perchiorate.

2.3.2 Quantitative Experimental Data

2.3.2.1 Test Chamber Results Tabhle 4.7 provides, limited data over a
range ol' temperature and relative, humidity ror

Figures 4-7 and 4-8 compare calculated two 0dil'erent propellan~t l'ormulations. Here the
and measured light transmission across the flata is more qualitative, and the presence or
chamber ror small motors Fi'red in the US Arim smroke was determitied 1'rom transmissometer
SCF chamber (the SCF chamiber, instrumnentatioti measurmcincits. camneras and visual observation.
and procedures are described in Chapter 3). Thu experimental results are limited in precision.
Excellent agreement is ohtained up to !ypicall.ý hbm do not disagree with fthe- theorctical
150 seconds after the firing 11l91. prediletilons I1151

TI\HE 1.7

TEST CHIAMBER RESULTS (Ret' 18)

Propellanut Temrpera(tire Relativc H urmidity (RH) fo)r Smoke
(K) Formnationi (%)

Predic ted Observed

Composite reduced 276.2 Smoke at RH>6() None at RH<59
80% AP Smoke at RH>65

288.2 Smoke at RH>76 None at RH<63
Smoke at RH>76

Cross-linked 276.2 Smoke at RH>74 None at RH<65
20% AP Smoke at RH>77
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2.3.2.2 Flight Test Data adequately characterize the opera-
tional signatture.

Limited experimental data arc asiailahlc
from flight tests (or the transmission ol a ).03.1pn 3.2 Experhnentul Methods
laser beam through a missile tI'ghl pliiume. Figurcs
4-9 and 4.10 show these data, anid compare thew 3,2.1 Firings in Test Chmlibers
with theoretical predictions from the US Army
IFTA code 1211. The transmission measurcmnents Firings in test chambers are necessarily
were taken approximately perpendicular to the conrined to small motors because or racility cost
missile trajectory, and about I7m downrange, constraints. The US Army's Signature
The agreement between theory and experiment is Characteri/ation Facility (SCF) is typical or the
only fair and illustrates the dependency or the type or facility requtired. Details or the SCF and
calculation on the beam position in the plume. the proccdcirc4 used are given in Chapter 3.
The uncertainty of the fixed beam with respect to

the missile flight trajectory is always it factor, 3.2.1.1 Usage

3.0 RECOMMENDATIONS Firings of small test motors in test
chainthers arc recommended to

3.1 General
(i) Dctermine the secondary smoke

The results of secondary smooke nicasure- characteristics r spl)ecilic propellant
taents or prediction!. are necessary Ifoir anialvsi% ot' Ic' rinulations. The dala rolm test
operational usage. It is considered that there are firings are t'reclictilly used as an
three dominant faLtors input to anall ytical coitts to imllprove

the predictive ahility of the codes.

(i) The visibility of the plume., +•hic'l It is worlh noting that simple
affects the probability of dclection incairemnent of the plunic transmis-
of thle missile and/or tie lauilnch sihility does not provide a signifi-
platform c'ant ilmprocvelmenUt in predictive

capiability when compared to simple
(ii) Transmission of' radiation throuLh Ihirnoctlyll i tic cllic cces such as those

the plume, which may he a factor descrited in Section 3.3.2.1. The
Influencing the capabhility oh passi• (t data is also lliscrfui wlhen the
guidance colnlnailds to the cmtissile, ai aihahle Ithermnodynam.ic data may
For optically-guitled nii.iis, s i i th- it 1 c ihe t talillat, e.g. propel lannts
scLirattion of ihe mu issile by tIe %% ith c a highi level of I'lame
plume will rmsitlls ii hloss of, stitprcssacts,
guidance Caipability.

J i) Pros ide dletaileil experilcelical data
(Iii) Scaling and at terhcmiiring ltIcclts, Icur f aor i iiitcn i analytical codes.

particularly between iflight and
static conditions. Pliinic scaling is 3.2.1.2 Facility Chariacterlstlcs
required in going frocin tleascire-
ments on small tcst micihirs it) The chlariistcrkics of' Ice test chamber
operational motors, and call he should cocnformn th thie 'ollowilig reconinCen-
grossly misleading if' miot cotupled dfat•lhiS
with adequate p)redictive ictllthiods.
Afterhiirning can have a sigllil'iaicit (i) Tlic ditititiiovi ma ti, or miass of air
effect upon the temperature profile within the test chamber divided by
of the piltme anid the ;in ioccinit ol thIce propelalint ccodnslumed, shcnuld
water in the phune. In opematiocial exceed 3()0):1.
use afterburning is a funetion of'
afterhody geometry, Iflight velocity (i6) Means shliould he provided to allow
and altitude, iissile alngle of attack conditionimng o)1 t(ie test chamber
and propellant compotisitlion (see atmosphere o vcr the following
Chapter 1). I1' it occurs in flight ranges
but not on static test iollothrs then
no amount of static testing %%ill Temperature 233 tic 323K
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Relative Humidity 10% to 90)% characteristics, occurs during this
period.

(iii) The test chamber should hc
equipped with fans to ensure mixing (ii) The pressure. temperature and dew
of the exhaust proiducts and the point of the atmosphere within the
atmosphere within the chamber, test chamber should be continuously

measured. A fast response time of
(iv) Care should be taken to ensure the the instrumentation used to measure

cleanliness of the chamber so as to temperature is particularly impor-
minimize the number of' potential tant to assess the amount or after-
condensation nuclei present in the burning, IR Radiometers are used
chamber prior to motor firing. in the SCF for this reason and are

recommended. Dew point Is meas-

3.2.1.3 Test Motor Characteristics ired In the SCF with a digital
humidity analyser (Model 911 Dew-

It is recommended that test motors All. manufactured by EG and G
conform to the following definition :- Environmental Equipment, Burling-

ton, Massachusetts. USA), equiva-
(I) Approximately neutral hurnittg lent equipment is reommended,

characteristics, with expansion ol
the exhaust gas to at lnosphcric (iii) i.arucras, trailsm isonic tcrs and
pressure. iew ports should he. used Io

monitor the formation or secondary

(it) Minimal (preferably iot) usage of smoke. For transmissotneters, the
ablative materials. source and detector should generally

te tailored to approximate the
(ill) A burn time of' less than 2 secontds, spectral response of the human eye,

For specific wavelength measure-
(iv) A smokeless igtiter should he ments, dedicated sources and detec-

employed, typically using doublle tors are required. Detector aperture
base prppellant as the pyroicclinic, sdlni d htc snall t) mhinimize the
Igniters using the same propellant as reception or lorward scattered
the main grain should also he radiation.
considered. In cases % here
condenisation nuclei are considered (i%') Provisions should he mtnade for the
critical, replacement or the stanhdalrd imeasutrement of particle sizes and
pyrotechnic initiator witht a glow number density of nuliclel and
plug (hot wire) initiatotr should he t dr•plels. W hen measurements of
considered. It any event. calibra- the primnary smoke particle size
tion firings with tihe igniter a Ii nc distrilbu tion are required for input
are recommended to ensutre that the to predictive codes which include
igniter does not contribute to the hIeterogenous nucleation then parti-
iiotor signature, les as small as 10. 3 to 10,2 should

he included because of their large

3.2.1.4 Experhmet iul Procedures anid effect, eveti at low mass coneentra-
Measurements tions. iptn t(ie total number of

ctIndensaltinia1 nuclei,
The following procednres and nticasure-

iterts are recommended :- 3,2,2 Free-Jet Flrings

(i) The chamber conditions, the change Free-jet firirngs (defined here as static
in transmission and other oplical ittotor tests with no restriction of [he exhaust
properties should he caref'ully atid pltne) tire o1' limited utility lit assessing rocket
continuously measured tor a mini- motor secondary smoke signature. They are not
tiunn of six ut iinuttes after inolor recotniniltindcd for the acquiisition otf quantitative
firing because there is e'ideiice experhien tal data, since [ie entnironniental effects
(Figs 4-7 attd 4-M) that droplet cannot be cotntrolled or reproduced. The exhaust
growth, as showit by the signature plinte will inevilably be affected by wind
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conditions, ground contours, and temperature and 3.3 Prediction Methods
relative humidity. Thus the environmental control
required for reproducible experimental results is 3.3.1 Thermodynamic Data Base
:acking. Sand and dust entrained by the exhaust
jet influence secondary smoke formation and 3.3.1.1 IICI/Water System
represent an additional unknown factor. Location
of the instrumentation is important in the case of The calculation procedure given below Is
an afterburning plume. It is imperative to avoid used by SNPE and Is based upon a curve fit of
the afterburning region because of the sensitivity the data from Reference 1. It is recommended
of secondary smoke formation to temperature. for temperatures above 240K.

At best, such firings reliably provide only a (a) NOMENCLATURE
smoke/no-smoke assessment, and measurement of
plume opacity and transmissibility Is of limited PSI saturation pressure of pure water
utility, PS2  saturation pressure of pure HCI

P0  reference pressure (P0 - 101.3 kPa
3.2.3 Flight Tests or I atm)

T Temperature (in Kelvin) of both
3.2.3.1 Usage phases

PPI saturation pressure of water on an
Mlight tests, because ol' expense. are HCI/Hi(20 mixture

normally only performed as part of a missile PP 2  saturation pressure of HCI on an
development program. Usually, the p~urlpose of' the HCI/H,() mixture
test Is not primarily signature characterization, xI niolar fraction of water in the liquid
hut even In this event the measures recommended phase
in Section 3.2.3.2 will maximize their utility, x2 molar f'raction of" HCI in the liquid

phase (xI * x2 - I)
YJ activity coefficient of water in the

3.2.3.2 Experimental Procedures and liquid phase
Measurements Y2 activity coefficient of HC! In the

liquid plhase
(I) If one of the purposes or the test Is Ln(x) : Naperlan (natural logarithm of x

investigation of the secondary
smoke characteristics then the test (1) BASIC EQUATIONS
should he conducted in atmospheric
conditions where smoke 'Formation PPI - X, yl PSI
is expected. PP 2  - X2 Y2 PS 2

(ii) Accurately record the locations and The activity coelficients y, and V2
orientations of any trausmtissom- characterize the non ideal behaviour of the
eters in relation to the launcher. liquid phase.

(lii) Record motor size, propellant (c) CALCULATION OF PSI
composition, thrust, exit pressure,
exit diameter, and burn time.
Record trajectory data. Ln =ar1 (I-LnT)

(iv) Record Wndl speed, amnhicnt tern- P,
pcraturt and relative Iumiuity, if
possible at different altltudes.- T T2  T3

(v) For visual and camera observations 2 6 12

of smoke/no-smoke, eccord the T-4
background lighting conditions (e.g. - a,, -+ a_1 - a,,
cloud, clear sky), and the orlenta- 20 T
tlion of the sun.
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The a coefficients are fitted on the 3.3.1.2 HF/HCI/Water System
JANNAF thermodynamic data for liquid
and gaseous H20. The available data base is inadequate for

systems involving fluorine. Reference 8 is
all - 4.593365 recommended as an interim standard and, since
a1 2  - 1.1084499E-03 Reference 8 is not generally available, the
a13  -4.1521180E-06 relevant data are given in Table 8.
a14  2,9637404E-09
a3 5  - 8.0702101E-13 3.3.1,3 KOH/W

116 - 6687.164
a17 -40.65053 Potassium salts are frequently used to

suppress afterburning In exhausts of rocket motors
(d) CALCULATION OF PS2  containing double-base propellants. Potassium

hydroxide (KOH) is the common exhaust product
The origin of the data is the same and the of these salts. KOH condenses to liquid and solid
expression identical after substituting PSI phases at temperatures of 1593K and 633K,
for PSI and a2j for aj respectively and thus will be in the form of solid

particles long before any water condensation

a2 l 75.36436 processes start in the plume, These particles will
a22 - -0.6095065 act as nuclei upon which water will condense
a23 - 1.2167492E-03 when the appropriate temperature and vapour
a24 - 2.0979720E-09 pressure conditions are reached. It is not clear to
a23 9.8658191E-13 what extent the KOH will be either in the form of
A26 -8099.362 relatively pure particles, or will have condensed
a27 -312,2104 with, or upon, inert nuclei. However, KOH is

very soluble in water and its presence In an
(e) CALCULATION OF yj AND y2 exhaust will cause water condensation to begin

considerably below the saturation vapour pressure,
According to Reference 22 mixed nuclei of

A+ B C ) soluble and insoluble material behave like wholly
Sx_ 2+ _ soluble nuclei of equivalent size at relative" 22 3 2 4 2humidilics above about 70% (Ret 19, pp 7-9,

section 9).

2_AC2 1 3 The saturation vapour pressure of water over
LnTx 1A2 __2 x +4 ,--52_D2 x KOH Is given quite accurately by PA' Here P

2 -2 3 1 41is the saturation vapour pressure of water over

inert particles, and A is given by

with A - exp (-2MO)

A, - 76.58848 + -39705,531T where
B3  - -450.5769 * 109608,1/T'
B - -4501.449 + -109729.4/1' M is the molarity of KOH andC, m 801.4499 + -109729.4/TI

D - -296.8485 + 31565.01/1' is the osmotic coefficient of KOH

and The osmotic coefficient or KOH as a
function or molarity of KOH 1231 in water

A2  1A + B solution is given in Table 9.B2 " B I + 2 1 + 3 )1
C 2  -C, + 3DI At this time there is insufficient evidence

D2 - DI to verify that real rocket motor exhausts behave

in the ideal manner defined above. Further work

The Al, B1, CI, DI coefficients were is needed In this area.

optimized to fit the Perry's Handbook data
on HCI/H 2O binary equilibrium.
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TAflLIA1

VAPOUR PRESSURE DATA ()F HCI/lIF/112 0 SOLUTIONS

Liquid phase composition Soln 79 Soln 24 Soln 60 Soin 82 Soln 85
(mole fraction)

HCI .073 .093 .0637 .075 .075
HF .163 .130 .1911 .175 .148
H2 0 .764 .777 .745 .750 .776

Gas Phasn Composition at 273,15K
(0C) (mole fraction)

HCI '05.5 .148 .0f>4 .112 .056
HF .173 ,151 ,2u0 ,208 .144
1120 .773 70)1 .748 ,09 .800

Cn P - A + B/T

A (HCI) 19,22 18,57 18.99 19.89 18,104
B (HCI) -5827 -.5385 -5748 -5842 -5504

A (HF) 12,88 18,3,51 18,9,9) 21.45 20,50
B (HF) -3785 -53)) -537') -0091) 5901

A (H10) 14.53 1 1Q07 18.21 20)15 18.15
B (1120) -3824 -5097 -498.5 -5421 .4791

Notes '- I Nomenclature as follows :- P - %apounr ))esurL', horr 'r - al-w.oluu virnperalure, °K

OSMOTIC COEFFICIENTS OF K(OIH

M M M 0 N M 0 M

.001 .988 .2 .930 .9 .989 5.0 1.533 10.0 2,229

.005 .976 .3 .934 1.2 1.023 5.5 1,604 12.0 2,480

.01 .968 .4 .940 1.6 1.072 6.)0 1.75 14.0 2,700
,02 .958 .5 .948 2.0 1.123 7.0 1.817 10.0 2,880
.05 .944 . .957 3.0 1.250 8.0 1,957 18.0 3,009
.10 .934 .7 .967 4,0 1.393 9,0 2.095 20.0 3,079
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3.3.2 Secondiary Smoke Formationt CcIile , Specil'ic effort is
requ ired to val idate dropie I growth

3.3.2. 1 Preliminary Determination% und Pro. kinctics and evaqxiative mnedia.
pellailt Classi Iicatloll t snism hucittise of their vcfcecis upn

tilie (droplet st/C dIistrtibutiont
Far a pproxilmtate determinmatio (4in

smitke/no-sitioke l im its as a funtwio h tr 3i.3 . 3 A I iitspeltlt r ModelI
atmospheric conditions, cquilibrium calctilatimits
are satisfactory. Coniservat ion of L'ntlialpy should The reconmtietded atmospheric mnodel base
he assumed, It Is not calculated. The propellant is. the AGARD Standard Climatic Data Base
secondary smoke classification is also given by diiscusscd more rolly !in Appendix 4. This Is a
these calculations (see chapter onl Termi nology), sta tistical comnpilationit l ol dinatle conditions, eg

temiperatuire, relative humidity, as a function of
3.3.2.2 Complete Miodels altitude, timle (il yeatr antd geographical locatiion,

More complex modelling oft secondary 3,3.4 Visibility
smoke formation should inclu de (ats a t it minimni it-

iThe visibhi lit y ol' a secomtdary stmoke plumie
(1) afterhurnhig Is ilvputiduit Itipontil tIk inittc characteristics,

Iitikgrottttd illuinttation cotidit otis. suin-plunie-
(ii) mtixitng of tile eXhauIISt withjl aitthittit oltsvritvr mtgIv and atttttsplietk itltewnutiuit.

air Thvsv lac tot's tore tot ullttiuc ito (i e secondary
stitoko sig,11iutuo an1d are discussed Iin Chapter I

(li1) the eflee ts at' conttde satiol km uticei, whtichI r~gigh't it I st tesses tile itolilortatlce 01, as fill
Inclutding solubile altd ittsoluliblu is postsibile, ulttailtitti ively del'ining thle tmissile
material tiperatititlitt rcqttirilttttts anid goals,

(Iv) lthe elfee Is or droplet growi I T h~ ere ts, I ow c Ir. ott a tspecCt Iit whtI tichscondary
kinetics and( droplet evapirilln kttSiliok-e SIgtia titu-s tire Ittiltitle. iThe formation ol, a
u pan tile size d istribhotion ill sueutitla iv sitotke plumtie Is d ependent u pon the
droplets and thte resultant ullet Is tvnel Cral litre ttid rel itti e Itutidinility ot lithe ambhient
upon pluime obs u rattion anitd v is- it i r I Itiw evet, I the parmte ters alrectIittg pl ume
ibili ly isI liii ty c atintt 0 he assin i el It lie intdtependen t ofr

those govri tIng I the formtitot km of secondary
The current aitalytIva ca odes ate toit sitmoke. A low relatlive ho timtl it y f or e xanplo, is

adequately ver ified, tand fuirt her LICV&el 111 :in Iettis imiove li kely Ini lie Lul lt'tle wlilth "exceptioiially
required, It Is recuumlUttnctt dettt clU11tt atitttOIIilLtiL: tristtsstttciitititO11 Wittl a

dletr sky that Is a Itight iciatki huntitlity. Thtis
(i) particle su/e distlitibiois orl coiitoit - ltItCil~tlis IS 1) tilit iittillieti hV existing

saliton ttclei Iit thte inttoor extaitst diittiat Iv Ilitli hiI.~C.S (ilictlldittilte' 111 tiC i CHM ICKOtlel
hie mtcastired for typttica Itrttpchlit lusciled Iit AppiptdiN 4)1

is its itiptit to thetC ilipitter thle acqilisititni atd tittijilttlittt or the neces~sary

wotul d re piveseti itt tiam intttI mittdertak ing and
0ii) Increased effort shoutld he devoted vtl it tot lie rectlint te td ed. It Is thereflore

to vedrifcait on tit Ithe codes Ii recottt ttendt~ed Ii tat 0'fort hie de vo tLed to I Itie
Cree-jet conit imons, This teqitires geicrlert tti ll algtii lttits whtich. at least for it
ino0delliitg of' tile LX~ltaulS phi)iie Its SIeiI'iL oIV-l ial ictta SCettAtlo, pirovide aitliettis oh
allected hy, ror examtiple, lttticlitt r1latitg tilte factors govertitiig ilutto formattitoni to
wintd coridilitos, The u I FTA col ie tlise ist1'ealc i iig vlsibhillity. At tlite tleast, hi 'Ih users
(see Table 3) Intcorporaites Sticht and 4ystctit toltlysls shtould tie awtare or Ilte
contsideraitotns. Suitably InstlrumentI- iilenltiat tIo it ror if these iittcer-reitttiotstips are
ed lest irhitgs wIiIlt e tet11ittrvil ttt Igtttred.
verily ilIte resuiltant itedictiutos,

(ill) frithigs inl tust ehaniters sholtid lie
coiothin Ied ito provide di Ia for co de
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1. INTHROC CTI(N guidar.ce etc, are very system specific and in
rnptny cases classified. Because of this and the

Exhaust plumes or tactical missiles radiate overall complexity or the problem it is natural
energy over a broad spectral range producing that this "tA.RD advisory report' can only give
signatures %finger prints) that may !c Lssed for guidelice.s, general rules and banic recommenda-
detection, identification and targeting or for tions for as.cssment mcthoxls such as
tracking and control. This phenomena very often

poses two major conflicting requirements on (I) theoretical calculation techniques
system designers, one is for high ballistic
performance and the other is for minimum (1i) measurement procedures
signature. Good hallistic performance often
requires the use or metal enriched propellants (i11) presentation of results

resulting In high temperature exhaust plumes
laden with metallic oxide particles. Consequently (iv) standards
the signature, composed ol' gaseous and continumn
emission, is more Intoens., Design o1' the rocket (v) units used
motor nozzle and missile afterbody geometry can
te tailored to reduce plume radla'.on by reducing (vi) limitation of' measurements and
or eliminating zones of recompresslon and high computer codes

temperature thereby moderating or suplpressing

afterburning. Where dual stage propulsion is The aClHiLevtdle prognostic results of plume
used, a method of' reducing the intensity ol' radiation depend a lot on available measuring
radiation in the critical terminal phase of Ilight is techniques and devices and on the effort and level
to raise booster mass at the expense ol' sustainer of understanding that goes into the computation
mass. of radiation phenomena. Rocket plume flowflold

calculations must provide sufficient information
To address signature problems it is on the distribution of plume parameters such as

necessarv to have a th'orough utnderstanding ol the temlnperature, pressure and species mole fractions
mechanisms producing cmissions in luhimes, The throughout the plttme, It is a continuous Interplay
classiflcation c: F this eniilitcd radialton into betwuen mncasured results, plume flowfield
spectral regions, the operational role of the system parameters and radiation calculation models.
which dictates spectral criterla, and the overall
system design help in amsessing corlp£iratic 2, CHARACTERIZATION OF ROCKET
methods for rocket motor evaluation in lerms ol' MOTOR PLUME RADIATION
plume signature. Fu'um a designer's point oi' view

the requirements are system dependent in 2.1 (eneral Description
practically every case and a simple grouping into

two or three system based categories might be rhc hot combustion products of a rocket
considered like propulslon system produce a highly turbulent

exhaust plume as they expand through the nozzle
(i) small tactical missiles - short range into the surrounding atmosphere. These products

(low altitude) consist of' hot gases from the burning proces,
activated and deactivated molecules promoted by

((i) large missiles - tong range (hcw and chemical reactions, accelerated particles or

high flying, Imoster phast and incompletely burnt fuel, soot, metal oxide

.istainer phase), condensates and other solid constituents, The
plume is an extremely comnplicated chemical and

The operational requirements concerned thermodynamic entity whose properties very

with obscuration, delectability. hiterference, largely depend upon the type of propellant, motor
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and nuzzlc design, gas dynamics and flight rrom solid bodies and consequently mare difficult
conditions. This chapter is mainly concerned with to model. For the purposes of this article the
radiation from this complicated source which is dirferent models describing the production
scattered, reabsorbed arid quenched during this mechlanismns do not need to be presented. It is
emission process. sulricient that molecules or atoms exist in discrete

energy states and that the cleetromagnctic
In a typical propulsion system, plume soliid radiation emitted by an excitted molecule appears

particles. the nozzle and other parts which operate only in discrete quanta or rdilation.
at elevated temperatures rail Into the thermal
emitter category, Thermal emitters produce 2.2 Phenomenology
radiation which can hie partially described by
Planck's spectral distribution of emissive power. Rocket exhaust plumnes are characterised
Considecrable energy Is produced In the infrared. hy turbulent mixing and very often arturburning
The presence or this source of radiation is of iu a How initially dominated by strong wave
Importance in weaplon systems %%here thernuil processes. Thle Initially under-expanded exhaust
seekers are used, Solid particles are evident iii equilibrates to ambient pressure vikt a sequence of
thle far field plume region because they produce expansioin and compression waves. Mixing and
smnoke b~ut fin this chapter we tirc ctticvriwd ahom it t erhuritniug pro~esse's comnmence wnd develop In
the near field region, where several typus ol' solids the shear layor formed between the exhaust plumne
may he excited to e ilt radia t ion. S it)t, ki.r and amitit hinIcx~ Ic at flow,
Instance, exists predomin a tely Iill tocket m olot s
using carbon-hydrogun fuel with it C/li ratio tit The overall plume Ilowfleld can be
over 0,5, Metal oxides are f'rined from itetailic subdivided into thle three regions as seen In Figure
additives such as Al, Mig, and Zr wherc .5-1, namely
concentrations between 511 and 20% aire tiseil inl
composite. and composite-double batse propellanits, (1) tile predomilnantly nearl'ield finviscid
Boroxidua are someutimus produced inl so~lid plumec where wave strengths art,
ramiets where Boron Is a cOW-tent (h thte 'uel, strong and turbulent mixing proc-

esses are generally confined to thin
Further flamte entission comies frout layers.

molecular reactions which call he divided into
rotational spectra dite 1o cllujugCS il 111C r ,ttilit~lii (H) it transitional region where the
energy at' thie molecule, vibrational spectra dttc ito niix lug layers enigulf tile entire
changes inl tile vi bratioanal energy 0' thbe t noltecit I. pl l1 1C a iid wave sire ngthIs dimi inish
elect ron ic SpeCtra t'roiti c ialigCS ilt til hencergy' ol'L tite to t tr bielit dIissi pat ion,
tile molecule (fie tn different electron arrange-
ments, and to combinations suich ats vibrational- (iii) thle farfieid fully viscous plumc.
rotational transition spectra. where wave processes have totally

diminished and at constant pressure,
In these typically comptilicated processes tuirbuleiit mixing environment pre-

there is rarely complete knowledge of' the kinetics vails.
of the series arid parallcl chemical reactions
occurring within the plunie. Compoumnding [lie Given this complicated flow field regime, it
problem at' source complexity is the t'act that is a dhallenging task to understand and predict its
selective radiation 1'rotin a flame dlocs inot radiation properties, Tile objectives arv to define
correspoKlnd to it relatively simin pi spiec tr~. plumte signature iicc ttani sinis, quanutify their
distribution ats shown by a blackbodly. The temporal, spatIol aind spectral characteristics for
character of radiation I'roni these sources Is mutchi varirous types ol' propellanti and altO tide regimes
more complex atid difricult ito treat than that and list their Implortance f'or selected missile flight
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tasks, To engage this problem one has to secure Inconstant environment its exhaust radiation must
agreement on key definitions, on the recognition he chararteriscd, emphasising unique spectro
of crucial geophysicai constraints and on the way propertius for positive identification.
the parameters are described. Such agreement
would establish a common. uniform method of 2.3 Origin of' Plume Radiation, System
information gathering and would likely describe :- Aspects and their Operational Inplicatlons

(i) the mechanisms that create or Missile exhaust plumes radiate energy over
produce plume radiation, with widu regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
details or physical and chemical Radiation processes have their origins In the
constraints chemical reaction mechanisms or combustion that

take place during the rocket firing, Emission
(1i) the intensities of electromagnetic spectra are governed by the excitation energy or

radiation produced over a given atoms and roolecules throughout the exhaust
wavelength band, the spectral which, among others, is a function of local energy
distribution or energy within that and thermodynamic conditions. If a local
band and how measured or thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) model is
predicted values relate to the source iassutllled, the excitatioi o1' molecular states can he
of emissions dcscrihbed by a Boltzman distribution correspond-

Ing to a single temperature. IF LTE is not
(iII) how these radiation properties are goimrautecd the development of' such a radiation

influenced by modelIC ii no longer valid. Gas phase radiating
spWciCs present in the pliume are, in major part,

(a) motor design (performance determtined by the propellant composition and the
optimization, propellant com- react ion -t iis conilbustlion products with the
position etc.) amhient air. Increasing: the complexity of

(h) conditions inilepeident ol' radiating specics within the gas mixture creates a

mnotor design ,.g, Ilight intulultidu of' spect ral lines with overlapping
regime, atnimnpheric Ceiinc- radiation t iropelrtics ;o that a litic-by.ilive model
tion, piume backgriou•d. has io lie replaced by at baud model tu describe

the radiation characteristics, Table 5.1 denotes a
This type ul' charactcri/ation I')rmis a number tif' possihbe pithne radiation mechanisms,

parametric study, it allows for an understantlimg
of plume radiation phenomena and the formation Plumen riattion can originate From
oft a radiation prediction tiLef hnique For
applications in support of missile tctclion. (i) chemical reactions in the burning
guidance and tracking, process

- ninolcutilar and electronic excita-
As rocket flight tests are extreniely tions and transitions

expensive and plume radiation in flight is dil'icult - chemiluminescence, fluorescence
to measure it is very important to have accurate exothermal, radiation producing
prediction codes, reactions

In designing passive sensor systems, battle (iI) thermal emission in the arterburning
scene simulation codes arc a vital aid. They must phase. plume/atmosphere mixing and
address all possible scenarios, a wide range ofi shock heating in the arterhurnlng
atmospheric conditions, variations in background region produced by liquid or solid
structure, turbulence, short motor hurn times etc. particles.
To distinguish a missile operating in such ani
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TABLE 5.1

PLUME RADIATION MECHANISMS AND MAXIMUM EMISSION RATES

Nteijellisn! Eliergy Supply Rates for an I-MianillI SIectral

Wilh W - 350 krsn'll) Reglion

1 Core Radiation 2,30 x 10 Walls IR
2 Aiterburninq Radiatioin l.7 , 103 Watll (It ! 30 kni) IR

3 Collisional D•celertion Radiation 1 1.8 x 103 Walls (h " 0 km)

0 Walls ((0 o h • 00 kin) IRIVIS/UV

4 Internal Shock Radiation 32,8 x 10 ' V 5 ( Ih 9 200 ki ni) " j
5 AtmospherIc PunipihRi HRilinlion 4 x 10( Witl(~/kiii (90 !ý h !g 130 kill) IN
6 Atomnic Oxygen Oman hlutimiesceoic

7 liigh . itaticlt klolvc.'lar 3.1J \ 1013 \\'att.kll/k Ih > 1i.0 kill II,/VIS/UV

AsstmaIIo•. o c/Di is I tion Ri•tlalllllUI

8 Atrgliw front IRocket Vehicle IFricllol 0.70 x 10.1 Wallsi -1 100 kill) IWVIS/UV

9 Scar•, itg of o.hninlllbr Hdinlioil by l1 ml• o.73 x 1 d W!iii IN
10 Solar Ratdiltion ScLattred by Sdldl 2.2 x 10 W\;uI/kil VIS

P'artlcles In IltlInI

I I Solar Rhadiatioln Sctiored by (Jhscouis 109l) WotIxlkin VIS

Species ill IlUllo

12 AbsIrplwo of Solar UV by IPlhumle, (liasu 7 43 x 10h Watinlsinkn IR/VIS/IR

atndi RQUg1ttISll lin U, VIS and 1IN

t3 l'l el-uflng-Ih i lrillshlllle 5,83 x I ti)- \ iltlm/kll IN

"* The ascending rocket is assumned to I'flluw a typical trajectory lor ilear-.arth orbit Injeclion:

It - altituLde. Radialiojis given itt Walls/kill rel'ur to killl Oltrail length with VV - 3 knlv"I
** This value isi l'r W - 350 ks"I. Usu1ally at this alliliole, a second or third stage is burning

and lite radlltiota sll Ild hc scale(d downi by a ficlor oll 3501/50 - 7.

The plume signature olf a tactical tmissile is plume radiation arise, one is radiation interfer-
strongly etehatnced by the burning o1' excess ctice with Iht-ol'-slght gulidance systems where the

exhaust hydrogen and carbon monoxide In tlie guidance signal must pass through the plume and

atmospheric mixing region downstream of' the the other is the possibility of' Interrogation by

nozzle. This afterburning elevates the contititiUn Larly dletuctioti c'olulirnleasuires,
radiation from particles as well as that I'ronl gas

emission. Evasive manoeuvres and countermeasures

assuenu a greater importance for longer range
Condensed species may hc either soalitl or missiles where the response ttle available to an

liquid and typically radiate in a broad contiinuum. adversary is greater and where the linal closing

Gas radiation is pre(lominiately molecuilar, with velocity ol the missile at the tnd of' a coast period

electronic transitions Iln the vilible, ullraviolet alnd call hie (uile slow, Another important
rutatitonal-viiralional tralnsitions iii the itllrared. consideration is simply the variation of tlie
Two key operational aspects of' missile exhaust exlhaust plmne signiature during the flight of' the

L' ''M =1I
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missile. Thc launch typically hegins with a bright radiation stein front evaporation and condensation
burst or nlame with some degree ilF plumne proces~ses, part icle-inolecule reactions and reactive
impingement on the launcher which call act as a and inelastic collisions. A normal radiation
nlame holder. Flight continues %'itii marked producing chemical reaction (chemilumincsccnce)
changes in signature in going t'roit boost to is written:-
sustain and from the burn out to at coast periodl.
Variations of' altitude and velocity during I'jight A +- B~ + +

also affect arterburning and moliry thle plume or e~g. CH + 0 2 -CO + 01P*
signature.

w~here one of' the products of the exothermal
For thie detection and trucking of' tactical reaction is lin an excited state (*) which is

mislsiles, spectral regions of' importance are those deactivated by the emission of radiation. The
In which strong plume emimlions occui lin aln wavelength or' this emitted radiation depends on
atmospheric 'window', a spectral rcglon where the available onergy so that emitted line spectra in
good long-range atmtospheric transluission Is I le hinfrared, although broadened by the known
possihle. The atmospheric windows tire restricted ell'ucts or collision anid doppler broadening, conic
by the onset or strong UV absorption of' water, t'roini ibtonl-taoi traisiltlon.4, whereas
oxygen, anid nitrogen belt it hi nit 250wi n, by th LIV mid vl sible raid at ni lbetwee n I I liiii and
strong 2,7pint atnd 0,3jjii absorpt ion handls iii X it Iini have the ir origins lin the ninre energetic
water, and by the itror~g 4,3pitt and Opmtu hands electrontic trilnsi liou states, A listing, representing
of COT, A special plie noinction exist,. inl thbe lassv s aind exam iipies ofl p1 nine chentical reactions.
ultraviolet i~oii niear 300nim, colliuoontý referred is gi en inl Table 5i.2. Classes of' reactive and
to its the solar blind region. litt this spectral Inelastic coillision processes amr listed as well as
region the ozone layer (I' the earth's upper ilicir ma;jor ec 11cct onl plume excited-state
atmosphere blocks out nearly till sunlight, test il ting I istrIinIio n. The Hirst I'onr react ion classes listed
In It Virtual blackout witliIt cx tretoe ly Ic w ( A th irough D)) represenit bulk chiemical rate
background levels, even ditrbig dlaylight hours, processes whevre lith, eactitnt,,: and products are
The intensity ofplum1 n e ciikisloi t'o m 11,0( 411 4is.,11ici re o I it) hc Initern al state d 1strlbu tions
2.7111i1 and C02 at J1.3jpii is -Stroingly ttileniiilied clilisistoilt %%-ilt LTV1l, and till the energy consumed
by 411111osplieric absorptbion, Nc csrtlie lesý,, thle ori released hý thle react ions Is rerle ted lin the
intenasi ty ol, eni issioii ill thle winigs oh I Ii usc 14 alds Ii c4I k ilie tic tI ciiiperat trc. These lour reaction
is high eiioiiglt to mia~ke tlieai historicailvy the miost classcs, aloing Milt condensation, evitporattboi and
inipo rta nt watvelIeng thIs I'o pi ii nC si gi ia ines. ii c lie iec' genvoiit teaction processus tire sit Ific ent to
deltectabil ity of' thIiis ii ilrared rAid hit li LIVVIS 110 kCisiti lsc r i le nt t cI ien ical e 'l'vcts ill low-altitude
Only iipoKii niMige, hilt 31SO 111)011 tltltllidC, [TIk exhauist puitis. 11I LTE is ntot gluuranteed,
a tmosphteric contdition s, and bacekgrouniid, lie I ypoicsit ls In volvedl ii (vICyloping a radidat ion

Muodel is not longer valid, since the radiation is
Fronit the tiiregoitig radLiattitin Iu'toduLiiig IIctiewlen~t iillitiltn populalithion oif upper anditL ov.er

inechanisins we %hatll consider here lit moire detailt %litie wvhilch tire lito longer related by a Boltzman
o~nly I le ciem istry or phttin s, iflterbon ni ellec is di sir ilititon. Rathter, thle popul1 a tionts ol' tlte states
onl llunit radialtion and1( trlt ic Ic radiabtton in thle in t1It be cUtI HICLI4te by codeCS t hat Iniclutde Finite

pIlme ratte kiiietic proccsscs atlong streamtlines, This
dillCicult type ol' ttlciiiatioii has beent perrormed

2.3. 1 Chemistlry oh Plimeis for ft(- UV Spectral range and yields %-aluies that
r!liigC abhove those oFl thle ntormal OPF speciles

The variety uii entittbng sp~eces ini Ilic 4aIcuti'lhttiis..

com plex Hlow sysieni cf' at roecket cxli 1115 4.5 it

result ol' the radiation kinetics it ctillisioti

prtesc in the g41s titmasc. (.ontiibiiioiis to Ilic
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CLASSES AND FXAMPLE.S OF PLUME CHEMICAL REACTIONS

(; ewIiizid Iorrnila Major •iffc t on Excited

Reaction Class (MNI Arbiorary Collisill Examplens S

Partner)

Reaclions that release or LClnLsumle Ileal

A Exothermic illmolecular A + II -" C + 1) + leat O11 + 112 - If120 0 II Raises gas lemtperAture

Reactions CO + Oil - CO2 1 II

I Thermolecular A + II + N I- All + NM II + Ii + NI - 112 + NI Raises gas temperature
C011inhilllOnSi OIl + I + N1, .-• 1120 + M

C( Endothermic [limolecallr A + I + heat - C + 1) 1120 + () -i MO1 I L.owers gas Icmpero'ure

Reactions co, + C)., CO + 0.,

D Cullsilonal l)ISMl4io,1nlls All + NI - A + 13 + NI 0)2 + M - 20 + NI I.uwers BAN lemperature

If,() +.%I - II + oil + M

IicnctlilnsIlint CreatlI, I stroyv or Tr iisimilit e I ,citvil Ililernil Stailus

It Chlemiinlhieuscelt A * II -i Ct$? I CI + 1)) O -+2 Il1 + CO Directly civiltCs exlt'.,d
Illolecinlar Reactioins C20 + 0) -C1 # L'O internal AlnIt

F Chemihlumilnleslt Coal- A + 11 + (,M) -. All$' l ,NI) CW) + 1 M -.11 C,' + NI Directly creates ecitIed
4innlola 1eacAtU i () + hI0I 0 4t1 + k i l' + ) 1 I iuitoruial slile

O Colllloinal Excitationi A +II -. Al I 1 C 2 + L (02 C2.- ? + CC)2  lDlrelly creates excited
0 + I1,,) 1-,0 1 0+ internal stlates

II Collisional Quenclhing A$' I + ItI -A + II ()IIl + &I 0I I + kI DIrectly excited Internal
CO I + NI C-., + NI slate to IleAt

I Reactive iuen.hillt A, Y 4 + It -- C , ) ( ÷ C) --. 01, 4 I+ 0 0t slroys exelled

I ICI V C) I CI I + CI hilerlnl sitlet

J Ecilt ion I'ranfrer ,iN* I It A + IC ) -N 4 ,o N, + l'raninutlei excited
11, + .I I ) Y II ii it rlinal Slate

' Excited clec1roilic state
Y Ex.itud vibrational state
I Excited roItationlal slate

To a large extenl, eInfl.,IstionC rfim niulecular predomniitintly rroin Alkaline inetals such as Na

hands is concentratetd In the Infrared spectral ((),O2.5/), K((,'/.rin) or oxides like DO2 and

region, with emitting i lectikls dlcai hand centres A10. Dti,- to chimi-lumninesxcnce OH-inlensitics
bcing documented In Table .5.3, When viewlng can he higher, as descrihed 1))b Planck's radiation
plume radiation over long disitantices, atmlospheric laws. Examples ot rate constitilts aiid spectra for
attenuation hecomes inilp•rtant and detlctiCon is CO + () chliiilniinescenl reactions are piven in

posslhle only in atin almospleric "window". Figures 5-2 and 5-3 The reader is also directed
Donmiint IR-etiissliot iS 1h1l Iroi, f ), (A ) 2. T and lowards Referentce 18. A I'ting of' Important
oil. If Boron Is abuidant emiiosnli 1'rori i DO, clectronic cbi. tllhlncriescett reaction inechanisms

B203 can he obtaiined. Visitile radiation or iginates ik givenu in Tabtlie .5.4.
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PRINCIPAL PLUME EXHAUST GASES NEAR-INFRARED EMISSION BANqDS

Molecule Band Ccntres (microns)

CO 2  1.96, 201. 2.06, 2.69, 2.77. 4.26, 4.68, 4.78. 4,82. 5.17. )5.0

CO 4.66. 2.34. 1.57

HCI 3.45, 1.76, 1.20

H20 0.94. 1.1, 1.38, 1,87, 2,66. 2.73, 3.2, 6.27

NO2  4.50, 6.17, 15.4

N2 0 2.87, 3.90. 4.06. 4.54. 7.28. 8.57. 16.98

OH 1.00, 1.03, 1.08, 1.14, 1.21, 1,29, 1.38, 1.43, 1.50, 1.58. 1.67, 1.76, 1.87, 1.99

SO2 L4.0, 4.34. 5.34. 7.35, 8.69
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TABLE 5.

EXHAUST PLUME ELECTRONIC CHEMILUMINESCENT REACTION MECHANISMS

Fmilna Emitting State CM" I  k(.um) P"WaUe Pumping Reaction
Specif

A'I7 65074.8 0.154 C2 0 + O - COO + CO

d 3,4 61120.1 0.164
Co e 3z, 90973 0.110 Cof (4 X-) + 0 -- COO + I

a, 3 _r+ S5901 0.179
a 3 X 48687 0205 CII (X217) + 0 -. CO* +

OH A2Z* 32684.1 0306 II + Oil + Oil - Oil(A)+ 1120
CII + 02 .- Ol(A) + Co

Oil + N2 (A} - Otl(A) + N,

C2z÷ 31828 0.314 C2(1Z', 3 17u) + Oil - C'io + CO
CII B2Z" 25949 0,385

A2 A 23130 0.432

d
3

'7 20022.5 0.499 C 3 ÷ 02 - Co + CO2C2 3 2 r 26 + CO + 0

N2  (A3 Z+, Nbeatasble) 5020h 0.l99 N2 112 O N2 * + 1120

Nil A317 29772.3 0.336 N2 * (A) + Nil - Nil$ + N2

NIl 2  2AI Uinkown

NO A2 2 43965.7 0.227 N2 (A) + N -- NO' * N2

Na 2p 16973 in 56 0.589 N2s (A) + Na - Na$ + N,

NaO . 0- NO* 02

cn2 continuum (IB2) 0.28-0,45 CO + 0 + M "* CO2 @ + M

02 n3,. 3 _r 36096 0.277

A2 49802 0.201 0*. M - 02* M

NO2 continuum (22I1. 2B) 0.48-0.8 0 + NO + M - NO* + SM
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2.3.2 Afterburning Effects an Plume Radla- here to the extensive available literature.
lion

Predictions of exhaust plume temperature

For applications keyed to missile dctection, profiles for a typical tactical missile with a highly
guidance, tic., (e.g., in IR-related applications) the energetic prolxtlant is exhibited in Figure 5-5.
overall plume structure and its radiation is of Particulates (16% aluminium in the propellant)

strong interest with attention generally focused on were equilibrated with the gas phase in
the tar field solution. For such applications, the performing these calculations. The aftcrburning is
near field solution serves to provide starting quite rapid at sea level, with significant quantities
conditions for a farfield, constant pressure of unburnt CO and H2 in the exhaust being
mixing/alterburning calculation [141. Both deplcted within 100 radii oa the nozzle exit. Non
requirements and their interface present a equilibrium gas/particle calculations for this
challenge to mathematical modelling. The fuel system would exhibit substantial differences in the
rich products of combustion inherent in solid flow structure due to the high particle loading.

rocket motors. often combined with significant
amounts or ignition residue, liner and inhibitor, In flight, as missile altitude increases so
mix and burn with the entrained air in the so the alterburning rate decreases dute to a reduction
called *Plume Mixing Layer" after leaving the in ambient prsure,, Above 10-15km and/or for
nozzle (Fig. 5-4). A descriptive term f'or this "cooler" double-base propellant systems (i.e., those
secondary combustion is ai'terhtrning", Wilh with exhaust temnperatures less than 1000K), the
energetic propellants this oxidation is very similar onset of' afterhurnii'g is partially controlled by the
to the combustion that occurs in turbulent dilftfse counditions in the missile base region. The role of
flames, except that it now occurs in a c)omplcx the base region as u flameholder has been noted
multi-phase expansion accompanied by strong during a iminber of' studies and combustion that
shocks. occurs at the base can induce afterburning in the

downstream plume shear layer which would not
As in the case of ordinary combustion, otherwise be present. This is causet by higher

afterburning is a Iree-radical chain reaction initial temperatures in thle plume shear layer and
process requiring a modlerate density of both an incrkase in Iree radical concentrations.
oxidizer and fuel species to sustain the chain, a
requirement th..l generally restricts this phenom- 2.3.3 Particle Rudlutlon In the Plume

cna to low altitude LTE cxhauist plumes.
Aftcrburning can be suppressed at high inissile In general, p.articulatte matter in the plume

velocities which tend to "blow oil" the miay id'li enc lice ti piulme radiation signature in at

afterhurning plume regions in much the sane least live ways:-
manner as the liames from a Bunsen burner can

be extinguished by Increasing the air/fuel flow (i) by theimnally interacting with plume
rate above a critical value. gases

(ii) by chemically reacting with .,uine

The chief impact that aldtrhurmning gases

chemistry has on plume radiation signatures (iii) by catalysing physical or chemical
comes from the increase in plumne temperatuies changes in plume gases
through heat release. Most rocket 'xhausts (iv) by emitting tlacriatal radiation as a

produce H2 and CO as the main gas pihasc species result of heating in thl. rocket

that fuel afterhurning reactions with 0., from the combustion chamber or plume
surrounding atmosphere to produve 'I2() and CO(,. aiterhurning regions
The energy transfer in the alterhurniing region (v) by scattering radiation. such as

producing excited vibrational. rotatiunal anid sunshine, carthshine or combustor
electronic states is rather complex and we rcl'r raJiation (searchlight effect)
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It should be noted that measurements or particles within a plume. The optical depth Is the
plume radiation in the IR can he influenced by relevant non-dimensional parameter for dctermin-
the hot nozzle exit which also emits in thie IR. Ing the nature of' lte radiation transport and is

the path integration (absorption +extinction)
The presence of hot particles in the Coefficient, or equivalienl 'v thie ratio or pathlength

exhaust plume generally leads to significant levels to photon mean free path. If the motor is small
of radiation throughout the ultraviolet, visible, and particles arc prc:sent in small conicentrations
and infrared spectral regions. There are also only as a stabilizer, the situation Is one or low
other Important particle effects such as the optical depth and the particle continuum and gas
scattering of sunlight and the scattering or hand radiation may simply be added together
emissioas from the combustion chamber and other linearly. At higher optical depths the two
hot parts of the motor known as lthe "searchlight contributions must be combined lit a non-linear
effect". Thesw scattering effects are considered lin fashion, For "black' particles such as carbon, this
the "Secondary Smoke" chapter. The Important is easy sinoce the effects of scattering can be
particle parameters afrccting plume signattire are neglected. Ini such cases the plume signatures can
their size distribution, temperature, and concen- he calculated using a simple, one-dimensional line
tration (Figures 5-6 and 5-7). For ecrtairt of' sight integration ats used for gaseous emaission,
applicatiuns, such as scattering fromt laser beamts, When scattering becomes importaitt the signature
It is also necessary to know lthe particle shape. calculation Is considerably miore difficult and
Temperature is, lin general, dependeitt upon totist recognise the thiree-d 1inensIonal nature of
particle size (iLe thermaul fag), especcially for smnall lthe radiattive tranisport process. Major interest
motors and htigh altitude plumecs. Ini addition ito Ilies In the detection Of incomling tactical missiles
the preeceding flowl'ield particle parameterets, the and calls l'or viewing thec plume at aspect angles
plume signature also depends upiot certain optical close to th; "nose on" direction. Plume
parameterq, specifically the varialion of vinissivify obscutrat lot, by the missile body reduce.- the
with particle size, temperature, and wayclengtli. strength of si1gnal available to the search receiver
The variation of' emissivity with siz~e can lie and to mtodel sucht signature conditions presents a
computed using Mic theory, it pros tics the greater challenge thatn that for broadside viewing.
scattering and emitting properties of' a spherical
particle or known size antid refractive: Index, The Commton amtong important particle species
assumption oft spherical shape Is probably lit tactical missile plumes are carbon and metal
acceptable for emi ssion, butl it can lead to scii101is os ides miich itas A1l,03). NIgO, ZrO., and ZrC. The
errors lit certain scattering properties if' the optical properties of' these condensed species arc
particles are a.;tuafly non-sphecrical. considerably rnioe complex thtan those or gaseous

S5)CLiCS Su~ch as 1120) andi ).,, Carbon usually
For plume calculations such information occurs as at product 4'f incomplete comhustion and

about particle properties Is not generally available it Is geiierally not possible ito calculate lthe soot
other than that for lthe more coot itort materairals tr coocenl fIat'l ion Iin a fplunme a p~riori, Soot particle
carbon and A1,0 3, Values f'or flue absorption sizes tend it) be strongly stibuicron and tinder
coerfficient or Anlum tiniu O xide tlcuicosapphtire) certain conditions there is evidence of' agglomera-
can be thtree or more orders of magnitude lion, lite building of' smaller particles intto longer
underestimiated as experietiuts w%-ith particles Iit chtains. Carbon is a strong emIntter over the entire
nlames have shtown. Atbsorptioin coeft dcii is and ultraviolct, %isible and infrared region. The
indices or retriact Ion f'or lentperaltures up to Optical p~roperties are somewhat variable and
2950K are giventlin Reference Ili, depend, aintolg other things. ulxmi lthe hydrogen

ý:oiitciut. Af1O3 occurs either as a product or
Size of' mnotor and, aus inidicatedt in Table alum linised propellant combustiont or as a stabiliser

5.5, propellant formulation are two importantt W here it is added directly to flue propellant In
factors Ili thde computation ot' radiat mitu Cromt smnall qitlaittit s to suppress acoustic oscillations in
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the motor chamber. The efficiency per gram of a can be dominated by minor constituents of the
stabilizer material is maximum for particles of plume, whereas the infrared signature is generally
micron si;'e without absorbing energy, whereas dominated by the plume species of highest
larger particles have lower surface area per unit concenlration. Theoretical models employ a range
mass. Typical radiation mechanisms related to or application codes to cover the electromagnetic
propellants and wavelength region are givwn in spectrum.
Table 5.5.

IABLLU.

RADIATION MECHANISMS/WAVELENGTH REGION

Propollnit Type Illlit Nt.,liant Wavelengllh Region

Atlmuihined Solid ,%2(.)3  Prticle 'lThernlnhinfilsen• ef Mil UV*Near UIV
Comnposites o rI, CO +. 0 Clliihniei21e Near UV

M20 1 Na I) line 1 i ttttiIelLence Visible
.%,0 3, 11,0, CO,, CO 'l'l, rilotnnii •CLsccn1e 114
.q,o3, 110CO, I hturnlummillescuiice lar IN

Like the other metal oxides, AI,0 3 Is a With a wide available choice of
large band gap seniconductor in the solid phase. propollants, igniters and materials used for, or in
The emissivity is high In tih ultraviolet and 'ar contact with the combustion process it is
infrared but lower in the visible and mild-inrrared important to remember that one spectral feature
(transparent regime). To a large extent cienilvity may nillquely identifly a missile,
in this regime depends upon thwe sLemiconductor
contamination level. AI201 is generally liquid in It is lpOssillle t) classify plume radiation
the motor chamber and solidifies in the inozzle signatures by dividing plume emisslons Into four
and external plume, There have been many principal wavelength regions.
attempts to model the fornmation or AI203
partic'es, but progress has been limited by lack of (I) Ultraviolet: 100 - 400nm
reliable size distribution measurements, (ii) Visihlc: 400 - 700nm

(l11) hlirrarctl: 700nm- 14,um

2.4 Classification oi' Rocket Motor Plume (i\%) Microwave: 2 - 300 GHz
Signatures on Spectral Regions of Emitted
Radiation The ease with which detection can be

achieved within each region will determine its
The design engineer must be aware or the operational Importance. Many factors govern the

spectral range of plume radiation whether It Is his choice such as misslc flight altitude and attitude,
task to provide effective missile detection systems type of propellant and motor, ways of sensing,
or, in the case or rocket motor design, a stealthy and interactions wilh local environment and
propulsion unit, Equally, he must recognise the atmospheric propagation. Until recently the
spectral discrimination or atmospheric propagation IR-region was tile most studied sub-region in
and, in particular, that o1' the regime under which plume radiation investigations, but because of
a given missile operates. Spectral inl'ornation is problematic hackground behaviour in tIle infrared
important for design purposes since the required newly developed sensing devices in the UV-region
techniques for different parts of the electromag- are gaining In importance. Figure 5-8 defines the
netic spectrum can vary significantly. For IR, visible and UV wavelength regions or interest.
instance, it Is understood that ultraviolet emiision
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2.4.1 Ultraviolet-Radiation inorganic oxides and soot etc.. radiating as
continuum emission. Particle radiation is

The Ultraviolet (UV) region can further divide broadband covering a wide range of the visible
into the vacuum UV (VUV) (0.1Mm to 0.2pm), the and IR regions whereas molecular band radiators
mid UV (0.2Mm to 0.3Mum), and the near UV tend towards discrete narrow wavebands which
(0.3prm to 0.4Mm). At VUV wavelengths uiay characterise a particular propulsion system.
atmospheric attenuation limits transmission to
extremely short ranges or longer ranges at very In the 8.0Mrm to 14,0Mm infrared radiation
high altitudes. Test cell measurements can be band particle emission is a strong feature. In the

made by operating in a vacuum and viewing ,MSpm to 5.0Mrm region narrow band molecular
through appropriate window materials. For radiators will be round, IS,=um to 3.0Mum is
tactical missiles the region is of no practical dominated by H20 while CO2 and CO populate
interest. In the mid UV, or solar blind region, the region 3.0Mum to 5,0rm together with other
atmospheric attenuation limits measurements to species depending upon propellant composition,
rather short ranges hut the availability of Somne continuum emission will also be present.
extremely sensitive detectors and the absence of
natural sources in this region mnake the mid UV The near IR, especially 0.7Mum to 1.,lpm, is
an attractive region for the detection of tactical of significance due to the availability of
missile plumes. In the near UV atmospheric inexpensive, uncooled silicon array detectors for
transmission permits measurements over lung Inmaging devices, Other uncooled detectors (e.g.
ranges, but solar scatter is prominent, pyroclectrics of Ge) are also used in this region,

2.4.2 Visible Radiation 2.3 Plume Flowfleld Properties and Motor
Design

Visible radiation is easily detectable by tile

human eye, Its atmospheric propagation is The potential use or plume electromagnetic

constrained by water clouds, Very advanced radiation to uniquely describe a missile for
detector technology is available using a range of whalever purpose requires detailed knowledge of
silicon devices as well as high gain photo the exhaust flowfield properties that generate the
multiplier tubes. Principal interests are in the chemn-physlcal emission mechanisms. Develop.
strong sodium (Na) and potassium (K) line munt or the l'lowfield is governed initially by
emissions (Fig. 5-9 for Na), The ernissivity is conditio,' Inside the combustion chamber starting
strong enough to detect impurities at levels of a with the propellant, Its formulation and the
few parts per million, conditions under which it burns, the acceleration

of gases through the noziie throat and their
2.4.3 Infrared Radiation controlled expansion to meet the ambient

conditions external to the motor at the nozzle
The IR region can be further divided into exit, Fuel rich gases exiting the nozzle mix with

the near IR (0.7Mm to 2.5#m), the mid IR (2,5pm oxygen from the surrounding air to promote
to 5pm), the far IR (5pm to 14,um), and the secondary combustion (afterburning) creating an
extreme IR (14prm to microwave). These regions exhaust tlowfleld which is a fiercely burning,
have atmospheric transmission windows, with highly turbulent gas jet. Downstream of the
significant naturally occurring background radia- nozle cexit the development or this flowfilcd is
tion sources. strongly influenced by the flight operating regime,

Examples of such Influent-es include pressure

Species of major Interest as sources of IR changes with altitude, missile forward velocity,
radiation are the molecular band radiators CO, base recirculation, flight attitude and whether or
and H20 with possible additions CO, HCI, HF, not plume combustion is supported throughout the
N20 and the condensed particles provided by whole of flight, These properties can affect
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spatial radiation distributions and the quality of calculation of Plume Radiance using the
mixing in the afterburning region which, in turn, parameters of Table 5.6 in Figure 5-10.
affects temporal radiation fluctuations,

(ii) Static firing radiation measurements
From the foregoing it is clear that plume

radiation signatures ror a givcn motor can vary Results or radiometric measure-
widely depending upon the conditions under ments
which measurements are performed. ra:iging from . Results of spectrographic meas-
those of static firings to those or flight tests. urements
Comparison and assessment of missile plume Measured motor parameters
radiation signatures should be made utilizing - Viewing geometry and range
information from a variety or sources, using - Atmospheric conditions
motor properties, flow field parameters and
experimental test results. A listing to Indicate the (III) Flight radiation measurements
relevant data required would read :-

Results of radiometric measure-
(I) Motor properties promoting the ments

flowfield . Results of spectrographic muas-
urements

* Propellant formuaation including . Time history of 1light to relate to
trace elcments which might create measurements
non equilibrium phenumena produc- . Atmospheric conditions
Ing highly excited states Time history of flight must
- Thrust and massflow recognise the missile altitude,
- Combustion chamber properties velocity, roll rate, attitude, range
- Nozzle geometry and exit Mach and geometric rclationship between
number the plume and measuring instrument
- Presence of flame suppressants for any instant during flight
. If a liquid engine, then fucl and
oxidant composition and ruel ratio (iv) Influences of environment
(F/O)

Flight trajectory
An example or a one dimensional kinetic Altitude regime
analysis is shown in Table 5.6 and a Constituents of surroundln6 air

and mixing

ROCKET ENGINE EXIT PLANE FLOWFIELD PARAMETERS/CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Chemical Composition
Flowfleld Psa|,meters(MlfrcinX) (mole fraction, XI)

M - 2.2 CO - 164
PS - 36.67 kN m"2 Co 2  - .2096
V - 2036 m! 1  H * .0416
T - 2199 K H02 = .0000712
MW - 26.14 Ibm/Ibm mole H2 = .0324
F - 1.23 H20 - .2843

0 - .0458
OH ..0514
02 - .1704
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The plume shock structure of a rocket (ii) the opacity of the plume's immedi-
motor operating at simulated flight velocity of ate environment to the radiation
Mach 2 is shown in Figure 5-11 and is hased on released from the plume which
photographs and pressure ieasurements, The would, for example, include smoke
motor exhaust flow expands to Wln altitudC static or any other form of local
pressure and intersects with the supersonic obscuration in the linc-of-sight to

free-stream airflow, The exhaust gases mix with the observer.
the gases in the base recirculation zone which, lit
turn, mix with the free-stream airflow, At the (Iii) the complex and multipar;.tmetric
point or intersection between the exhaust f'low prohlems of' solar illumination,

and the airflow, mixing continues kiircctly background radiation and atmos.
between the two streams, and the mixing region pheric transmission where
increases in size downstream, At the inleiv.ettion "windows" exist subject to various
point, two shock waves are forn,.l. The loss mechanisms such as Rayleigh
airflow-plume Interaction shock diverges 'rurn the and Mle scattering, molecular
centre line whilst a barrel shock is fortied from a ubsorptilon and aerosol attenuation,
series of compression waves generated by the Figure 5-12 shows atmospheric
turning of the exhaust flow. The barrel shock transmission windows,
coalesces with tile recompresslon shock ito )roduce
a strong shock which converges tu the irtple point 3.1 Experimental Methods
where two more shock waves are formed, The
shock wave normal to the axis of flowk is valled a The majority ohe xperimental methods used
Mach disk. The other shock diverges from the., to assess plume radiation employ one or more of

centre line to ihl plume hottndary where another three types ol' Instrument
set or shock waves is formed, The converging
shock wave, Mach disk, and diverging shock wave (I) radlomnctric devicus which measure

pattern is repeated downstream, The How radiation Intensity In a specific,
downstream or each Much disk (hernial shock hroadhbtnd spectral region
wave) is subsonic and Is reacelcrited to

supersonic flow at the sonic line. (11) spectrometrlc devices which mess-
tirc the radiated plume intensity as

3 ASSESSMENT METHODS OF PLUME it fInctiolln of wavelength
RADIATION - DETAILED DESCRIPTION

(iii) itnagig devices which record

There are nio generally at:cepted stantdards iltensitiks and radiating plume
or methods in use to assess the raidlation geometries on a tine scale given by
properties or rocket motor exhausts. It' the the camera type

radiation producing mechanisinm are known to a
certain degree of confidence then other aspects it) It is Important to note that spectral
he taken into account are :- IncasUrclnents permit statements to he made

abhoult the chtelitclal colnipo9sition r1' a plume

(I) the opacity of the uihlllc wilh leadilg to dli ipossihility oh' positive missile
respect to Its own emissions to idcntiircation.
deturmini the lradiation exiting the

phtme. This will depend in thte size 3. 1. 1 Radilatlon Essentials
and concentratiotns within the plume
and the existence or any qutenching As ineasuremtents depend to a large extent

Inolectlles. on "state of' the art" instrumentation we shall
avoid detailed descriptions of equipment, An
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outline of how to proceed is given Iin Figures 5-13 determine attendant atmtosp~heric conditions to
to 5-15, Figure 5-13 hi essentially a diagramn or calculate signal losses Normally atmospheric
Cie radiative hecat transf'er equation. in Figure temperature, pressure, humidity, visibility, compo-
5-14 detectors and artificial light sources over at sition, and wvindf speed tire recordled.
bro3ad spectral range are given and Iin Figure .1-15
a calibration procedure for at camera/radIonieter is During a static test general motor
presented In a general graphical form, performance is monitored. Dimensions. propellant

formulations, and the like are predetermined but
3.1.2 Test Techniques performance parameters such as thrust, chamber

pressure, temperature. and bodly deformation can
Backed by technical and financial feasibii- be measured,

ity, rocket motor Plume radilation characteristics
may be determined using a variety or' techniques Instrumnentation deployment Is relatively
selected to focus upon the parameter ol' Interest stralghllrWrrd wvith fields or view and ranges
with the desired accuracy for the characterizationr, stationary and easily determilned. Limitations

only exist where construints produced by the test
Plume characterisatlon maiy be lieffrlormed stantd and terrain are encountered.

by comnputatiotns, inasuremeints (luring staitl,
seat-level tests, siinulut ion chambeur tests, or Hi ght 1 .1. 12.2 A ldittide Chum hers
tests, Ini principle, the I'i gb t test Is superior Iit
that It provides a real covirotticniu H)11 the cost Large valcuumii chamnbers exist capable of'
and measturetment d ifficul ties inake It gvneridll l est ing hull-scale models and subsystems up to
prohibitive, Testing under S11low ( L Oated c ondItls simiulated attitu tdes ol 30kin, Near Ilield data
and simple static testing fotllow Ini oruder or (nominally one exit diamecter) can he acquired
reduced expense and complexity. The alter'native. whtich art, uselul f'or start conditions to code
that of comnputecr based t heoretIical mod clii ng, Is I wedicii ots. Ati exam11ple is given Iin Figure 5-16.
attractive hutl detmands ul confidence istually
mrake validattion by test Cirings necessary, 3.1.2.3 Simulaited Fl ight Fucicll les

3.1.2.,1 Stutic To-tlng ftiti a solid rocket moator under
siniila ted I'ligtt coLnd it ions provides a more

Opel, :;itv, ground level, static te.StIng o, it realistic plunte lthanita static riring but often has
solid propeilaiot rocket provides access to 11tL, lest rieted accevsi to tme plumite by radlometric
plutni by r.udioowieti Insmiritoeitatiort, It Is the inst riliintclit tb loll lighti sliottilation Is more
checapest and easiest test to couicttet lIn turnis of espertsive lhan the static lest althoutgh It Is far
utility It Is tire least desirable since [lie rocket easier arnd clteaper to conuctitt thtan a flight trial,
inotor does not experience thte conditions fotund lit Ini ternis of itt ility It allows some parameter
flight, eu1S(nsqCuitly thte StaiicInln bo111 C Is 110t cbttllgLs hill .41t1 t1111Y 1i0t produce thie true
have burning characteristics Identical to those Iin characteristics of Ithe f'light plttme, especially when
f'light. Plumec spectral band stpatiat radbiat ion scatled models tire ttsedl, Parameters considered
properties to ay be oteastitred an utdtsed it ajt iilate f or timeast icmen t Iit stat ic tests apply equally to
predictive codes for thre static contdition., light simulation and Lire Increased In number by
Recognising the limfitatoions, the rusitits of' those Inttroduced by slintlation.
predict ion anit ieast tre inctit cornihtie to tprovible at
strolig induicationi Wi overall phittue behtaviotur. Test cells tire available which can simulate

II ighictd iii un101s In tin1 seW level itb) altitudes of
Atmoosphteric hitter rfunre tc can it a fct ctin eas- s ote 2 5ktt anitd 1rovi sthsonifc velocity to ovcr

ttrcenntts Iin this typne of' test, particularlY over N 1.t. 0, 11 L.1abaitity exists f'or ftll operational
long ranges. It is tiecessary to UIlC(qntAtLYV sictee tttantteuvres. Facilities are Ilexible enough
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to accommodate the complete propulsion system suffer atmospheric effects which confuse
and during simulated flight tests, conditioned air measured qizantities, consequently, a need exists
flows past a stationary model and flight to adequately monitor atmospheric conditions.
characteristics are measured, The airflow can he Normally, atmospheric temperature, pressure,
distorted to simulate conditions lIound in actual humidity, visibility, composition, and wind
flight manoeuvres. conditions are determined,

Simulated flight facilities can offer realistic Trajectory and range are also of great
flight environments for near and mid fields of the Importance both from the point of determining
plume, however, the far field plume is generally atmospheric errcuts as well as basic interpretation
perturbed by shocks and/or flow disturbances of results and must be adequately addressed.
from the test section walls. Oenerally, the
simulated flight facility is limited to small scale 3.2 Culculatlon Methods
vehicles and reduced exhaust gas mnasn flows,
'resting rocket systems and subsystems under Any attempt to model plume radiation
simulated flight conditions permits early detection ruron rocket motors must rely upon the
of hardware problems and, through recordings and c)nstricltion of a theoretical plume in which
analysis, a solution can he found ht'eore hlowfleld proplrties are structured so as to
production begins. Equally, it altows the interface with radiation application codes. Many
qualification or systems for flight and opportuni- such codes are split into
ties for diagnosis where pirohlemls exist with
systems in operati')nal use, (Fig. 5-17 and Fig. (I) a th'ermodynamic part (with Input

-18,) parameters such as propellant
composition, pressure, temperature,

The major advantage ol' tusting tactical expansion ratlo etc,),
missiles under controlled sinmulated Hlight
conditions Is the ability to condulct C.NlClsive (ii) a I'lowlield i art (with Input
plume llowfleld and radlomneiric mncasuremcnts ou parameters such as nozzle exit plane
a given phenomenon to acquire data l to alidale data, relevant motor dosign features,
flowfield and radiative predictive codes, 'the relevant chemical reactions with
major disadvantage is the inability it acquire tar non-equillbrium chemistry solutions,
field data and perhaps that light condition which turbulence model, atmospheric data,
Identifies the onset or termination ol' alter'hurnin g, altitude and velocity, etc.),

3.1,2.4 Flight Tests (iii) u radiat'io1in arA (with input

parameters like output from flow
Flight tests offer true realism hut they are field structure, emitting chemical

expensive and present extrenmc experivicentOh pecics, molecular 4and model.
difficulties, Observations (measurements) may he gaseous and particle radiation,
from fixed or mobile sites. Instrumentation may scattering, quenching, geometry,
he ground based with either fixed or tracking aspect angle, from which you can to
mounts, it may be mnunted on mobile carriers a certain extent derive the plume
(such as a tracking aircraft or misstlO), or it may radiation poper'ies wilhi', a limited
be mounted on the test vehicIc. (lemerally, *pectral and intwnsity range.
limited Instrumentation is available trout observa-
tion platfornms t) assist i1, the [lull 'Lharacteriiftimm 3.2.1 Pluu;- Fluld Dynamics of Tactical
of the plume signature, MNlIles

As Ailtn static measurements these tests Uilculation methods It41 [151 for plume
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fluid dynamics have been established in various model was developed at General Applied Science
countries like the USA. Great Britain and France. Laboratories (GASL) which solved the

They all have a similar approach to solving viscous/inviscid nearfleld structure in detail using
problems. Most of the advanced codes are boundary layer type coupling concepts, and

lJassified. Here, as an example, we describe in contained a two-equation, comprcssibility cor-
more detail the American Standard Plume rected turbulence model

Flowfleld (SPF) model. In Great Britain the code
being used is called REP (Rocket Exhaust Plume). Development of plume flowfleld models Is

an evolutionary process to include additional

A starting point for surveying the status of physical phenomena and more efficient numerics.
plume flowfield models prior to year 1964 is Physical processes are addcd as they are better

Chapter 2 of the Rocket Exhaust Plume understood and aw dictated to Improve the
Teehnogoiv Handbook prepared ror JANNAF accuracy of the prediction model. Numerics are

(Joint Army, Navy, NASA, and Air Force also changed to decrease computer run time when

agencies). At this time, the 'standardized" US leasible.
plume model was the Low Altitude Parabolic
Plume (LAPP) code developed at the AeroChum A JANNAF program was initiated in 1978
Corporation. The LAPP code is a balanced to combine tile eatures or the GASL and LAPP
pressure farfield rp!ume model that contains a codes which Is now known as JANNAF
generalised, fully implicit, chemical kinetics "Standardized Plume Elowlield" (SPF) model. The

package. Its use is restricted to enginecring current version is SPFIII, It is the primary tool in
studies geared to predicting plume "observablus", the US to unalyst, tactical missiles exhaust plumes.

and simplistic procedures are used to "globally" The modular structure and computational
represent the influence of the nuarflield structure, techniques used In the basic SPF are given in the

During the period 1975-1976, an advanced plume following Block Schematic,

Executive
Driver

nviscid/ iscous/ vrlaid Fully Coupled Principal
Shock Mixing Visc viscous Modules

S!Auxiliary

Che Ga'particlc Integration
Interaction Modules

Math [ rna] F 777 Speciality
Dis=c _Fl~ow Lru'Modules

[ 7at Data

E: :1 Module

Block Schematic Modular Strucairc of JANNAF SPF
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Versions of the JANNAF SPFP operation). With this added capability, the
"Inviscid" flow map accoursts for the strongly

The JANNAF SPF is a computer code initeractive efl'ectm, of' the Mach disc mixing region
comprising a unified series of "modules"* which on the outer inviscid structure (ice., the position of
provide for integrations of' the flow cquatimls in the inviscid plume slipstream is altered by the
various flow rgions, the inclusion of' generalised Macli disc mixing process, etc.), It also contains
chemical kinctics, two-phase flow interactions ind the detailed structure of the viscous/inviscid flow
various turbulence models, and the specialised In the Machi disc. mixing region, including the
procedures for interfacing with the external flow turbulence properties needed to properly morge
and treating embedded subsonic zones behind the plume and Mach disc mixing layers.
Mach discs.

The SPF analysis of at two-phase plume
SPIR Models requires the stipulation ol' nozzle exit plane

conditions to Initialize the calculation, based on a
The SPF model Is built upon two principal comparable treatment or tion-equilibrium proc-

components. One Is a shock -capiurlIng iriviscid esses in the nozzle. A standardized code to
plume model (eintitled SCIPPY) and the other, at provide such a nozzle solution Is currently not
turbulent mixing/af'terburn lug niode (cut itled Livailable, Miodilicat ions are being Incorporated
BOAT). In the plume nearl'ield, an overhUld hInt the latest version of' SPIF that deal with the
procedure Is utilized to couple the viscous shear strongly Interactive p'ienomena associated with
layer und inviscid lplumo solutions, in the l'afleld, plumu/ztiissile airl'ratne interactions and thn fully
a constant pressure mixing solutioni Is utilihii.J viscous transitional region of' the plume. The
The Mach disc problem Is treated Iuivisciuily using l'orinerly utilized overlaid coupling procedure thus
a sting-approximation Icor small discs and the becomes Inadequate and parabolized Navier-
Abbott procedure l'or larger discs. Stokes miethodology is required, The latest SPF

zitidel Is being developed to provide these types of
SPF Is limited to the analysis ol' single strongly Interactive capablilities 1171.

phase exhausts but can treat two-phase esliattsts
In the equilibrated mixture limiit, 3.2.2 Listing of' National Codecs

Originally, SCIPPY and BOAT served as Outline details of' these codes can be found
the principal components. extenided to incorporate lin Appendix 3.
two-phase non-equilibrium effects. lii particular,
the two-phase flow version of' SCIPPY uses 3.2.3 Viklldutlon of' Plume Radlation Calcula-
numerical techniqu~es, while thie two-phase version tlons lhy Experliment
of BOAT utilizes a particulate turbulence miodul
formulation. Validation exists f'or the infrared and

visible regions, litnmany Instances wvith sensible
Subsequently, plume modification tech- agreement taking Into account the limitations of'

niques were Incorporated to solve the concurrent measurement conditions like altitude, range or
viscous/ inviscid processes occurring lit streamline motor size or simplified propellant constituents.
displacement effects on the pressure field, This In certain circumstances not enough parameters
approach Is Implemented within the confines rf can be incorporated Into the icalculation methods
the two-step overlaid method via extensions ito to yield global emission charac teristirs,
only the shock-capturing SCIPPY miodel which
permits FNS spatial matching through this region The luifrared region 1.5jan to 3Mim is
(i.e., the extended vei'sion oif' SCIPPY calculates% mainly concerned with water bands, these are
the inviscid nuarl'ield structure and the coupled strong emnitters but radiation suffe.rs f'rom heavy
Mach disc mixing region In a one pass inode of absorption through the atmosphere and detection
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ranges are short consequently little interest is adopted for the ca~culatioii of spectral radiant
shown in this wavehand. intensities. Lerentz and Dopplv.r broadening

occurs and a Voight profile is commonly used to
Much interest has focused on "co., blue dvscrihc I,, shapes4. Although good agreement is

spike" radiation a common feature in rocket sornetirnis aclievvd, it is considered that
exhaubts. It occurs in the very narrow spuctral Iiiiccrtaiiitics in thia pluiuc 'liowfield iitructurc and
band of 4.i7 ,om to 4.19,.tm, hins good atmospheric the radiation model. particularly collision
transmission properties and lends itself to easy broadening parameters. can justify no better
selection because of its narrow profile. tuncertainty factor than .3 In absolute radiant
Background and other spectral interference can be intensity,
minimis-W by the use of narrow band optical
filters. Line-by-line methods for modelling thea Theoretical plume flowfleld models have
blue spike have produced absoltute spectral radiant not beeni directly validated duc to the difficulties
intensities that agree to within about 20%~ ofl'in measuring the relevant plume properties, iU,
measured values. spatial distribu tions ot' tempernatutre, pressure and

concen trations of chemical species etc. Laser
Emissions lit the 4.jirn ito 5jini region dlagiinstic technitites are showing promise in this

come largely from C02, asymmetric stretch field ol' wvork, particularly .si11e the lasr beam
vibrations with contributions f'rom CO) and sonme tines noit dist urb thia nedlmitt tinder in vestigatlon.
N20. They form what is termed the 'red wing", Some e'saiplus of' vaidationt or' theory by
Bectiuse a great nutiber of' individual rotational vxperliment are given lin Figures 5-19~ and 5.20.
lines contribute to the radiation, thia theoretical
concept Is to divide thea spectral base Into a 3,2.4 Limiltatons of Computer Codes
number of bands each overlaying a number of
rotational lines, Each molecule lIn each band Is Limiting factors are
given parameters describing elfective strength aiad
shape and these quantities go to l'orin thea (I) lack ol' optical property data to
emission spectrum. As might hie expected this adequately ileitemie particles and
calculation method Is known as a "bnud model" radiating gases
and can equmally be applied to the l,5/an, to 3jun,

sipectral region. (11) lack ol' codes ito handle base flow
atnd at inade qutacy showing thle

Band oiode I prudict lotis have been ii 11cc ria it ies of' itur btidIt chemical
compared with experiments mnade over it wit'l interaction ntiodek~
range of circurmstances resulting lit a mixture l
agreement. It Ii as becen argueLd that thie (iii) cesntionb of' idlerhurn ing especially
uncertainty fii absoluiite spectral radiant intensity ait high aliiit I ues
given by predict ions Is typically it fiic tur ol' 2
although this varies uip or down with the (iv) Incomiplet treatment of particle
complexity of modellbing circtmmstamiccs. nuil ti1ple scattering

Propellant metal impurities suich ats sod ium () the use o1' simplified assumptions
and potar-sium, catalyst metals, ballistic modiFiers stich as stuady state conditions only,
and others f'orm a ready source oft atomis froi simple geonictrics, no compression
which visible radiation can toke plalce, li.ne i 'ncs .vith perpendicuilar collisions.
em issiomis front the 'ii st resolitic do~a uble11kt of

sodium and pln~assiitm atomns tire promnctt lie t In 33 Discussioni of' Plume Iniluemmelmg Aspects
afterburning rocket exhauists, For these and other
line cmnissions a linehby-Ilne prdilctiolt tiodcl is Al'terhurnim, is a manjorn pitinie effect, The
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nozzle area ratio is an important [actor in the it) 5-23 %%hcre the main sources of IR radiation
prevention of a'tcrhurnine, especially When ire molecular hand radiation such as (CO2 and H2
considering radiation in the UV spectral region. (CO is also important if' the exhaust is
Base flow recirculation al'l'cs al'tcrhtllrnig, in suppressed). Figurc 5-21 shows a dramatic f'all in
mnany instances anch orilng ilhe I'lainc to the haica jlluniC ti ' tilrc r L ' 14weur tilIL' t'lanin suitppresscd case.
region. Contributions to plume radiation are This drop in temperature Is accompanied by
strongly ;ffected by propellant lformulation, high reduced levels or' CO, and CO emissions as
metallic content produces a high cotnlinuttmn indicated Il Figure 5-22 and again the presence or
radiation in addition to gaseous emissions, recirmulation in Figure 5-23. Some continuum
Particle optical properties arc very important, ilrared radiation may arise from condensed
especially in areas where there are no molecular particles such as ballistic modifiers or Igniter
spectra. They also influence scattering losses aid products. The latter produce radiation over a
the "searchlight effect", wide range of both visiblu and Infrared

'avelVCgthS, while the former gives rise to
Uncoupling tlurblltenc-clivinistry hiterac- characteristic cenissions In specific wavobands,

tions in steady-state plume miodels may have a Band radiation 1'romn ii,O and CO 2 at wavelengths
significant ellctl on the prmficted radiatimii h.511111 Ii) 3.•()lil and 4.) ia to 5,0jmn arm
observed rront all angles o•' view, uspeciallY, those i;l44p4l1illi 4It tilhe ctllct iiio detectlon,
far front broadside,

,pililt distrlhullotis oI' broad-hand Infrared
Free-freu clect ron emission (I-coisstlrh. raliahti i hlim h.,ce comltietd by the so-called

lung) is probablhly tile doliliilliltlil hand model for an
tinilltitletrc ielllStissiotts. ihalist iiut iie Ini ýh let recirculaotion was

expected to hu hliportiinL, Filgure 5-23 presents

Flailme suppresshlnt il ifie ex llst. l hi hiIgs li'd ictcd and • t easiurted stat ion radialtions
about a ttiarked recth l1(1li ill litt ra red elmIssioi ttt, (ohlitiied bs ilnltegrat ig the radiation across a
for Instance, It has been Iftounl4d to red Ilcc le kid crctiical dianltLr i11' Ow exihacst alnd referred to a
Whirl (4,41jtn to 5,t11n) Iby nmiore ilta an llthletr 01' sipcil'icid axila ilcrelllelCil) In the waveband 4.3 pin
nllagnitilde, to 4.7/ tin lfro C(), and (.(). Calculated ahsolate

puclrail radiiainiil lciltiisltic's 14'r a given cxhaust,
Conditions I'aVllllrh•In rlllC .5lle 'ollipl-l' ssCilll i d its t \%hiilu, maiily lihive all uncertlainty

are :- kIvior if' ahoml l 2. The l',ici'llti, iliu derline the
5dgi li'iLti,1iV4 I & ill lld llLý •li1 lllan •lysls of'

(0) Low xitl piliane tuilperaltircs tl,iscc-i'etiroilittifl in calililatiotis when relevant,

(i1) Low eLilCelUtrationis of1 ptihc pri- 4 I'ECON1NI)ENI)ATIONS
ticuiliics

4.1 (jelierail

(111) Nozz#le llinpurf~cthlios (:tily s~lp oir

burr Inc reasbing tllrlitlenbuicc, tol cge .A' rickcl phlutme radiation

pr44j)Lici esi I s is ti pil 'i i ni I ll te cintext (W ill441 ilance,
(iv) Choice 4)l' lpropltellan41t 411141 ,,iil4lprcs- trackiing Mii1 detcLt )illil, It is cxpciisive and often

salit dil'l'iiit iii mcikslre thesc ridiiitioti proiperties and
tit diLermciintc tlil tiptchicldnce i 4ilt ioperationial

PlI tne suippItressilil l ctti hbc iis.,is5 d by [Ilt e th ii alnt)li CI'S lile iliisi. le I'orwird veloh ity, range,
hitrodil.Lil ol' additives ilitri certain lpiopullt'liiS Illitiltd ,tiid iaspect aglieg It Is even inore
ti accelerate reimovl il' Nlame raditals II aiil (O)IL dilTicilit hit actliire tliin il'trllttiotinil ao•out rocket
An examiple ol' tie ali'cc t o' pitttilic Sluitpression t is tllIrs o1 ani ad'vcrsaly. ToIti enisure guidance

given for a double base ltroplcilaiti Iii igulre's 5-21 system li iiiiegrit y, to avt)d interference with
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friendly radiation sensors and to deny an properties a gcneral outline is given here. Its
adversary detection opportunitics. the rocket feasibility depends to a large extont on the
plume and its properties must be tegarded as an aýailahility of necessary measuring devices and
iitcgrai part of the mis ilc ystcm and, where instrumentation. rocket motrprs and prediction
possible "tailored" to meet operational needs. codes. The logic behind the assessment process is

as follows
Systems assessment teams may typically

seek to know whether a flare need he attached to (i) Define the objective(s) and require-
a missile as a tracking aid, or whether radiation ments.
from the exhausts of hostile missiles are likely to
be of a magnitude permitting early detection, or (ii) Define the needed data base and the
whether emissions from the exhausts of a friendly experimental approach to ensure
missile will render it vulnerable tu enemy that objectives are accomplished.
countermeasures. Such questions can best be
addressed by in,,olvement in plume studies at the (iii) Set up and calibrite equipment.
time of systcm feasibility and design, at a stage
when accura', predictions are paramount and (iv) Run most appropriate test to
when validatory experimental rocket N'irings can acquire data base.
be performed.

(v) Rim neces.ary/available plume and

The (counternmeasures engineer, with a radiation codes to match a:quired
different viewpoint to that of the misnsilc cngincer, data hi.,
will nevertheless see the need for a similar
appre..ch in his efforts to combat an intruder. lie (vi) Use measured resuAs for theorv.l
will fiad it important to establikh spatial and model validation,
j:xtctal distributions or radiated energy %kith

instuments having good sensitivity and high (vii) Use validated plume and radiation
.;pectral and spatial resolution to unamhiguously codes to predict plume properties at
identify missiles and minimisc false alarm rates. l.,aditions appropriate to the de-

fined ,,bjective.
The following recommendations comprise a

procedure for assessing rocket pIluie ra(liationi (viii) Present resilcs, s.tating all assump-
that will enable uniform application of tit'cchilohgy tions and code modifications and
to :- using standard terminology and

inits.
(i) set quantitative technical require-

ments on rocket motor signature. The following eight steps enlarge on these
Concepts

(ii) compare rocket motors
Step I :- Clear delinition of objectives and the

(iii) recommend a terminology related to requirements to meet those objectives may be the
plume radiation based on quanlita- most difficult part of' a programme to conduct
tive rril ria. succesl'ully. The objectives might read :-

4.2 Recommended Test - Prediction Proce- (i) detect, identify. track awd destroy a
dure target

In trying to propose a stan,'ardised test (i0) detect, identify a missile threat and
technique for the assessment ;•' plume radiation counter with evasive actiema
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('ii) assess the feasibility of guidance may play a part in planning the course of an
and tracking methods experimental programme. Before embarking on

suich a programme sý:craI questions are posed,
(iv) develop a threat countermecasure not least amnong them is whethcr all experiment

can b,: mounted that will dircf.tly or indirectly
(v) acquire phenomnenology data l'or provide the tilata to satisfy the objective. The

codc validation answer will dep end upon the existence of iest
vehicles, test Viring facilities and the corre,:

(vi) influence motor d'2sign with signa- diagnostic ,nstrumcntation. Test vehicles Are
ture conitro~l proposal generally availahht. for g"',)und or flight tests.

However, should ttv! missile of an adversary be
At this stage it is important to define: the tinder investigation Civil the supply of a test

4ystem and the sp.-ctral regions in which it is to . -!cle is Imiprolmbic'. [in such a case calculations
function. If. for instance. at detect'ori system is a're mnade tusing whatcver data .s available and
called for, then specific detail., ol' sensor rarL experimental tiring:t woL.Ad only be those to
viavelength, bandwidth, resolution, itmiting noise StUd"; thW pl)cnoinena for prv'iiction validation
lev-0 and environmental details that vllect signal uprs 'Illr -hic -) tes L iiywehri

transmission ar'd distortion must he vousidcred. be ti' .d..c-e i at altitude chamber or wind
There should be no ccmprtoitc aw, this ilq,. it is tuninel ed'~ '~s uplon the simulation desired, The
the least vx~pensive to perform anid stmuy topics ad,,antagc.s and ilisadvant~igcs of each were
overlooked tt this point may remnain ovverlooktrkit) coiasid-..rcd inl Sectioli 3.1.2 "Test Techniques".
the detriment or the system Or he eosilv 1c, Obtviow.ty a well concuived and controlled flight
introduce later in the programnie. It is hetlwo a-M' trhl Is prel'oahle but the advantages are weighed
more cost effective to include tasks of pxoteiatii down lby cos'Ži which prohibit their use to other
value in the dlefinition stage even if, fuor whatc.%(r than fioala s';i!lation uof the overall programme.
reasion, they subsequenitly becone ciltindanmt.

The :selection of' diagnostic instrumentation
step 2 :- Defininig the itiformnatiom, needed lor a is; governed try the radiatlion properties to be
prt. ject data base anld the nmeasurenients rc'.luirerd iasrd loLUSiing Oil spectral wavelength range,
to obtain that information usually calls For t radianc,, level, spectral, spatial and temporal
compromise dictaie4 'W a..iilablc funiding. Within rusoltitiogi and sensor senisitivity and speed. Flow
financial constrain- X objectiveS ill Sikp I 31rC Lharts art, presented as guideilnes in Figures 5-24
ass~ssed and tlte requitmenents amnd limits sut. t )c lo 5 .- 20, rvpcs 0o* Optical detectors arc shown in
obvious compromise comes fin the Ohoicc between Figurv 5-24. Radionimetric measurements are
flight tests and those undertaken ill dedicated l~rCSLii'tll ill Figure S2.5 1'oll'wd hy a typical
gria:1nd facilities where it i%. possible to use sealed, radioinetric memisuremnemit system in Figure 5-20.
heavywcight test motors with reusable hardware. To avoid later problems it is important to ensure
Use of the wind turnnel, md mit ill1 C e elluni Ofir Static that die hii strumniiiitationm scluc ted is well ab~le to
test site combined with standard measuring mnett all the measurement demands and that it is
instrumentation will ol'ten satisfy miost, if' not aIll, backed by a lull data analysis capabilily.
of the data hase requiremients. Rocket motor
experiments involve many technical stall and it is Step 3 :- The iilmprtance of accurate calibration,
vital that test procedures are thoroughly as indicated by Figure 5-27, cannot be
doc.-umented and the stalT cOgnhi/ant 14 the data M efemnlipasised, Nfeastirenients can be comphi-
gathering process. cated or invalidated by atmospheric absorption or

cxtiiictioii, obscuration by smoke, impractical or
The prosptut of meeting anl Objective is impossible sensor positioning and carelessness in

advanced b~y the prudetnt use of inheoretical igiioriimg background signature elfects. It is a
predictionc and expe~riment. Theoretical studies valuable exercise to rehevirse the entire test
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procedure to identify and eliminate any the radiation and the atmospheric signal
interference between instruments or power attenuation. If measurements are made in a wind
circuits that might cause a later lest failure, tunnel or on a missile plume in flight, the

appro)priate free-strcam flow conditions must be

Step 4 :- The way in which the experiment is known.

conducted (Section 3.1) is a critical factor in the
acquisition of good data. Details or motor Predictions or rocket exhaust properties
performance, its environmental test conditlons generally follow the stages indicated in Figure
such as Mach number, altitude and trajectory ; 5-28. First an equilibrium chemistry code is used
the deployment of instrumentation giving aspect to calculate chamber conditions and the
angles, atmospheric transmission path, fields of temperature, pressure and equilibrium chemical
view and the like, all contribute essential species concentrations at the nozzle throat.
information for analysis and project assesment. Noile expansion flow calculations may be made
Radlometric requirements were discussed in in a ntumbcr of ways ranging from one-
Section 3.1.1. Where similar Instruments are used dimensional chemical equilibrium. to three-
they should show a consistency of measurement dimensional multi-phase flow with chemical
and all instruments should have a specified kinetics, The exhaust structure for static motor
accuracy. Error limits should he assigned to all firings can usually le well simulated by a finite
data sets recorded and assumptions, where made. dilference marching program (such as REP or
documented. If the preceding steps have been SPF) which gives spatial distributions of
properly observed the measurement progralmme inn-equilibrium chemical species, temperature,
should be successful. To mitigate the elfects of ehlocity, pressure, and turbulent mixing based on
any equipment failure during a test firing it may limited assSumpItions. For wind tunnel and flight
be possible to duplicate some essential measure- plumes, base recirculation or separated flow
ments. Instruments should be sited to guard effects with non-equillbrium chemistry may have
against acoustic and grouud-horni; vibration. to he included to obtain more accurate
equally they should be protected from the calculations of' plume structure. The appropriate
possibility of rocket motor failure. applications code(s) are then applied to the

calculated rlowlicld using the test geometry and
Step . :- The purpose of this step is to formulate applicable transmission path effects to obtain the
techniques for calculating plume radiation results that may be compared with the measured
signatures against test data obtained froin the data base.
foregoing steps. To compare calculated levels of
plume radiation with measured to:st results the Step 6 :- Comparison between calculated and
parameters pertaining to the test conditions must measured values often yields discrepancie.. In
be used as input data for calculations, The this step appropriate, judicious adjustments to the
measure of agreement coming from these calculations are made within underlying scientific
comparisons will determine the confidence placed hounds to give closer agreement with measured
on the calculations for use where measurements values. For instance, if the near field radiation
are not possible. includes a searchlight effect, the measured plume

continuum radiation will be larger than that
A plume flowficld should he calculated for predicted by a code ignoring such fffects. The

the conditions under which the actual test took demands of prediction accuracy may require
place, observing the precise propellant composition modification of the code to accommodate this
with trace metal impurities and motor design feature. Alternatively. disagreement between data
features affecting gas flow. Radiation codes and prediction may he caused by different
should reflect sensor wavclcngths together with phenomena, An impurity in the propellant, such
their deployment positions and plume viewing as sodium, may produce strong emissions in the
aspect angles. the spatial and temporal nature of visible sp,_ctrum that are not predicted by the
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code. This may he the result ol excluding soilium After proper validation the code can be applied to
reactions from the plume flowficld calculations or meet the overall system objectives.
an inability of the radiation code to predict these
line emissions, Step 8 With ihc continued advance of

computer use in experiments and modelling the

A prediction technique is strengthened i1' it analysis of' results becomes more "machine
can be confirmed against a range of conditions, dependent" and the user races the problems of
including flight. Although these conditions may incompatibility o1' operating systems for informa-
not completely match those for the systems of lion exchange and languages used to describe the
interest (eg. a difrerent motor) the validation inlormution.

process increases confidence in the calculation,

putting it on a much broader base, Suggested data to characterise a plume
signature are :-

Step 7 :- This is the step where plume I'lowflild
and application codes are run for the operational (I) Spectral radiance vs wavelength
conditions of interest. Predicted values of plume (spectrometers) and versus time
signature and other effects yield information from
which decisions about system design, tactics and (1i) hi-hand radiance vs time
other system-level parameters may he made, (radioncters)

Depending upon the codcs used for the spvcil'ic

test and operational conditions, improvemnctis can (i1i) Radilant intensity vs time
be achieved when

Other types ot uata presentation helpful In

(1) allowance is made for rad ial evaluating the signature are
pressure gradients.

(I) Video tapes from imaging sensors
(iH) non-equilibrium two-phiasc Ilow which provide a "raise colour" image

(thermal and velocity lags ot' oft in-hand radiance versus position.
condensed particles) is included. Their use is tar suhequent analysis

oa spatial 'hlucuatlions, spectral
(iii) "base Ilow effects" tire inclmded, i.e. irradiance, shape :tnd geometry of

when a flight missile has a base the radlating plume (isoradiance

diameter significantly greater mnan contours). In-hand radiance plume
the nuz/al exit diameter. radial amid/or axial prolfiles within

the limage Field allow the asesscsimcnt
(iv) .hock structure elTects are treated or radial symmetry. axial decay etc.

A properly calihrated video tape can
If, ror Instance, the missile has a large hase he examiicnd pixel by pixel to obtain

diameter which could induce hase flow iiiformnatlon about the temporal and
recirculation and afterhurning, a code without a spatial listrihution ot "in-land"
basil'ow model would not hc a1~plicahle, equally, radiance nom the phlmc;.
inappropriate choice of chemical mechanisms can

produce ralse plume properties resulting in (i0) Power spectral density plots which
incorrect emission data, It is essential that the may he performed on the radlomet-
thermodynamic, chemical and physical attributes Hc data to determine plume

of the plume modelled by the Lode, the model frequpencics.
limitations and the necessity for enlightened use

or input data should he thoroughly nderstood if' (iii) ,adiant ititensily ,s time for
accurate analytical assessment is to be perrormed. variations in Mach nunmhers, alti-
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tude. etc. Documentation or records should be
comprehensive such that there will be no need to

An experienced approach to data reduction repeat the work should future interest arise.
is necessary to ensure that proper interpretations Terminology should follow the accepted standards
are made for code validation and the provision oi' given in this report and universal SI-units, as
sufricient information for their modirication, Of dcl'incd in Table 5.7, should he used.
primary importancti is the correct data for
atmospheric absorption as discussed in Section 3.

TABLE .
TERMINOLOGY OF INFRARED SPECTROMETRY AND RADIOMETRY

Symbol Term Units

radiant power rate of transfer ol radiant energy W
power

O(A) spectral rate of transler or radiant energy per unit W pm"
radiant power wavelength interval centred at wavelength A

I radiant radiant power Liiiitted by a source into a unit Wsr"
intensity solid angle

I(A) spectral radiant Intensity per unit wavelength interval Wsr"1 ,am"1

radiant centred at wavelength 4
intensity

L radiance radiant power eintted hy unit area ol' a Wm"2sr'"

source into a unit solid angle

L(A) spectral radiance per unit wavelength interval Wm'2sr'tUm"1
radiance centred at wavelength ;.

E irradiance radiant power incidcnt upon unit area ofla Wma2

E(A) spectral irradiance per tniit wavelength interval Wm' 2A4 m1
irradiance centred at wavelength A

R radiant power the output ol an instrument for unit radiant instrument
responsivity power input units W'"

Rp(A) spectral radiant power responsivity per unit Instrument
radiant powaLr interval centred at wavelength A units W'11rm"1
responsivity

I I The output signal or radiometers and spectrometers Is the -tutpUt voltage of the Instrument
detector/pre-amplifler combination inodiricu by sthbsýlqunt electronic and mathematical
signal conditioning. When used in evaluating R and R (A.) it is usually referred to as a
standard gain configuration or any variable gain ainpli'iers.
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FIg. 5-3 CO 0 0 Chemiluminescent Intensity Spectra
Thc points with indicated error bars as well as the solid line are
the absolute intensity measurements of Myers and Bartle. The
other two curves were normalized to the peak intensity of the
Myers and Bartle curve.
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Fig. 5-12 Atmospheric Transmission (between 2.0jm and 22.0'n) at Sea Level
and High Altitude
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Fig. 5-25 Ways to Perform Radiometric Measurements
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Fig. 5-26 Schematic Diagram for a Radiometric Syxtem
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Determine
Calibration
Technique

Raince Radiant Irradiance

intensity

II

Determine
Instrument Spectral

Characteristics

Use Source t~o
Generate Instrument
Output (e.g., voltage)

Determine Source Output
(e.g .,Generate Planckian

Curves) & Geometry

Repeat the Calibration
Steps at least twice

Calculate the Instrument Response
(e.g., for a radiance calibration)*

L2 (calcuhlId) - L, (calculated)
R =

V2 (meaured) - V, (measured)

Fig. 5-27 Proposed Calibration Procedure
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Sequence of Predictions of Rocket Exhaust Properties

Fig. 5-28 Typical Prediction Procedure
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 2.2 Forward Scatter (Amplitude and Phase
Mvirlulaion)

The rocket exhaust is a hot and highly
turbulent gas jet. It possc'ssses electrical properties A further mechanism 12-51 by which energy
that have serious implications for the missile from thc incoming wavetront arrives at the *on
design engineer employing microwave communi- hoard' recciver is described by a scattering
cation systems. Guidance and tracking can he process. Turbulence induced eddies ot fluctuating
heavily degraded as a result of Interference from electron density populate large regions of the
the plume while the scattering oF radar signals exhaust and become sources at incoherent
and the emission oF microwaves (particularly at scattering as they react with the wavefield. Each
milllmetric wavelengths) MAY olfer the eddy, moving at local gas stream velocity, may be
opportunity of detection by an adversary, regarded as a source volume (dV) contributing

energy to the overall received signal at a
'Microwave" is a generic term used broadly frequency changed from that of the incident

to describe the centimetric region oF wavelengths, wavetront by a Doppler shirt imposed by source
for the purpose of this chapter it will include that velocity with respect to the receiving and
part of the millimetric range as outlined in the transmitting antentna,
next paragraph.

The piropagated wave along the path to the
As a gttideline. operating frequnencies ol' source volumei and F'rom It to the receiver suffers

tactical Missile systems typically t'all ini the range attenuation in the way indicated in Section 2.1.
30Hz to 120Uliz. That is not to say that
frequencies outside this range are esxcluded. The l'rq~uency spectra oF all scattered
Equlptnert that Is small anti light has obvilots energy at lthe receiver is recorded as sideband
attractions for I'light applications and where light modulation hoth ol' amplitude and phase, limited
vehicle and mian-portable devices aire used. In frequency range by lthe plume eddy velocities.
Perhaps more Important, the shorter wavelengths Srummation under the spectral curve gives the
offer narrow, well defined beam properties and total energy front this mechanism.
low side lobe intensity Favouring good resolution,
reduced interference and improved stealth. 2.3 Back Scatter (Radlar Cross Section)

2.0 PLUME MICROWAVE PROPERTIES Forward scattering from the source volume
descrihed in Section 2.2 has Its counterpart In

2.1 Attenuation (uhsorption) energy scattered rearwards, back along the path
travelled by the incident waverront. Again, a

High velocity, fuel rich gases ejucted 'roni frequtency spectrum from all contributions Is
the nozzle oF a rocket motor inils with oxygcii created anid suich energy is referred to as back
entrained rrom the surrounding atmosphecre scatter and forms lthe plume radar cross section
prod ucinog conditions thiiat can cause thIe onsct ol' ( RCS). 11t-i echo poten Ii a is usually several orders
exhatust combustion, ol'ten referred to as cot magnitude below that of the missile body but
"11secondary combustion" or "alterburning". Should Increasing use oF' radar absorbing mnaterials in
this occur, a rapid rise in exhaust temrperatuire stealth body dlesign is reducing the gap between
promotes lthe lonisatlon of easily lonisable metals body and pltume radar return,
such as sodium and potassium which are fountd ats
intrinsic Impurities within lthe propellant. The 2,4 Difftractiott
electric field of an incoming wavetront I'ron a
distant transmitter interacts with the free Measured %alties of plume-microwave
elcctromns cii' ion isa ticon in the exhaust. En ergy is inl edte rei ice fo h :ighly- Ion ised plumes in
taken From the lieid in lthe accelcration ofl longitudinal geometries show many of the
electrons and Is dissipated in collisions heoveen characteristics or elect romagnet ic wave diffraction
these electrons and surrounding mientral miocule's by solid objects. Simple diffraction tnodels have
This results in a net loss~ of energy fromti the beent 11he to account qu~ite accurately for the
propagated wave. The toss and lthe iiitegraied observed relationships between received signal
efrect of such los~ses over lthe path throigh thlie strength anid lthe angle between the plume axis
exhaust to the "oct bcoard" receiver, is called arid the line connecting transmitting and receiving
line -of-sight at ten ua tion or absorptiton. IItI F igure ic a tll l1,iS (ilSpec angle) for both static and flight
6-1 prresents (thc propagation geometry. lillilics. l'lic rilmnaty elements or diffraction

invnlve the combination or surface waves
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"skirting' most or the plume volume, multi-path Narrow band spectral emissions result from
refractions, and phase-interference or the change In energy state of atoms and of
simultaneously received signals. In more molecules. In the atomic case, free-bound
sophisticated models recently developed thie emission takes place at electron/ion recombination
diffraction evolves from the mathematical solution when the acceptance of an electron releases
of the propagation equations and demonstrates transitional energy in radiation. If the electron
that the effect is real. Current model enters an outer orbit at art cxci.cd energy level of
development in this area incorporates the high quantum number (n), it will either
combined effects of refraction, absorption, immediately drop to the ground state or cascade
scattering, and diffraction, downwards through decreasing energy levels and,

in so doing, release a series of photons at discrete
2.5 Refractian frequencies. This process produces the spectral

lines of recombination, Orbits associated with
Variations of refractive index across the high quantum numbers have little difference in

propagation rath of microwave beams will cause energy level and the transitions between them
distortion of the wavefront and deviated rays will emit at millimetric wavelengths. Sume also
promote a multipath effect In the farfield, observes that for high quantum levels (n - 24 at

300G1-Hz, i - 00 at 30GHz) excited electron
In a rocket exhaust plume two t'aclors orbital radii become large making atomic nuclei

dominate in determining the spatial variation of resemble pixnt charges. Consequently, recom-
local time averaged refractive index, One is the hination spectra can be similar, comparing one
thermal inhomogenelty due to gradients ot local element with another and very much like that of
plume static temperature, the other is the the hydrogen atom, The molecular caso involves a
partially lonised nature of the plume gases caused change in molecular rotational state with
by readli% !onisable impuritlis in the propellant vonscqucntial release of energy. For molecules
(eg. sodium, potassium and calcium compounds;,. present in the exhaust, commonly H2, H20, CO 2
Local values of temperature, pressure and C) and N,, to contrihute to molecular rotational
chemical composition, Including concentrations of cmissions they mnutst utindergo a change in electric
charged species (particularly I're electrons) dipole moment. 01 those mentioned, H2, CO 2
determine the plume refractive index field. and N2 have molecular symmetry and for this

reason do not conlrihute, CO and H2O are
Calculations have e tlitated that lor any asymmetric molecules whe: changes in dipole

given point in a plume changes In refractivity dtte moment attend changes In rotational state and as
to ionisation are at least an order of magnitude such are of' particular interest in line radiation
greater than those due to temperaturc gradients. within millimetric wavebands.

2.6 Exhaust Emission 3.0 OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

In the lonised rocket exhaust the principal 3.1 uuldunce und Tracking 17)
processes l)romoting nillimetric wave cmissions
[61 are considered to he I'rce-frec electron Microwave radar has been a long established
emissions (Bremsstrahhlung), molecular band means oft missile location, tracking and guidance.
emissions and free-bound electron emissions. It is capable of providing an all weather function
Where aluminium fuels are present aluminlum in a variety of roles and for successful operation
oxide particles may also emit thermal radiations, the guidance and tracking communication links

mnuwa he free of serious Interference, It is clear
Loss,,e, during free electron-neutral body From Scctlons 2,1 and 2.2 that the rocket exhaust

collisions occurring naturally in the imnised is a potential source ol' such intcrfcrence with
exhaust form the so called Bremsstrahlung, or serious system implications if the signal link
fre--free emission, which is a continuum passes through, or clnse to, the exhaust. This is
radiation. It is governed hy the ionisation particularly so i' the rocket motor is required to
processes supported by high exhaust temperatdres burn unabated to maintain closing velocity in the
and alkali metal impurities in the propellant. lei iminal stage otli an ungtgement and approaching

immaxinmttinm range. Figure 0.1 shows the general
Electron concentratl,,ns of' Oltim-3 to geometry of a situation where the wavefront or

10i 8 m"3 and collision frequency of 1i0 ls a'e the transmitted wave illuminates the whole plume
typical at sea level, and the line-of-sight to the receiver pasLcs through

the plume. Quite clearly, attenuation by the
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plume must be scen as an inscrtion loss within the interception course ahead of' the target,
microwave communication link. Furthermore, the ainticipating its future position. A target seeker in
sideband noise resulting from the scattering the nose at' the missile receives reflections frorn
process of' Sectlon 2.2 and represented in principle the target and determines its direction in space.
by a single eddy Wd) in Figure 0.1 can he Lit ROlcrence signals f'rom a direct link between
frequencies that may '.iterfere with scemi-active missile and tracker combine with the ..eckcr
homing systems. o'utput it) cstablish ta~rget range; and speed

(Doppler) providing continuous guidance update
3.1.1 Beam Rider until impact, The integrity or the system Is again

threutunud by rocket exhaust Intcrference in the
Beam riding missile systems can suIT'fr front f'orm of attenuation or the rear referencc and

plume eff'ects because the missile lies in the target corruption or Its information by sideband noise or
tracking beam. Far a successful Interception tlhe ats "spillover" noise into the missile f'orward
f~cntre or the tracking beam must be maintained receiver or as a contribution to 'clutter', a
on the target and this requires %ery precise commonly used term to describe unwanted echo
angular measurement by the tracking radar, signals lI'om objects other than the target s;uch as
Beam attenuation or distortion due ito the rocket grounid, sea. counter radar chaff and precipitation.
exhaust could degrade the target delinitian that is To counter the 0ffect of' "clutter", natural or
so crucial in the closing mtoments helore impact. ititended. tracking and seeker radars orten employ
Guidance signals to the rear aerial ct' the tnilm~ie 1 rangcgatus' and "speedgates". They are similar In
can pass throtugh highly attunttating. rvgionis of thec wullcpt. 'fhe "ran~egatue discrimitnates against
plume. radar returns other than those within a prescribed

distunce 1'ra~nc f'rom the transmitter while the
3.1.2 Radar Command to Line. ol-Sight 1'\peedgate" acts similarly in discriminating against

those radar returns that !'all outside a prescribed
The beam riding missile ectluires onlty it "Doppler', freqtiency h)and which catl be related to

.simpie guidance rece:,.iver which miinfiniscs the the velocity of' the target. The signal to cltaltet
cost, weight and complexity at' the' guidlance tatio is signillIentily improved by their usc.
payload. This advantage Is =carid Into the Rladair
Cummand to Linc-of'-Sight (RCLA)s) gtuidaLnce In the context of' semi-active homing,
systemn where the tracker locks ont to the target hiteoherent pulse radar symcites, giving range
and, when the mnissil Is aislrborne, c outin tioslv i v ffornmat ion, would he sensitive to the amplitude
measures the angle hetweeni the missilc and tilie ~'I spurious signals that may ap~pear ats "clutter" in
target, It is a techtniqtue that al Sit t'eltxitt i ot the ranigegatc. Contititnuos Wave Doppler and
of beam centre to target acetarac 'v, seen its it Coherent Pulse Doppler systems would be
problem In the beam ridler, hut to sonic eXtent1 this sensitiv'e to signals having sideband frequencies
accuracy Is now transferred to the m.'asurcmnwIt tha lint ay 11ttect the operation of' the "specdgate"
of the mnissile to target angle. .\ separate hletIr,
command link. uisutally operating at a wit 'enl g i
different fromt that ot the trackcr, gutides thle A'u mindicat iotn at the "Ooppler" 1're(lucncies
missile to reduce the angle it) Icro thcrcbs encountered! may he toiund in the simple
maintaining a line-al-sight interception ctiurse. relationship I)) - 2V,/A where ft) is the "Doppler"
Rocket !xhaust interference problemis ass(,.Jatted f'requency shift tar ai given radial targut velocity
with the beam rider system apply equally it) the (VI) and stationary radar of' wavelength "A".
"RCLOS" syrtem, Refraction ot' the outgoing
target tracking signal in the outer regions atl' an 3. 1.4 Active Radur Ilominng
exhaust plume can introduce inultipaith i:llects atl
the target which cause returiis ilt the tr'ackr In a seuti-acAive hominig mnissile the seek'..' is
ieceivei ti produce falSe positional inl'urmation. it tracking radar' without the transmitter ror target
This resulits in erratic manoeuvres by the missile illumination. The active homing missile has the
as guidance commnanis respond to this false transmititer included manking the missile fully
information, autonomnoui when kscked oit to the target. The

princ'iple is, that tfor semni-active honming but signal
3. 1.3 Semni-Active Illoiultig provcssing anid computed course correction are

doric onl hoard the missile. ()niy if the target falls
The principle at semni-active hiomming systemts witsidle the range at' the Alluminating radar is

is one where the target is illuminal'd and tracked therc at need taor a remote signal link, this link
by radar and the missile is launched onl an gives m~id-course guidance to the missile to
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maintain it on course and bring it into radar operational role. hut few overcome exhaust
contact with the target. During the autonomous interference without recourse to expediency and
stage or flight the rocket plume is unlikely to some penalty.
cause problems, in mid-course guidance the rear
racing link could suffer pitrme atcnitiution and Soiie solo lions might be
sideband noise interference.

(i) Flight path offset at critical periods of
3.2 Salvo Operation flight to avoid excessive signal losses.

Penalty : Loss of optimum path,
Where two or possibly more missiles are

Hred in a salvo the exhaust of onte may seriously (ii) Provide electronic discrimination
interfere with target tracking or with the guidance against interfei. nce. Penalty :
oil another. This can be complicated still fturther Increased electronic complexity, and
when the salvo is intended to engage multiple cost.
targets. The problems recounted in Sections
3.1.2 and 3.1.3 are valid for salvo operations but (iii) Use of multiple antennae or reflectors
with the addition of inter-link interference, attached to wing surfaces to remove

propagation paths from highly
3.3 Detection attenuating regions of the plume.

Penalty : Lowered aerodynamic
Microwave radiation from Ihe exhaunts of OfTiciency.

tactical missiles can be a means of detection,
Interest centres largely on the millhnetric region (iv) Boost-Coast propulsion such that the
of the spectrum where Propagation Oh ndows exist exhaust Is absent in terminal stage of
in the earth's atmosphere that allow thu, passage 1userul flight, Penalty : Restricted
of millitnetric waves over relatively short terminal velocity (itot always of
distances. More details ot the miechunismis of importance).
exhaust emission are given in Sections 2.6 and
4,2,7 and Figure 1-1 or die Overview shows the Mv) The reduction of free electron
atmospheric spectral transmission range with concentrations fi the plume by
windows at frequencies of' approxinately 350Hz, chemical modification of propellant.
94GHz and 1400Hz. Penalty: None: costs are in original

propellant formulations, However,
Short range detection of exhaust millimectlc shotld It be a remedial change of

radiation by passive sensors Is possible and, with Propellant trorn the original then costs
receivers having good spatial resolution, capahle could he extremely high,
of providing accurate target hearings. The useull
detection range of an Incoming iitls."le will he (vii 1he use of all Active Homing System
strongly influenced by Ihe si/u and thernial without miiid-coturse guidarnce.
ionisation characteristics of its exhauist, Much• .hI PCnalty : Iligh ccst, electronic
the Intense radiation may he ohsctured by the complexity and weight.
missile body when viewed at a*ngles near to
"head-on", Nairow anglc reception would requlire While the hroad principhcs of microwave
rapid scan operation for surveillance purlposes, the hominig, guidance, tracking and detection remain,
alternative of initial wide angle rrceplion is likely snh-:~stcrn technology has advanced to a
to reduce detection sensitivity with increased remarkable degree. Reference 7 detahls somae of
background level, particularly at low elevatiouns thUsc advances. Where past missile-borne systems
near the earth's surface, As a dencn aid the have re.ltuircd large and heavy microwave and
detection or exhaust millimetric radiation may signal processing units, new generations or
form part or a hkybrid systcin to provide microwave equipment have become much smaller
surveillance, detection and counter action, due to moxlern circuit design and rabrication.

Signal pitocessing, with the advent or monolithic
3.4 Discussion integrated circuit technology, has led to

mitinaturi/taion which has been carried into
In trying to outlinc the Iproblcms associatcd micruowlvme technology with stripline techniques

with exhaust/microwave system interference oit) and nicro%•ave integrated circuits,
attempt has been made to offer solutions. Those
available to the engineer depend on the Millinctr!v waves olrr-r the advantagc of



small, lightweight systems having very narrow and Its receiver was I1,22m and matchcd conical
heimwidths with gyxi spatial resolution, esscntial horns with dielectric hi-convex lens formed the
qjualities ror high accuracy and precise target focused twaitms. Thie spatial resolution in thea
diefinlition. The physical size of' mincrowave vicinity of the locus, midway between the horns,
circuits are proportional to the inverse of' the presented an Airy disc radius or 0.057m ror
operating frequency and it is very ncoticeab~le in 14.5Gi1k and 0,0231n tor 315GHz. Each microwave
antenna design, Whereas at a frequency of assemrbly was housed in a metal acoustic cabinet
10(3Hz tlie antennat maty have A. diameter ol tOan oni anti-vibration mounts to minimise airborne and
for a given beam width, at 95(3Hz, ror !he saime groundborne intererencrce. These were then
heamwldth. the antenna diameter will hie (J im, mounted on a frame which was raised and

lowered by vlectrically driven jacks. System
This miniattirizatiotii process now% makes it simplicity reduced the risk orfal~se measurements,

poissible to have a complex homing system, such each transmitter consisted of a microwave
as that of active homing, within a missile of sonie generator, an Isolator and a microwave reed to a
120mm diameter, One outcome of thtis redlittion lens corrected horn via calibration attenuatlors.
In size and payload Is thea opporttncity to reduce Similarly, tite receivers had lens corrected horns
the sizn and thrust required of a rocket mnotor for termfli~ated by a crystal detector. Much the same
i. given performance such that motors hiaviing ciluillinetic wits used fii the US through the early
combustion suppressed exhausts become thie 1 970s whein meiasurements of this type were last
pirclurred option, This chapter will show that niade, A tspieal experimenital facility is shown In
avoiding secotndary comnbustion (afterhatrning) lit ligure 0~-2a with results from attenuation
hei exsatist will l'roveic exhaust Ic vj tra tutres :ieasuvrinc nts using suc cita systemc compared with

rising to cause ionisatlon and, withouit at large free prediction fin Fliitre it-21).
electron population, exhaust emnission, will he
dramatically reduced while atItenutat ion anid thte ITte conit'eept of lonigitutdinal measurements Is
generation of sidehatid noise will tno loiiger lie at tie wheie piropagationt path geomnetries more
problem, tnearly resemtbhe those (it' a mtissile system, The

receiving antenna is mnounted on or near to the
4.0 ASSESSMENT MIETHIODS test mnotor, cotnnmonly it thia nozzle exit plane,

*Liid the propuagat ion patti Is to a transmnitter In the
4.1I Measuremtent Techniques far field at slifficicict distance to allow

illumaina tioni of' the whole phime by a plane wave.
The greater nutmbi ter oit plumt in wivc~ r:iitsumci lie 111i c c 1f sight he twee ii the two antennae

have heen Miade uinder siatie, SCaI-kLVcl eCDdiictiMiIS initercepts the phaice axis at selected narrow
with both transverse and ton gi tfii I aa p rop~aga tion ;c spcc t angl es. Nciiiipat h in ter'erncrce by
pathus To a lesser extent wind funnelc wiad al it I tde raeciletot s tico tIn iitrudlng obhjects in the
-haniahers have prov ided Infrm ~iaat ion mia inlIy w t Ii propagit t io tHeltdc shi citii bite avoided. A general
transverse, foctased beami stad ies, Dedicated figt klt coinaery is showniiin Figure ti-I. Rotation of it
trials have been rare and proipagatci io data ttimotatite mlcatted roicket during firing permits
obtained is difficlett it)t accurately mia tcha skit h at tenunatIiona ito tie ieast red as a func tion of plume
missile fltight attitudes, aspect (Viewing) .angle. Figures 6-3 shows

esxanples ol such niicasuremenis where attenuation
4.1. 1 Static sea-level was recordecd lor motors with propellant variants.

The ratI Ios, e~g. 88/20, refer t o the
4.1.1.1 A ttenuat ion sot Isa luiinin iv i prcopetllan t loading. A plume

indcl ted vi nt IipaItt effec t, shiowing enhtancemnentI of
Transverse measuremcents 18, 9, 10l cit if the signat at Somte negative aspect anigles, N

at tenuvat ion made w itih Icustaed aiii c:rowavc'tcat bikiw t oa rty seen Fu.rIth ter iii easure rnciiiii compared
over very short propiagation paths throutgh rcocket k~h ItIprelctiotIitas are discussed In Section 4,2,
ex hitulsts otrcr t(tie opportic lity toc spati[alIty miall Pt hime IinsertLion tloss anid am plitutde modul~ation
the e~xtent ol cthtIe elect ricalt plttume Icy st ludy ii g h ave hee ci teiaxi ared ~cm ir liqiId and solid rocket
local properties at sccteIted slat kuios, lInfort iat Ic n iotc c rs at at %ar iely cif plui to axis/wavefront
gained in this way Is especially %aluahile for tlie intercepition anigles in thce frequiency range I .OGHz
val iclat ion of theore tical iccodets, t1c 14001 i11.

A systerlt occasimciattv usxed inth ~e UK( [quipintitti: A measuring systein 1111
oqwer'ted withi dIuial freqiuency Ch neIs, ICS 14.5611/' typical iii plumiite stuiidles Loct sist s of' a miiicrowave
and 350111, Separaticnc between each transmitter tiritlg ini which onie aurni is aii air path stihj;cted
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to interference by the rocket exhaust and the
second arm is a coaxial link providing an
unmodulatcd reference (Fig 6-4), Propagation lies Analogue an~d digital techniques are used.
between two towers 31m apart and t )m high
(UK). A 1.4w, 9.SGHz source supplies power to a 4.1.1.2 Signal Scattering
"hoghorn" antenna on the transmitting tower and
a lower power to the reference link between the Energy from an electromagnetic wave
towers. The receiving tower houses the rocket incident on the exhaust of a missile can be
motor mounted on a rotating thrust stand with scattered forward Into its *on-board" receiver
the receiving antenna attached to it adjacent to where it is seen as amplitude and phase
the nozzie. Both antennae are co-planar in the modulation prc.•nting unwanted sideband noise to
horizontal plane. Antenna polar patterns are the system. This may distort or obscure vital
shown In Figures 6-5 and 6.6 with the transmitter communication signals rendering the missile less
pattern, broad In the horizontal platte to effective or causing mission failtre. The
illuminate the whole plume at any aspect angle geometries of Figure 6-1 clearly indicate that to
and narrow In the vertical plane to prevent observe the true se:tlc or scattering by turbulent
spurious ground reflections, diel•ctric vddles the whole plume must he

illuminated by the incoming wave. Scattered
Received and reference signals are miNcd signal strength Is tucastired with the equipment or

with those from a local o,,cillator and the Suetion 4S1e1,1 and analysed using a Fourier
resulting intermediate frequtencies (IF) tre passed proccss where Ircqut.tcy components or noise
to the main processor housed in a eiat c 'ol roitnt fiorn ta spectrmn n as shown in Figure 6-7 with
90tn from the towers, Diode detectioat is uSeLd to values ruferred to a received signal level (i.e. after
extract the amplitude modulation, while rvevcivd atitvltialhtn) and quoted in a iLO. bandwidth.
and reference IF signal,, Lre cotnpared in a phase The vcurves s•tow aniplitude and phase modulation
sensitive detector to obtain phase mnodltlttat spectra and aire compared with the amplitude

ttodu•ation spectrum (RPE) of an indeicttdent,
Attenuation is mneastired hy mixitg part o' s.iniitir equipmu.nit operating simultaneously at the

the received IF signal with that from a t at s[:I* inc Sm aspect antgle. Phase mnodulation or a
.otttrolled oscillator to provide a low lItiutency 0.,U01/ Incidentt i% ave has been recorded over a
output for direct recording, It Is scen as at signal iattge of rocket motors "nd, for stnadl amplitude
loss over a linear dynarii range ol' 40dB, sigalls such as those generated In the plume, has

yielded phase spl)c•trt that tire In agreement with
Typical Performance sitnultauieusly recorded amnplittude spectra (UK).

AttenLationL ro ineasutre hackscatlter (radar cross section)
lrin the plimc the transmnitter and receiver are

Dynamic range -4.1) d11 ini the same io•atiotli (miono-static ratdar) with the
i.% ver In'asurin. g igual returns echoed front the

System resolution (ainplillido and I'llase missile 'esatist., thesc ,vattered retutrnts can he
ntodulaiion) espriescd as ait Olflctive area comipared with a

kinown s.tandar.i'd rielec tor tand representL energy in

At (0 dB attenttltioin -1t00) dtl to -120) dll the area minder the spectral curve,
At 30 diB attenuiation - QM dtl to -10.3 till

4 1.2 Wind Tunnel (Sintulated Flight)
Cross talk

Windi tInnel dynamic plume tests, with a
Sigla.t AMNI t) I'M -27 dlB k.o-rh]Miig tI'r streaimt at altitude, provide the
PM to Signal AM -310 dl closest simulation ol' aut in-flight missile, although
iefr AM to PM -I0) dl• there are ofrtn restrictions oat antennae placement

ntil ind.sirahlc shhock rulletion and wall effects

Plarist,. 1t1 he avoidded. 'irri tsverse atlenuation
oeasurcements are bicst sitled to these facilities

(an bie vcrtical or htori/'oitltl. ()ke.'.ioiimtl tis, m itt , ieci- tl• rio ri)r analysing plume
At' 'ircular polarisation. Ilthitlll.lt ob)hseretd in flight.

Rii(:rseiiliiig this lylp of work Figure t-8a

piese tIIis data 1':)r two colrmpos ilte mo tors with
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different levels or aluminium fuel (10%, 12%) and between simulated and actual flight data.
compares these with essentially identical motors Propellants D and H had thc lowest in both case!s.
but with the inclusion or small quantities of, Propellant E illi(the flight measurement gave htigh
miolybdenum trioxide as an attenuation attenuation suegecsting that the plume in this case
suppressant. The reduction inl attenuation1 due to was fiflly burning. P~ropellants C and D were
the additive is clearly demounstrated anld tleu identical apart twlin theC additive (PbCAO) in D
mechanism is further discussed In Section 5.1. Inl which was active as an attenuation suppressant.
Figure 6-8b results are shown from a wind tunnel Slisslle/hase diameter ratiios were small indicating
study used to assess the flight data of' six it large base with the likelihood that base
propellants under simulated nlight conditions, In recliculation ani at critical I. omhlnatlon of
all cases except E. peak attenuation occurred at %ariables contributed to some or the differences
maximum free stream velucitl'. Propellanit E oblservcd,
contained 3% K2S04 an~d lull al'terburning did tnot
occur. C, G3 and F had flameb. fully anchored to .4.1.5 Plone Emimssions
the nozzle.

To ditte emtissiont data are sparse. One UK
4.1.3 Altitude Ctaumber bawed experimentt afforded the opportunity to

midertake dual I'recluiene y measurements of
Transverse at ten uat ion niiticsttremii oits il I til sshiiis lt1'rom doubt le I itsts an ld composi51te motors

mnIsille plumes genera ted InI a Ititutde ci nihameris Ill' 31 k N aid l tkN thrust, respectively. The
were muadc fur a numtinbeir ol' years atl IlIt US Nmas l 1'ruLt te tieics of' hinc rest we re niomti nally 35011Hz and
Research Laboratory aili It) a lesser extent itt ttte 0061-/. atild siiiilatly constructed radiometers
UK J121J, A slitillai capabtility now exists ilt SN IIE COnlSisted01 oit di1st I ili telll it, radlionmeter fiead with
in Fratice, Results Iroin such ni iiIwstremiiem Is atc it Di eke ~v I-icu it cc atixe t with I. F. aipill'l ier
shown in Figure 0-1) where att tc ii tia Ii it I i I WO Icadliig i t) it detector and bI anid pams aiipl If her And
composite miotors at sitititlaled alltitudes fiitallyv otitiled it) It Cnrieltitet detector. The
(-25/28ki't and -40/42ilW) arc vomptpwed with 'ititettit 3tIF lobev s. Millls were 1.3: degrees and 0.8
attentuation at seat-level. Such iticasureutenits hiase degrees liii 35u lit atnd 9)611z, respectively,
limited use sinc 11Cthey nteglec e al l dyiant iic aspects Data Irin ittit e tad Into c tr were analysed by at
or fi ght, htowever, tIt cy make it pu;si tile it)i shtim it. ied Iat eci C pitptci. Fi guire o- 12 shows thle
11he Vlleets of, reduiced atrbicitt pircsstlre (li eettriai Ilitsiiirtttl attlaihtttt Ilritilittss temiperatures ror
chemical reactiuts occutrritng il it t cxltttst plumin the Liiitmpusitt. ptropellant ittcior and Figure 6-13
(particularly recotibintatioin reCact ti),IS) R'CIltVIICC 'hIllms ,itilakr kltics bitr thti dottlle base intiotr,
!3 also describies NRL. laciliti's bIngieiusedl '.'.itli

io-flowiing airtiricaiii for predictkion %,iditatii~at it 1.2 l'redlI lliim% and ttl iliititrlsolms

mteasuiremencits huei~ Itiltihiws 'tlitic %hi. tliiiirittiiL \uita ii' oithic ii t Iclv, itl tite first

antldIfilimied geuteti1m\httt ii ~litit to ii iili thtc little. ave)ragW~

4.1.4 Flight TIestliig d~5lttiti IttItitIIItII 'it* ciiittliciiimts ýpaliilly
dtel iiici hi, i~il uind rad ial io-ordimiates

Figure oi-tt0 isl i 5liihl examp tit lt11taicmtiitl chiVitIVIIil tol Ilie 0JI6u Iliot ill theC i10/1C eilt,
(lata galtied frotill a se-ilttilcll I hl~lli tvst.
Rotationt of the timssile (hlirinig hliel Itis .)1,2.1 Plm Ioi ildNidel

litIIICIIIIit/ I Ic .dat I roA: k l is itid C. ,t i v % ictti lkl til II %N. k IlLd i1, t, II 1 4"1. lw 'l a l

etimeofhe r io g pr Sue ti It ill r t ki it I s Ih ik 1iti titi tIis It triitit,,i' iliili iililc
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turbulent structure which, as a 1 )lA
minimum, include turbulent intensity C I- .

related to electron density fluctuations
and turbulent length scale

(iii) The electron collision frequency. (I -- A) 2+A (Aw)2}2] (4.2)

The total phase shift 0 irough a length 'd'
(iv) Free electron concentrations given by o heneoua plasea is

ionisation processes. 1201 of homogeneous plasma is

All of these parameters will have specific
values dictated by their spatial distribution 0 = (f - o) d
throughout the plume as shown in Figure 6-14.
Turbulence quantities must be appended to the where Po and
values shown in Figure 6-14, these can be derived
from turbulence kinetic energy values used to c = velocity of light in vacuo
determine the shear layer mixing for the
time-averaged flow. It is Important 1151 to The terms (Y and 0 are the real and
consider the recireculation region established at the imaginary parts respectively of the complex
base of the missile in flight when the biAse propagation constant 7 which defines the electric
diameter substantially exceeds the noz-.e exit field ol' the propagating ray
diameter. Recirculation affccts the development
of the downstream plume and may be critical to -40
the onset of afterburning. Calculations 121,221 of E = E e e
this region are commonly based on iterative 0
solutions over a fixed grid domain and. because - (+ ).lait
the method is demanding of computer time and = Eo e
storage, computations are normally confined to
structural information close to the noizce exit where V = tv + ili
where recirculation is significant.

In certain cases the predicted line-of-sight
4.2.2 Attenuation attenuation is a reasonably good estimate of

inea.irtnble values, These include focused-beam
Line-of-sight calculations are based on transverse attenuation where at the point of

computing the absorption of a single RF ray as it intersection between plume and beam axes, the
passes through the plume. Along the ray path. hall' power radius of the beam does not exceed
the plume is assumed to absorb as a series of one forth ol the plume radius. Equally,
homogeneous plasma volumes normal to the ray. predictions or longitudinal (diagonal) attenuation

by the line-of-sight method have shown reasonably
The attenuation ty (or energy absorbed) per goxod agreement with measured plume attenuation

unit path length (dBm-1) is given by 11,151 from composite propellants containing less than
5% aluminium 1151, Such plumes had a predicted
maximum electron density of less than 1016m'3
and showed a ratio of measured maximum

aI.68 -A) longitudinal attenuation to measured maximum
c 2 . .. + transverse attenuation that lay between 7 and 10.

A range of composite propellant plume data that( meet or fail these criteria are given in Figure
.( j(-(I A) 2+ A2  )2)i ]i (4.1) 6-15a where measured values of the ratio fall
2 ') between 0.7 and 10,

2 2 2 That diffraction may play a part in
where A= -U (v + a2) microwave propagation through highly ionised

exhausts is indicated by combining results from
transverse and longitudinal measurements and

The phase shift coefficient # is given by comparing them with predictions. Figure 6-15b
compares longitudinal attenuation measurements
for a given double base motor with predictions
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from the line-ot'-sight codle. At sinall plume 0-16c. The wind-tunnel data were obtained with
interception angles ntomn thc axis, attentuations or a motor hauving Ia quarter or the thrust or that ror
100dB or more are predictLed. This is in marked which calculationis %%-erc inadc. The base diameter
contrast to the observed insertion loss which was the same for both cases. The wind-tunnel
varies between -10dB and -30dB depending upon data in Figure 0-16c have been adjusted by
the location of the receiving antenna. Moreover. doubling the 5,11111 oi the abscissa which should
at t hese small angles the %air iaition of iteasi red par Li iily cONt Dit I pesac r tile difference ill thrust
insertion loss with frequency is not that to be between the measured and calculated cases.
expectcd should absorption be the dominant loss
mechan ism. Only at larger interecriptio angles. When the phonec size is scaled up to that
where comparatively short path lengths clost ito actually tested in% flight (0.406m base diameter.
the nozzle exist, is there reasonable agreement 0).134m no/zle exit diameter). calculations
between prediction and measurement. This is indicate that thc base effect is no longer critical
further confirmed by Figure 6-2b. where to thle initiation or in-flight aftcrbuwing or
transverse measurements at 35(11*, using a attenuation, although the base effect cause
focused beam system, agree well with% calculated arterburning to start mnuch closer to the nozzle
values of attenuation for the "atie motor, It is exit. The samte base diameter to nozzle exit
clear however, that should attenuation measured dit ameter ratio is mnaintained !in Figures 6-16 And
over the relatively short dhiametric patth at 3in he h.-17. The resuilts shown in Figure 6-17 are
present over long paths through thle Ivngth It of Ite c, on pat ible withI longitudinal microwave
plumei then alt teua t on ill vc sess oI NO(Id mii u d -itivtln tttion lcv ls down it) 2tOdB, which were
be expected. For exhatist jets %% here htigth cecetroi measured itt flight tests of propellant V. The
deiusilics exist, the insertiott loss, is nut: go~ erjietl iit-flight data have beent r-produced rairly well by
solely by absorption autd it her propaigation itminthi iting thle restults of Figure 6-17 with
inech n isms such as diffllractiton shoul d hie soulgh t. vieto ta pet ropagaio c11 alcutlationis, which

Include the effects of refraction and diffraction,
It Is part icuilarly initterest ing to examtinle tilie

flight data analyses in Figure o-Ilo, the transverse Figure 6-I81 X Otitpa, CS Iliasured anti
wlnd-tlI nnul at telnuatlion asrentts if Figu re Valke 1tim edlt 01g ittitdi nil aft te ta tion for a rocket
6 9 and caleulatitoins grit ph1 I~l Ily St Itt1l tarisedl ill nitioIir limin ig a eoitiposi te propellant containing
Figures 6.16 and 6-17 itt whith lvIase reerclat thi tng 5'1 a ttl~ti thum. TI iis did not prolthice a highly
flow was coutpled inl thIe dowustruatin Ili wf Iv it Ate it imthig 2 Shiil 1st, an ld simtple line-of-sigh~t
1451. All employ a comtitoit liIohllmitl: rptat PJuiivitt i teilte i hs kker 'ie t mlivihtI.
C' which Is litoetnlsdersistlitng ofl 241':
polyurethane andi 751%f atuoiutmotlt~ perhltorate. Iti 4. 2.3 F', wtmrc Scatter
the wind-tuinnel tests tile results %%er %crvry
eictsi live to free -sI rcankt Maclh wittl~ticr. l3doW tvale ii it io is ol' forwatrd scat teri ng 12,23,24,

Mach 2.8 thtere wats no it fltc rltrn i g, rcstitItingt int (& it iiiienovas radia lit II by ex hauist plumes
negligible attenuation. At Macli 2.S anid althme, hiave beeuti porlorrie sitnce tile mid 1960s. fit
base burning indutced cottibttstiuit inl thle phitiie theUse cUilettli ioit it is assuml~ed ithat at receiving
and attenuation readited a level comnparahle %k itht altitelta is mutotnted att [lte rear of a
those in Figure 0-10, rocket- piopelled %chideC andi is Illunminated by a

platte %%atve. Tile geontetry of' the problem is
Figure 6- 16!t shows tenmperature calcualaionls illustr-ated in, Figurej )-lia, vm cli also defines some

for propellant 'C' atl 7.6kni altitude, a sOorcity of o~f thle %ariahles. Thte itteident plante w~itc
M 2.2. with a 0.1I27111 diaitt dyr imissil hItc baneid jilt tillit a ts tilie i I ole 14 tiltite exhaust jet so that
0.042m nozze exit diamecter (c - 4.3, pc - 4 x I104' power is scattered [itti allI part,; or tile jet inito

Pa.Tbis Mach ittin her wa.s 0hose it becatise tt lie revet~i VtItaItileImit. Tttrhit Ience-lidcltced eddies
corresponds to tile onset of vigorouts atterbitrnitig of fluictttatintg ciectroit denisity xpopulate large
in nlight tests ulsing this piropellant in a motor the regions of the exhatust anid become sources or
stize (if that analysed in Figure f)-17. It is obvious signal scatttering, mttoing at local texhaust velocity.
that the calculations w~ithoiut a base effect show Each sinirce 5011111i1 (LIV) CL0itributes in some
no aftcrhurning at all, whecreas the effect of the lileastire ito tilte overdIl received signal strength,
hase is to cause signif'icant arterhurtting. anti, as bitt atl a frequtency rermved fromn that of the
seen In Figure t)-161), a dratntatic ittcreise inl inteilelt wave by a "Doppler shift, imposed as a
electron density. Predicted sea Iles el i~iltctatiOul. ri' still o)I local eddy gas velocity with respect to
wind-tunnet data. and predicted attentuation for the rcceiver, Scattered energy rLceived in this
simulated flight conditions tare recorded ilt Figure watitiier is relatled to tlie inicident-received signal
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by the equation characteristics, The ttirhulent length scale (a) is
commonly taken to be the correlation length for

P G C turbulent velocity fluctuations which may differ
s f 2L! o d from the required length scale for fluctuations in

P. o dv r, electron concentration. It is calculated using a

I fi l two-equation turbulence model in the plume
structure program. The turbulent intensity (1) is

where P,/P, is the ratio of the noise power to the often set to unity but can also be seen as a
signal power. G0,1 the receiving antenna gain in function or axial distance downstream of the
the direction of the transmitter and G# 2 t[at in nozzle exit and a corresponding radial distance.
the direction of the element dv. The distance Both parameters are discussed in greater detail in
between the receiver and the scatlering element is Rcrerence 20.
denoted by r and a is the volume scattering
crrý!s-section, The volume or integration includes The 'Doppler, frequency shift of the power
the whole plume. Ca Is the attenuation loss factor entering the receiver from scattering elements dV
along the path through the plume to and rrom the is written
element dv.

I =-U(cos .8t- co,2) (4)
The volume scattering cross-section (0) is a local D L (S Cos (4.4)

property of the exhaust plume and may be shown

to be :- Fhr a given clement (dv), if the wavelength

(.) ' thO, incident wave and the local gas velocity
0,63 x 32r 4 r 2 n, in2 a (u) arc known tile rrequency of the scattered

I = (4,4) iPowcr I'or angles /: and 182 of Figure 6-1 can be
(I + t'2co 2)2  B obtained rromit this equation. Summation of all

scattered energy generated in this way throughout
the plinle l'orms the radio sideband spectra

w[" 112 associated with rocket exhaust interference.
where t = in1 the turb~ulent Plhnic characteristics, which will change with

fluctuation of electron density (c' and altitudc and rorward velocity, govern the
spectrum of tile total received power, It may be

B ( n) I 2I/ dolninated by line-ol'-sight or scattered energy or
may contain significant contributions from both.

the Kolmogorov turbulence 'lunc tIon. Comparisons between prediction and experiment
arc shown ill Figu 0)-19.

In this eqtluatio(n r, is the classical electron
radius, yi the angle hetween the direction ol' 4.2.4 Back Scatter
scattering anld the incidenlt electric v'cctor atlnd av
the scattering angle. I is tile local intensity ofl Back scatter ofr microwave radiation by a
electron concentration f'luctuations, ni. is tile Iocal p[hullo is calculIatted USling tile sanc scattering
mean electron density and 'a' the turbulellt length eqtlations (4.3, 4.4 and 4.5) used for forward
scale. v is the local electron-neutral body collision scatter, Sonic diffrcences occur in the use of the
frequency. W the angular frequency olt the equations Ior the two situations' for back-scatter
incident signal and k the wave iuilbcr (k - 2.70.), the anglc. o. is fixed at 180 degrees and the

albsorptionll ftinctio.lh Ca. is made of two parts that
In Equationa 4,3 and 4.4 the angies y) and (Y are generally the saine oti incidence and departure

and the distance r mnay be determined f'ronl a scattering element, dv, This contrasts
geometrically, c, k and the receiving anltenna gainl with f'orward scattering where (v assumes all
function are known characteristics of the values and C,, differs In value between that of
microwave system. If ne, w, I and a are defined incidence and departure.
throughout thie plume I'lowlield the scattered
power may he calculated. Fundamental experimental work for

determining plume backscatter has been
Flu-'fied calculations can pImide local gas conducted at tile Stanford Research Institute

velocity, mean electron dc:risity and dllcctron- (SRI) ill the frequency hands 7GOlz to I I,5GHz
neutral body collision I'requency hut considerable and 26.5(1iH to 40Gi1z 120-301. In this work the
uncertainty surrotnds the turhlllence exhauist plune, which was studied at a reduced
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ambient pressure of 800Nm"2 , was produced by 4.2.5 Diffraction
burning ethylene and oxygen with KCI seeding to
produce ions. Variables of the plume were The transverse measurements described in
studied including electron fluctuations auu Section 4.1.1.1 and 4.2.2 support the view that
turbulence-scale length correlations. Variations ol longitudinal received signal level is not determined
ambient pressure and the cl'lefcts ol' a co-Ilowing solely l)y ahsorption and that significant amounts
stream were not studied. The SRI results ofler of energy can reach the receiver other than by the
some insight into the parameters 'it" and 'a* of direct line of sight. An example suggesting a
the scattering equations. diffraction mechanism In operation is given by

Figure 6-22a and b which presents plume attenu-
An important flight trial, dedicated to the ation at two wavelengths for a highly ionis•d

measurement of backscatter or, as it is often exhaust plume. The measurements are compared
referred to, radar cross section (RCS) was made with prediction at zero aspect angle and two
in the U.S. and the results were compared with plume intersecting aspect angles. The antenna
calculations. In general. Doppler frequency shift displacement from the motor axis was changed for
relates to plume flowtield velocity comnponents each firing.
along the radar line-of-sight through the plume
and can be associated with specific rcgions of a Measured attenuation at K band (nominally
flowfield prediction that calculates the spatial 3561iz) shows good agreement with predictions at
distribution velocity. In the hackscatter prediction /cro aspect angle suggesting conformity with the
code, specific RCS returns were associated Mtih line-ut-sight theory of Equation 4.1 in Section
specific regions of the plume and hence, with 4.2.2 which was used for the calculation.
specific velocities. These were then joined flowever as the increase In aspect angle directed
together to form the total theoretical radar cross the propagation path into regions or higher
section of the rocket phume, Figure 6-20a shios electron density so that conformity lessened.
the total RCS Doppler spectrum measured in Even at /ero aspect angle it Is the steepness of the
flight and was obtained by summing the Doppler curve at 15dB which gives the appearance of
spectra from nine individually resolved range agreement, The bracketed point pair shows the
"bins" in the RCS Ilight data. Doppler shift data difference in attenuation for the same
from each or the range "bins" can also be plotted, displacement. Accepting uncertainties associated
each range "hin' corresponding to a 20.21n length with predictions, experiment and theory are not In
of' plume. This technique provided, in effect, at great disarray, particularly below the 10dB
"diagnostic probe" with which to interpret data at I lntlat lon level.
from the fnight plume for comparison with
spatially resolved plume calculations. Values from I hand (nominally WOWH.) does not show the
each of the nine "bins" are compared, calculation samet degree of agreement and with the reduced
with exp.riment, in Figure ).2()h. slope of' the experimental curves it is evident that

they will cross tho-se of K hand. Beyond the
Past RCS measurements (RATSCAT) %tere intersection. in increasing attenuatlon, there will

made or, firings of ahltuinizi:d solid propellant hi a reversal o:' exhaust penetrative powers
motors and liquid motors seeded with controlled hetween K and I bands, which is contrary to
amounts of potassium it) produce free vlectrons Equation 3,1. Slight differences in aspect angle
and thus modify the RCS 1311. The data collected do not invalidate these observations since the
was not taken with Doppler radar equipment hut family of curves allows reasonable Interpolation.
there is good total RCS data viewed from Further substantiation of a diffraction mechanism
broadside and angles either side of broadside, is given by Itc very close agreement between
The measurements were maade by rotating the pluime attenuation measured for a 0.2% potassium
motors during firings. Early calculations 1321 gave seeedd, 20ql aluminised rocket motor and the
reasonably good agreement with data, more recent diffraction pattern of ar alurninium cylinder (Fig
'alculations in the U.S. are sho%ing renmarkably 0-20). Lower potassium and/or aluminium
good agreement with the RATSCAT loadings of the rocket propellant result in similar
measurements 1331. A sample of RATSCAT data, radiation patterns, but with reduced signal loss.
from eight test firings, is shown without details itt The apparent discrepancy between the two
Figure 6.21. Six frequencies. between 0.15 and straight lines shown In Figure 6-16 is explained by
5GHt were used In the experiments. All motors a (ifrrraction calculation.
had thrust levels of about 8.06kN with two levels
of aluminium 16% and 5%.
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A good theoretical description or the propellant motor. The solid points are those of
diffraction process has yet to evolve, it is a individual firings, the full line is that of the
complex subject 115,34.351. Simple computer diffracted signal where Eo/Ei is the attenuation
programs for modelling diffraction of microwaves level in decibels. Work is still proceeding to
by an afterburning rocket plume have met with evaluate this method for a range of rocket motors.
some success and reproduce experimental
longitudinal attenuation data quite well. (Figs 4.Z.6 Refraction
6-23, 6-24 and 6-25). One such model is based
on the theory of line source diffraction by 4.2.6.1 Longitudinal Refrctilon
semi-infinite wedges and strips and has been
consistently successful. (Fig 6-25). This and The refractive index or a medium is given
other methods are discussed with references in by n - c/v, where v is the velocity or
Reference 15. electromagnetic radiation in the medium and c is

its velocity in a vacuum. In an absorbing medium
Recent investigations 1361 have employed the Index of refraction is complex: a - n(i + ik).

ray-tracing studies to estimate the temporal Solutions to Maxwell's equations for a
development of wavefront distortion and have monochromatic plane wave in free space provide
indicated the possible existence of' dilrraction. the propagation constant 7 = 4Y + I# which can be
From plume flowfleld data of electron density related to the complex refractive index (a) since or
contours, a three dimensional model of' the spatial = wnk/c and /I -wn/c where w is the angular
variation and gradients of the complex rel'ractive ve!ocity (' the wave
index has been developed. It was based on it
three dimensional plume "tear drop" function
sectioned by .a plane surface, This cuahled rapid . = ic i+rc
progress by ray tracing leading to an inmestigation , , W
of the progressive wavefront distortion The complex nature of' the refractive index
experienced by a plane wave propagated through arfects the peath of the ray through an absorbing
the plume, The diffraction is dominated by it medium, Poynting's vector oscillates in such a
highly localised stationary phase region with a medium, consequently the energy path cannot be
position that could be defined by Inspection of obtained fronm this vector which leads to
refractive waveform compression. An equivalent Computations of considerable complexity. If
dffractor was established having lite or or i ahsorption over one wavelength is not appreciable,
ideal absorbing disc and combining the (iTD I leiis thin the complex law or diffraction deviates
with that from a direct ray. Thl, equivalent negligibly tron Snell's law for absorbing media.
diffractor was replaced by an elfective difiracting
surface, positioned in the same way, Three
dimensional ray-tracing of a large number of these
rays and their truncation at a relative phase-time Sin 0
defined by the assumed location of' this surface,
was used to define secondary sources and where the subscripts refer to the media on either
represent in a more natural way, the stationary side of a boundary crossed by the radiation,
phase region within a discrete form of the
Fresnel/Kirchkoff scalar diffraction integral. It is in the outer regions of the plume where
Account was taken of the very high lateral spatial refraction can occur %ith little attenuation or the
refractive index gradients in the region between incident wave, that energy in the wave leaving the
the effective diffracting surface and the plane of inhidet wabe, that e hih tewvel lavion ththerecive byincrpoatng eomtrial askng exhaust can he at a high level, Calculation of
the receiver by Incorporating geometrical masking refraction in these regions, where the refractive
into the diffraction calculation. For small angles, index gradients are low, can be achieved by the
the effective diffractor approach was justified use of contours ofr cnstant refractive index.
because the loss mechanism was dominated by the While recognising that the mean refractive Index
behaviour of the wavefront in a highly localised continually changes through the plume, as an
region. It is also strongly influenced by (tic Iregin. t i als stongy ifltince bythe approximation the path of the ray can be stepped
masking effect of the intervening dense plasma through small volumes of constant refractive

and a non-abrupt interaction of the direct ray Indeugh a ll dire st o f a one a nt erac e
between transmitter and receiver. Figure 6-26 idcx changing direction at each interface. The

step length can vary according to the localshows a sample comparison between calculated ref'ractive index gradient and Snell's law can

diffracted signal and measured attenuation for a apply
high electron density plume rrom a double base apply.
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The results or several two-dimensional The monochromatic emission intensity along
refraction calculations are shown in Figure 6-27. a line or sight or path length L through a
Oblique entering rays are refracted in the non-isotropic, non-isothermal mcdium is given by
direction of increasing refractive index so strongly
that they seem to almost glance off the plumeI.e r
The fact that these rays emerge with little It(A) =f xp K (C) dL'] Ku') 1 ( ) df
attenuation can result in multi-pati, effects in the o 0
field beyond the missile which may interfere with (4.6)
target tracking as Indicated In Section 3.1.2 or
with other missiles in salvo operation, where 1n (0. A) is the local black body emission

and K(E) is the absorption coefficient at
Multiple ray tracing as performed in wavelength A. The absorption coefficient, at

References 34, 36 and 37 will provide a more angular frequency (a = 2,rmc/A), of a plasma
rigorous method of calculating refractive effects with no magnetic field present is given by Sume.
over a range of rocket exhausts.

4.2.6.2 Transverse Refraction K = 2w n2/c

The interaction of a focused microwave
beam propagated transversely through a plume where c is the velocity of light and n2 is the
can be developed using the same method as that imaginary part of the complex refractive index
for the longitudinal case, Refraction of a single (n).
ray by a homogenecous plume will undergo a Following Sume
change in direction and path length. Summation
c.f all such rays arriving at the receiver will result
in a distorted wave pattern with variations or n2  ( 1,I -n.,) 2

phase and amplitude across the wave front. A
non-homogeneous plume increases the
complexities of calculation since changes of = I - x (I --i Z"
refractive index gradients within the plume must
be considered as the ray progresses through.

Assigning
The energy in a focused microwave beam

has been reported to vary as a first order Bessel
function of the first kind, A = wp2 w-2 and z = va" 1

Figure 6-28 compares experimental
transverse attenuation data from firings of three with v as the electron-neutral molecule collision
motor sizes containing identical propellant with frequency and wp as the plasma frequency given
the results of the transverse refraction model, by
The refraction model agrees with the data far
better than the simpler attenuation model. In
using the model, a beam radius of 0.05m and (0D-- = Ne C2/ om
beam focal length of 1.Om were assumed,

4.2.7 Emlsison whcrc. Ne Is the electron density, c and m are the
electronic charge and mass respectively and co is

The physical processes governing thermal the permittivity or free space, one now obtains
emission from rocket exhaust plumes at
millimetric wavelengths have been examined by
Sume. 161 The mechanisms considered were
free-free electron emission (brcmsstrah lung), n 2= (1 2 .
molecular band emission, free-bound electron 2 1 + z
em!ssion, and the emission from aluminium oxide
particles in the exhaust. The dominant
mechanism was found to be the free-free I x 22 ( 21
continuum emission from electrons, and is the 2+ )'+ + xZ
only mechanism considered in this treatment.
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or if produce a motor that yields no guidance or
tracking problems and offers minimal sl~aaturc.
ThroughoutI the chapter miLrowave attenuation,

2 V + w2 and V2 g W2, or if V2 > orl scattering and emimiori have been directly
associated with thei'c jice c or free electrons in

2 , the exhaust hrougitf abltit by lonisation of
2 ( impurities at exhaues iV1T.n,nc;1Lure,

.1 Cheini'.i ldfalo

Hance, if temperature, electron con- edl oial laimtlIprte r
centratIon and electron -neutral molecule collision Remadily sonrce rbfre alkalirmtal imnre arocet
frequency are known along the line or sight. the axmajortsouc O f these. oim ele tmos in rocke
emission can be calculated. The quantities can all exalcumsts, cOfmi t ese, odumt, fot rmiu g an

bep udch o as rEorke exastPeF.iglm small but significant constituent of the propellant.
programs scasRPo F.Typical concentrations of these metals In solid

Theblak bdyemisio isgien y lte rocket mnotors would be 30ppm by weight of
Thackeqblackiodyeisonsgvnh h potassium and lO0ppm of sodium (and even

Plane equtionhigher levels of' calcium) depending upon the type
of propellant and its method of manufacture.

Ilu=C ex (CAT) 1) 4.7) Complete remnoval of these Impurities from
propellan ts is d ifficult and prohibitively expensive,

Composite p~ropellants incorporate calcium
Since apparent brightness temperatures are fitt the phosphate form to reduce agglomeration In

required, the black body emission equation is atumiottium perelilorate, while the hydroxide is
simplified by Ignoring the first term (Ct I /V), and used ito counter the acidity of nitro-cellulose in
the apparent brightness temperature is calctulated, double base propellants.

The engineering quantity, Apparent The onisation process Is very much
Brightness Temperature, Is here defined as that dependent upon exhaust temperaturcs, should they
temperature which is required In Equation 4.7 ito be lowered the electron population will then show
give the same output emission as lit Eqtuation 4.6 it marked (declinec, redtucing the severity of
at wavelength A. microwave attenuation, Ultimately, if the plume

is p~revenIted from burning, very little or no
A simpliied three-dimensional geometry attenuation is evident.

treatment Is used to define the lines of' sight, The
position of any point along these lines of sight Exhauist coliihtstion is supported by
may be transformed into the plume f'ramei ol' tI'aine-propitiation of, frec radecals like H and OH
reference, and, using linear Interpolationi. lthe and rapid i oval of these radicals is the aim or
values of temperature. electron density and comnhu~sth( suppression. Although paradoxical,
collision frequency at any point can he calculated potassiumn salts introduced Into double base
from the plume output. propellants as a small percentage of the propellant

can stimulate the radical-removing reaction
Provision can also be made for the p~ossible processes.

transmission of backgrotund radiation f'romn
sources on the far side of the plume to the K + OH + NI - KOH 4 NI
(detector. A uniform apparent brightness, K01-1 4 If - K + 1-20)
temperature, specified by the user, Is assumed for
the background radiation, This Is added to lthe Sodium has similar reaction przoperties but,
total calculated emissions at the end (if' each line weighit for weight, is tunlikely to better potassium.
of sight, and Is taken as the total emission for An important aspect of flamne suppr"-sion agents
lines of sight which do not Intersect lhte plume. Is that they should act in the gas phase kather

than produce condensed productn. Potassium
5.0 REDUCTION OF EXHAUST INTER- compounds have been shown to be effective
FERENCE AND SIGNATURE ,uppressants for double base propeliants (38.39,

411.
It should be the aim In rocket design to
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Some alkaline earths have heen considered, loran stable compoiinds with thc chlorine.
notably niolybdenian, iron cobalt and tunagsten.
1401 Willi doatibi base~ propellIantis it might N b

;trgtitcd that ;liy addiliv he orminig stahle negative
Suppression add iti ves can he sintrodii ee il it a Ii as ini Ihtic cxaws I ci it, inl some measure, reduce

vaneIvl of wAtVS, tile nMost c011na1on1 hiil. &S As a rcc c lee I ili cc caice iiira irtios, particularly since
propellant ingredient hill other methods suich its (CIli is iant being~ generated.
annular spray rings, ablating rods or collars and
charge or throat coatings are possible. While 0.0) RECOMMENDATIONS
static rocket firings arc used to assess thc
performance or additives it must hie cautioned It has tong been recognised that to fully
that in critical 'burn/no-huirn' cases lthe tatrhulettee evaluate the tilicrowave properties or a rocket
or rorward velocity or other perturbations ill tMotor exhaust for a specific role, flight tests
flight may itnfluence the onset of exbattst should be undertaken in the proposed operational
combustion. Wind-turnnet tests or ultimately environment. This is known to be very expensive
flight tests may hec necessatry to cinsure complete when tile fulli ranige ol' operating temperatures,
confidecne. AllittideS atid %viocities are represented. Also

missile mananocti res and inloirmation on flight
The case f'or coniposiw propetti atits is o nc 'itlit ide at anly ii istatn t canl make the recording of

where total suppressioni is mit tikl'etY to Ihe tILc iri te ftligh hi ala at iirricukit task. Added to
successful. Som'e retliefIn frmm I cotatleuioli cati lie 111i" is tilie t .act tha ftlight IteSt Lanl Only COMO at
achieved by [ft!i iaitroudalicthn iii clrI-lail o10.1il. I t c i c po st dlesign stage when tilie programme Is well
comtpounds into the exhautist which wvill lower the illvanced. Anty fundamnental changes at this point
free electron concentration. Two cheicaOLil aie cut en strongly resisted knil a compromise
miechanismns tire slittestedt, Onec involves tilt craters lthe proj' ect, Theoretical pltimia studies
process 1)r eluctron attaaelament o here tree (itteting re.lii able c pditilis ttlte time when
electrons aire replaced by 'l.seavy, slow maoving. tecsigit optiutis are IleilC conisidered would he the
negative lonis whlich ':ontIr ihtt e %i.ry tlilt c ito iteal way tio ipt itilse propulsion performance
in icrowavce absorption11 1431, Us inrg ii ol 'lind nati ata is laj~~ 141a1 intcn te lecs, Althbough wetll progressed,
ati example, %liach Inlchb a lisnas coila It e -p uitan tech ii ibgy lois yet to reach the stage where

sinotlelllnti leclnlitpis tpreclulde recourse to
experimnaits. Thac aimn of a plume study group

c 0 11%o' 1 1 ai11itI e alo perf'ect these technitques stupportedI by
aidai on iii 'it tnti well conceie hetcxpenimentis.

c'+ l~hi) ~ NtO l
It is recimiaiiaictiiaec that theoretical studies

Jitailtlt ic iianteraakvt ii iiaaciKrslanid thec chemical
These rcitctioais iaust oicer-ritle I tic ilicad Atil% 'IC tili Lad a imicrichsiviamic propertie s ofi tile plumei
reactioli l tihm~d lceadiiig to as, miraacooae signtature arid

pciopavt titmi cli rac tenislecs. For alily proposed
IroptalSiolk svSt~lia It1Li 11111aSI be hacked by

c'+ licI C1* It %ýIlitlalioa ill test lacilitics of lthe kind discussed
lcrc tand ill skcctiiri 3.1.

Time other nitechanisin tais lthe obiject ofn lowering~ 6.1I Test ( )tmjectlve~s
tile free radical conceentrat itons iai the exShauost tilt

not to tile poinit ot' Hlaim. emtinlaticimi It chlmlriame is Ilaa oladen that research aiad naissile projectsi
lirescilt il lite Ilhtinc tliaco iii tgerwenl [tic Lan he salipporirtd, facilities icor nacasnniiing rocket
ionIisaItilon (italkali itocliti stA; takcs mlite Ii ria c liti st ia icroci a c print wnties shouald be broad

raiaging witti siatiiiaiatiii flcxilility. The following
reittiirai-ciatis ire ccl cmivii ts, ibhjcclives

ACI" 3HIf A ** IIG - 11,
0i lo piovitle cxpctimcimltt dlata ror ncw

whcre ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ rsirl cecamicepis.,Icirn j' cllqici

Nait if th1oe it If ( ttie I iyd rogera awtito drI op 1441I. (io Tio coi il ict cx periment forir the
It is i511515 L'tnt thamt the atditiive shon imd leminitit ill %lilat iii tif pruiliction codks,

[tic gas pihase ill tile eXht;1sst, c(ltiallY It latatild tlot
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(III) To compare motors for specific disturbance to the microwave equipment and
mission objectives. affords an economy in motoirs it they have

burning times that allow angular sweep operation
(iv) To metasure the microwa'% during firing, Obviously, anteninae polar patterns

charactcristics or propellants should reflect this movement in that. ror forward
containiing a range of additives for scatter, with the receiving antenna attached to the
plume suppression and othcr motor in tL~c nozzle exit plane, the energy from
interference relief. the transmitter must illuminate the whole plume if

true sideband noise levels are to be obtained.
(v) To evaluate rocket motors for icrvicc Polar patterns tailored to the location are

acceptance. advisable to Avert the possibility of spurious
reflections entering the receiver. Some beam

6.2 Test Facilities shaping is seen in Figure 6-5 where the antenna
was uncd on the elevated firing facility mentioned

Test facilities are expensive and not all in Section 4.1,1.1,
interested plume groups feal free to commit large
sums of money to fund th'., options available, Transverse plume measurements are usually
They tall into three main categories :-made over very short distances between focused

heams. They are normally of a diagnostic nature,
(i) Static firings at sea-level, as it research probe, lor prediction validation or

cotnparative tneasurement, one motor with
(ii) Free flow velocity simulation using another. Short 41ignal paths bring the microwave

wind tunnels or high velocity sludge equipment close to the rocket motor anti Its
tracks. exhuaust -where ground-borna and air-borne

vibrations can tic a prohlem and radiant heat
(III) Simulation of altitude anti free h'ow damage at possibility. A major facility

velocity In chamhers. requirement Is that the support carriage bearing
the microwave system should he able tu travel the

6.2.1 Static, Sea-level complete length of any rocket plume under test.
Equally, the minimum vertical travel must take

Of the facilitics, the most vcruAtle Is4 the the microwave beam diameter through the full
open range, static firing site where short and long diametric range of the exhaust, For an exhau.,t
range inicrowave measturements can he conduk'.ed having symmetry about the motor axis this reced
and where the various smoke amid emiussin tests. only he just heyond the radius, but it must be
outlined in the previous chapters, can also lie rumembered that there may be, angled or multiple
accommodated, For example. some emission no/Aci motors. For both longitudinal And
measurements with passive instrurncntation can he transverse measulrements, where research
combined with microwave nwa~surcmenms. Other vecrsatility is important, the installation of a gas
combinations spring readily to mind, enginc or 1!tmild j'~latcngoc can be of

beinef'it, Variations or' thrust, mixture ratio, length
It should he possible to fire a lull range of of burn and chemical seeding can he readily

motors, in both physical size and thrust andi, to achieved, Thie inwita installation costs of these
maximise site use. restrictions imposedi by engines may he quite high hut running coss,
proximity to other installations or acoustic assuming a good use ratc. are low,
sensitive environments should he avoided.

0.2.2 Free Flow Velocity Simulation
Instrumentation should have case, of'

deployment andi he able to view the plume fromn Longitudinal ineasurements are not often
all aspect angles and l'rom it variety of distances. attempted in the confined space of a wind tunnel
For longitudinal microwave cxhaust propagation where access is difficult anti give rise to scattering
experiments the propagation paths must hie frcu and mnultipitth uincertainties in the experimental
from obstruction or any structure likely to data obtained. Attemrpts have been made to
Introduce multipath reflections, this includes provide internal absorption liners but these are
ground reflections, consequently an elevated harshly treated hy the environment, However,
thrust stand mnay be considered neccessary to wind tunnel exits can be fibri~acd to produce
ensure :integrity of' measurement. Variation in airllow% over the missile hody which simulate
aspect angle is often accomplished by rotalikiti oli Ilight vclocity conditions. uiven that the wind
the motor, which has the advantage of least turmnel exiti to an open site area a range of
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microwave measurements can be undertiken bolth 3 Smoot. L D, Underwood, D L
transverse and longitudinal. It must be Prediction or Microwave Attenuation
emphasised that for the latter case. spurious Characteristics of Rocket Exhausts
microwave rcflcctions entering the receivers from J Spacecraf't and Rovcks, Vol 3, No 31,
any nearby objccts or the ground must he made March 1966
negligible, also any airflow intcraction1 %011t the
ground downstream or the tunnel exit may make 4 Smoot. L D, Seliga, T J
conditions for longitudinal measurements Rocket Exhaunt Plume Radar Attenuation
unacceptable. and Amplitude/Phase Noise

J Spacecraft and Rockets Vol 4, No 6, June
Sleds propelled by the rocket along high 1967

velocity tracks can simulate flight conditions bilt
their use for longitudinal microwave 5 Victor, A C
measurements leave doubt about the results Microwave Interference Characteristics of a
obtained. It must be kept in mind that although Solid Rocket Motor Exhaust
prefiring multipath reflections van be redlited, tlia NWC Chira L~ake, CaliforniA, NWCTP4199,
dynamic case raises the possibility r inlIumL' Oct 1908
refraction, diffraction or scattering causing
unwanted returns l'romn the track and necarhy 0 Stinec, A
objects. This mnethod of measurvement should hie Millimetric Wavelengths Emissions from
approached with caution. Solid Propellaunt Rocket Motor Plumes

Hirsvarets Porskingsanstalt Report C3029 1.
0.2.3 Allitude and Velocity Simtalitlion EL 1.C-3, Sept 1 982

Those iesrnets gain 1imalnly 7 Raniscy, D A
transverse, more ntearly represent those ol' I'lighi, The kvaluiation of' Radar Guidance
It might be argued that hecatise ol' tike control GEC Journal of' Research, Vol 3, No 2,
availabku, the aniount of Information gained Is I 985
more useful and cost effCtiveo thani that ol' I'ight
trials where Interpretation Is dfilficult. Such 8 Cummings, C; A MeD, Lawrence, R E,
facilities have good value om reeaurch jind Travers. B F L
prediction validation wheni studinilrg fpluntc Radio Interference dite to Rocket Exhaust
expansison with altitudie, n1ozzes, base Hlow effe'(Cts%, luls, A Detailed Study oflilha Interference
propellants and additives. Tlity prcvh lieti Clinracierlstics of at Selected Propellant
design team witl) conflidence it) proceed %ditl a RPElcclm Report 71/73. 1971
project hacked by strong expcrlotertal vvidence to
mupport predictions which can then hie trainslated 1) Cummings, U A NkLD. Travers, B3 E L,
!o meet operationtal tieeds, Wilsoii, A S

Radio Im~iterreimue hfite to, Pocket Exhaust
7.0 REFERENCE~S lets, The Study of Iv Structure Using

Focused Microwave Beamis
I Williamris, It RPE Tcch Report 7 1/72, 1971

Radio Propagationm through Rotckvt Exhaust
Jets: 1t) Victor, A C, Manitz, J C
Part 1, Electromagnetic WVave Propagitt ion In terac lion of Focused Microwave Beams

In an lonised Medium. with a Rocket Lshauti
RPE Report No 37, Eehrujary 19.59 NWC China Lake. Californila NWCTP5119,

Fvh 1972
2 Williams, H, Wilson, A S, Blake, C C

Scattering f'ront a Tuirhulewi Rocket Exhtaust I I Lawrence, R E
Jet filluminatedl by Plane Wave Radio Interlecrence Caused by Rocket
Electronics Letters Vol 7, No 181). Sept Exhmaust Jents The Measurement of Phase
1971 Modulati n

RPIE Tech PReport No 70/9, Oct 1970
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Fig. 6-4 Attenuation Measuring Equipment. Schematic Diagram
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Fig. 6-8a Simulated Flight Data. Two Composite Propellants

with and without Molybdenum. 8.53km Alt. M2.2

Calculated

Free Stream Ciamber

Propellant Velocity Temperature
mis at 5.07MPS

C 883.0 2412K
D 883.0 2366K
E 851.3 1967K
F 838.2 1963K
a 894.6 2170K
H 929.3 2243K

3

2-

01•
0 1 2 3 4 ft

0.30 0.61 0.91 1.22 m

DUt'tes from Nozzle Exit

Fig. 6-8b Simulated Flight Data for Six Propellants

Thrust - 222.4N. Alt. - 10km to 11.6km
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Fig. 6-9 Measured Transverse Attenuation versus Altitude for the Plumes

of Two Composite Motors. Frequency: Nominally 100l z.

(Scaled by inverse root-thrust).
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Fig. 6-10 In-Flight Attenuation for Propellant "C" (Rolling Missile)
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Appropriate Attenuation
Expected for Line-of-Sight

/ Propagation

// ELP

10- 88/5 (2.000 LB)
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• • /88/1:2 MP o•00

"• ,// 88/12 Mo

S1 y1.01b thrust -- 4.44822N

/4
0.1 1.0 10

Peak Transverse Attenuation (dB)

(&)

Interception X-Band J-Band Q-Band

snie0 A dB I dB A dB idB A dB I dB

. 3 .234 -15.0 -235 -18.0 -158 -19.0

+ 5 .185 -178 -22.0 -125

+10 - 61 -22.0 - 58 -23.0 - 41 -30.0

+20 - 13.7 -13.5 - 15.1 -12.5 - 10.6 -

Nominal Frequencies: X(IOGHz), J(1 6GHz), K(3 5GHz)

(b)

Fig. 6.15 (a) Attenuation Comparison between Longitudinal and
Transverse Measurement for 4.45kN Thrust Motors

(Except as noted)

(b) Comparison of Calculated Absorption Loss (A) with

Experimental Insertion Loss (I)
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Fig. 6-16 Comparison of Calculated Plume Properties for Propellant "C".
Effec. of Base Recirculation
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Fig. 6-17 Calculated Full-Scale Plume Properties for Propellant "MC"
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for a Rocket Motor with 5%AI and 88% Solids Propellant Loading
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Fig. 6-20 (a) Total Doppler RCS Spectrumt. US Motor (BB).
(b) RCS Spectra. Comparison Between Flight Data and

Calculations. US Motor (BB)
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ACTIVE GUIDANCE -A form of' missile fnow field separation or recirculation effects In
guidance in which the missile emits radiation missile flight plumes which cannot be predicted
(usually RF) and subsequently homes in on the by analysis of static firing plumes.
signal reflected from the target.

BEER-LAMBERT EQUATION - Atio known as
AFTERBURNING - Is the termn applied to the Lawkbert-Becer, Becer's or Bouguer equation
reignitlon and combustion of exhaust fuel which relates the log of the transmnittance to an
products such as carbon monoxide or hydrogen in extinction coefficient times the thickness of the
the mixing region of the rocket exhaust as they transmitting medium. When the medium Is a
combine with oxygen and burns externally to the cloud of particles the extinction becomes a
rocket motor, function of the projected area concentration, I~e.

number density, path length, size distribution, and
AIRY DISC -In optics the diffraction pattern extinction efficiency of thc particles,
formed by a circular aperture consists of a bright
central disk surrounded hy fainter rings, The BRIGHITNESS - In photometry brightness of
central disk Is known as Airy's disk because he luminance Is the visible flux emitted per unit
first described the mathemnatical solution for the surface area per tunit solid angle. The SI unit of
intensity distrihution. lum,1inance is ed/ni 2. There Is no numerical

euifuvalezicu between photometric luminance and
ALBEDO -A incatstire of (the reflecting power of' radionintric radiance because of variations in
an ob)ject, defined its the ratio of' (thc radiation source and receiver sensitivity versus wavelength,
reflected front an object ito the total itmountt
incident upon it, The albedlo fromn the earth is CIIENII LUMINESCENCE - Describes the
generally considered to he approximiately .5014 but radiation process caused by excitation of atoms or
locaf variutions, iW. water surf'accs, tonay he as mtolecufes through eltendcaf reaction within thea
high am 80%. exhaust plumne,

AIMPS - A code utsedf by US Ali, Force for the CI-OKING - A condition which arises when a
generation ofr statisticlea climatic data. compressible fluid has reached Its maximum limit

of' iass flow lit a Do Laval nozzle choking limits
AMMONIUM PERCHILORATE - ,\n oxidiser the flow to Macft i at the throat and the flow
compound :onmiioitfy found in composite evlocity can only he increased In the diverging
propellants. The decomposition p~roduct0s include section.
hydrogen chloride which con tributes it) secondary
smnoke condensattion th rough redutifue lot the CI E - Cinmmnissioni In terna tionale Lie I 'Ecla irage
sa ttir ation vapotur pressuarc of' ion hiet %%iat cr. (In ternaition al Co ) iiinlissioti oill tim i n11ationl).

ArrENUATION - A term that tesvrlihes the CLOS (Conimand to' Line of' Sight) -A form of
(lecri. ase lil intensity of a heam of i ienergy guiid atnce in wlhich fttte iniss ile is conmmianded to
propagated through a mnedium, e..g. v'\fatst plutnne, Ily it target intercept trajectory relative to the
as at result or abisorptiont, scatering, or at direction defined by at target/nmissiie tracker. This
combination of' hoth. method requires two way communication wvith the

muissile either by ittteais of' an IR, RF, wire, or
ATMOSPhIERIC WINDOWS -Are regions of' fibre optic link,
(thc electromagnetic rdicfiat ion spectIrumit In whiche
the atmosphere Is relatively transparent. COLLISION BROADENING -Is a spreading of

thme frequency d istributlion about a particular
AUTONOMOUS -Describes a nmissile guidance eirission or absorption spectral line caused by
-0chme in which thc detection and tairget tracking Interaction %ilth otlher molecules, The collision
systems tire cnt irely otiharif the tmiissile. e.g. ait broadened flue inuy be deseribed by the Lorentz
IR seeker systemn. tile shapei.

BANC OPACINIETRIOUE - Ani SNPF itiotor COMBUSTION INSTABILITY - Acoustical
test racility based otn in (ofeni f'iritg roomi vibration energy itt a rocket motor that may be
inistrumented for :onmokc tmmcasurctinents. observed as pressuire oscillations capable of

propellant extingu ishiment, fracture. or pressure
BASE FLOW - Is the aerodynamnic flow bursts, The additioni of' metal or refractory
phenomenon that produces pressure disturbance, powders in small amounts has been found to
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reduce the oscillations that lead to combustion the underlying principle is command to line or
instability, sight. An operator or "servant" designates the

target optically while the missile follows the
COMPOSITE PROPELLANT - A grain of established line of sight,
heterogeneous mixture witlh oxidizer crystals and
possibly powdered fuel (usually aluminiunt) held ELASTOMER - A polymeric material such as
together by a matrix of synthetic rubber or rubber which will stretch under stress and return
plastic. to approximately its original length when the

stress is removed.
CONDENSATION NUCLEI - Submicron particles
consisting mostly or condensed solids that serve ELECTRICAL PLUME - A general term
as seed particles for vapour condensation and referring to the free electrons and ions that affect
growth or secondary smoke, electromagnetic beam propagation through and

around the plume,
CONTINUUM - Refers to the radiation spectral
energy distribution exhibited by solids (or exhaust ELECTRON DENSITY - Refers to the number of
particulates) as described by the Plank free electrons per unit volume in a rocket exhaust
distribution function. plume. ED has a direct correlation with

microwave radiation attenuation loss,
CONTRAIL . UK code for calculation of the
visual contrast of a smoke or condensation trail EMCDB - Acronym for Wlastomer Modified Cast

Dotuble Base, a subgroup of the double base family
CONTRAST A matheinatical expression of' the of propellants offering enhanced mechanical
relative brightness diiference between a target and properties at low temperatures,
Its background ratloed to the brightncss of the
background. ENERGETIC BINDERS - A combination or

Ipredlents consisting of propolymers, curing
CRITICAL RADIUS - Is the minimum size for agents, energetic plastlcizers, or bonding agents
stability of a droplet as determincd by anhicnt that not only gives strength to a solid propellant
temperature, pressure and humitlity. grain tut contains energy producing molecules,

e,g, nitroglycerin.
CURTIS..ODSON APPROXIMATION - An
approximate technique I'or the calculation or EROSIVE BURNING - The accelerated burning
transmissivity of' Inhornogencoms gases using a or solid propellant due to action of gas flow
multiplicatlve procedure. parallel to the hburning surface.

DIFFRACTION - Is the ter'i u1sed to descrihe the FAR FIELD - A general term describing the
Interference (phase cancellatiot) 'lfects that occur relative scale eflects o1' energy diffraction patterns
when radiation encounters an aperture or other ais a. uinction of' the ratio of object diameter to
partial obstruction c,g., a rocket plunmc, In optics wavelength, In the far field the diffraction
see Fraunhofer or Fresnel dlirfraction, patterns are not as well defined as In the near

field,
DOPPLER BROADENING - Is the spectral line
broadening that Is a result of the spread in FLASII - A term used to describe the visible
frequency due to thermal motion of the atoms or emission or luminous intensity of a rocket exhaust
molecules, that may reveal the launch site to an enemy

observer, Afterburning flash is particularly a
DOUBLE-BASE PROPELLANT (DB) A problem for night firimigs and can be reduced
propellant consisting of nitrocellulose and through the use or suppressants.
nitroglycerin with hurning rate or combustion
instability additives. Two subgroups are Extruded FREE-FREE EMISSION - Is the radiative process
Double Base (EDB) and Cast Double Base (CDB) whereby free electrons collide with other electrons
propellants, and ions and produce continuum radiation called

Bremsstrahlung.
DROP - Code for the prediction of' secondary
smoke formation developed at US Army MICOM FTIR - Acronym for Fourier Transform Infrared

spectrometer which is based on Fourier analysis
ECARTOMETRY - A guidance system In which of interferometer signals to determine the spectral
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distribution of radiation. The Instrument may NIICONIf - Acronym ror the UIS Army Missile
also be classed as a spectroradiometer which is Command located at Redstone Arsenal, Alabama.
calibrated to measure radiation intensity versus
wavelength. MICROWAVE -A region of the electromagnetic

spectrum generally hii the 10') - 1012 Hz frequency
FUMIMETRE -A French (SNPE) motor smoake range. No uiniversally accepted standard exists for
test facility that uses a fan driven wind tunnel, the definition of microwave frequencies.

lICT Also MCT or HgCdTa, Mercury Cadmium MICROWAVE PROPERTIES -of a rocket
Telluride semiconductor material used ror exhaust plume are those properties that enhance
detection of far Infrared wavelengths. or hinder the detection or tracking of a missile by

microwave radiation. The attenuation or a signal
HETEROGENEOUS CONDENSATION -Is thle by free electrons is a microwave property of the
process whereby condecnsation occurs on solid plume,
particles which act as nuclei for lthe liquid
droplet, If the nuclei are soluble the process is MIE SCATTERING - Refers to light scattering
enhanced through lowering of the ambient water by particles approximately equal to or greater
vapour pressure. liomogeneous condensation and than the wavelength of the light. The Mbe
growth of pure water droplets Is less likely to equation reduces to the Rayleigh equation In the
occur in a plume environmient, litnititig case for small particles less than one

tenlth ot thle wavelengit
IIITRAN -A computer model that calculates high
resolution atmospheric absorption olt rdiatlition. MINIMUM SMOKE - A term used it) describe a

family of propellants whose characteristic is to
IFrA -In Flight Transmission Analysis model, all produce the least amiount or snmoke under
empirical computer model developed at NIICOM speciliedi conditions. Differences In the
to predict laser transmiijsion through anl vxhaust at pliculion of thle ternm to certain propellants has
plume, led AGARD to propose a standard classification

procedure tor NATO countries, An AGARD
INSENSITIVE MUNITIONS -A term applied ito class AA may be used to identify this type of
munonit ions which have teen designed ito have propul Iallt,
reduced sensitivity to acciclen tat in ilt aion and
sub:1equent11 viotent collateral (d11111119. In, thle US MODULA'rioN -Is any procems that varies a
military IM refers ito munitions which pass at characteristic of a carrier beanm, i.e. pulse
specific series or test detined by DoD SOL 210lIA. moadulat ion. I'requeticey modulation, amplitude

imodulati oll, etc.
I R - An ac ronym for hin rared rad i ia wit MIM I is
thle hand or wavelengths between approximately 7 NATURAL LINE BROADENING - Limits the
and 1 00 minc rome ters. PIlunme I R soatrces mtay lie shtar pit ss ti a it spcctral lin tiedtle to lthe inhewrent1
both continuous and selective radliators hitt are energy dectty tf lthe radiating oscillator,
generally dominated by rotlation-vibration
transitions. They may includeti both pure NAVIER-sToKES EQUATION - Tile complete
rotational and same electronic transit ions ot classical continuum fluid mechanic equation of
molecules. motion including inertial forces, pressure

gradients, body forces, and viscosity. The
JANNAF - Joint US Army-Navy-NASA-Air r-orce differentitld equation at fltmd flow catl be solved
Interagency Propulsion Committee chartered to by finite difference moethads,
co-ordinate technology prograrmts anid promote
techlnical exchange within US piropul~sion OBSCURATION -Tite process of blocking the
community. clcctromnitgutetic unergy emanatitng from a

potential target thereby preventing detection of
LAPP - Low Altitude Plutme prograti, an early lthe target. Att examtple is prevention of it second
plume nlow code uised it, tile USA shot capability through obscuration by the post

firintg stmoke cloud,
LOWTRAN -A cotmputttr model tiltt cialculates
low resolution (20 waveutumubers) atmnosphteric OLIVER CURVE - Is a plot1 of relative humidity
akbsorption of radiation 1from 0.,2 it) 20 %s lemtupraturc whtich prmedicts lthe condensation
micrometers, boundary tor secondary smoke occurrence for a
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particular type of propellant. The theory RAYLEIGH SCATTERING LIMIT - Particles
developed by R C Oliver is based onl equilibrium which are larger Iin diameter than about one tenth
thermochemnistry. tile wavelength of thie incident light are

approaching tile Rayleigh limnit beyond which the
OPTICAL DENSITN See optical depth. general theory muust be applied. See Mfie

Scattering.
OPTICAL DEPTH -The exponent of the
Beer-Lambert extinctikc equation. If the optical RCS - Radar cross-section refers to the equivalent
depth exceed a value of 0.5 consideration must be perpendicular area of reflection that duplicates
given to multiple scattering effects, the actual signal received from a target,

OSA -Optical Signal Attenuation code used Iit REDUCED SMOKE - A description for
the US for tile prediction at signal extinction by a propellants that have been tailored to produce less
rocket plume smoke than previous formulations that contained

hinder with large atmounts or aluminiumn and
OTFI- "Over The Horiz.on" radar systemt ainmronium porchlorate. An AGARD class AC or

BC muay he used as an altet native to this term.
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION - Tile
particle number density or size parameter vs REFRACTION - Deviation of electromagnetic
particle count in each bin of' a particle analyser waves f'rom straight line propagation due to
Instrument, Also anl analytical approximation or, vvlocity dilfereceics (refractive Index changes) In
expression used to lit thle measunred data. tilie p~ropagat intg inedluItm.

PASSIVE GUIDANCE -A caom of' miissile REP -ai phiuic I'low codle used Ili thle UK
guidance Ili wh ichi tile mnissiue iotiics onl natural
uiadiation f'rom the target (e~g. RF, IR or visihic). RF GUIDANCE -Radio frequency guidance, a
Thle missile contains an auitionlomos sucker that general termn used it) describe electromagnetic
requirc:i no external illtumination oft the target, radiation wavelengthis greater than Infrared, for

Lxitiiplu. radar, microwaive, moillimecter wave etc.
PLUME INSERTION LOSS - Rel'ern to thu toss that miay he tused f'or transmnitting guidance
or' microwave energy observed tit thlt detector a, it signals,
result oh thle pre'sence of the phit uein lit ire
mricrowave link. The loss mrecianoisins aire nuiacy. RO( - Acronym tor Royal Ordnance Suntmerfield,
Set, littenlulat ion, refin t ion. Ii ffrac ti a , a Brit isn Aerospace Comnpa ny loca ted near
hackscatter, 11bSOrption01, eCI. Londoniri.Ugtanct.

PMT - Photornultilpiicr tubes, ix. hiigh gain SCATTERING - one of two toss mechanisms (the
detectors used for detection 0t UW aid vile other Is ahisorptioii Ili t,, propagation atr
radiation, PMT's usually consist of cascadiniug, tanliatioui, Scattering is at chanuge In um rection or
dynodes which ampinp1fy thle phi utoclIceiron, re radliat iil 0n i 1' Iniden t photons caused by

d iscontinutities t(particles or electrons) In electrical
PROPORTIONAL GUIDANCE SCHEME - properties ot thle propagation inedium. The
Refers to a missile guiidance system Iin which tile direction anJI intensity ,fI scattered r'adiation
controlling force l e, airfoil, gas generator ctkc Is depends uipon tile incident wavelength, the Size,
proportional to the deviation f'rom thle Initended shape and r-Jtractive Index of the particle.
line or' night or trajectory

SCF - Signature Chiaracterisat ion Facility for
PRIMARY SMOKE~ -Coiisi~s~s of solid ranking tef propellant smnokc, rauiation emission
particulates from tile rocket motor ~omihustion and absorption, tbased onl small rocket motor
a rid/or afte rhu rn mig produtc ts. Nlectal Ii ic s and L I lInrirgs withiin a climatic ci aui her located at Army
other combustion control iidditkies conlribute Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Alabami.
significantly to primary smnoke,

SCINTI LLAT IO N - Random signal fluctuationi
RADIOMETER - A device ItSUallV Consisting of tfromt a target tieing tracked by radar or laser.
collector optici Iin comibinationt with a tvanaducer Scintillation tony be caused by real motion of the
that converts radiant energy of it gk~en bandwidth source or hy variations Iin refractive Index of the
to anl electrical signal proportional ill the Intensit~y atmosphere.
of the received energy,
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SEARCHLIGHT EFFECT - Is the termi used to dcals with research and development or energetic
describe the motor chamber and nozzle emission inaterials (high explosives, &tuns and rocket
continuum scattered by plume particles and p~ropellant..) for military use.
detected as having an origin within thia plume.

SOLAR BLIND REGION - Ii thc portion (200fl
SECSMOKE -UK code l'or the prediction til J3tnm) ol' the tiltraviloLL spectrum which liecs
secondary smoke outsidec the solar radiation region.

SECONDARY SMOKE - Is smoke that occurs SPECTRAL RADIANCE - Refers to the radiant
when exhaust gases, mix With ambient aitmolspheric power emitted per unit arua per unit solid angle
water and condense on submicrun partik-ls that per unit wavelength interval I)> a source 3uch as a
serve as nuclei for droplet formatioIn, Sevc ndary rocket plumv. The units are Watts-moter-2.
smoke Is enhanced at low tewimlratures and high storadlan-l-nanometer-1 (SI) and Watts-cm.2.
relative humidity and by lthe presence or acid steradian-t-nilcrometer-1 (JANNAF)
vapours (typically HCI) and soluble nuclei that
lower the saturation prcsttt:,ý )i, amblient water, SPF -Standardised Plume Flowfleld computer

mtodel whose development was sponsored by
SELF ABSORPTION - Roeres to radiation that Is JANNAF.
emitted In the core region orfith, plumeu andi
reabsorbed In the boundary layer or colder mixing THIERMIAL LAG - Describes the thcrmnal inertia
regions, The observed hands shiow greater or dlacty ol' large, particles witbhi the plurne to
absorption In the hand centres and less iii lite reach thiernmal euluilitwirum with the gascoul
wings, surround ingi.

SEM I-ACTIVE - fo~rm ol' missile guidanice lit TRA NSN'lISSIVITY - lin propagation through an
which the target 1s ill urn innt~ed by U f'riendly at tentnatilug mcdi tim, transm issivi ty Is the ratio or'
emitter (e~g. a radar or laser illom~nintor) and the the tran-smitted haunt intenrsity to the Incident
missile homes on tlie signal ref'lected t'roin Iiath heani Intensity, Soo lthe Beer-Lainhert law for
target, additional inforia tion,

SENSITIVITY -Rolers to tlia hiteardotis potential TRANSMISSOMETER - An instrument for
for Inadvertent Initiation or detonation oid measturing thia transmission ol' ratdiation passing
umierge tic materials or miun itions h y inip1 itin ed I 1roiIliga it~ litduii
thermal, mechanical or electrical stinmul.

VALIDATION -The process of co~mparison of' an
SIGNATURE - A term which Includes any or all anialyt ical model with experimental datat to
the properties or cha racemeri stics ol a .vt sicini sw at C011 Iim inthe acc i urcy of hiit nrc lprv lietomis, Post
rocket motor exhauist tihat imay he iscd b'r corre tat imni o' modelI resiuits w ith one set or test
detection, identificat ion or Iin tercept ion o'it a dalta N1houl1d not1 cons-titute' Villidat 1m11
launch platform or missile ait soine timie during Its
mission. Plume signature eliarac terisi ics Includle UV - Acronym f'or UltraViolet electromagnetic
smoke, radiation emissions, visibility, radar radiatlon which Is def'ined hy JAN NAF to he tho.
absorption etc, region between l1t0 and 4001 nanometers, UV

radiation sources arise I'roni transitions between
SMOKE - A general termi that refers. to t11L Iii electronic states of' molecules,
effluent ofr rocket inotor combusi.tion which Is
made visible hy light scattered or absorbed hy VISIBILITY -A general termn that relates to the
condensed solid and lliquild part iculates. Smoke Is pirobabili ty ol' target detection by it human
a concern to rocket users who desire it low observer lIn a given sceniario. Thie visibility of a
signature. target depends uipon the target size, sh1aple and

colour; its4 contrast with the background, Its
SMOKY PROPELLANT - Describesi propellants o~rienitationi with respect to solar radiation; the
with high aluimin inn and aitin mon himi pec loraki te isual acuity of t he observer and thia atmonspheric
content. An AGARD clas~s CC ii111Y lie Wimd to visuial range.
describec this propellant.

VISIG -Visual Si~nature, a commercial code for
SNPE - Acron yin for Societe Naut ion aIe des tlite calculation of' pi iti uevisibility
Poudres et ixploslfs, a French company w~hic'h
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XLDB - Acronym for cross-linked double base, a
high energy subgroup of the douhle hase I'amlly ol'
propellants Incorporating energetic Fillers.
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APPENDIX 2

Main Families of Solid Propellant
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APPENDIX 3

List of Numerical Codes Used

In The Calculation of Plume Signatures
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APPENDIX 3

List of Numerical Cod•es Used
In The Calculation of Plume Signatures

NOTE: The code.% herein do not represent the total in existence. It is important to acknowldge

advanced research codes that reflect the lalest technology and -tiiods. These codes

attract high ir.i/e5.tment costs and some may involve sensitive national Interests thereby

preventing general release. TIle contact address should reveal thL status of codes and their
avw01abiiity.
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COUNTRY CANADA

ORCANISATION Defcce Research Establishment Valcarticr, Quebec, Canada
UR COMPANY

NAME OF THE Miss.ile I aunch Cluud Predicdioa
CODE

PURPOSE OF To predict formation, motion. dispersion, and IR signal attenuation
THE CODE properties of primary smoke clouds (not plumties) that raont ttpoki

vertical m'ssile launches rom %hips

INPUTS Ambient temperature, pressure, ,wind speed and direction, and
(and possibly atmospheric stability. anissil thr!. .t and mass. nozzle exit plane
the name of the cond;dons (tcmperature, pressure, velocities, mass fraction of
codes whib give attenuating ma..,erial front NASA-Lcwi' SP-273). maximum
the Inputs) temperature or afterburning rrom RktP-3, and :-Aip speed and

direction, mass extln,ýtion cocvfkiit,., ot 't.tenuating material

UUTPUTS Sizr, ria.e, positio. ant! cozocentratlon or cloud with tinc and
(and r•ossibly attenuation capah•tly if ihe vloud
the name of the
codus widch use
the outputs)

CF.MICAL. oPECIE-S PreSnttaly 10uL fd U' H-AP propellant smoke, either aluminized
TAI.:EN IN ACCCUNT ir g,,m-aluminii.L1, Ir attenuationi ihi the visible and 3 to 5 Am
(precise If they anJ 8 to 14 umr aintied regions.
are gasous. liquid
or solid)

PHYSICAl, PHENOMENA Treats ciouds es homoggcilnus spheres at their formation and while
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT they miove and disperc., Must enter mass extinction coefficient of
AND malcrial of iniciehst (cxcrd for HTPB-AP-AI propellant smoke),
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS steady ship cid %Wnd %peeds and directions only

SIMULATED ALTITUDE For missile laminc .luuds rather than comparatively well-defined,
AND well-structured piulaums
EXTENT '" 'HE PLUME

COMPUTING TIME A lew seconds on a 386 SX PC. The program is et up on a
DURING A RUN SYMPHONY spreadsheet
(indicate the kind
of computer)

NUMERICAL METHOD Several equati-ns set up on a spreadsheet to do a time-line
AND GRID analysis

AVAILABILITY Not commercially availahbl, rescarch tool only, contact DREV
(indicate if it is
fully commercially
available or if only
a few runs may be
performed)

CONTACT Defence Research Estahlishment Valcartler
ADDRESS PO Box 8800

Courcellcite, Quebec, Canada GOA IRO
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COUNTRY CANADA

ORGANISATION Dofence Research Establishment Valcartier, Quebec, Canada
OR COMPANY

NAME OF THE FREEJET, Naval Weapons Center. Chinalar.e
CODE

PURPOSE OF Predicts formation of secondary smoke in plumes
THE CODE

INPUTS Ambient temperature, relative humidity, and properties of plume at a
(and possibly point where there is less than 10% exhaust in the plume (temperature,
the name of the pressure, velocities of jet and air, mole fractions of acid and water,
codes which give nucleation particle sizes and whether or not they are soluble)
the inputs)

OUTPUTS Position, temperature, mass fractions, velocities, saturation ratio,
(and possibly particle radii, particle concentration, mass fraction of acid in
the name of khe particles, on a two-dimensional grid
codes which use
the outputs)

CHEMICAL SPECIES H20, HCI. HF all gaseous or liquid
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT
(precise If they
are gaseous, liquid
or solid)

"PHYSICAL PHENOMENA Two-dimensional axisymmetric grid, considers only four different
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT streamlines in plume, can choose only six different sizes of nuclei,
AND considers both soluble and Insoluble nuclei, no turbulence modelling
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS

"SIMULATED ALTITUDE
AND
EXTENT OF THE PLUME

COMPUTING TIME A few minutes on a Honeywell CP-6
DURING A RUN
(indicate the kind
of computer)

NUMERICAL METHOD Two-dimensional axisymmetric grid
AND GRID

AVAILABILITY Contact NWC, Chinalake
(indicate if it is
fully commercially
available or if only
a few runs may be
performed)

CONTACT Defence Research Establishment Valcarticr
ADDRESS P0 Box 8800

Courcclcttc, Quebec, Canada OOA IRO
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COUNTRY CANADA

OROANISATION Defence Research Establishment Valcartier, Quebec, Canada
OR COMPANY

NAME OF THE IPHASE (Integrated Progrzm Host for Absorption, Scatteridg, and

CODE Extinction Calculations)

PURPOSE OF To compute extinction. scatterlng. and absorption efflclencis plus
TIM CODE phase function for many shapes and si distributions

INPUTS Refractilvo Index (possibly from Drudo models) shape, orientation,
(and possibly size, polarization
the name of the
codes which give
the Inputs)

OUTPUTS Extinction, scattering, and absorptlun efficiency, phase functlon
(and possibly
the name of the
codes which use
the outputs)

CHEMICAL SPECIES Aerosols of any matl'u "'
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT
(precise it they
are gaseous, liquid
or solid)

PHYSICAL PHENOMENA EM scattering from spheres, coated spheres, anisotropic coated
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT spheres, infinite cylinders, coated infinite cylinder, finite cylinders
AND and some irregular shapes
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS

SIMULATED ALTITUDE
AND
EXTENT OF THE PLUME

COMPUTING TIME For monidisporsions, typically -< 1 s on a 486 PC with Weitek chip

DURING A RUN Can be minutes to tens of minutes for wide polydlsperslons and

(indicate the kind cylinders
of computer)

NUMERICAL METHOD For regular shapes codes are exact
AND GRID Irregular shapes are semi.empirical

AVAILAABILITY Available. Code is copyrighted by DND
(indicate if It is
fully commercially
available or it only
a few runs may be
performed)

CONTACT Dcfencc Research Establishmcnt Valcartier

ADDRESS PO Box 8800
Courcelctte, Quebec, Canada GOA IRO
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COUNTRY FRANCE

ORGANISATION SNPE
OR COMPANY

NAME OF THE EMIR
CODE

PURPOSE OF IR radiation signature
THE CODE

INPUTS Values or thermodynamical and chemical parameters (given by AJAX
(and posaibly code)
the name of the
codes which give
the Inputs)

OUTPUTS Any result about IR radiation in any given band between 1,3 to
(and possibly 8.7 pm
the name of the
codes which use
the outputs)

CHEMICAL SPECIES H20, CO2. CO.HCI
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT
(prccise If they
are gaseous, liquid
or solid)

PHYSICAL PHENOMENA Gaseous omission are evaluatod by Goody hypothesis
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT Heterogeneous mixture effects are formulated with Curtis-Godson
AND approximation
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS Particle radiation is considered as obeying an isotropic model

SIMULATED ALTITUDE
AND
EXTENT OF THE PLUME

COMPUTING TIME
DURING A RUN
(indicate the kind
of computer)

NUMERICAL METHOD Computation or Integrals Along a path
AND GRID

AVAILABILITY Runs at SNPE for an outside customer are possible
(indicate Ir It is
fully commercially
available or if only
a few runs may be
performed)

CONTACT Monsieur lu Dircctcur
ADDRESS Centre d,6 Rcchtrches du Bouchet

SNPE
BP No 2
91710 Vert.Lc.Pctit
France
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COUNTRY PRA.CE

ORGANISATION SNPE
OR COMPANY

NAME OF THE AJAX
CODE

PURPOSE OF Computing the clon nowficld
THE CODE

INPUITS Nozzle exit conditions
(and jousbly
the name of the
codes which give
the :nputs)

OUTPUTS Values of thermodynamical and chemical parameters in the exhaust
(and possibly plume (used by EMIR code)
the name of the
codes which use
the outputs)

CHEMICAL SPECIES Any chemical species
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT However, only two finite rate reactions with CO and H2 are taken
(precise if they into account
are gaseous, liquid
or solid)

PHYSICAL PHENOMENA Two-dimensional
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT Steady state
AND Ki turbulence closure account of pressure gradients in Navier-
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS Stokes equations simplified chemistry (see above)

SIMULATED ALTITUDE Low altitude
AND
EXTENT OP THE PLUME

COMPUTING TIME More than one hour on VAX 8530
DURING A RUN
(indicate the kind
of computer)

NUMERICAL METHOD Finite differences
AND GRID

AVAILABILITY Runs at SNPE for an outside customer are possible
(indicate It it Is
fully commercially
available or it only
a few runs may be
performed)

CONTACT Monsieur le Directeur
ADDRESS Centre de Recherches du Bouchet

SNPE
BP No 2
91710 Vert.Le-Potit
France
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COUNTRY UNITED KINGDOM

ORGANISATION DRA, Fort Halstead
OR COMPANY

NAME OF THE BANDIR (Application Code)
CODE

PURPOSE OF Computes Narrow Band Spectral Infrared plume emissions
THE CODE selected from the range 1 to 15 ,um

INPUTS Output from REP3-90 via interfacing program.
(and possibly Atmospheric data. range, aspect angle, band model data
the name of the
codua which give
the inputs)

-OUTP-U - Provides band radiation Intensity spectra over a selected wavelength
(and possibly hand range (not lincby.line), Com.utos total radial intensity and
the name of the Irradiance
codes which use
the outputs)

CHEMICAL SPECIES Multispecies operation providing band spectral data.
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT Principally CO, CO 2 , H-20
(precise it they
are gaseous, liquid
or solid)

PHYSICAL PHENOMENA, Atmospheric conditions Included
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT Particle emission not considered
AND Body obscuration effects Included
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS (Note: 3D version coming on line)

SIMULATED ALTITUDE Multiple aspect angle
AND
EXTENT OF THE PLUME

COMPUTING TIME 40 mins per aspect angle PC, Encore, VAX
DURING A RUN
(indicate the kind
of computer)

NUMERICAL METHOD Spectral band model
AND GRID

AVAILABILITY Availability restricted
(indicate if it is
fully commercially
available or if only
a few runs may he
performed)

CONTACT MTC4 Plume Science
ADDRESS Derence Research Agency

Fort Halstead, Sevenoaks
Kent, England
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COUNTRY UNITED KINGDOM

ORUANISATION DF.A, Fort Halstead
OR COMPANY

NAME OF THE REP3-90 (incorporating CCS, NEWFEC and FIRAC)
CODE

PURPOSE OF Plume flowfield calculation with secondary combustion
THE CODE

INPUTS Nozzle exit plane conditions consisting or gas chemical composition,
(and possibly temperature, pressure and velocity given by FIRAC. Kinetic rate
the name or the reactions and thermodynamic data, Turbulence model Kw or Ka.
codes which give Flight free stream condition
the inputs)

OUTPUTS Axisymmatric Jet o1 time averogcd quantities, chemical species and
(and possibly gas dynamic properties, This supplies data for all application codes
the name of the
codes which use
the outputs)

CHEMICAL SPECIES System orientated chemical species, Ranging irom chemistry of mono
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT and hi-propellant liquid L:ngines to those or solid composites and
(precise if they double base variants
are gaseous, liquid
or solid)

PHYSICAL PHENOMENA Pull finite rate chemistry
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT Turbulence model Kw and KE
AND Single phase, time averaged axisymmutric %arlahle grid parabolic
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS code

Predicts shock structure, position and magnitude or mach disc
Does not represent particle flow

SIMULATED ALTITUDE Up to 50 km, Size governed by Input to program
AND
EXTENT OF THE PLUME

COMPUTING TIME PC, VAX, ENCORE, say 45 miis•, Problem dpccnldent
DURING A RUN
(indicate the kind
of computer)

NUMERICAL METHOD Solves parabolic/hyperbolic equations with implicit marching
AND GRID procedure on an expanding grid as calculation proceeds

AVAILABILITY Availability restricted
(indicate If it is
fully commercially
available or if only
a few runs may be
performed)

CONTACT MTC4 Plume Science
ADDRESS Defence Research Agency

Fort Halstead, Sevenoaks
Kent, England
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COUNTRY UNITED KINGDOM

ORGANISATION DRA, Fort Halstead
OR COMPANY

NAME OF THE BAFL2
CODE

PURPOSE OF To calculate early stages al'r lowflrld to account for bas
THE CODE recirculatlon.

INPUTS Nozzle exit plane conditions consisting of gas chemical composition,
(and possibly temperature, pressure and velocity g!ven by FIRAC. Kinetic rate
the name of the reactions and thermodynamic data. Turbulence model Kw or Ke.
codes which give Plight free stream condition
the Inputs) DodIcated grid structure

OUTPUTS Axisymmetric jet of time averaged quaratitcs, chemical species and
(and possibly gas dynamic properties, This supplies data lor all application codes.
the name of the To Interface with REPS.90
codes which use
the outputs)

CHEMICAL SPECIES Gaseous spccies dopondant upon Initial seloction,
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT System orientatwd chomical spucles, Ranging from chemistry of mono
(precise if they and bhipropollunt liquid unginus to those of solid composhes and
double base variants douhlo basm variants
are gaseous, liquid
or solid)

PHYSICAL. PHENONIaNA Time averaged only
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT Was phase
AND Fixed grid domain
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS Finite rate chemistry

Turbulence model laminar and K,
Axisymmetric

SIMULATED ALTITUDE Usually it carly stages of' pluhm calculation where axial difrusion
AND is important
EXTENT OF THE PLUME

COMPUTING TIME 00+ minm VAX, PC, ENCORE
DURINO A RUN
(indicate the kind
of computer)

NUMERICAL METHOD Fixed grid act up at start oi' run. LIllptic code using upwind
AND GRID dirrerencing

AVAILABILITY Availability restrictud
(indicate If It is
ruliy commercially
available or If only
a few runs may be
performed)

CONTACT MTC4 Plume Science
ADDRESS Derficu Rusearch Agency

Fort Halatead, Savenoaks
Kent, England
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COUNTRY UNITED KINGDOM

OROANISATION DRA. Fort Halstead
OR COMPANY

NAME OF THE VISRAD (Application Code)
COuE

PURPOSE OF Computes visible radiation intensity distribution, eq sodiumn 'D'
THE CODE lines etc

INPUTS Output from REP3.90 via interfacing program for excited states of
(and possibly of sodium and potassium
the name or the
codes which give
the inputs)

OUTPUTS Visiblo radiation due to Nd and 1 species only
(and possibly
the name or the
codes which use
the outputs)

CHEMICAL SPECIES Na and K
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT
(precise if they
are gaseous, liquid
or solid)

PHYSICAL PHENOMENA Radiation cii exctud species.
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT Curraiily Na and K hut In principle other species can be
AND ,;onsidured
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS

SIMULATED ALTITUDE
AND
EXTENT OF THE PLUME

COMPUTING TIME 30 mins VAX, ENCORE. PC. Problem dcpcndalit
DURING A RUN
(indicate the kind
of computer)

NUMERICAL METHOD
AND GRID

AVAILABILITY Availability restricted
(indicate if It is
rully commercially
available or It only
a few runs may be
performed)

CONTACT MTC4 Plume Scien
ADDRESS Derence Research Agency

Fort iHalstead, Sevenoiks
Kent, England
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COUNTRY UNITED KINGDOM

ORGANISATION DRA, Fort Halstead
OR COMPANY

NAME OF THE RCS (Applica""n Code)
CODE

PURPOSE OF To cat I W radlar cross section or any Ilowfleld
THE CODE

INPUTS REP3.90 Interface coden
(and poesibly Including rrc; electron concentrations, turbulence data and
the name of the electron collision frequency
codes which give
the inputs)

OUTPUTS Radar cross section ror given aspect angle
(and possibly
the name of the
codes which use
the outputs)

CHEMICAL SPECIES [e'
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT
(precise It they
are gaseous, liquid
or solid)

PHYSICAL PHENOMENA Biack scattering process or plume
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT
AND
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS

SIMULATED ALTITUDE
AND
EXTENT OF THE PLUME

COMPUTING TIME 20 inins per aspect angle. PC. VAX, ENCORE. Problem dependent,
DURING A RUN
(Indiate the kind
of computer)

NUMERICAL METHOD
AND GRID

AVAILABILITY &Availabillity restricted
(indicate If it is
fully commercially
available or if only
a few runs may be
performied)

CONTACT MTC4 Pil:me Science
ADDRESS DdIctc RWsca,•., A,•i•c;

Fort Hlalstead, Sevenoaks
Kent, England
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COUNTRY UNITED KINGDOM

OROANISATION DRA. Fort Haistead
OR COMPANY

NAMh OF THE EPIC-9C
CODE

PURPOSE OF To model plume for multi-nozzle, non axisymmetric flows. Finite rate
THE CODE chemistry. Single phase. No particles.

INPUTS Nozzle exit plane conditions consisting or gas chemical composition,
(and possibly temperature, piessure and velocity. Kinetic rate reactions and
the name of the thermodynamic data. Turbulence model Kw or Ka. Flight free
codes which give stream condition.
the inputs)

OUTPUTS 3-D spatial plume flowfield. Time aver-'•'d quantities, chemical
(and poribty species and gas dynamic properties. This supplies data for all
the name or the application codes.
codes which use
the outputs

CHEMICAL SPECIES System orientated chemical species. Ranging rorm chemistry of mono
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT and hi-propellant liquid eigines to those ol' solid composite and
(precise It they double base variants,
are gaseous, liqui.I
or solid)

PHYSICAL PHENOMENA Full finite rate chemistry
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT Turbulence model Kw and K6
AND Single phase. 3-D code with complex geometry
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS Predicts shock structure, position and magnitude ol' mach disc

SIMULATED ALTITUDE Up to 70 km, Plume length variable.
AND
EXTENT OF THE PLUME

COMPUTING TIME In excess of two hours. WORK STATION, VAX, ENCORE.
DURING A RUN
(indicate the kind
of computer)

NUMERICAL METHOD Finite difference, flexihle grid. Uses eliptic code.
AND GRID

AVAILABILITY Availability resticted
(indicate if it is
fully commeiclally
available or if only
a few runs may be
performed)

CONTACT MTC4 Plume Science
ADDRESS Defence Research Agency

Fort Halstead, Sevcnoaks
Kent, England
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COUNTRY USA

ORGANISATION Joint-Army-Navy-Nasa-Air Force (JANNAF) U 3 Government
OR COMPANY

NAME OF THE Standard Infrared Radiation (2 to 25 Arn) Model-SIRRM,
CODE

PURPOSE OF Computing the IR radiation 2 to 25 urm from the g&, Pnd particle
THE CODE laden plume flowfields

INPUTS 1 Flowfield property map of plume domain, static T, P, and IR
(and possibly (active species - f (x, y)) usually provided by Standard Plume
the name of the Flowflold, model (SPF)
codes which give 2 Gaseous band model tile
the inputs) 3 Particulate optical property file

4 Atmosphere property file

OUTPUTS Spectral and in hand local radiance, station radiation, radiant
(and possibly intensity-both apparent and source
the name of the
codes which use
the outputs)

CHEMICAL SPECIES 26 gaseous species H,,, COn,, 03, N.,O, CH 4, HNO1, BO, BF, BCI,
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT BFO, BCIO, BHO. B(5,, BFr,, BCIF,'B1,,O2 B203, B(OH) 2, HB0 2 , BF3,
(precise If they HF, HCI, CO, CIF, OH1. NO
are gaseous, liquid Al2 •O, C(S), MgO and ZrO2
or solid) condonsables radii from I to 30 urn

Atmospheric attenuation and emission included for numerous
PHYSICAL PHENOMENA atmospheric models
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT Axisymmetric flowfluld
AND Particulate scattering - 2 flux and 6 flux approximation
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS Curtis-Godson approximation for hand model radiation from

inhomogencous gas paths
Coupled gas/particle treatment ol' radiative transer
Incorporation or missile body obscurrtion near nose aspect
Moderate resolution (5 cm* )

SIMULATED ALTITUDE Multiple aspect angle, variable obscrvr/targct position
AND
EXTENT OF THE PLUME

COMPUTING TIME Wide range of computing time depending on problem, Executes on
DURING A RUN CDC 6600 and 7600, UNIVAX and IBM
(indicate the kind Minimum 5 min for simple LOS execution
of computer)

NUMERICAL METHOD Band model formulation for gaseous emission, heamy gas, 2 flux and
AND GRID 6 flux scattering and emission for particulate radiation

AVAILABILITY Code export controlled
(indicate if it is Reports and permission to rcproduce through CPIA
fully commercially Chemical Propulsion infnrmation Agency
available or if only John Hopkins University
a few runs may be John Hopkins Road
performed) Laurel, Maryland 20707

CONTACT Mr Thomas Smith
ADDRESS OL-AC PIJRKFT

Edwards AFB, CA 93524-7003
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COUNTRY USA

ORGANISATION Dr Eugene Miller, PO Box 4361. Incline Village, Nevada 89450, USA
OR COMPANY

NAME OF THE VISIG, DROP and OSA
CODE

PURPOSE OF VISIG predicts visible signature of rocket exhaust plumes due to
THE CODE scattering of ambient light by primary and secondary smoke

DROP calculates formation of secondary smoke in solid rocket
plumes based on SPF plume code (earlier version used LAPP as
basis or plume flowfleld)
OSA calculates optical signal attenuation In solid rocket plumes

INPUTS VISIO/OSA input Includes particle size, type and spacial distribution
(and possibly and atmospheric transmission
the name of the DROP input includes SPF/LAPP and climate
codes which give (temp.rature/humldlty)
the inputs)

OUTPUTS See purpose of Code
(and possibly
the name of the
codes which use
the outputs)

CHEMICAL SPECIES Optical properties of water, 1iCI-water, alumina and zirconla
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT
(precise If they
are gaseous, liquid
or solid)

PHYSICAL PHENOMENA Temperature, humidity, primary and secondary smoke particles,
TAKEN IN ACCOUNT atmospheric transmission, Does not account for HF effects or
AND soluble salts
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS

SIMULATED ALTITUDE Limited only by plume rlowrleld calculation limits
AND
EXTENT OF THE PLUME

COMPUTING TIME Available ror PC with NISDOS or PCDOS systcm
DURING A RUN
(indicate the kind
of computer)

NUMERICAL METHOD
AND GRID

"AVAILABILITY For sale by Dr Eugene Miller, P0 Box 5461, Incline Village
(indicate if it is Nevada 89450, USA (Tel: 1-702-831-0429)
fully commercially Ensure cnrrect export licence has been obtained.
available or If only
a few runs may be
performed)

CONTACT See availability
ADDRESS
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APPENDIX 4

AGARD PEP WO-2 1 CLIMATE DATA BASE

1 The temperature-Dew Point Model. referred to hereafter as the 'Climate Database.' Is a computer
code and database provided by the National Climatic Data Center, Federal Building, Ashvillc, North
Carolina. 288180. USA, (ATTN: Mr M Changery E.&CC22-tolephone (704) 259-0765)), and described by
them as a *Oridded Upper Air Climatology.* The Climate Database was Initially developed for the
Naval Weapons Center (NWC) for Its use and for promulgation to AGARD as a standard for uniform
probability estimates of secondary-smoke formation by rocket exhausts.

2 The package comprising the model and database consists of thirteen 9-track, 6250 bpi, unlabelled
ASCII tapes with 380 dcuaacters per record and 10 records per block on which data was generated from
a UNIVAC 1100 computer. On the first of these tapes. Tape (1), is the program that reads the required
data from the other tapes and fornmt it properly in an output file. The code listing, a brief output, and
a sample input are attached.

3 The other twelve tapes contain climate data stored one inonth per tape. Because of differences
between the UNIVAC and the VAX (at NWC), the riles on the tapes had to be reformatted before they
could be read by the computer code.

4 Each monthly climatology tape consists of five riles, These: files are determined by the latitude
bands listed below in degrees:

1) 90.0 N 57,5 N
iI) 55.0 N - 20.0 N
1i1) 17.5 N - 17.5 N
iv) 20.0 S - 55,0 S
v) 57.5S 90.OS

Longitude is covered from 0.0 to 360.0 degrees for every file, and the limits of atmospheric pressure
Csurface level') extend from 1000.0 to 30.0 millibars.

5 To run th: program, one, and only one, of the sixty 1,4saibli climatology input files can be
attached. The user is prompted to give dte limits for the surface level in the atmosphere, the longitude,
and the latitude within the limits of the attached data file. Specific points may be entered. For example,
latitude may be entered io range from 55.0 N to 55.0 N: and thus restrict the range considered to one
particular latitude.

6 Lotitude and longitude may be entered In ,nultiples of 2,5 degrees. The altitude level Is most
easily entered as a range of values, but may be entered as an exact value. Data are stored In the files at
the following *altitudes levels In millibars: 1000.0, 850.0, 700.0, 500.0, 400.0, 300.0, 250,0, 100.0, 70.0,
50.0, and 30.0.

7 Within the database there are approximately 30 data points for temperature and dew point
depression over a two-week period for a specific month, altitude, latitude and longitude, on which the
statistics are based.

8 The attached output listing show.,. :atistical summaries printed for each of the years 1980
through 1985 for January (1st month), bot, first two-weck pceIod and second two-week period for -20

degrees latitude anid 120 degrees longitude at 100, 70, 50 and 30 millibars. Temperature and dew point

depression are listed in °C with their one-, two-, and three-sigma variations added to and subtracted

front the mean. No dew point depression data were included at these altitudes (such data are Included

in the database only front 1000 to 300 rob), A partial input tape listing with limited annotation, for

December (12th month) is also included for 100 mb, 87.5 degrees latitude and 0-15 degrees longitude.

Number of observations, ircan temperature, mean dew point depression and ote-sigma values for
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temperature and dew point depression are given. Clearly the six-year data base, first and last halw of the

month is included, but without the code one cannot determine which data are which. From examining
both of thase listings, it is clear that a linear curve of variation is assumed in the statistical analysis of
temperature. A linear variation of dew point depression is also used, below 300 mb.

9 A set of the Climate Database tapes for VAX computers is available on loan (for copying and
return) from the AGPRD office (address given in the Introduction to this report). The Climate
Database tapes can be purchased from the National Climatic Data Center address given above. The
National Climatic ?)ata Center is currently updating itm climate database and Incorporating more precise
ground-level data than are in the current database.
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PROGRAM PHERE
CHARACTER CRUF*360
DIMENSION RLIM(6)
DIMENSION TEMP(12), S[GT(12), DPD(12), SIOD( 12)
INTEGER NOBS( 12)

D)ATA R3LflY4(%dO./
DATA 3LIh4(2)/55.0I
DATA RLUM(S)/17.SI
DATA RLR.I4)I.2O.0I
DATA RLIM(SY-57.V
DATA RLIM(6W-92.5/

OPEN(MUNI.2FL-CBUF.DAT',STATUS.'NEWI)

OPEN(UNITu9,FILE.'WETH.DAkT',STATUS-'NEW')

OPEN(UNIT-8,FILE-'JAN.FL4',STATUS-'OLD',ERR-800,
F ORM-'FORMA'rrE'.ACCESS-'SEQUENTIAL',IOsTAr-I[ERR)

c
READ(8,1000,IOSTAT-IERRERR-800,END-99) INMTH,LBVEL,TLAT,
*TLONCBUP

1000 PORMAT(12,16026. 1,A360)

WRITE(Z*)CEiUF

IF(TL.ATGTRlIM(2)) THEN
LBIND - 1

ELSE IP (TLAT.GT.RLIM(~3)) THEN
LEIND - 2

ELSE IF (TLAT.OTRLIM(4)) THEN
LEIND - 3

ELSE IF (TLAT.OT.RLIM(S)) THEN
LEIND m 4

ELSE
LBIND m 5

END IF
RLIM1 - RLIM(LBIND)
RLIM2 - RLIM(LBIND.1) *2.5
WRITE(6, 1100) IMTH,RLIM1 ,RLIM2

1100 FORMATC CURRENTLY EXAMNINO UNIT-S MONTH-',14.
* I LATITUDE LIMITS -',F6.I,' TO ',P6.I)

5 WR.ITE(6.1200)
1200 FORMAT(' ENTER LOWER A14D UPPER LEVELS (1000 TO 30)')

P.EAD (5,*) ILEV1,ILEV2
WRITE(6,*) [LEV1IELEV2
IF (ILEVI .EQ. 0) THEN

WRITE(6, 1300)
130u FORMAT(' END OF PROGRAM)

END IF

7 WRITE(6.1500) RLIM1,RL[M2
1500 FORM.AT('ENTER TOP AND BOTTOM LATITUDES (',F6.1,' TO %FP6.1,-)')

READ (5.*) ALAT1,ALAT2
WRITE (6,*) ALAT1,ALAT2
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EP(AI.AT1.OT.RLMIM1 R. ALAT2.LT.RLIM2.OR. ALATI.LT.ALAT2) THEN
WRITE(6, 1600)

1600 FORMAT(' INVALID LATITUDE RANGE, PLEASE TRY AGAIN')
GO TO 7

END IF

8 WRITE(611700)
1700 PORMATC ENTER LEFT AND RIGHT LONGITUDES (0 TO 360)')

READ (5.S) ALON1,ALON2
WRITE (6.*) ALON1,ALON2
IF(ALON1 ILT. 0. .OR. ALON2 .GT. 360. .03. ALONI .GT. ALON2) THEN

WRITE(6, 1800)
1800 FORMATC INVALID LONGITUDE RANGE. PLEASE TRY AGAIN')

(30 TO 8
END IF

10 [F(LEVEL JA.! ILEVI AND. LEVEL .GE. ILEV2) THEN
IF(TLAT LE. ALATI .AND. TLATGE. ALAT2) THEN

IF(TLON .GE. ALONI -AND. TLONLB. ALON2) THEN
C POUND DATA WITHIN RANGE LIMITS. DECODE. CALCULATE, AND
C OUTPUT TO UNIT 6

READ(CBUF.2000) (NODS(I),TEMP(I),SIGT(I),DPD(I),SIGD(I),
* 1-1,12)

2000 FORMAT( 12(4,2(F7.2.P6.2)))
1-0
WRITE(9,3000) INMTH,LEVEL,TLAT.TLON

3000 FORMATC'MONTH ',1241: LEVEL '.14,'MB:. LATITUDE',
F 6.1.': LONGITUDE',F6.1,/, YEAR HALF',

* 'TEMP + ISIG - + 2SIG - +3SIG
DEPRES +ISIG - + 2SIG - +3SIG

DO 30 IYR - 1980.1985
DO 20 DRY- 1.2

1-1+1I
IF(NOBS(I) .NE. 0) THEN

SIGT1P - TEMP(I) +SIGT(I)
SIGTIM - TEMP(I) - SIGTO)
SIGT2P - TEMP(I) +SIGTO0)2.
SIGT2M - TEMP(I - S[GT(I)*2.
SIGT3P - TEMP(I) + SIGT(I)*3.
SIGT3M - TEMP(l) - SIGT(I)*3.
SIGD1P - DPD(I) + SIGD(I)
SIODIM - DPD(I) -S!3D(I)
IF(SIGDIM .LT. 0.) SIODIM -0.
SIGD2P - DPD(I) +SIGD(I)*2.
SIGD2M - DPD(I) - SIGD(I)*2.
IP(SIOD2M 1LT. 0.) SIGD2M -0.
SIGD3P - DPD(I) + SIGD(I)*3.
SIGD3M - DPD(I) - SIGD(I)*3
IF(SIGD3M .LT. 0.) SIOD3M -0.
WRITE9.3 100) IYR,IHLFTEMP(I),SIGT1P.SIOT1 M,SIGT2P,

* SIGT2M.SIG3T3P,SIGT3M,DPD(I),SIGDI P.SIGDIM,SIGD2P.
* SIGD2M.SIGD3P,SIGD3M

3100 PORMAT(2.15,2(P8.2,6P7.2))
END IF

20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE

IF(LEVEL IL. ILEV2 -AND. TLAT .LE, ALAT2 AND.
* TLON .GE. ALON2) THEN
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WRITE9,3200)
3200 FORMAT(* AT END OF DESIRED RANGE')

0O TO 999
END IF

END IF
END IF

END IF
READ(8, 1000,IOSTAT-IERRERR-800,END-999) INMTH.LEVEL,TLAT,
* TLON.CBUP
G0 TO 10

800 MOMER NE. 0) THEN
WRITE (6.3300) IERA

3300 FORMATC READ ERR UNIT-8 : ERROR-',18)
END IF

999 WRITE(6,3900)
3900 FORMATC END OF PROCESSING')

WRITE(2,.*)CBUF

CLOSE(UNIT-8,STATUS-'KEEP')
CLOSE(UNIT-9,STATUS-'KEEP')
CLOSE(UNIT--2.STATUS-'KEEP-)

STOP
END
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